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Dear Kate,
 
Please find the yellow shaded documents, in the table below, attached to this email. These should be
considered part of the Applicant’s Deadline 1 Submission for Thanet Extension. Those shaded in green
have been sent to PINS and will show the progress of the Applicant’s submission to PINS throughout the
email correspondence.
 
Kind Regards,
Sammy
 

Document
Id No.

Document Name
Sent
To
PINS?

D1_1 Responses to Relevant Representations Yes
D1_1A Responses to Relevant Representations (Annexes A to G) Yes
D1_2 Applicant’s Summary of  Relevant Representations Yes
D1_3 Statement of  Common Ground – Dover District Council (DDC) Yes
D1_4 Statement of  Common Ground – Environment Agency Yes
D1_5 Statement of  Common Ground – Estuary Services Limited Yes
D1_6 Statement of  Common Ground – Highways England (HE) Yes
D1_7 Statement of  Common Ground – Historic England Yes
D1_8 Statement of  Common Ground – Kent County Council Yes
D1_9 Statement of  Common Ground – Kent & Essex Inshore Fisheries Conservation Authority Yes

D1_10 Statement of  Common Ground – Kent Wildlife Trust Yes
D1_11 Statement of  Common Ground – Maritime & Coastguard Agency (MCA) Yes
D1_12 Statement of  Common Ground – Marine Management Organisation Yes
D1_13 Statement of  Common Ground – National Trust Yes
D1_14 Statement of  Common Ground – Natural England Offshore Ornithology Yes

D1_15
Statement of  Common Ground – Natural England Technical Topics (excluding Offshore Ornithology, Saltmarsh, and Site
Selection)

Yes

D1_16 Statement of  Common Ground – Port of  London Authority Yes
D1_17 Statement of  Common Ground – Riveroak Strategic Partners Limited (RSP) Yes
D1_18 Statement of  Common Ground – Royal  Society for the Protection of  Birds (RSPB) Yes
D1_19 Statement of  Common Ground – Royal  Yachting Association Yes
D1_20 Statement of  Common Ground - Thanet Fishermen’s Association Yes
D1_21 Statement of  Common Ground – Thanet District Council (TDC) Yes
D1_22 Statement of  Common Ground – Trinity House Lighthouse Service (THLS) Yes
D1_23 Statement of  Common Ground – Chamber of  Shipping Yes
D1_24 Statement of  Common Ground – Port of  Tilbury and London Gateway Yes
D1_25 Applicant’s Responses to the Examining Authority’s First Written Questions – EXQ1 No
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1 Introduction 


 Overview 


1 This Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) relates to the proposed development of 
the Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension). It has been prepared 
with respect to the application made by Vattenfall Wind Power Ltd (VWPL) (the 
Applicant) for a development consent order (DCO) to the Planning Inspectorate (PINS) 
under the Planning Act 2008 (the Application). 


2 This SoCG with Dover District Council (DDC) is a means of clearly stating any areas of 
agreement and disagreement between the two parties in relation to the Application. 
The SoCG has been structured to reflect the topics of interest to DDC on the 
Application. 


3 It is the intention that this document will help facilitate post application discussions 
between both parties and also give the Examining Authority (Ex. A) early sight of the 
level of common ground between both parties from the outset of the examination 
process. 


 Approach to SoCG 


4 This SoCG has been developed during the pre-examination phase of the Thanet 
Extension. In accordance with discussions between the Applicant and DDC, the SoCG 
is focused on those issues raised by DDC in its response to the Section 42 consultation 
that has underpinned the pre-application consultation between the parties. 


5 The structure of the SoCG is as follows: 


• Section 1: Introduction 


• Section 2: Dover District Council’s Remit 


• Section 3: Consultation 


• Section 3.4: Agreements Log 


• Section 4: Summary 
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 The Development 


6 The Application if for development consent for VWPL to construct and operate the 
Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension) under the Planning Act 
2008. 


7 Thanet Extension will comprise of wind turbine generators (WTGs) and all the 
infrastructure required to transmit the power generated to the national grid. A 
maximum of 34 WTGs are proposed to be installed with a power output of 340 MW. 
The project will install up to four offshore export cables and may require the 
installation of one Offshore Substation (OSS) and up to one Meteorological Mast. 


8 The key offshore components of Thanet Extension are likely to include: 


• Offshore WTGs; 


• OSS (if required); 


• Meteorological Mast (if required); 


• Foundations; 


• Subsea inter-array cables linking individual WTGs; 


• Subsea export cables from the OWF to shore; and 


• Scour protection around foundations and on inter-array and export cables (if 
required). 


9 The array area will have a maximum size of 70 Km2 and surrounds the existing Thanet 
Offshore Wind Farm (TOWF). It is located approximately 8 km Northeast of the Isle of 
Thanet, situated in the County of Kent. Each WTG will have a maximum blade tip 
height of 250 m above Mean High Water Springs (MHWS), a maximum diameter of 
220 m and a minimum 22 m clearance between the MHWS and the lowest point of 
the rotor. 


10 Electricity generated will be carried via a maximum of four high voltage subsea cables 
to the landfall site, situated at Pegwell Bay. Offshore cables will be connected to the 
onshore cables and ultimately the national grid network at Richborough Energy Park. 
The onshore cable corridor is 2.6 km in length at its fullest extent. 


11 The key features of the development within the district of Dover are: 
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• Underground cables to the onshore substation and associated works including 
new and upgraded highways accesses (works 7-11) 


• A new onshore substation located on the former site of Richborough Port (works 
12-15) 


• Underground cables from the onshore substation to the grid connection point 
at Richborough Energy Park. 


12 More details on the proposed development are described in the Environmental 
Statement (ES) Volume 2, Chapter 1: Project Description (Offshore) (Document Ref: 
6.2.1) and Volume 3, Chapter 1: Project Description (Onshore) (Document Ref: 6.3.1) 
of the Environmental Statement. 
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2 Dover District Council’s Remit 


13 Dover District Council (DDC) is a prescribed consultee for the proposed development 
under Section 42 of the Planning Act 2008 and the Infrastructure Planning 
(Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2017.  


14 DDC is one of the local planning authorities within whose area the project is located. 
The sub-station, Richborough connection and a part of the cable route are within 
Dover District. DDC also form part of the National Nature Reserve (NNR) Management 
Steering Group and therefore also has an interest in respect of the impact on the NNR. 


15 In relation to Thanet Extension its responsibilities include engagement in the pre-
application process, production of a Local Impact Report (LIR) during the Examination 
phase and being consulted on the discharge of onshore requirements for some 
onshore elements of the works. 
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3 Consultation 


 Application elements under Dover District Council’s remit 


16 Work No’s. 1 to 16, detailed in Part 1 of Schedule 1 of the draft DCO describe the 
elements of Thanet Extension which may affect the interests of DDC. Work No’s 7-16 
include works within DDC administration boundary. 


17 Dover District Council is the local government body for the Dover District within the 
County of Kent.  


18 The technical components of the DCO application of relevance to DDC (and therefore 
considered within this SoCG) comprise: 


• Volume 1, Chapter 4: Site Selection and Alternatives (Application Ref 6.1.4); 


• Volume 3, Chapter 2: Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (Application Ref 
6.3.2); 


• Volume 3, Chapter 4: Tourism and Recreation (Application Ref 6.3.4); 


• Volume 3, Chapter 5: Onshore Biodiversity (Application Ref 6.3.5); 


• Draft DCO (Application Ref 3.1); and 


• Report to Inform Appropriate Assessment (Application Ref 5.2). 


 


 Consultation Summary 


19 This section briefly summarises the consultation that VWPL has undertaken with DDC. 
Engagement during the pre-application phase, both statutory and non-statutory, is 
summarised in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Consultation undertaken with Dover District Council pre-application 


Date & Type: Detail: 


28th March 2017 – 
Evidence Plan Meeting  1st Evidence Plan Meeting - Historic Environment  


11th July 2017 Evidence 
Plan Meeting  2nd Evidence Plan Meeting – General Onshore Meeting 


3rd October 2017 
Evidence Plan Meeting  3rd Evidence Plan Meeting – General Onshore Meeting 


 Post-application Consultation 


20 VWPL has engaged with DDC since the Thanet Extension development was accepted 
for examination by the Planning Inspectorate on 23rd July 2018. A summary of the 
post-application consultation with DDC is detailed in Table 2. 


Table 2: Consultation undertaken with DDC post-application 


Date/ Type: Detail: 


31st October 
2018 


Meeting following receipt of Relevant Representations 


9th January 
2019 


Meeting to discuss the SoCG 


21 At the meeting on the 31st October 2018 it was agreed that the areas identified within 
the agreements logs represent those that remain as Dover District Council core 
themes of concern that they wish to satisfy themselves have been addressed following 
the Section 42 Consultation. The following matters were agreed as not forming areas 
of focus for DDC as they consider them adequately addressed and therefore no 
Statement of Common Ground is required: 


• Traffic and Transport 


• Air Quality 


• Noise and Vibration 


• Ground Conditions, Land Use and Flood Risk 


• Onshore Heritage and Archaeology 
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22 The core areas that reflect the main focus of DDC are as follows: 


• Onshore Ecology; 


• Route Selection; 


o Adequacy of information to inform Appropriate Assessment 


o Impacts on National Nature Reserve and Country Park 


• Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment; 


o Proposed infrastructure 


o On-shore cable route 


• Substation and associated works; and 


• Adequacy of DCO Conditions. 


 


 Agreements Log 


23 The following section of this SoCG identifies the level of agreement between the 
parties for each relevant component of the application (as identified above). In order 
to easily identify whether a matter is “agreed”, “under discussion” or indeed “not 
agreed”. A colour coding system of green, yellow and orange is used in the “final 
position” column to represent the respective status of discussions. 


24 For ease of reference the core themes are addressed through consideration of the 
relevant documentation. As such the first section presents the site selection and 
alternatives chapter in order to ensure DDC concerns regarding adequacy of route 
selection are addressed. Subsequent sections then address the relevant reports to 
address concerns with regards onshore ecology (in the general sense), the adequacy 
of information to inform Appropriate Assessment, landscape and visual impact, 
effects associated with the cable bund (Option 2) and the substation etc.  
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Site Selection and Alternatives  


25 During formal consultation DDC requested further information with regards the site 
selection and alternatives process in relation to the cable route. The requested 
updates and provision of further information were included within the final ES chapter 
(Vol 1 Chapter 4). Table 3 identifies the status of the discussion points relating to this 
topic area between the parties. 
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Table 3: Status of discussions relating to the Site Selection and Alternatives. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position DDC Position Final Position 


Adequacy of 
information 
provision 


Document 6.1.4 provides a full and detailed 
account of the considerations and decision 
making process undertaken to develop the 
proposed Order Limits.  


Chapter 4: Site Selection and Alternatives (Doc 
6.1.4) provides a full and comprehensive account 
of the site selection process and consideration of 
alternatives.  This includes a detailed account of 
the cable route selection process which has been 
addressed sufficiently.  DDC are therefore 
satisfied that this process has been adequately 
addressed. 


Agreed 


Project 
optionality 


Following the consultation responses received in 
S42 the larger seawall extension option was 
removed and Option 1 and 3 were included 
within the project description subject to the 
findings of the SI works. Option 1 and 3 are 
agreed as appropriate. 


DDC welcome the removal of the larger seawall 
extension option and support the inclusion of 
underground Options 1 & 3.  It is considered that 
Options 1&3 would be the preferred solutions if 
the finding of SI works enable these to be taken 
forward.  Option 2 would have been considered 
to have a visual impact on the landscape and 
would still involve an extension and projection of 
the seawall. However, this option has now been 
removed which is welcomed. Previous concerns 
raised in the S42 consultation and Relevant 
representation have now been satisfactorily 
addressed. 


Agreed 
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Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment 


26 The Project has the potential to impact upon the landscape within Dover District’s 
jurisdiction. These interactions are duly considered within Volume 3, Chapter 2 of the 
Thanet Extension ES (Application Ref 6.3.2). Table 4 identifies the status of discussions 
relating to this topic area between the parties. 
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Table 4 Status of discussions relating to Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment. 


Note: DDC comments relate to both onshore and offshore visual effects, unless stated otherwise 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position DDC Position Final Position 


Policy and 
Planning 


The assessment has identified all appropriate 
plans and policies relevant to landscape and 
visual impact assessment and has given due 
regard to them within the assessment. 


It can be confirmed that DDC are satisfied that 
appropriate plans and policies relevant to the 
LVIA have been given due regard in the 
assessment. 


Agreed 


Consultation  


The ES chapter has been adequately updated 
following S42 and Evidence Plan consultation 
and concerns raised have been adequately 
addressed or clarified. 


Concerns raised and points raised in the S42 
consultation have been adequately clarified. DDC 
welcome the inclusion of all the viewpoints 
identified (as necessary) in the S42 consultation 
response. 


Agreed 


Scope and 
Assessment 
methodology 


The potential impacts identified are appropriate 
and accurate for the relevant receptors. 


The potential impacts have now been 
appropriately identified and are now accurate 
for the relevant receptors.  


Agreed 


The study area defined for the assessment is 
appropriate for the impacts considered. 


The study area defined in the assessment is 
appropriate for the proposed impacts. Agreed 


Baseline data 
used in the 
assessment 


Sufficient primary and secondary data has been 
collated to appropriately characterise the 
baseline environment for the purposes of 
informing the EIA. 


DDC can confirm the primary and secondary data 
characterises the baseline environment for the 
purposes of informing the EIA. 


Agreed 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position DDC Position Final Position 


The scopes and methodologies undertaken for 
the viewpoints were adequate for characterising 
the baseline and informing photomontage 
drafting. 


Additional photomontages and viewpoints have 
been agreed with DDC and adequately address 
the matters raised in the S42 consultation 
process, particularly in relation to the (visual) 
impact of the substation. 


Agreed 


All data gaps have been highlighted and all 
appropriate measures for filling any data gaps 
have been proposed. 


As identified above all data gaps highlighted in 
DDC’s S42 consultation response have been 
appropriately addressed in the DCO application. 


Agreed 


Mitigation 
Measures 


The embedded mitigation measures for onshore 
visual impacts are considered appropriate and 
are appropriately secured through the DCO. 


The embedded mitigation measures for onshore 
visual impacts are considered to be appropriately 
secured through the DCO and outline reports. 


Agreed 


The Outline Landscape and Ecological 
Management Plan (Application Ref 8.7) is 
appropriate with regards landscape 
management principles. 


The Outline Landscape and Ecological 
Management Plan (Doc. 8.7) is appropriate with 
regards to landscape management principles. 


Agreed 


Outcomes of the 
EIA 


The assessment criteria and assignment of 
significance is appropriate. 


DDC largely agree that the assessment criteria 
and assignment of significance is appropriate in 
the majority of the identified receptors, however 
it is considered there is some adverse impact 
from seascape viewpoints in Dover District. 


Agreed with 
reservations 


The sensitivity and importance of the receiving 
environment is accurately described within the 
Environmental Statement. 


The sensitivity and importance of the receiving 
environment are accurately described within the 
ES. 


Agreed 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position DDC Position Final Position 
The conclusions of the assessment of onshore 
visual impacts (LVIA) accurately reflect the 
potential impacts on the receiving environment 
within the study area. 


DDC agree that the findings of the LVIA 
accurately reflect the potential onshore visual 
impacts. 


Agreed 


The conclusions of the assessment of offshore 
visual impacts (SLVIA) accurately reflect the 
potential impacts on the receiving environment 
within the study area. 


DDC are unable to agree to all the conclusions of 
the assessment and consider the impact to be 
greater within the receiving environment, with a 
minor to moderate impact on some viewpoints, 
however DDC no not currently have the in house 
expertise available to pursue this opinion further 
in detail, in respect of the DCO application and 
are therefore not in a position to counter this 
view other than general comments 


Agreed with 
reservations 


The cumulative effects have been adequately 
and appropriately described within the ES and 
the conclusions are appropriate. 


It is agreed that the cumulative effects have 
been adequately and appropriately described 
within the ES and the conclusions are 
appropriate in this regard. 


Agreed 
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Tourism and Recreation 


27 The Project has the potential to impact upon tourism and recreation receptors. These 
interactions are duly considered within Volume 3, Chapter 4 of the Thanet Extension 
ES (Application Ref 6.3.4). Table 5 identifies the status of discussions relating to this 
topic area between the parties. 
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Table 5 Status of discussions relating to Tourism and Recreation. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position DDC Position Final Position 


Policy and 
Planning 


The assessment has identified all appropriate 
plans and policies relevant to tourism and 
recreation and has given due regard to them 
within the assessment. 


The Tourism and Recreation Baseline Report 
identified all appropriate policies relevant to 
tourism and recreation and has given due regard 
to them. 


Agreed 


Consultation  
The ES chapter has been adequately updated 
following S42 a consultation and concerns raised 
have been adequately addressed or clarified. 


The ES chapter has been adequately updated 
following DDC comments in the S42 consultation 
and all concerns raised have been adequately 
addressed and/or clarified. 


Agreed 


Scope and 
Assessment 
methodology 


The potential impacts identified are appropriate 
and accurate for tourism and recreation 
receptors. 


DDC can confirm that the potential impacts 
identified are appropriate and accurate for 
tourism and recreation receptors. 


Agreed 


The study area defined for the assessment is 
appropriate for the impacts considered. 


The study area defined for the assessment is 
appropriate for the impacts considered. Agreed 


Baseline data 
used in the 
assessment 


Sufficient primary and secondary data has been 
collated to appropriately characterise the 
baseline environment for the purposes of 
informing the EIA. 


It is agreed that sufficient primary and secondary 
data has been collated to appropriately 
characterise the baseline environment for the 
purposes of informing the EIA. 


Agreed 


All data gaps have been highlighted and all 
appropriate measures for filling any data gaps 
have been proposed. 


It is accepted that all data gaps highlighted have 
now been filled and have been dealt with 
appropriately in the EIA. 


Agreed 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position DDC Position Final Position 


Mitigation 
Measures 


The embedded mitigation measures are 
considered appropriate and are appropriately 
secured through the DCO. 


DDC are satisfied that the embedded mitigation 
measures are considered appropriate and 
appropriately secured through the DCO. 


Agreed 


The access management plan (Application Ref 
8.4) is considered appropriate. 


The access management plan (doc ref 8.4) is 
considered appropriate subject to the agreement 
of the land owners/operators. 


Agreed 


Outcomes of the 
EIA 


The assessment criteria and assignment of 
significance is appropriate. 


DDC can confirm that the assessment criteria 
and assignment of significance is appropriate. Agreed 


The sensitivity and importance of the receiving 
environment is accurately described within the 
Environmental Statement. 


The sensitivity and importance of the receiving 
environment is accurately described within the 
ES. 


Agreed 


The conclusions of the assessment accurately 
reflect the potential impacts on the receiving 
environment within the study area. 


DDC can confirm the conclusions of the 
assessment accurately reflect the potential 
impacts on the receiving environment within the 
study area. 


Agreed 


The cumulative effects have been adequately 
and appropriately described within the ES and 
the conclusions are appropriate. 


The cumulative effects have been adequately 
and appropriately described within the ES and 
the conclusions are appropriate. 


Agreed 
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Onshore biodiversity 


28 The Project has the potential to impact upon ecological receptors. These interactions 
are duly considered within Volume 3, Chapter 4: Onshore Biodiversity of the Thanet 
Extension ES (Application Ref 6.3.4). Table 5 identifies the status of discussions relating 
to this topic area between the parties. 
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Table 6 Status of discussions relating to Onshore biodiversity. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position DDC Position Final Position 


Policy and 
Planning 


The assessment has identified all appropriate 
plans and policies relevant to onshore ecology 
and has given due regard to them within the 
assessment. 


The assessment has identified all appropriate 
plans and policies relevant to onshore ecology 
and has given due regard to them within the 
assessment. 


Agreed 


Consultation  


The ES chapter has been adequately updated 
following S42 and Evidence Plan consultation 
and concerns raised have been adequately 
addressed or clarified. 


The ES chapter has been adequately updated 
following DDC’s S42 consultation response and 
the relevant representation (RR-029), concerns 
raised have therefore all been adequately 
addressed and/or clarified. 


Agreed 


Scope and 
Assessment 
methodology 


The potential impacts identified are appropriate 
and accurate for onshore ecology receptors. 


The potential impacts identified are appropriate 
and accurate for onshore ecology receptors. Agreed 


The study area defined for the assessment is 
appropriate for the impacts considered. 


It can be confirmed the study area defined is 
appropriate for the impacts to be considered. Agreed 


Baseline data 
used in the 
assessment 


Sufficient primary and secondary data has been 
collated to appropriately characterise the 
baseline environment for the purposes of 
informing the EIA. 


Sufficient data has been collated to appropriately 
characterise the baseline environment for the 
purposes of informing the EIA. 


Agreed 


The survey scopes and methodologies 
undertaken for the ecological surveys were 
adequate for characterising the baseline. 


It can be agreed that the survey scope and 
methodologies undertaken for the ecological Agreed 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position DDC Position Final Position 
survey are adequate for characterising the 
baseline 


All data gaps have been highlighted and all 
appropriate measures for filling any data gaps 
have been proposed. 


It can be confirmed that all data gaps highlighted 
in the S42 consultation have now been 
adequately addressed. 


Agreed 


Mitigation 
Measures 


The embedded mitigation measures are 
considered appropriate and are appropriately 
secured through the DCO. 


The embedded mitigation measures are 
considered appropriate and are appropriately 
secured through the DCO. 


Agreed 


The Outline Landscape and Ecological 
Management Plan (Application Ref 8.7) is 
appropriate. 


DDC can confirm from their perspective that the 
Outline Landscape and Ecological Management 
Plan (Doc. 8.7) is appropriate, subject to detailed 
requirements from Natural England and Kent 
Wildlife Trust.  


Agreed 


Outcomes of the 
EIA 


The assessment criteria and assignment of 
significance is appropriate. 


The assessment criteria and assignment of 
significance is considered appropriate. Agreed 


The sensitivity and importance of the receiving 
environment is accurately described within the 
Environmental Statement. 


DDC can confirm the sensitivity and importance 
of the receiving environment is accurately 
described within the ES. 


Agreed 


The conclusions of the assessment accurately 
reflect the potential impacts on the receiving 
environment within the study area. 


The conclusions of the assessment accurately 
reflect the potential impacts on the receiving 
environment within the study area. 


Agreed 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position DDC Position Final Position 


The cumulative effects have been adequately 
and appropriately described within the ES and 
the conclusions are appropriate. 


From DDC’s perspective the cumulative effects 
have been adequately and appropriately 
described within the ES and the conclusions are 
appropriate. 


Agreed 
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Draft DCO 


29 A Draft DCO was included with the application. The DCO contains a number of 
Requirements and Conditions which relate to the project. Table 5 identifies the status 
of discussions relating to the draft DCO between the parties. 
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Table 7 Status of discussions relating to draft DCO. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position DDC Position Final Position 


DCO 
Requirements 


The DCO contains appropriate provisions for the 
control and management of the proposed 
development 


The DCO contains in most part appropriate 
provisions for the control and management of 
the proposed development, however Schedule 
10: Procedure for Discharge of Requirements has 
a number of unrealistic timescales for the 
validation and consultation of relevant parties 
resulting in a significant onus of LPA’s to process 
matters immediately. There are also some minor 
revisions required to the areas referred to in 
Schedule 4.  


Agreed subject to 
some minor 
changes 


DCO Plans 


The draft Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) 
adequately captures the principles that will 
inform the various pre-construction plans to be 
submitted for review. 


The draft Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) 
adequately captures the principles that will 
inform the various pre-construction plans to be 
submitted for review. 


Agreed 


DCO Plans The DCO adequately provides for the various 
pre-construction plans outlined within the CoCP 


The DCO adequately provides for the pre-
construction plans outlined within the CoCP. Agreed 
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Report to Inform Appropriate Assessment 


30 A Report to Inform Appropriate Assessment (RIAA) was included with the application 
documents. The RIAA provide relevant authorities with a description of the project 
and implications for European protected sites. As per the relevant representation 
Table 5 identifies the status of discussions relating to the RIAA between the parties 
and focuses in particular on the adequacy of the information within it. 
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Table 8 Status of discussions relating to the RIAA. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position DDC Position Final Position 


Policy and 
Planning 


The assessment has identified all appropriate 
plans and policies relevant to onshore ecology 
and has given due regard to them within the 
assessment. 


The assessment has identified all appropriate 
plans and policies relevant to onshore ecology 
and has had due regard to them in the 
assessment.  This is dealt with in the HRA 
Screening Report and associated appendices 
(Report 8.1). 


Agreed 


Consultation  


The ES chapter has been adequately updated 
following S42 and Evidence Plan consultation 
and concerns raised have been adequately 
addressed or clarified. 


DDC can clarify that concerns raised in the S42 
consultation and relevant representation (RR-
029) have been adequately addressed, updated 
where necessary and clarified accordingly. 


Agreed 


Scope and 
Assessment 
methodology 


The potential impacts identified are appropriate 
and accurate for onshore ecology receptors. 


It is agreed that the potential impacts are 
identified and are appropriate for onshore 
ecology receptors and DDC wishes to raise no 
further comments in this regard. 


Agreed 


The study area defined for the assessment is 
appropriate for the impacts considered. 


It is confirmed that the study area defined for 
the assessment is appropriate for the impacts 
considered. 


Agreed 


Baseline data 
used in the 
assessment 


Sufficient primary and secondary data has been 
collated to appropriately characterise the 
baseline environment for the purposes of 
informing the EIA. 


Sufficient data has now been collected following 
comments in the S42 consultation and relevant 
representation (RR-029) to characterise the 
baseline environment to inform the EIA. 


Agreed 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position DDC Position Final Position 
The survey scopes and methodologies 
undertaken for the ecological surveys were 
adequate for characterising the baseline. 


It is agreed the survey scope and methodologies 
undertaken for the ecological survey are 
adequate for characterising the baseline. 


Agreed 
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4 Matters under discussion 


31 This section identifies those matters raised by DDC during the pre-application 
consultation that have yet to be resolved and are subject to ongoing discussion as of 
the last consultation meeting held with DDC. 


32 At this stage there are no matters under discussion, subject the review of the final 
application documents. 
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1 Introduction 


 Overview 


1 This Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) relates to the proposed development of 
the Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension). It has been prepared 
with respect to the Application made by Vattenfall Wind Power Ltd (VWPL) (the 
Applicant) for a development consent order (DCO) to the Planning Inspectorate (PINS) 
under the Planning Act 2008 (the Application). 


2 This SoCG with the Environment Agency (EA) is a means of clearly stating any areas of 
agreement and disagreement between the two parties in relation to the Application. 
The SoCG has been structured to reflect the topics of interest to the EA on the 
Application. 


3 It is the intention that this document will help facilitate post Application discussions 
between both parties and also give the Examining Authority (ExA) an early sight of the 
level of common ground between both parties from the outset of the examination 
process. 


 Approach to SoCG 


4 This SoCG has been developed during the pre-examination phase of the Thanet 
Extension. In accordance with discussions between the Applicant and the EA, the SoCG 
is focused on those issues raised by the EA within its response to Scoping, Section 42 
consultation and as raised through the Evidence Plan process that has underpinned 
the pre-application consultation between the parties. 


5 The structure of the SoCG is as follows: 


• Section 1: Introduction; 


• Section 2: Environment Agency’s Remit; 


• Section 3: Consultation; 


• Section 4: Agreements Log; and 


• Section5: Matters under discussion. 
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 The Development 


6 Thanet Extension will comprise of wind turbine generators (WTGs) and all the 
infrastructure required to transmit the power generated to the national grid. A 
maximum of 34 WTGs will be installed with a power output of 340 MW. The project 
will install up to four offshore export cables and may require the installation of one 
Offshore Substation (OSS) and up to one Meteorological Mast. 


7 The key offshore components of Thanet Extension are likely to include: 


• Up to 34 Offshore WTGs; 


• OSS (if required); 


• Meteorological Mast (if required); 


• WTG Foundations; 


• Subsea inter-array cables linking individual WTGs; 


• Subsea export cables from the OWF to shore; and 


• Scour protection around foundations and on inter-array and export cables (if 
required). 


8 The array area will have a maximum size of 70 km2 and surrounds the existing Thanet 
Offshore Wind Farm (TOWF). It is located approximately 8 km Northeast of the Isle of 
Thanet, situated in the County of Kent. Each WTG will have a maximum blade tip 
height of 250 m above Highest Astronomical Tide (HAT), a maximum diameter of 220 
m and a minimum 22 m clearance between the Mean High Water Springs (MWHS) and 
the lowest point of the blade. 


9 Electricity generated will be carried via a maximum of four high voltage subsea cables 
to the landfall site, situated at Pegwell Bay. Offshore cables will be connected to the 
onshore cables and ultimately the national grid network at Richborough Energy Park. 
The onshore cable corridor is 2.6 km in length at its fullest extent. 


10 More details on the proposed development are described in the Environmental 
Statement (ES) Volume 2, Chapter 1: Project Description (Offshore) (PINS Ref APP-
042/ Application Ref: 6.2.1) and Volume 3, Chapter 1: Project Description (Onshore) 
(PINS Ref APP-057/ Application Ref: 6.3.1) of the Environmental Statement (ES). 
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2 Environment Agency Remit 


11 The Environment Agency has a responsibility for protecting and improving the 
environment, as well as contributing to sustainable development. The Environment 
Agency have three primary roles: 


• Environmental regulator – taking a risk-based approach and target effort to 
maintain and improve environmental standards and to minimise unnecessary 
burdens on business. Environment Agency issue a range of permits and 
consents.  


• Environmental operator –a national organisation that operates locally. Working 
with people and communities across England to protect and improve the 
environment in and integrated way. Provide a vital incident response capability.  


• Environmental advisor –compile and assess the best available evidence and use 
this to report on the state of the environment. Use our own monitoring 
information and that of others to inform this activity. Provide technical 
information and advice to national and local governments to support their roles 
in policy and decision-making. 
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3 Consultation 


 Application elements under the Environment Agency’s remit 


12 Work Nos. 3A - 16, detailed in Part 1 of Schedule 1 of the draft DCO describe the 
elements of Thanet Extension which may affect the interests of the EA. 


13 The EA is a non-departmental public body. As noted previously their stated purpose is 
to protect and enhance the environment, taken as a whole. Whilst they aim to achieve 
sustainable development and deal with coastal processes, flooding and pollution. 


14 The technical components of the DCO Application of relevance to the EA (and 
therefore considered within this SoCG) comprise: 


• Volume 1, Chapter 4: Site Selection and Alternatives (PINS Ref APP-040/ 
Application Ref: 6.1.4);  


• Volume 2, Chapter 1: Project Description (Offshore) (PINS Ref APP-042/ 
Application Ref: 6.2.1);  


• Volume 4, Annex 3-1: Water Framework Directive (PINS Ref APP-076/ 
Application Ref: 6.4.3.1); 


• Volume 2, Chapter 5: Benthic Subtidal and Intertidal Ecology (PINS Ref APP-046/ 
Application Ref: 6.2.5);  


• Volume 3, Chapter 5: Onshore Biodiversity (PINS Ref APP-061/ Application Ref: 
6.3.5); 


• Volume 3, Chapter 6: Ground Conditions, Flood Risk, Land Use (PINS Ref APP-
062/ Application Ref: 6.2.6); and 


• Volume 5, Chapter 6.2: Flood Risk Assessment (PINS Ref APP-116/ Application 
Ref: 6.5.6.2). 


 Consultation Summary 


15 This section briefly summarises the consultation that VWPL has undertaken with the 
EA. Engagement during the pre-Application phase, both statutory and non-statutory, 
is summarised in Table 1 below, this includes any meetings and correspondence held 
as part of the Evidence Plan process (Application Ref: 8.5) and Section 42 consultation. 
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Table 1: Consultation undertaken with the Environment Agency pre-application 


Date & Type: Detail: 


28th Feb 2017 
Evidence Plan  


1st Evidence Plan meeting - Offshore Ecology Meeting. 
 


26th May 2017 Evidence 
Plan meeting 2nd Evidence Plan meeting - Offshore Ecology Meeting. 


12th July 2017 Evidence 
Plan meeting 3rd Evidence Plan meeting - Offshore Ecology Meeting. 


4th October 2017 
Evidence Plan meeting 4th Evidence Plan meeting - Offshore Ecology Meeting. 


26th January 2018 
Evidence Plan meeting 5th Evidence Plan meeting - Offshore Ecology Meeting. 


3rd March 2017 
Consultation (Scoping 
Opinion) 


Consultation on Ground Conditions, Hydrology & Flood Risk 
and Land Use. 


27th February 2017 
Evidence Plan meeting 


1st Evidence Plan meeting – Ground Conditions, Land Use and 
Hydrology 


28th June 2017 
Evidence Plan meeting 


2nd Evidence Plan meeting – Ground Conditions, Land Use and 
Hydrology 


11th July 2017 
Evidence Plan meeting 


3rd Evidence Plan meeting – Ground Conditions, Land Use and 
Hydrology 


23rd August 2017 
Evidence Plan meeting 


4th Evidence Plan meeting – Ground Conditions, Land Use and 
Hydrology 


8th December 2017 
Evidence Plan meeting 


5th Evidence Plan meeting – Ground Conditions, Land Use and 
Hydrology 


18th December 2017 
Evidence Plan meeting 


6th Evidence Plan meeting – Ground Conditions, Land Use and 
Hydrology 


Emails See Evidence Plan Appendix VI (Application Ref: 8.5). 


January 2018: Section 42 
Consultation 


Comments relating to the Preliminary Environmental 
Information Report 
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 Post-application Consultation 


16 VWPL has engaged with the EA since the Thanet Extension development was accepted 
for examination by the Planning Inspectorate on 23rd July 2018. A summary of the 
post-application consultation with the EA is detailed in Table 2. 


Table 2: Consultation undertaken with the Environment Agency post-application 


Date/ Type: Detail: 


25th July 
2018 
Meeting 


Bilateral meeting with Natural England to discuss saltmarsh related issues 
and biogenic reef plan. 


15th August 
2018 
Meeting 


Meeting with KWT, KCC, EA and National Trust to discuss the Application 
documents and to provide an update on the project 


11th October 
2018 
Meeting 


Meeting with the EA to discuss relevant representations and development 
of a SoCG. 


December 
2018 
Email 


Correspondence regarding the drafting of this SoCG. 
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4 Agreements Log 


17 The following section of this SoCG identifies the level of agreement between the 
parties for each relevant component of the Application material (as identified in 
Section 3.1). In order to easily identify whether a matter is “agreed”, “under 
discussion” or indeed “not agreed” a colour coding system of green, yellow and orange 
is used in the “final position” column to represent the respective status of discussions. 


 Site Selection and Alternatives 


18 The Project has analysed and evaluated a range of options regarding location of 
infrastructure. The reasons for the selection of the proposed site are duly considered 
within Volume 1, Chapter 4: Site Selection and Alternatives (PINS Ref APP-040/ 
Application Ref 6.1.4). Table 3 identifies the status of discussions relating to this topic 
area between the parties. 
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Table 3: Status of discussions relating to Site Selection and Alternatives. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position  EA Position Final Position 


Adequacy of 
information provision 


The Site Selection and Alternatives chapter 
provides a full and detailed account of the 
considerations and decision making process 
undertaken to develop the proposed Order 
Limits.  


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


Project optionality 


Following the consultation responses received 
in S42 the larger seawall extension option was 
removed and Option 1 and 3 were included 
within the project description subject to the 
findings of the SI works. Option 1 and 3 are 
agreed as appropriate. 


The EA consider Option 1 the least damaging 
in terms of habitats and should be given the 
highest priority. The EA agree with the 
assessment undertaken for Options 1 and 3 
and are considered appropriate when 
mitigation, as secured in the DCO, is applied. 
 
The EA object to Option 2.   
 
The removal of the larger seawall extension, as 
assessed in the PEIR, is welcomed. 


Agree 
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 Water Framework Directive Assessment 


19 The Project has the potential to impact upon the marine water and sediment quality 
and these interactions are duly considered within Volume 2, Chapter 3: Marine Water 
Quality and Sediment Quality (PINS Ref APP-044/ Application Ref: 6.2.3) of the Thanet 
Extension ES. Furthermore, a WFD assessment is presented within Volume 4, Annex 
3-1 (PINS Ref APP-076/ Application Ref: 6.4.3.1). Table 4 identifies the status of 
discussions relating to this topic area between the parties. 


20 Following agreement with the Environment Agency, in the meeting held on 11th 
October 2018, additional information clarifying the information provided within the 
Application is included in the Responses to the Relevant Representations submitted 
by the Application for Deadline 1.  
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Table 4: Status of discussions relating to the Water Framework Directive 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position EA Position Final Position 


Presentation 


The coastal and transitional WFD assessment was 
presented as a separate report which should be 
read in conjunction with other chapters from the 
ES and is fit for purpose. 


The EA acknowledge that the WFD should be 
read in conjunction with other Application 
documents as sign-posted. However, the 
document has been drafted separately from the 
relevant ES chapters as requested. The EA agree 
the WFD assessment is fit for purpose with the 
exception of the potential release of 
contaminants (see below). 


On-going 


Policy and 
Planning 


The WFD assessment has identified all 
appropriate and relevant plans and policies and 
has given due regard to them within the 
assessment. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


Consultation  


The assessment has been adequately updated 
following Evidence Plan consultation and 
concerns raised have been adequately addressed 
or clarified. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


Screening 
All relevant water bodies, shellfish waters 
bathing waters and priority habitats have been 
identified for assessment. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position EA Position Final Position 


Baseline data used 
in the assessment 


Sufficient primary and secondary data has been 
collated to appropriately characterise the 
baseline environment for the purposes of 
informing the assessment. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


The status of the identified WFD features and 
water bodies have been appropriately classified. The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


Scoping 
Assessment 


The potential impacts identified are appropriate 
and accurate for the purposes of assessing the 
potential for deterioration of the water body. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


The Applicant has appropriately applied the 
scoping stage of the assessment adequately for 
determination of effects to be considered in the 
impact assessment as summarised in Table 3.10. 


The EA do not agree with the Applicant’s 
position. Table 3.10 omitted chemical water 
quality, despite the fact that Arsenic at levels 
above Cefas AL1 was found in CR10 sample which 
is grounds to further assess the risks from 
arsenic. We note the comments relating to 
arsenic and North Sea natural occurrence, but 
this is not an impact assessment for the risk to 
water EQS from disturbing sediment containing 
Arsenic. The EQS is a dissolved aqueous phase 
standard. We accept the MESL evidence for the 
Pegwell bay (Kent North) area. Samples below 
AL1 would not require further detailed impact 
assessment, although we should point out that 


Disagree 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position EA Position Final Position 
the CEFAS action levels are not designed to be a 
predictor of water column WFD EQS compliance 
with EQSD/WFD substances, they are primarily 
designed with OSPAR drivers in mind. 


The Applicant has appropriately scoped out the 
consideration of hydromorphology from the 
impact assessment stage of the assessment. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


The Applicant has appropriately scoped out the 
consideration of fish from the impact assessment 
stage of the assessment. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


The Applicant has undertaken the scoping 
exercise in line with industry practice and is 
comparable to similar NSIP Applications in both 
scoping rationale and approach. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


Impact 
Assessment 


It is appropriate and consistent with the guidance 
for the WFD assessment to sign-post and 
summarise the RIAA undertaken for the project. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


The Applicant has concluded that there will not 
be a deterioration in the biological habitats 
within the waterbody. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


The Applicant has concluded that there will not 
be a deterioration in the phytoplankton species 
receptor within the waterbody. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position EA Position Final Position 
The Applicant has concluded that there will not 
be a deterioration in the water clarity within the 
waterbody. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


The Applicant has concluded that there will not 
be a deterioration in terms of INNS within the 
waterbody. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


The Applicant has provided sufficient explanation 
and information to demonstrate that the 
proposed activities are unlikely to reduce the 
local bathing water performance. 


The EA agree that the proposed activities are 
unlikely to result in deterioration of the Bathing 
Waters and have requested supplementary 
information to be provided in the Applicant’s 
response to the EA’s Relevant Representation.  


On-going 


The Applicant has provided sufficient explanation 
and information to demonstrate that the 
proposed activities are unlikely to reduce the 
local shellfish waters performance. 


The EA agree that the proposed activities are 
unlikely to result in deterioration of the Shellfish 
Waters and have requested supplementary 
information to be provided in the Applicant’s 
response to the EA’s Relevant Representation. 


On-going 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position EA Position Final Position 


The Applicant has provided sufficient explanation 
and information to demonstrate that the 
proposed activities are unlikely to reduce the 
chemical status as a result of contaminants in the 
water body. 


The EA agree that the proposed activities are 
unlikely to result in deterioration of the chemical 
status of the water bodies. However, the EA have 
requested supplementary information to be 
provided in the Applicant’s response to the EA’s 
Relevant Representation. 


On-going 


The impacts on for the potential deterioration of 
the status of the water bodies has been 
appropriately assessed. 


The EA acknowledge that there is no 
methodology for how to undertake an impact 
assessment under the “Clearing the Waters 
Guidance”.  The EA agrees with the findings of 
the WFD assessment, i.e. no deterioration, but 
have requested supplementary information to be 
provided in the Applicant’s response to the EA’s 
Relevant Representation. 


On-going 


The Applicant has undertaken a proportionate 
approach to the WFD impact assessment for the 
release of contaminated sediments which is 
consistent with both the recent offshore wind 
industry and dredging WFD assessments for NSIP 
projects.  


The EA acknowledge that there is no 
methodology for how to undertake an impact 
assessment under the “Clearing the Waters 
Guidance” and as such there are different 
approaches to undertaking WFD impact 
assessments. However, the EA have requested 


On-going 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position EA Position Final Position 
supplementary information to be provided in the 
Applicant’s response to the EA’s Relevant 
Representation to outline the assumptions and 
methodology applied. 


Sufficient information within the Application, 
both qualitative and quantitative, has been 
provided in the Application to determine no 
deterioration of the chemical status of the water 
body as a result of the suspension of 
contaminated sediment. 


Following discussions with the Applicant, the EA 
have requested sign-posting to the locations 
within the Application where both the qualitive 
and quantitative assessments of suspended 
sediment are presented; in relation to water and 
sediment quality. 


On-going 


The Applicant has provided sufficient explanation 
and information to demonstrate that the 
proposed activities are unlikely to reduce the 
local bathing waters performance. 


The EA agree that the proposed activities are 
unlikely to result in deterioration of the Bathing 
Waters and have requested supplementary 
information to be provided in the Applicant’s 
response to the EA’s Relevant Representation.  


On-going 
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 Benthic Subtidal and Intertidal Ecology 


21 The Project has the potential to impact upon benthic subtidal and intertidal ecology 
and these interactions are duly considered within Volume 2, Chapter 5: Benthic 
Subtidal and Intertidal Ecology (PINS Ref APP-046/ Application Ref 6.2.5) of the Thanet 
Extension ES. Table 5 identifies the status of discussions relating to this topic area 
between the parties. 
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Table 5: Status of discussions relating to Benthic Subtidal and Intertidal Ecology. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position EA Position Final Position 


Policy and 
Planning 


The assessment has identified all appropriate 
plans and policies relevant to benthic ecology 
and has given due regard to them within the 
assessment. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


Consultation  


The ES chapter has been adequately updated 
following S42 and Evidence Plan consultation and 
concerns raised have been adequately addressed 
or clarified. 


As provided in the EA’s S42 response, the 
Environment Agency do not feel Option 2 is an 
appropriate landfall option due to the loss of 
saltmarsh. However, the removal of the larger 
seawall extension is welcomed. 


On-going 


Scope and 
Assessment 
Methodology 


The potential impacts identified are appropriate 
and accurate for benthic ecology receptors. The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


The definitions of sensitivity and magnitude are 
appropriate for the purposes of the assessment. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position with 
the exception of impacts associated with the 
permanent loss of saltmarsh. 


On-going 


All potentially significant effects and the relevant 
maximum design scenario for each effect have 
been identified. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


The study area defined for the assessment is 
appropriate for the impacts considered. The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position EA Position Final Position 


Baseline data used 
in the assessment 


Sufficient primary and secondary data has been 
collated to appropriately characterise the 
baseline environment for the purposes of 
informing the EIA. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


The survey scope and methodology undertaken 
for the intertidal surveys was adequate for 
characterising the baseline population of benthic 
species. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


All data gaps have been highlighted and all 
appropriate measures for filling any data gaps 
have been proposed. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


Mitigation 
Measures 


The embedded mitigation measures are 
considered appropriate and are adequately 
secured through the DCO. 


The EA do not believe the draft DCO adequately 
addresses the permanent loss of saltmarsh. The 
EA have not undertaken an extensive review of 
the draft DCO at the time of writing. 
 
The EA welcome the provision of a (secured) 
saltmarsh plan within the Application. The EA 
would like to continue to consult on the future 
revisions of this document. 
 


On-going 


No further mitigation to those embedded 
measures are necessitated as a result of the 
assessment conclusions. 


The mitigation proposed for Options 1 and 3 are 
adequate.  On-going 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position EA Position Final Position 


Outcomes of the 
EIA 


The assessment criteria and assignment of 
significance is appropriate. 


The EA disagree with the significance 
apportioned to the impacts arising from the 
Option 2 landfall, i.e. permanent loss of 
saltmarsh, and the risk of bisection of the 
saltmarsh. 


Disagree 


The sensitivity and importance of the receiving 
environment is accurately described within the 
Environmental Statement. 


The importance of the saltmarsh, in a regional 
context and in relation to the potential 
permanent loss under landfall Option 2, is 
underestimated in the ES chapter. 


Disagree 


The conclusions of the assessment accurately 
reflect the potential impacts on the benthic 
ecology within the study area. 


The EA agree that all relevant effects has been 
assessed. However, the EA do not agree with the 
findings of the assessments on the permanent 
loss of saltmarsh. 


On-going 


The cumulative effects have been adequately and 
appropriately described within the ES and the 
conclusions are appropriate. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


Saltmarsh 
The assessment criteria and assignment of 
significance is appropriate for the temporary 
disturbance of saltmarsh habitat. 


The EA consider that the temporary disturbance 
in the saltmarsh habitat has been adequately 
assessed and mitigated. However, the EA 
disagree with the significance assigned for the 
permanent disturbance. 


On-going 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position EA Position Final Position 


The total maximum area of saltmarsh loss within 
the Thanet Coast and Sandwich Bay SAC 
represents a very small footprint of the overall 
extent.  


Environment Agency disagree with the 
conclusions because the proposed location of 
Option 2 (which results in the permanent loss of 
saltmarsh) in the narrowest section of saltmarsh, 
this will cause significant bisection of the habitat. 


On-going 


The presence of an extension to the seawall 
structure will not result in bisection of the 
saltmarsh habitats. 


Environment Agency disagree with the 
conclusions because the proposed location of 
Option 2 (which results in the permanent loss of 
saltmarsh) is the narrowest section of saltmarsh, 
this will cause significant bisection of the habitat. 


Disagree 


The presence of an extension of the seawall 
structure has a very small potential to change 
wider physical processes such as erosion and 
wave (as assessed in Section 5.4.5, Volume 4, 
Annex 2-1: Marine Geology, Oceanography, 
Physical Processes Technical Report (Application 
Ref: 6.4.2.1)). 


The Environment Agency remain concerned that 
further erosion by the addition of a protruding 
section of new seawall (under landfall Option 2) 
may cause local erosion of existing saltmarsh 
adjacent to this landfall location. 


On-going 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position EA Position Final Position 
The proposed landfall area is an area that is 
considered to be generally lower value saltmarsh 
as a result of the areas of saltmarsh being 
elevated above the wider area (and is above the 
MHWS line) such that it is not regularly1 
inundated by tidal water and therefore being 
dominated by Spartina and grasses.  


The EA agree that the area is dominated by 
Spartina and grasses and that the area is 
subjected to inundation during high spring tides.  
The EA have examined the saltmarsh at the land-
fall location and do not agree that the quality is 
less than adjacent salt marsh areas. 


On-going 


The distribution of saltmarsh habitat within 
relevant designated sites and study area has 
been accurately presented. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position insofar 
as describing the distribution within the study 
area as opposed to the region. 


On-going 


                                                      
1 In so far as it is above MHW but below MHWS and therefore inundated on a monthly basis (on average) 
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 Onshore Biodiversity 


22 The Project has the potential to impact upon onshore biodiversity and these 
interactions are duly considered within Volume 3, Chapter 5: Onshore Biodiversity 
(PINS Ref APP-061/ Application Ref: 6.3.5) of the Thanet Extension ES. Table 6 
identifies the status of discussions relating to this topic area between the parties. 
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Table 6: Status of discussions relating to Onshore Biodiversity. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position EA Position Final Position 


Policy and 
Planning 


The assessment has identified all appropriate 
plans and policies relevant to onshore 
biodiversity and has given due regard to them 
within the assessment. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


Consultation  


The ES chapter has been adequately updated 
following S42 and Evidence Plan consultation 
and concerns raised have been adequately 
addressed or clarified. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


Scope and 
Assessment 
methodology 


The potential impacts identified are appropriate 
and accurate for onshore ecology receptors. The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


The study area defined for the assessment is 
appropriate for the impacts considered. The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


Baseline data used 
in the assessment 


Sufficient primary and secondary data has been 
collated to appropriately characterise the 
baseline environment for the purposes of 
informing the EIA. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


The survey scopes and methodologies 
undertaken for the ecological surveys were 
adequate for characterising the baseline. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 
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All data gaps have been highlighted and all 
appropriate measures for filling any data gaps 
have been proposed. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


Mitigation 
Measures 


The embedded mitigation measures are 
considered appropriate and are appropriately 
secured through the DCO. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


Outcomes of the 
EIA 


The assessment criteria and assignment of 
significance is appropriate. The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


The sensitivity and importance of the receiving 
environment is accurately described within the 
Environmental Statement. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


The conclusions of the assessment accurately 
reflect the potential impacts on the onshore 
biodiversity within the study area. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


The cumulative effects have been adequately 
and appropriately described within the ES and 
the conclusions are appropriate. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 
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 Ground Conditions, Flood Risk and Land Use 


23 The Project has the potential to impact upon ground conditions, flood risk and land 
use and these interactions are duly considered within Volume 3, Chapter 6: Ground 
Conditions, Flood Risk and Land Use (PINS Ref APP-062/ Application Ref: 6.3.6) of the 
Thanet Extension ES. Table 7 identifies the status of discussions relating to this topic 
area between the parties. 
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Table 7: Status of discussions relating to Ground conditions, Flood Risk and Land Use. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position EA Position Final Position 


Policy and Planning 
The assessment has identified all appropriate 
and relevant plans and policies and has given 
due regard to them within the assessment. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


Consultation  


The ES chapter has been adequately updated 
following S42 and Evidence Plan consultation 
and concerns raised have been adequately 
addressed or clarified. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


Scope and 
Assessment 
methodology 


The potential impacts identified are appropriate 
and for ground conditions and land use 
receptors. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


The potential impacts identified are appropriate 
and for flood risk. The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


The definitions of sensitivity and magnitude are 
appropriate for the purposes of the assessment. The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


All potentially significant effects and the 
relevant maximum design scenario for each 
effect have been identified. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


The study area defined for the assessment is 
appropriate for the impacts considered. The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position EA Position Final Position 


Baseline data used 
in the assessment 


Sufficient data has been collated to 
appropriately characterise the baseline 
environment for the purposes of informing the 
EIA for the ground conditions assessment. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


Sufficient data has been collated to 
appropriately characterise the baseline 
environment for the purposes of informing the 
EIA for the land use assessment. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


Sufficient data has been collated to 
appropriately characterise the baseline 
environment for the purposes of informing the 
EIA for the flood risk assessment. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


The Applicant has actively sought information 
and data on the construction and contents of 
the historic landfill within the proposed Order 
Limits. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


Data gaps have been highlighted and 
appropriate measures for filling any data gaps 
have been proposed. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


Mitigation 
Measures 


The embedded mitigation measures are 
considered appropriate. The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position EA Position Final Position 
The mitigation proposed (Construction 
Environmental Management Plan, 
Contaminated Land and Groundwater 
Management Plan) is adequately secured in the 
DCO. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


Outcomes of the EIA 


The assessment criteria and assignment of 
significance is appropriate. The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


The sensitivity and importance of the receiving 
environment is accurately described within the 
Environmental Statement. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


The conclusions of the assessment accurately 
reflect the potential impacts on the ground 
conditions within the study area. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


The conclusions of the assessment accurately 
reflect the potential impacts on the land use 
within the study area. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


The conclusions of the assessment accurately 
reflect the potential impacts on flood risk within 
the study area. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


The conclusions of the assessment accurately 
reflect the potential impacts on freshwater WFD 
water bodies within the study area. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position EA Position Final Position 
The cumulative effects have been adequately 
and appropriately described within the ES and 
the conclusions are appropriate. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 
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 Flood Risk Assessment 


24 The Project has the potential to impact upon flooding and the risks are duly considered 
within Volume 5, Annex 6-2: Flood Risk Assessment (PINS Ref APP-116/ Application 
Ref 6.5.6.2) of the Thanet Extension ES. Table 8 identifies the status of discussions 
relating to this topic area between the parties. 
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Table 8: Status of discussions relating to the Flood Risk Assessment. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position EA Position Final Position 


Policy and 
Planning 


The assessment has identified all appropriate 
plans and policies relevant to flood risk and has 
given due regard to them within the assessment. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


Method An appropriate model was used to inform the 
assessment. The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


Consultation 
On-going consultation with the EA will be sought 
following detailed design of the landfall and the 
means of crossing the Minister Stream 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 


Flood Risk Activity 
Permits 


FRAPs will be sought prior to the commencement 
of any works, SI and construction, within the 
byelaw margins. 


The EA agree with the Applicant’s position. Agree 
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5 Matters under discussion 


25 This section identifies those matters raised by the EA during the pre-Application 
consultation that have yet to be resolved and are subject to ongoing discussion as of 
the last consultation meeting held with the EA. 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position EA Position Final Position 


Option 2 


Option 2 represents the worst case in terms of 
the assessment of landfall options but is 
considered to be not significant with regards the 
EIA Regulations 


The EA object to Option 2 on the basis of 
potential permanent fragmentation of a 
regionally important habitat. 


No longer 
relevant 


Option 2 


Option 2 represents a loss of 18.5m of saltmarsh 
in an area of 90m saltmarsh (in reference to 
width from the existing sea wall). This is not 
considered to likely result in a severance or 
bisection of the saltmarsh due to irregular 
(monthly) inundation, the ~80% of saltmarsh 
width remaining, and other factors as presented 
within Volume 2, Chapter 2 Marine Geology, 
Oceanography and Physical Processes Chapter 
(Application Ref 6.2.2). 


Environment Agency disagree with the 
conclusions because the proposed location of 
Option 2 (which results in the permanent loss of 
saltmarsh) is the narrowest section of saltmarsh, 
this will cause significant bisection of the habitat. 


No longer 
relevant 
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1 Introduction 


 Overview 


1 This Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) relates to the proposed development of 
the Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension). It has been prepared 
with respect to the Application made by Vattenfall Wind Power Ltd (VWPL) (the 
Applicant) for a development consent order (DCO) to the Planning Inspectorate (PINS) 
under the Planning Act 2008 (the Application). 


2 This SoCG with Estuary Services Limited (ESL) is a means of clearly stating any areas of 
agreement and disagreement between the two parties in relation to the Application. 
The SoCG has been structured to reflect the topics of interest to the ESL on the 
Application. 


3 It is the intention that this document will help facilitate post application discussions 
between both parties and also give the Examining Authority (ExA) an early sight of the 
level of common ground between both parties from the outset of the examination 
process. 


 Approach to SoCG 


4 This SoCG has been developed during the pre-examination phase of the Thanet 
Extension. In accordance with discussions between the Applicant and the Chamber of 
Shipping, the SoCG is focused on those issues raised by the ESL within its response to 
Section 42 consultation that has underpinned the pre-application consultation 
between the parties. It has also been cognisant of the request made by the Examining 
Authority within the ‘Rule 6’ letter published on the 9th November 2018 and the Rule 
8 letter which followed the second Issue Specific Hearing on the 12th December 2018. 


5 The structure of the SoCG is as follows: 


• Section 1: Introduction; 


• Section 2: Consultee’s Remit; 


• Section 3: Consultation; 


• Section 4: Agreements Log; and 


• Section 5: Matters under discussion. 
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 The Development 


6 The Application if for development consent for VWPL to construct and operate the 
Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension) under the Planning Act 
2008. 


7 Thanet Extension will comprise of wind turbine generators (WTGs) and all the 
infrastructure required to transmit the power generated to the national grid. A 
maximum of 34 WTGs will be installed with a power output of 340 MW. The project 
will install up to four offshore export cables and may require the installation of one 
Offshore Substation (OSS) and up to one Meteorological Mast. 


8 The key offshore components of Thanet Extension are likely to include: 


• Offshore WTGs; 


• OSS (if required); 


• Meteorological Mast (if required); 


• Foundations; 


• Subsea inter-array cables linking individual WTGs; 


• Subsea export cables from the OWF to shore; and 


• Scour protection around foundations and on inter-array and export cables (if 
required). 


9 The array area will have a maximum size of 70 km2 and surrounds the existing Thanet 
Offshore Wind Farm (TOWF). It is located approximately 8 km Northeast of the Isle of 
Thanet, situated in the County of Kent. Each WTG will have a maximum blade tip 
height of 250 m above Mean High Water Springs (MHWS), a maximum diameter of 
220 m and a minimum 22 m clearance between the MHWS and the lowest point of 
the rotor. 


10 Electricity generated will be carried via a maximum of four high voltage subsea cables 
to the landfall site, situated at Pegwell Bay. Offshore cables will be connected to the 
onshore cables and ultimately the national grid network at Richborough Energy Park. 
The onshore cable corridor is 2.6 km in length at its fullest extent. 
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11 More details on the proposed development are described in the Environmental 
Statement (ES) Volume 2, Chapter 1: Project Description (Offshore) (Application Ref 
6.2.1) and Volume 3, Chapter 1: Project Description (Onshore) (Application Ref 6.3.1) 
of the Environmental Statement. 
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2 Consultees Remit 


12 Estuary Services Limited is a company jointly owned by the Port of London Authority 
and Port of Sheerness Limited to provide a boarding and landing service for pilots 
joining and leaving ships trading to London and Medway. 
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3 Consultation 


 Application elements under the Chamber of Shipping’s remit 


13 Work Nos. 1 - 3A, detailed in Part 1 of Schedule 1 of the draft DCO describe the 
elements of Thanet Extension which may affect the interests of the Chamber of 
Shipping. 


14 The ESL seek to deliver for our members trusted specialist expertise, lobbying and 
influence at a UK level on maritime issues across national, European and international 
government and governmental bodies. 


15 The technical components of the DCO application of relevance to the ESL (and 
therefore considered within this SoCG) comprise: 


• Volume 2, Chapter 1: Project Description (Offshore) (Application Ref 6.2.1);  


• Volume 2, Chapter 10: Shipping and Navigation (Application Ref 6.2.10); and 


• Volume 4, Annex 10-1: Navigational Risk Assessment (Application Ref 6.4.10.1); 
and 


• Application document 3.1: draft Development Consent Order (Application Ref 
3.1). 


 Consultation Summary 


16 This section briefly summarises the consultation that VWPL has undertaken with the 
Chamber of Shipping. Engagement during the pre-application phase, both statutory 
and non-statutory, is summarised in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Consultation undertaken with the ESL pre-application 


Date & Type: Detail: 


August to October 2016, 
Pre-scoping Email correspondence to discuss scoping 


March 2017, 
Scoping Meeting to discuss scoping 


July 2017, Pilotage Study Meeting to discuss pilotage study 


September 2017, 
Pilotage Workshop Pilotage workshop 


December 2017, NRA Meeting to discuss the NRA 


January 2018, S42 
Consultation 


Comments relating to the Preliminary Environmental 
Information Report 


 Post-application Consultation 


17 VWPL has engaged with the ESL since the Thanet Extension development was 
accepted for examination by the Planning Inspectorate on 23rd July 2018. A summary 
of the post-application consultation with the ESL is detailed in Table 2. 


Table 2: Consultation undertaken with the ESL post-application 


Date/ Type: Detail: 


Liaison 
through the 
examination 
process 


Receipt of the relevant representations. 
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4 Agreements Log 


18 The following section of this SoCG identifies the level of agreement between the 
parties for each relevant component of the application material (as identified in 
Section 3.1). In order to easily identify whether a matter is “agreed”, “under 
discussion” or indeed “not agreed” a colour coding system of green, yellow and orange 
is used in the “final position” column to represent the respective status of discussions. 
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 Shipping and Navigation 


19 The Project has the potential to impact upon Shipping and Navigation and these 
interactions are duly considered within Volume 2, Chapter 10: Shipping and 
Navigation (Application Ref 6.2.10) of the ES. In addition, the NRA is presented within 
Volume 4, Annex 10-1: Navigational Risk Assessment (Application Ref 6.4.10.1). Table 
3 identifies the status of discussions relating to this topic. 
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Table 3: Status of discussions relating to Shipping and Navigation. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position ESL Position Final Position 


Study area 
It is agreed that the study area used to inform 
the assessment of the project on shipping and 
navigation receptors was appropriate. 


  


Red Line 
Boundary 
revision 


It is agreed that the revision made to the red line 
boundary following Section 42 consultation 
reduces interaction in the primary area of 
concern. 


  


Consultation 


It is agreed that throughout the pre-application 
process the level of consultation and the 
provision of information has been sufficient in 
informing consultees of the development of the 
project and the predicted impacts on shipping 
and navigation. 


  


Approach to NRA 


It is agreed that the Navigational Risk 
Assessment has been undertaken in line with the 
requirements set out in the Marine Guidance 
Note (MGN) 543 – Guidance on UK Navigation 
Practice, Safety and Emergency Response Issues. 


For transparency it should be noted that the MCA 
have agreed this position with the Thanet 
Extension project. The position of ESL may agree 
or disagree with that position. 


 


Approach to NRA It is agreed that the Hazard Log adequately 
identifies the relevant risks.   
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position ESL Position Final Position 


Approach to NRA It is agreed that the Hazard Log adequately 
quantifies and scores the relevant risks.   


Approach to NRA 
It is agreed that the scores presented within the 
Hazard Log are accurate 
  


  


Environmental 
Statement 
Baseline and 
Methodology 


It is agreed that the shipping and navigation 
baseline environment has been adequately and 
appropriately described in the ES. Based on that 
information it is further agreed that the marine 
traffic survey data and wider data sources used 
are appropriate for the assessment and details a 
good representation of commercial traffic in the 
area of the project 


  


Environmental 
Statement 
Baseline and 
Methodology 


It is agreed that the approach adopted in the 
Environmental Statement is appropriate to 
assess the magnitude and range of navigational 
safety impacts from the proposed Project on 
passage of commercial vessels 


  


Tolerability 
definition and 
assessment 


In the absence of industry specific guidance it is 
agreed that the tolerability of risk is 
appropriately defined and assessed through 
application of the HSE standards. 


For transparency it should be noted that the MCA 
have agreed this position with the Thanet 
Extension project as presented within their 
relevant representation. The position of ESL may 
agree or disagree with that position. 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position ESL Position Final Position 


Environmental 
Statement/ 
assessment 


It is agreed that the ES adequately assesses 
impacts on shipping routes and gives appropriate 
weighting on routes that whilst locally important 
are not international shipping lanes. 


  


Accompanying 
documentation  


It is agreed that the bridge simulation exercise 
(Application Ref 6.4.10.2) accurately reflects the 
study undertaken with Port of London Authority 
and pilotage providers.   


  


Accompanying 
documentation 


It is agreed that the bridge simulation exercise 
(Application Ref 6.4.10.2) accurately reflects 
presents the effects on pilotage associated with 
the original Red Line Boundary. 
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5 Matters under discussion 


20 This summary section identifies those matters raised by the ESL during consultation 
and through the examination process that have yet to be resolved and are subject to 
ongoing discussion as of the last consultation meeting held with the consultee. 


• Based on the information provided within the Environmental Statement and 
NRA, the predicted impacts on commercial shipping are tolerable. 
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1 Introduction 


 Overview 1.1


1 This Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) relates to the proposed development of 
the Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension). It has been prepared 
with respect to the application made by Vattenfall Wind Power Ltd (VWPL) (the 
Applicant) for a development consent order (DCO) to the Planning Inspectorate 
(PINS) under the Planning Act 2008 (the Application). 


2 This SoCG with Highways England (HE) is a means of clearly stating any areas of 
agreement and disagreement between the two parties in relation to the Application. 
The SoCG has been structured to reflect the topics of interest to HE on the 
Application. 


3 It is the intention that this document will help facilitate post application discussions 
between both parties and also give the Examining Authority (Ex. A) an early sight of 
the level of common ground between both parties from the outset of the 
examination process. 


 Approach to SoCG 1.2


4 This SoCG has been developed during the pre-examination phase of the Thanet 
Extension. In accordance with discussions between the Applicant and HE, the SoCG is 
focused on those issues raised by HE within its response to Scoping, Section 42 
consultation and as raised through the Evidence Plan process that has underpinned 
the pre-application consultation between the parties. 


5 The structure of the SoCG is as follows: 


• Section 1: Introduction; 


• Section 2: Highways England Remit 


• Section 3: Consultation; and 


• Section 4: Agreements Log.  
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 The Development 1.3


6 The Application is for development consent for VWPL to construct and operate the 
Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension) under the Planning Act 
2008. 


7 Thanet Extension will comprise of wind turbine generators (WTGs) and all the 
infrastructure required to transmit the power generated to the national grid. A 
maximum of 34 WTGs will be installed with a power output of 340 MW. The project 
will install up to four offshore export cables and may require the installation of one 
Offshore Substation (OSS) and up to one Meteorological Mast. 


8 The key offshore components of Thanet Extension are likely to include: 


• Offshore WTGs; 


• OSS (if required); 


• Meteorological Mast (if required); 


• Foundations; 


• Subsea inter-array cables linking individual WTGs; 


• Subsea export cables from the OWF to shore; and 


• Scour protection around foundations and on inter-array and export cables (if 
required). 


9 The array area will have a maximum size of 70 km2 and surrounds the existing 
Thanet Offshore Wind Farm (TOWF). It is located approximately 8 km Northeast of 
the Isle of Thanet, situated in the County of Kent. Each WTG will have a maximum 
blade tip height of 250 m above Mean High Water Springs (MHWS), a maximum 
diameter of 220 m and a minimum 22 m clearance between the MHWS and the 
lowest point of the rotor. 


10 Electricity generated will be carried via a maximum of four high voltage subsea 
cables to the landfall site, situated at Pegwell Bay. Offshore cables will be connected 
to the onshore cables and ultimately the national grid network at Richborough 
Energy Park. The onshore cable corridor is 2.6 km in length at its fullest extent. 
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11 More details on the proposed development are described in the Environmental 
Statement (ES) Volume 2, Chapter 1: Project Description (Offshore) (Document Ref: 
6.2.1) and Volume 3, Chapter 1: Project Description (Onshore) (Document Ref: 6.3.1) 
of the Environmental Statement. 
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2 Highways England Remit 


12 Highways England has been appointed by the Secretary of State for Transport as 
strategic highway company under the provisions of the Infrastructure Act 2015 and 
is the highway authority, traffic authority and street authority for the strategic road 
network (SRN). The SRN is a critical national asset and as such Highways England 
works to ensure that it operates and is managed in the public interest, both in 
respect of current activities and needs as well as in providing effective stewardship 
of its long-term operation and integrity.  


13 Highways England would be concerned about any proposals that could have an 
adverse impact on the safety, reliability or operation of the SRN, in this case 
particularly with regards to the M2 and the A2 from the M2 Junction 7 to Dover. 
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3 Consultation 


 Application elements under Highways England’s remit 3.1


14 Work Nos. 3A - 16, detailed in Part 1 of Schedule 1 of the draft DCO describe the 
elements of Thanet Extension which may affect the interests of HE. 


15 Highways England is the government-owned company charged with operating, 
maintaining and improving England’s motorways and major A roads. 


16 The technical components of the DCO application of relevance to HE (and therefore 
considered within this SoCG) comprise: 


• Volume 3, Chapter 8: Traffic and Access (Document Ref: 6.3.8). 


 Consultation Summary 3.2


17 This section briefly summarises the consultation that VWPL has undertaken with HE. 
Engagement during the pre-application phase, both statutory and non-statutory, is 
summarised in Table 1 below, this includes any meetings and correspondence held 
as part of the Evidence Plan process and Section 42 consultation. 


Table 1: Consultation undertaken with the HE pre-application 


Date & Type: Detail: 


2017 Review Panel Human Environment 


January 2018, S42 
Consultation 


Comments relating to the Preliminary Environmental 
Information Report 


 Post-application Consultation 3.3


18 VWPL has engaged with HE since the Thanet Extension development was accepted 
for examination by the Planning Inspectorate on 23rd July 2018. A summary of the 
post-application consultation with HE is detailed in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Consultation undertaken with HE post-application 


Date/ Type: Detail: 


15th October 
email 
correspondence 


Email correspondence regarding the review of the application and 
Highways England confirming that the documents are adequate, 
Highways England have no residual concerns, and consider there to be 
no further requirement for ongoing discussion until post-
consent/detailed design stage. 
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4 Agreements Log 


19 The following section of this SoCG identifies the level of agreement between the 
parties for each relevant component of the application material (as identified in 
Section 3.1). In order to easily identify whether a matter is “agreed”, “under 
discussion” or indeed “not agreed” a colour coding system of green, yellow and 
orange is used in the “final position” column to represent the respective status of 
discussions. 


 Evidence Plan 4.1


20 During Pre-application, continued dialogue, as outlined in Table 1, was undertaken 
between VWPL and HE. Table 3 identifies the status of discussions relating to this 
topic area between the parties. 
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Table 3: Status of discussions relating to the Evidence Plan. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position HE Position Final Position 


Traffic details Initial details on traffic numbers, two-way 
movement, highway links provided to HE. 


HE are only concerned with SRN. Interested in 
home locations and shift patterns. No concerns 
for operation movements on SRN. 


Agreed 
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 Traffic and Access 4.2


21 The Project has the potential to impact upon traffic and access. These interactions 
are duly considered within volume 3, chapter 8 of the Thanet Extension ES. Table 4 
identifies the status of discussions relating to this topic area between the parties. 
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Table 4: Status of discussions relating to Traffic and Access. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position HE Position Final Position 


SRN concerns The impact on the SRN is likely to be minimal 
given the distance between the SRN and site. 


Cable and substation operation / maintenance 
will generate limited trips and therefore are not 
likely to have a material impact on the SRN. 


Agreed 


SRN concerns 
There will be no material effect on the SRN from 
the HGV and LGV movements associated with the 
project construction. 


The Offshore Wind Farm (OWF) will generate 
both HGV and LGV trips.  48 two-way HGV 
movements per year, equating to less than one 
movement per fortnight (assuming a flat profile), 
would be unlikely to have a material impact on 
the SRN. 


Agreed 


SRN concerns 
There will be no material effect on the SRN from 
trips associated with visits to the Ramsgate 
Vattenfall office. 


50 two-way LGV movements to the Ramsgate 
Vattenfall office (relating to the OWF) are unlikely 
to have a material impact.  This is based on an 
assumption that a maximum of 24 movements 
(either “arrival” or “departure”) would be 
generated in any one hour in the worst-case. 
Considering the location of the office, almost 30 
miles north of the SRN (A2 at Whitfield) it is 
unlikely that a significant volume of trips would 
use the SRN, with movements being diluted 
across the Local Road Network. 


Agreed 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position HE Position Final Position 


SRN concerns The peak LV movements will not have a significant 
effect on the SRN 


The Peak LV generation (worst-case) comprises 
112 staff LVs and 88 LGVs across a 12 hour 
working day (0700-1900), of which most are likely 
to be generated outside of network Peak Hours 
and have local origins / destinations.  It is unlikely 
that a significant volume would be generated on 
the SRN during Peak periods. 


Agreed 


SRNs The HGV movements will not have a significant 
effect on the SRN. 


HGV volumes will vary over time – the peak HGV 
generation will be around 351 round trips (worst-
case).  A flat delivery programme of 12 hours 
would result in approximately 58 trips per hour.  
However, the programme indicates that this will 
only occur for 3-4 days and therefore any impacts 
will be temporary.  Other peaks within the 
programme indicate around 176 two-way trips, or 
14 two-way trips per hour.  This scale of 
additional HGV trips would be unlikely to have a 
material impact on the SRN. 


Agreed 


DCO 
Adequate control measures and management 
plans have been considered and secured within 
the DCO. 


Measures have been secured in the Code of 
Construction Practice (CoCP) regarding the need 
to manage the traffic as part of the Thanet 
Extension.  These measures, in addition to details 
on construction programme, peak construction 
movements, and potential impact mitigation, will 


Agreed 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position HE Position Final Position 
be further defined in a Construction Traffic 
Management Plan (CTMP) submitted for approval 
post-consent.  The CTMP is secured by 
requirement in the draft DSCO. 


DCO 
Adequate control measures and management 
plans have been considered and secured within 
the DCO. 


The following relevant measures and principles 
are incorporated into the CoCP: 
Traffic routing strategy – ensuring vehicles access 
via the most appropriate route; 
Traffic timing strategy – programme vehicles 
arrivals / departures and working hours to lessen 
the traffic impact on the highway network; 
Travel planning measures – will provide details of 
how staff should travel by alternative modes to 
reduce single occupancy vehicles travelling to the 
site; 
The linear nature of the project will allow for an 
even distribution of activities and associated daily 
HGV demands; 
The CoCP contains the principles of a Staff Travel 
Plan. 


Agreed 


AIL Abnormal and Indivisible Loads have been 
considered appropriately  


An Abnormal Indivisible Load Access Study has 
been produced for the two AIL trips expected. 
 
Approval in Principal (AIP) has been provided for 


Agreed 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position HE Position Final Position 
the transportation of the SGT from the Port of 
Ramsgate.  Once formal details on the load 
specifications and haulier are finalised HE will 
need to be consulted to provide an AIP for the 
remaining Route Options. 


Overall position It is considered that the project will not have any 
material effect on the SRN. 


On the basis of the above, we are satisfied that 
the proposals will not materially affect the safety, 
reliability and / or operation of the SRN (the tests 
set out in DfT C2/13 para 10 and DCLG NPPF para 
32). 


Agreed 
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		6 The Application is for development consent for VWPL to construct and operate the Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension) under the Planning Act 2008.

		7 Thanet Extension will comprise of wind turbine generators (WTGs) and all the infrastructure required to transmit the power generated to the national grid. A maximum of 34 WTGs will be installed with a power output of 340 MW. The project will install...

		8 The key offshore components of Thanet Extension are likely to include:

		9 The array area will have a maximum size of 70 km2 and surrounds the existing Thanet Offshore Wind Farm (TOWF). It is located approximately 8 km Northeast of the Isle of Thanet, situated in the County of Kent. Each WTG will have a maximum blade tip h...

		10 Electricity generated will be carried via a maximum of four high voltage subsea cables to the landfall site, situated at Pegwell Bay. Offshore cables will be connected to the onshore cables and ultimately the national grid network at Richborough En...

		11 More details on the proposed development are described in the Environmental Statement (ES) Volume 2, Chapter 1: Project Description (Offshore) (Document Ref: 6.2.1) and Volume 3, Chapter 1: Project Description (Onshore) (Document Ref: 6.3.1) of the...

		2 Highways England Remit

		12 Highways England has been appointed by the Secretary of State for Transport as strategic highway company under the provisions of the Infrastructure Act 2015 and is the highway authority, traffic authority and street authority for the strategic road...

		13 Highways England would be concerned about any proposals that could have an adverse impact on the safety, reliability or operation of the SRN, in this case particularly with regards to the M2 and the A2 from the M2 Junction 7 to Dover.

		3 Consultation

		3.1 Application elements under Highways England’s remit



		14 Work Nos. 3A - 16, detailed in Part 1 of Schedule 1 of the draft DCO describe the elements of Thanet Extension which may affect the interests of HE.

		15 Highways England is the government-owned company charged with operating, maintaining and improving England’s motorways and major A roads.

		16 The technical components of the DCO application of relevance to HE (and therefore considered within this SoCG) comprise:

		3.2 Consultation Summary



		17 This section briefly summarises the consultation that VWPL has undertaken with HE. Engagement during the pre-application phase, both statutory and non-statutory, is summarised in Table 1 below, this includes any meetings and correspondence held as ...

		3.3 Post-application Consultation



		18 VWPL has engaged with HE since the Thanet Extension development was accepted for examination by the Planning Inspectorate on 23rd July 2018. A summary of the post-application consultation with HE is detailed in Table 2.

		4 Agreements Log

		19 The following section of this SoCG identifies the level of agreement between the parties for each relevant component of the application material (as identified in Section 3.1). In order to easily identify whether a matter is “agreed”, “under discus...

		4.1 Evidence Plan



		20 During Pre-application, continued dialogue, as outlined in Table 1, was undertaken between VWPL and HE. Table 3 identifies the status of discussions relating to this topic area between the parties.

		4.2 Traffic and Access



		21 The Project has the potential to impact upon traffic and access. These interactions are duly considered within volume 3, chapter 8 of the Thanet Extension ES. Table 4 identifies the status of discussions relating to this topic area between the part...
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1 Introduction 


Overview 


1 This Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) relates to the proposed development of 
the Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension). It has been prepared 
with respect to the application made by Vattenfall Wind Power Ltd (VWPL) (the 
Applicant) for a development consent order (DCO) to the Planning Inspectorate 
(PINS) under the Planning Act 2008 (the Application). 


2 This SoCG with Historic England (HE) is a means of clearly stating any areas of 
agreement and disagreement between the two parties in relation to the Application. 
The SoCG has been structured to reflect the topics of interest to HE on the 
Application. 


3 It is the intention that this document will help facilitate post application discussions 
between both parties and also give the Examining Authority (Ex. A) an early sight of 
the level of common ground between both parties from the outset of the 
examination process. 


Approach to SoCG 


4 This draft SoCG has been prepared by the applicant and focuses on the issues and 
matters raised by Historic England in response to the formal EIA Scoping Exercise, 
and the Preliminary Environmental Information Report consultation (s. 42) 
conducted as part of the pre-application process, and in relation to the Applications 
Environmental Statement and supporting information. 


5 The structure of the SoCG is as follows: 


• Section 1: Introduction;


• Section 2: Consultation; and


• Section 3.4: Agreements Log;
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The Development 


6 The Application if for development consent for VWPL to construct and operate the 
Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension) under the Planning Act 
2008. 


7 Thanet Extension will comprise of wind turbine generators (WTGs) and all the 
infrastructure required to transmit the power generated to the national grid. A 
maximum of 34 WTGs will be installed with a power output of 340 MW. The project 
will install up to four offshore export cables and may require the installation of one 
Offshore Substation (OSS) and up to one Meteorological Mast. 


8 The key offshore components of Thanet Extension are likely to include: 


• Offshore WTGs;


• OSS (if required);


• Meteorological Mast (if required);


• Foundations;


• Subsea inter-array cables linking individual WTGs;


• Subsea export cables from the OWF to shore; and


• Scour protection around foundations and on inter-array and export cables (if
required).


9 The array area will have a maximum size of 70 Km2 and surrounds the existing 
Thanet Offshore Wind Farm (TOWF). It is located approximately 8 km Northeast of 
the Isle of Thanet, situated in the County of Kent. Each WTG will have a maximum 
blade tip height of 250 m above Mean High Water Springs (MHWS), a maximum 
diameter of 220 m and a minimum 22 m clearance between the MHWS and the 
lowest point of the rotor. 


10 Electricity generated will be carried via a maximum of four high voltage subsea 
cables to the landfall site, situated at Pegwell Bay. Offshore cables will be connected 
to the onshore cables and ultimately the national grid network at Richborough 
Energy Park. The onshore cable corridor is 2.6 km in length at its fullest extent. 
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11 More details on the proposed development are described in the Environmental 
Statement (ES) Volume 2, Chapter 1: Project Description (Offshore) (Application Ref 
6.2.1) and Volume 3, Chapter 1: Project Description (Onshore) (Application Ref 6.3.1) 
of the Environmental Statement. 
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2 Historic England’s Remit 


12 The Historic Buildings and Monuments Commission for England (HBMCE), known as 
Historic England, is the Government’s statutory adviser in relation to the historic 
environment in England. It was set up by the National Heritage Act 1983, and the 
National Heritage Act (2002) gave HBMCE responsibility for maritime archaeology in 
the English area of the UK Territorial Sea. 


13 HBMCE is a Non-Departmental Public body sponsored by the Department for Digital 
Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS). Our remit in the historic environment intersects 
with the policy responsibilities of a number of other government departments – 
particularly the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government, with their 
responsibilities for land use planning matters.  
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3 Consultation 


Application elements under Historic England’s remit 


14 Work Nos. 1 - 16, detailed in Part 1 of Schedule 1 of the draft DCO describe the 
elements of Thanet Extension which may affect the interests of HE. 


15 The technical components of the DCO application of relevance to HE (and therefore 
considered within this SoCG) comprise: 


• Volume 1 Chapter 3: Environmental Impact Assessment Methodology (Application
Ref 6.1.3);


• Volume 2 Chapter 2: Marine Geology, Oceanography and Physical Processes –
Application Ref 6.2.2);


• Volume 2, Chapter 13: Offshore Archaeology and Cultural Heritage (Application Ref
6.2.13);


• Volume 3, Chapter 7: Historic Environment (Application Ref 6.3.7);


• Volume 4, Annex 13.1 and Annex 13.2 technical baseline documents (Application
Refs 6.4.13.1 and 6.4.13.2 respectively);


• Application document 8.6 Offshore Written Scheme of Investigation (Application
Ref 8.5); and


• Application document 3.1 Draft Development Consent Order (Application Ref 3.1)


Consultation Summary 


16 This section briefly summarises the consultation that VWPL has undertaken with HE. 
Engagement during the pre-application phase, both statutory and non-statutory, is 
summarised in Table 1 below, this includes any meetings and correspondence held 
as part of the Evidence Plan process and Section 42 consultation. 
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Table 1: Consultation undertaken with the Historic England pre-application 


Date & Type: Detail: 


21/10/2016 Pre-scoping 
exercise & evidence plan 
meeting  


Head of Marine Planning attended pre-scoping exercise 
meeting with Vattenfall and consultants.  


11/11/2016 HE returned comments on draft Evidence Plan for pre-
application consultation to consultants and developer. 


27/2/2017 Technical 
Review Panel 


HE attendance at Onshore Expert Topic Group Workshop at 
Sandwich (Kent).  


28/2/2017 technical 
Review Panel 


HE attendance at Offshore Expert Topic Group Workshop in 
London.  


4/10/2017 


HE attendance at Preliminary Environmental Information 
Report (PEIR) consultation workshop: coastal/marine 
archaeology & seascape and landscape in Ramsgate.  


12/11/18, S42 
Consultation 


HE comments returned relating to the Preliminary 
Environmental Information Report. 


31/1/2018 PEIR 
submission comments 
discussions 


HE took part in phone conference with consultants to review 
HE PEIR submission comments for marine archaeological 
components. 


Post-application Consultation 


17 VWPL has engaged with HE since the Thanet Extension development was accepted 
for examination by the Planning Inspectorate on 23rd July 2018. A summary of the 
post-application consultation with HE is detailed in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Consultation undertaken with Historic England post-application 


Date/ 
Type: Detail: 


17th 
October 
2018 


Meeting to discuss the documents submitted as part of the DCO application 
in relation to marine archaeology and historic environment matters and 
Historic England 500 word summary within Planning Inspectorate 
Registration and Relevant Representation. 


Meeting to discuss the development of a SoCG 
5th 
December 
2018 


TBC – site visit with Historic England to review assessments on setting 


Agreements Log 


18 The following section of this SoCG identifies the level of agreement between the 
parties for each relevant component of the application material (as identified in 
Section 3.1). In order to easily identify whether a matter is “agreed”, “under 
discussion” or indeed “not agreed” a colour coding system of green, yellow and 
orange is used in the “final position” column to represent the respective status of 
discussions. 
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Offshore Archaeology and Cultural Heritage 


19 The Project has the potential to impact upon offshore archaeology and cultural 
heritage. These interactions are duly considered within Volume 2, Chapter 13 of the 
Thanet Extension ES, with control mechanisms and mitigation measures provided for 
within the DCO and dML(s). Table 3 identifies the status of discussions relating to 
this topic area between the parties. 
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Table 3: Status of discussions relating to Offshore Archaeology and Cultural Heritage. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position HE Position Final Position 


Policy and 
Planning 


The assessment has identified all appropriate 
plans and policies relevant to historic 
environment assessment and has given due 
regard to them within the assessment. 


Consultation 


The ES chapter has been adequately updated 
following S42 and Evidence Plan consultation and 
concerns raised have been adequately addressed 
or clarified. 


Scope and 
Assessment 
methodology 


The potential impacts identified are appropriate 
and accurate for the relevant receptors. 


The study area defined for the assessment is 
appropriate for the impacts considered. 


Baseline data used 
in the assessment 


Sufficient primary and secondary data has been 
collated to appropriately characterise the 
baseline environment for the purposes of 
informing the EIA. 
The scopes and methodologies undertaken for 
the viewpoints were adequate for characterising 
the baseline and informing photomontage 
drafting. 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position HE Position Final Position 
All data gaps have been highlighted and all 
appropriate measures for filling any data gaps 
have been proposed. 


  


Mitigation 
Measures 


The embedded mitigation measures are 
considered appropriate and are appropriately 
secured through the DCO. 


  


The Outline WSI (Application Ref 8.3) is 
appropriate with regards landscape management 
principles. 


  


Outcomes of the 
EIA 


The assessment criteria and assignment of 
significance is appropriate.   


The sensitivity and importance of the receiving 
environment is accurately described within the 
Environmental Statement. 


  


The conclusions of the assessment accurately 
reflect the potential impacts on the receiving 
environment within the study area. 


  


The cumulative effects have been adequately 
and appropriately described within the ES and 
the conclusions are appropriate. 
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Onshore Historic Environment 


20 The Project has the potential to impact upon the onshore historic environment. 
These interactions are duly considered within Volume 3, Chapter 7 of the Thanet 
Extension ES, with control and mitigation measures provided for within the DCO. 
Table 4 identifies the status of discussions relating to this topic area between the 
parties. 
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Table 4: Status of discussions relating to Onshore Historic Environment. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position HE Position Final Position 


Policy and 
Planning 


The assessment has identified all appropriate 
plans and policies relevant to onshore historic 
environment and heritage setting and has given 
due regard to them within the assessment. 


Consultation 


The ES chapter has been adequately updated 
following S42 and Evidence Plan consultation and 
concerns raised have been adequately addressed 
or clarified. 


Scope and 
Assessment 
methodology 


The potential impacts identified are appropriate 
and accurate for the relevant receptors. 


The study area defined for the assessment is 
appropriate for the impacts considered. 


The methods for assessing potential impacts on 
heritage setting is considered appropriate. 


Baseline data used 
in the assessment 


Sufficient primary and secondary data has been 
collated to appropriately characterise the 
baseline environment for the purposes of 
informing the EIA. 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position HE Position Final Position 
The scopes and methodologies undertaken for 
the viewpoints were adequate for characterising 
the baseline and informing photomontage 
drafting. 
All data gaps have been highlighted and all 
appropriate measures for filling any data gaps 
have been proposed. 


Mitigation 
Measures 


The embedded mitigation measures are 
considered appropriate and are appropriately 
secured through the DCO. 


Outcomes of the 
EIA 


The assessment criteria and assignment of 
significance is appropriate. 


The sensitivity and importance of the receiving 
environment is accurately described within the 
Environmental Statement. 
The conclusions of the assessment accurately 
reflect the potential impacts on the receiving 
environment within the study area. 
The cumulative effects have been adequately 
and appropriately described within the ES and 
the conclusions are appropriate. 
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4 Matters under discussion 


21 This summary section identifies those matters raised by HE during the pre-
application consultation that have yet to be resolved and are subject to ongoing 
discussion as of the last consultation meeting held with HE. 
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TEOW Site Visit/Meeting Record 
5th December 2018 


Chair 
Attendees 
(names / initials) Mark Turner (Wessex Archaeology) (MT) 


Alice Brockway (Historic England (HE)) (AB) 
Isabelle Ryan (Historic England (HE)) (IR) 


cc: Sean Leake (GoBe) 
Dan Bates (Vattenfall) 


Item Details Lead Actions 
Apologies N/A 
Previous meeting notes 
& update on actions 


N/A 


H&S N/A 
Accompanied Visit to 
Selected Viewpoints 


Starting at Pegwell Bay Hotel. 
Conditions, overcast and occasional rain. 


MT began with some explanation of the changes in 
methodology used in the assessment compared to 
that presented in the PEIR, this largely focussed on 
the operation of the matrix, and also in a more 
considered approach to “setting” as affecting 
“Significance”, rather than simple degree of change 
in setting. 


It was then agreed to proceed to three key viewpoints 
to discuss differences in opinion and to test the 
assessment. Viewpoint numbers are those given in 
the SLVIA. A full size hard copy of the SLVIA 
viewpoint figures/montages was taken along to 
provide reference and inform the discussion. 


Viewpoint 2 West 
Brook 


Debate concentrated on the perception of moving 
blades above the historic roofline of the town. Whilst 
recognising that the viewpoint includes modern and 
large-scale structures as well as church spires, AB 
considers that the presence of the turbines over the 
town does change the way in which the town is 
viewed. Here the interest is on the way that the 
historic frontage frames the bay (and it is also a 
Conservation Area). AB/IR consider that the TEOW 
turbines blur the separation of town from the 
seascape by being visible above the roof line (as if 
the turbines extended some way inland) and above 
the Conservation Area. The movement further blurs 
this relationship, and to some extent detracts from 
the view. AB drew contrast between the sea scape 
as a dynamic environment with the town/terrestrial 
environment which in this view is essentially static. 


MT contended that the significance of the individual 
assets within the Conservation Area is unaffected, 
and that the relationship of the frontage to the bay is 
still clear. MT noted that the effect would diminished 
the closer the viewer got to the town as the turbines 
dipped behind the skyline. MT did recognise ABs 
arguments and conceded that there is some blurring 
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of the townscape/seascape relationship, as referred 
to by AB, and that this might constitute a degree of 
harm to the Conservation Area. 


Both parties agreed that any harm was “less than 
substantial”, and effectively could not be reduced 
further without losing the benefit of the scheme. 


Viewpoint 14 Walpole 
Bay (Margate) 


The potential issue here was whether the turbines 
cause any harm as the make landfall in the view, so 
some extent blurring the seascape/terrestrial 
boundary.  


Whilst the VP is within the Conservation Area, the 
land that the Turbines appears to be behind is not, 
and views in this direction along the coast (in this 
view) do not positively contribute to the character and 
appearance of the area.  


AB (whilst reserving HEs opinion) did not think this 
effect was the same in that the character and 
appearance o the Area was probably not harmed in 
this respect (the turbines being out of the Area where 
they appear to make landfall). 


It was noted that views to sea here are important, but 
the availability of the views (in what is a dynamic 
environment) that is important.  


Viewpoint 4 Kingsgate Discussion was had regarding the interrelationship of 
the Captain Digby to the Castle as these buildings 
frame the bay, and to the Listed Building that fronts 
onto the bay, albeit set back and behind the road 
here. It was agreed that whilst seaward views form 
and important part of the settings of all three 
buildings (less so in the case of the Captain Digby 
Inn), it is the availability of views out to sea that is 
important not what is visible to sea. The setting of all 
these buildings is tied to each other both visually and 
by historic association. 


MT contended that despite the visibility of the TEOW 
turbines, this change in setting does not change the 
significance of the assets, as their relationship and 
historic etc. associations are not changed, not is the 
ability to appreciate this diminished. MT noted that 
the TEOW do not “close off” the bay, and that the 
existing wind farm is in any case visible. 


Both parties agreed that the Conservation Area as 
whole is not affected(harmed) as the majority of the 
Area lies to the south and has no visibility with the 
TEOW scheme. It was agreed that the principal 
relationship between the three listed buildings was 
unharmed. Whilst Historic England reserved their 
position, they considered that is there was any harm, 
it would be less than substantial. 


Viewpoint 5 
Broadstairs Promenade 


Both parties agreed that TEOW would constitute a 
change in setting so that the Conservation Area 
would be subject to a degree of harm.  
It was agreed that, whilst the seascape does 
constitute a dynamic environment, there is some 
intrusion of the TEOW turbines over the edge of the 
town with one turbine being visible above the roofline 
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and adjacent to Bleak House (and within the 
Conservation Area). 


The Broadstairs area front over the harbour and 
beach and shows how the Nineteenth century fishing 
port became a resort in its own right, but this being of 
a scale different to Margate and Ramsgate, and to 
some degree more intimate. Whilst the existing 
scheme is visible from the promenade, the TEOW 
scheme is considerably closer and clearly of a 
different scale. The blurring of townscape and 
seascape (as was note in the West Brook viewpoint) 
is what is considered to contribute to a degree of 
harm, as well as a change in the character of the 
Area (as the wind farm brings large scape industrial 
elements significantly closer to the shoreline). 


Both parties agreed that there is some harm to the 
Area (in terms of an effect on character and 
appearance), but this is less than substantial. 


General It was agreed that most other VPs were sufficiently 
distant that there was unlikely to be any significant 
effect on the significance of any terrestrial assets. 
HE are content that KCC lead on terrestrial 
archaeology, but said that the HE Kent/SE scientific 
advisor is available for advice, particularly in relation 
to geoarchaeology etc. issues and interface between 
marine and terrestrial. 


Conclusion Both parties agreed that where there is any harm, 
that harm is less than substantial.  


The harm identified was the product of the blurring of 
townscape and seascape where turbines were 
effectively seen above land/rooflines of Conservation 
Areas, this being an effect on character and/or 
appearance of the relevant Conservation Areas. 


It was agreed that by and large, mitigation was 
impractical without loss of the benefits of the 
proposal. 


AOB N/A 
Review of actions N/A 


Date of next meeting: N/A 
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1 Introduction 


 Overview 


1 This Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) relates to the proposed development of 
the Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension). It has been prepared 
with respect to the application made by Vattenfall Wind Power Ltd (VWPL) (the 
Applicant) for a development consent order (DCO) to the Planning Inspectorate (PINS) 
under the Planning Act 2008 (the Application). 


2 This SoCG with Kent County Council (KCC) is a means of clearly stating any areas of 
agreement and disagreement between the two parties in relation to the Application. 
The SoCG has been structured to reflect the topics of interest to KCC in the Application, 
and in line with the request made by the Planning Inspectorate within the ‘Rule 6’ 
letter published on the 6th November 2018. 


3 It is the intention that this document will help facilitate post application discussions 
between both parties and also give the Examining Authority (Ex. A) an early sight of 
the level of common ground between both parties from the outset of the examination 
process. 


 Approach to SoCG 


4 This SoCG has been developed during the pre-examination phase of the Thanet 
Extension. In accordance with discussions between the Applicant and KCC, the SoCG 
is focused on those issues raised by KCC within its response to Scoping, Section 42 
consultation and as raised through the Evidence Plan process that has underpinned 
the pre-application consultation between the parties. 


5 The structure of the SoCG is as follows: 


• Section 1: Introduction; 


• Section 2: Kent County Council’s remit; 


• Section 3: Consultation; 


• Section 4: Agreements Log; and 


• Section5: Matters under discussion. 
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 The Development 


6 The Application if for development consent for VWPL to construct and operate the 
Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension) under the Planning Act 
2008. 


7 Thanet Extension will comprise of wind turbine generators (WTGs) and all the 
infrastructure required to transmit the power generated to the national grid. A 
maximum of 34 WTGs will be installed with a power output of 340 MW. The project 
will install up to four offshore export cables and may require the installation of one 
Offshore Substation (OSS) and up to one Meteorological Mast. The key offshore 
components of Thanet Extension are likely to include: 


• Offshore WTGs; 


• OSS (if required); 


• Meteorological Mast (if required); 


• Foundations; 


• Subsea inter-array cables linking individual WTGs; 


• Subsea export cables from the OWF to shore; and 


• Scour protection around foundations and on inter-array and export cables (if 
required). 


8 The array area will have a maximum size of 70 Km2 and surrounds the existing Thanet 
Offshore Wind Farm (TOWF). It is located approximately 8 km Northeast of the Isle of 
Thanet, situated in the County of Kent. Each WTG will have a maximum blade tip 
height of 250 m above Mean High Water Springs (MHWS), a maximum diameter of 
220 m and a minimum 22 m clearance between the MHWS and the lowest point of 
the rotor. 


9 Electricity generated will be carried via a maximum of four high voltage subsea cables 
to the landfall site, situated at Pegwell Bay. Offshore cables will be connected to the 
onshore cables and ultimately the national grid network at Richborough Energy Park. 
The onshore cable corridor is 2.6 km in length at its fullest extent. 
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10 More details on the proposed development are described in the Environmental 
Statement (ES) Volume 2, Chapter 1: Project Description (Offshore) (Application Ref 
6.2.1) and Volume 3, Chapter 1: Project Description (Onshore) (Application Ref 6.3.1) 
of the Environmental Statement. 
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2 Kent County Council’s Remit 


11 Kent County Council is a prescribed consultee for the proposed development under 
section 42 of the Planning Act 2008 and the Infrastructure Planning (Environmental 
Impact Assessment) Regulations 2017.  


12 Kent County Council is the only relevant County planning authority in which the 
project is located. In relation to Thanet Extension the Council’s responsibilities include 
engagement in the preapplication process, production of a local impact report (LIR) 
during the Examination phase and being consulted on the discharge of onshore 
requirements for some onshore elements of the works, including traffic and access, 
historic environment and Mitigation Planning.  
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3 Consultation 


 Application elements under Kent County Council’s remit 


13 Work Nos. 3A - 16, detailed in Part 1 of Schedule 1 of the draft DCO describe the 
elements of Thanet Extension which may affect the interests of KCC. 


14 Kent County Council is the County Council that governs most of the County of Kent. 
The authority oversees district councils within Kent, including Thanet and Dover. 


15 The technical components of the DCO application of relevance to KCC (and therefore 
considered within this SoCG) comprise: 


• Volume 1, Chapter 4: Site Selection and Alternatives (Application Ref 6.1.4); 


• Volume 3, Chapter 1: Project Description (Onshore) (Application Ref 6.3.1); 


• Volume 3, Chapter 4: Tourism and Recreation (Application Ref 6.3.4); 


• Volume 3, Chapter 5: Onshore Biodiversity (Application Ref 6.3.5); 


• Volume 3, Chapter 7: Historic Environment (Application Ref 6.3.7); and 


• Volume 3, Chapter 8: Traffic and Access (Application Ref 6.3.8); 


• Volume 3, Chapter 6: Ground Conditions, Flood Risk and Land Use (Application 
Ref: 6.3.6);  


• Volume 3, Chapter 9: Air Quality (Application Ref 6.3.9);  


• Volume 3, Chapter 10: Noise and Vibration (Application Ref 6.3.10); 


• Volume 3, Chapter 2: Onshore Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment 
(Application Ref: 6.3.2); 


• Application document 3.1: draft Development Consent Order; and 


• Offshore Volume 2, Chapters 4 to 7 with regards offshore biodiversity 
Application Refs 6.2.4-6.2.7; and 


• Application document 5.1 Report to inform Appropriate Assessment 
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 Consultation Summary 


16 This section briefly summarises the consultation that VWPL has undertaken with KCC. 
Engagement during the pre-application phase, both statutory and non-statutory, is 
summarised in Table 1 below, this includes any meetings and correspondence held as 
part of the Evidence Plan process and Section 42 consultation. 
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Table 1: Consultation undertaken with the KCC pre-application 


Date & Type: Detail: 


Scoping Scoping Response provided by KCC 


SoCC KCC engaged in consultation on the SoCC 


March 2017 Evidence 
Plan Landscape and Visual Panel Technical Panel Meeting 


June 2017 Evidence Plan Landscape and Visual Panel Technical Panel Meeting 


June 2017 Evidence Plan Onshore Historic Environment Technical Panel Meeting 


July 2017 Evidence Plan Offshore General Technical Panel Meeting 


October 2017 Evidence 
Plan Onshore General Technical Panel Meeting 


November 2017 
Evidence Plan 


Onshore Historic Environment Technical Panel Meeting 
(received correspondence) 


December 2017 
Evidence Plan 


Ground Conditions, Land use and Hydrology Technical Panel 
Meeting 


January 2018, S42 
Consultation 


Comments relating to the Preliminary Environmental 
Information Report 


February 2018 Evidence 
Plan Terrestrial Ecology Technical Panel Meeting 


April 2018 Evidence Plan Outline Landscape and Ecological Management Plan Meeting 


 Post-application Consultation 


17 VWPL has engaged with KCC since the Thanet Extension development was accepted 
for examination by the Planning Inspectorate on 23rd July 2018. A summary of the 
post-application consultation with KCC is detailed in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Consultation undertaken with KCC post-application 


Date/ 
Type: Detail: 


28th 
August 
2018 


Update on application documentation and outline Landscape and Ecological 
Management Plan 
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4 Agreements Log 


18 The following section of this SoCG identifies the level of agreement between the 
parties for each relevant component of the application material (as identified in 
Section 3.1). In order to easily identify whether a matter is “agreed”, “under 
discussion” or indeed “not agreed” a colour coding system of green, yellow and orange 
is used in the “final position” column to represent the respective status of discussions. 


 Site Selection and Alternatives 


19 The Project has analysed and evaluated a range of options regarding the location of 
infrastructure. The reasons for the selection of the proposed site are duly considered 
within Volume 1, Chapter 4: Site Selection and Alternatives (Application Ref 6.1.4). A 
full project description of the onshore works is provided within Volume 3, Chapter1: 
Project Description (Onshore) (Application Ref 6.3.1). Table 3 identifies the status of 
discussions relating to this topic area between the parties. 
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Table 3: Status of discussions relating to Site Selection and Alternatives. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position  (It is agreed that…) KCC Position Final Position 


Adequacy of 
information provision 


Application Ref 6.1.4 provides a full and 
detailed account of the considerations and 
decision-making process undertaken to 
develop the proposed Order Limits.  


Application Ref 6.1.4 provides a detailed 
account of the considerations and decision-
making process undertaken to develop the 
proposed Order Limits. 


 


Project optionality 


The applicant requires flexibility in the 
methodology for making landfall as the 
contents of the landfill, although assumed to 
be municipal, are unknown.  


KCC understands that the applicant requires 
flexibility in the methodology for making 
landfall as the contents of the landfill are 
unknown, although assumed to be 
PREDOMINANTLY municipal waste (with a 
chance of other waste also being present). 


 


Consultation 


Following S42 and the consultation concerns 
raised the design envelope has been changed 
appropriately and has had due regard to S42 
responses. 


Following S42 and the consultation concerns 
raised the design envelope has been changed 
appropriately and has had due regard to S42 
responses. 


 


Consultation 


Following S42 and the consultation concerns 
raised the chapter has been expanded 
adequately with additional information with 
regards to the development of the proposed 
Order Limits and has had due regard to S42 
responses. 


Following S42 and the consultation concerns 
raised the chapter has been expanded 
adequately with additional information with 
regards to the development of the proposed 
Order Limits and has had due regard to S42 
responses. 
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 Tourism and Recreation 


20 The Project has the potential to impact upon tourism and recreation. These 
interactions are duly considered within Volume 3, Chapter 4 of the Thanet Extension 
ES (Application Ref 6.3.4). Table 4 identifies the status of discussions relating to this 
topic area between the parties. 
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Table 4: Status of discussions relating to Tourism and Recreation. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position KCC Position Final Position 


Adequacy of 
characterisation data  


The receiving environment has been 
adequately characterised and appropriately 
described. 


The receiving environment has been 
adequately characterised and appropriately 
described. 


 


Adequacy of 
assessment 
methodology 


The methods of assessment for tourism and 
recreation are appropriate. 


The methods of assessment for tourism and 
recreation are appropriate.  


Outcomes of 
assessment/conclusions 


The outcomes of the assessment are 
appropriate and accurately describe the likely 
impacts. 


The outcomes of the assessment are 
appropriate and accurately describe the likely 
impacts. 


 


Outcomes of 
assessment/conclusions 


The outcomes of the assessment of Pegwell 
Bay Country Park are appropriate and 
accurately describe the likely impacts. 


TBC – in LIR  


Adequacy of 
management and/or 
mitigation measures 
where appropriate 


The proposed management and mitigation as 
identified within the ES chapter are 
appropriate. 


The proposed management and mitigation as 
identified within the ES chapter are currently 
appropriate but are ongoing between KCC and 
Vattenfall in drafting an OLEMP. 


 


English Coast Path 


The outcomes of the assessment on the English 
Coast Path is appropriate and accurately 
describe the likely impacts. Sufficient 
information and appropriate mitigation for 
these impacts has been provided within the ES 
chapter. 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position KCC Position Final Position 


Public Rights of Way 


The Access Management Strategy (Application 
Ref 8.4) provides sufficient information and 
appropriately mitigates the impacts of the 
works on PRoW throughout the lifetime of the 
project. 


The Access Management Strategy (Application 
Ref 8.4) provides sufficient information and 
appropriately mitigates the impacts of the 
works on PRoW throughout the lifetime of the 
project. 
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 Offshore and onshore Biodiversity 


21 The Project has the potential to impact upon biodiversity. These interactions are duly 
considered within Volume 2 of the ES (offshore ornithology, subtidal and intertidal 
ecology, fish and shellfish ecology, marine mammals - Application Refs 6.2.4, 6.2.5, 
6.2.6, 6.2.7), Volume 3, Chapter 5 of the Thanet Extension ES (Application Ref 6.3.5), 
and the Report to Inform Appropriate Assessment (Application Ref 5.2). Table 5 
identifies the status of discussions relating to this topic area between the parties. 
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Table 5: Status of discussions relating to Onshore and offshore Biodiversity, and Habitats Regulations Assessment. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position KCC Position Final Position 


Adequacy of 
characterisation data  


The receiving environment has been 
adequately characterised and appropriately 
described. 


  


Adequacy of 
characterisation data 


The surveys undertaken were appropriate to 
characterise the receiving environment.   


Adequacy of 
assessment 
methodology 


The methods of assessment for onshore 
biodiversity are appropriate.   


Outcomes of 
assessment/conclusions 


The outcomes of the assessment are 
appropriate and accurately describe the likely 
impacts. 


  


Adequacy of 
management and/or 
mitigation measures 
where appropriate 


The proposed management and mitigation as 
identified within the ES chapter(s) and RIAA 
(Application Ref 5.1) are appropriate 


  


Mitigation Measures 


The mitigation proposed (Construction 
Environmental Management Plan and Code of 
Construction Practice (Application Ref 8.1)) is 
adequately secured in the DCO. 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position KCC Position Final Position 
Outline Landscape and 
Ecology Management 
Plan 


The OLEMP (Application Ref 8.7) provides 
sufficient detail of in-principle management 
measures. 


  


Outline Landscape and 
Ecology Management 
Plan 


The OLEMP provides sufficient information on 
outline details of proposed biodiversity 
enhancements and proposed monitoring. 


  


Saltmarsh Mitigation 
and Management Plan 


The Saltmarsh Mitigation, Reinstatement and 
Management Plan (Application Ref 8.13) 
provides sufficient information and is 
adequately secured in the DCO. 
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 Onshore Historic Environment 


22 The Project has the potential to impact upon the onshore historic environment. These 
interactions are duly considered within Volume 3, Chapter 7 of the Thanet Extension 
ES (Application Ref 6.3.7). Table 6 identifies the status of discussions relating to this 
topic area between the parties. 
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Table 6: Status of discussions relating to Onshore Historic Environment. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position KCC Position Final Position 


Adequacy of 
characterisation data  


The receiving environment has been 
adequately characterised and appropriately 
described. 


The receiving environment has been 
adequately characterised and appropriately 
described. There is some residual uncertainty 
on the presence of anti-invasion defences 
which will need to be established and where 
appropriate impacts avoided during the 
scheme. 


 


Adequacy of 
assessment 
methodology 


The methods of assessment for onshore 
historic environment are appropriate 


The methods of assessment for onshore 
historic environment are appropriate  


Outcomes of 
assessment/conclusions 


The outcomes of the assessment are 
appropriate and accurately describe the likely 
impacts. 


The outcomes of the assessment are 
appropriate and accurately describe the likely 
impacts. 


 


Adequacy of 
management and/or 
mitigation measures 
where appropriate 


The proposed management and mitigation as 
identified within the ES chapter are appropriate 


We agree with the general approach to 
mitigation set out in paragraph 7.16.1 however 
we disagree with the mitigation proposed for 
the effects of the excavation of the cable route 
on potential (presently unidentified) buried 
anti-invasion heritage assets. We remain of the 
view that should non-designated assets of the 
defences be encountered in the cable route 
then it may be appropriate depending on their 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position KCC Position Final Position 
form and preservation that consideration is 
given to avoidance of physical impact on these 
through design of the cable route rather than a 
programme of recording. 


Adequacy of 
management and/or 
mitigation measures 
where appropriate 


The onshore Written Scheme of Investigation is 
adequately secured in the DCO. 


We look forward to agreeing a Written Scheme 
of Investigation that can be secured through 
the DCO. The WSI needs to take account of the 
need to protect additional discovered anti-
invasion defences as appropriate. 
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 Traffic and Access 


23 The Project has the potential to impact upon traffic and access routes (including Public 
Rights of Way). These interactions are duly considered within Volume 3, Chapter 8 of 
the Thanet Extension ES (Application Ref 6.3.8). Table 7 identifies the status of 
discussions relating to this topic area between the parties. 
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Table 7: Status of discussions relating to Traffic and Access. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position KCC Position Final Position 


Adequacy of 
characterisation data  


The receiving environment has been 
adequately characterised and appropriately 
described. 


KCC Highways and Transportation have agreed 
that no further capacity assessment of the 
highway network is required beyond that 
already included in the ES. 
 


 


Adequacy of 
assessment 
methodology 


The methods of assessment for Traffic and 
Access are appropriate 


The proposed site access points have been 
agreed in principle but will require the 
submission of full details to be agreed with the 
Highway Authority. 
The principles of traffic management and 
mitigation during construction are acceptable 
but details will need to be agreed through 
submission of the Construction Traffic 
Management Plan. 
 


 


Outcomes of 
assessment/conclusions 


The outcomes of the assessment are 
appropriate and accurately describe the likely 
impacts. 


KCC Highways and Transportation have agreed 
that no further capacity assessment of the 
highway network is required beyond that 
already included in the ES. 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position KCC Position Final Position 


Adequacy of 
management and/or 
mitigation measures 
where appropriate 


The proposed management and mitigation as 
identified within the ES chapter are appropriate 


The proposed site access points have been 
agreed in principle but will require the 
submission of full details to be agreed with the 
Highway Authority. 
The principles of traffic management and 
mitigation during construction are acceptable 
but details will need to be agreed through 
submission of the Construction Traffic 
Management Plan. 
 


 


Adequacy of 
management and/or 
mitigation measures 
where appropriate 


Construction Traffic Management Plan will be 
agreed with KCC post-consent (if granted). 


Construction Traffic Management Plan will be 
agreed with Vattenfall post-consent (if 
granted). 


 


Adequacy of 
management and/or 
mitigation measures 
where appropriate 


The principles for traffic management are 
adequately outlined in the Code of 
Construction Practice (Application Ref 8.1) and 
are adequately secured within the DCO. 


The principles for traffic management are 
adequately outlined in the Code of 
Construction Practice (Application Ref 8.1) and 
are adequately secured within the DCO. 
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 Ground Conditions 


24 The Project has the potential to impact upon Ground Conditions, Flood Risk and Land 
Use. These interactions are duly considered within Volume 3, Chapter 6 of the Thanet 
Extension ES (Application Ref 6.3.6). Table 8 identifies the status of discussions relating 
to this topic area between the parties. 
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Table 8: Status of discussions relating to Ground Conditions. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position KCC Position Final Position 


Adequacy of 
characterisation data  


The receiving environment has been 
adequately characterised and appropriately 
described. 


  


Adequacy of 
assessment 
methodology 


The methods of assessment for ground 
conditions are appropriate   


Outcomes of 
assessment/conclusions 


The outcomes of the assessment are 
appropriate and accurately describe the likely 
impacts. 


  


Adequacy of 
management and/or 
mitigation measures 
where appropriate 


The proposed management and mitigation as 
identified within the ES chapter are 
appropriate. 


  


Adequacy of 
management and/or 
mitigation measures 
where appropriate 


The mitigation proposed (Construction 
Environmental Management Plan, 
Contaminated Land and Groundwater 
Management Plan and Code of Construction 
Practice) is adequately secured in the DCO. 
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 Air Quality, Noise and Vibration 


25 The Project has the potential to impact upon the air quality, and noise and vibration. 
These interactions are duly considered within Volume 3, Chapter 9 and 10 of the 
Thanet Extension ES respectively (Application Refs 6.3.9 and 6.3.10 respectively). 
Table 9 identifies the status of discussions relating to this topic area between the 
parties. 
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Table 9: Status of discussions relating to Air Quality, Noise and Vibration. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position (it is agreed that) KCC Position Final Position 


Policy and plans 
The relevant plans, policy and legislation have 
been referred to when considering potential 
effects on air quality, noise and vibration. 


  


Adequacy of 
characterisation data  


The receiving environments have been 
adequately characterised and appropriately 
described. 


  


Adequacy of assessment 
methodology 


The assessment methodologies for 
consideration of effects is considered 
appropriate.  


  


Outcomes of 
assessment/conclusions 


The outcomes of the assessments are 
appropriate and accurately describe the likely 
impacts. 


  


Adequacy of management 
and/or mitigation 
measures where 
appropriate 


The proposed management and mitigation as 
identified within the ES chapters are 
appropriate and the relevant Construction 
Environmental Management Plan principles 
have been provided within the Code of 
Construction Practice (Application Ref 8.1). 
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 Outline Landscape and Ecological Management Plan 


26 The Project has the potential to impact upon the onshore landscape. These 
interactions are duly considered within Volume 3, Chapter 2 of the Thanet Extension 
ES (Application Refs 6.3.2). Table 10 identifies the status of discussions relating to the 
Outline Landscape and Ecology Management Plan between the parties. 
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Table 10: Status of discussions relating to the OLEMP 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position (It is agreed that) KCC Position Final Position 
Outline Landscape and 
Ecology Management 
Plan 


The OLEMP (Application Ref 8.7) provides 
sufficient detail of in-principle management 
measures. 


  


Outline Landscape and 
Ecology Management 
Plan 


The OLEMP provides sufficient information 
on outline details of proposed landscape 
enhancements. 
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5 Matters under further discussion 


27 This section identifies those matters raised by KCC during the pre-application 
consultation that have yet to be resolved and are subject to ongoing discussion as of 
the last consultation meeting held with KCC. 


28 The matters remaining under discussion with KCC include: 


• Pegwell Country Park: 


o The applicant understands that laying the cables underground in the 
Pegwell Bay Country Park is KCC’s strong preference; 


o The applicant understands that the introduction of a secondary berm is 
considered not acceptable from KCC park management and business 
perspective. 


o The applicant understands that the introduction of a secondary berm is not 
acceptable by KCC due to landscape and visual impacts; 


• Ground Conditions: 


o The applicant understands that they are responsible (and therefore liable) 
for preventing the introduction of new pathways of landfill gases and 
leachate as a result of the site investigation and construction works of the 
onshore cable route.  


• The applicant has provided a sufficiently detailed Report to Inform Appropriate 
Assessment to enable the Planning Inspectorate to undertake an HRA; 


• The applicant has provided a sufficient detailed Written Scheme of Investigation 
(Application Ref 8.6) for offshore works and this has been adequately secured 
within the DCO. 
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		5 The structure of the SoCG is as follows:

		1.3 The Development



		6 The Application if for development consent for VWPL to construct and operate the Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension) under the Planning Act 2008.

		7 Thanet Extension will comprise of wind turbine generators (WTGs) and all the infrastructure required to transmit the power generated to the national grid. A maximum of 34 WTGs will be installed with a power output of 340 MW. The project will install...

		8 The array area will have a maximum size of 70 KmP2P and surrounds the existing Thanet Offshore Wind Farm (TOWF). It is located approximately 8 km Northeast of the Isle of Thanet, situated in the County of Kent. Each WTG will have a maximum blade tip...

		9 Electricity generated will be carried via a maximum of four high voltage subsea cables to the landfall site, situated at Pegwell Bay. Offshore cables will be connected to the onshore cables and ultimately the national grid network at Richborough Ene...

		10 More details on the proposed development are described in the Environmental Statement (ES) Volume 2, Chapter 1: Project Description (Offshore) (Application Ref 6.2.1) and Volume 3, Chapter 1: Project Description (Onshore) (Application Ref 6.3.1) of...

		2 Kent County Council’s Remit

		11 Kent County Council is a prescribed consultee for the proposed development under section 42 of the Planning Act 2008 and the Infrastructure Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2017.

		12 Kent County Council is the only relevant County planning authority in which the project is located. In relation to Thanet Extension the Council’s responsibilities include engagement in the preapplication process, production of a local impact report...

		3 Consultation

		3.1 Application elements under Kent County Council’s remit



		13 Work Nos. 3A - 16, detailed in Part 1 of Schedule 1 of the draft DCO describe the elements of Thanet Extension which may affect the interests of KCC.

		14 Kent County Council is the County Council that governs most of the County of Kent. The authority oversees district councils within Kent, including Thanet and Dover.

		15 The technical components of the DCO application of relevance to KCC (and therefore considered within this SoCG) comprise:

		3.2 Consultation Summary



		16 This section briefly summarises the consultation that VWPL has undertaken with KCC. Engagement during the pre-application phase, both statutory and non-statutory, is summarised in Table 1 below, this includes any meetings and correspondence held as...

		3.3 Post-application Consultation



		17 VWPL has engaged with KCC since the Thanet Extension development was accepted for examination by the Planning Inspectorate on 23PrdP July 2018. A summary of the post-application consultation with KCC is detailed in Table 2.

		4 Agreements Log

		18 The following section of this SoCG identifies the level of agreement between the parties for each relevant component of the application material (as identified in Section 3.1). In order to easily identify whether a matter is “agreed”, “under discus...

		4.1 Site Selection and Alternatives



		19 The Project has analysed and evaluated a range of options regarding the location of infrastructure. The reasons for the selection of the proposed site are duly considered within Volume 1, Chapter 4: Site Selection and Alternatives (Application Ref ...

		4.2 Tourism and Recreation



		20 The Project has the potential to impact upon tourism and recreation. These interactions are duly considered within Volume 3, Chapter 4 of the Thanet Extension ES (Application Ref 6.3.4). Table 4 identifies the status of discussions relating to this...

		4.3 Offshore and onshore Biodiversity



		21 The Project has the potential to impact upon biodiversity. These interactions are duly considered within Volume 2 of the ES (offshore ornithology, subtidal and intertidal ecology, fish and shellfish ecology, marine mammals - Application Refs 6.2.4,...

		4.4 Onshore Historic Environment



		22 The Project has the potential to impact upon the onshore historic environment. These interactions are duly considered within Volume 3, Chapter 7 of the Thanet Extension ES (Application Ref 6.3.7). Table 6 identifies the status of discussions relati...

		4.5 Traffic and Access



		23 The Project has the potential to impact upon traffic and access routes (including Public Rights of Way). These interactions are duly considered within Volume 3, Chapter 8 of the Thanet Extension ES (Application Ref 6.3.8). Table 7 identifies the st...

		4.6 Ground Conditions



		24 The Project has the potential to impact upon Ground Conditions, Flood Risk and Land Use. These interactions are duly considered within Volume 3, Chapter 6 of the Thanet Extension ES (Application Ref 6.3.6). Table 8 identifies the status of discussi...

		4.7 Air Quality, Noise and Vibration



		25 The Project has the potential to impact upon the air quality, and noise and vibration. These interactions are duly considered within Volume 3, Chapter 9 and 10 of the Thanet Extension ES respectively (Application Refs 6.3.9 and 6.3.10 respectively)...

		4.8 Outline Landscape and Ecological Management Plan



		26 The Project has the potential to impact upon the onshore landscape. These interactions are duly considered within Volume 3, Chapter 2 of the Thanet Extension ES (Application Refs 6.3.2). Table 10 identifies the status of discussions relating to the...

		5 Matters under further discussion

		27 This section identifies those matters raised by KCC during the pre-application consultation that have yet to be resolved and are subject to ongoing discussion as of the last consultation meeting held with KCC.

		28 The matters remaining under discussion with KCC include:
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1 Introduction 


 Overview 


1 This Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) relates to the proposed development of 
the Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension). It has been prepared 
with respect to the application made by Vattenfall Wind Power Ltd (VWPL) (the 
Applicant) for a development consent order (DCO) to the Planning Inspectorate (PINS) 
under the Planning Act 2008 (the Application). 


2 This SoCG with the Kent & Essex Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority (Kent & 
Essex IFCA) is a means of clearly stating any areas of agreement and disagreement 
between the two parties in relation to the Application. The SoCG has been structured 
to reflect the topics of interest to the Kent & Essex IFCA on the Application. 


3 It is the intention that this document will help facilitate post application discussions 
between both parties and also give the Examining Authority (ExA) an early sight of the 
level of common ground between both parties from the outset of the examination 
process. 


 Approach to SoCG 


4 This SoCG has been developed during the pre-examination phase of the Thanet 
Extension. In accordance with discussions between the Applicant and Kent & Essex 
IFCA, the SoCG is focused on those issues raised by Kent & Essex IFCA through the 
Evidence Plan process, noting that responses at S42 and relevant representation stage 
have not been received.  


5 The structure of the SoCG is as follows: 


• Section 1: Introduction; 


• Section 2: Kent and Essex IFCA Remit; 


• Section3: Consultation; 


• Section 4: Agreements Log; and 


• Section 5: Summary. 
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 The Development 


6 Thanet Extension will comprise of wind turbine generators (WTGs) and all the 
infrastructure required to transmit the power generated to the national grid. A 
maximum of 34 WTGs will be installed with a power output of 340 MW. The project 
will install up to four offshore export cables and may require the installation of one 
Offshore Substation (OSS) and up to one Meteorological Mast. 


7 The key offshore components of Thanet Extension are likely to include: 


• Up to 34 Offshore WTGs; 


• OSS (if required); 


• Meteorological Mast (if required); 


• WTG Foundations; 


• Subsea inter-array cables linking individual WTGs; 


• Subsea export cables from the OWF to shore; and 


• Scour protection around foundations and on inter-array and export cables (if 
required). 


8 The array area will have a maximum size of 70 Km2 and surrounds the existing Thanet 
Offshore Wind Farm (TOWF). It is located approximately 8 km Northeast of the Isle of 
Thanet, situated in the County of Kent. Each WTG will have a maximum blade tip 
height of 250 m above Highest Astronomical Tide (HAT), a maximum diameter of 220 
m and a minimum 22 m clearance between the Mean High Water Springs (MWHS) and 
the lowest point of the blade. 


9 Electricity generated will be carried via a maximum of four high voltage subsea cables 
to the landfall site, situated at Pegwell Bay. Offshore cables will be connected to the 
onshore cables and ultimately the national grid network at Richborough Energy Park. 
The onshore cable corridor is 2.6 km in length at its fullest extent. 


10 More details on the proposed development are described in the Environmental 
Statement (ES) Volume 2, Chapter 1: Project Description (Offshore) (Application Ref 
6.2.1) and Volume 3, Chapter 1: Project Description (Onshore) (Application Ref 6.3.1) 
of the Environmental Statement. 
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2 Kent and Essex IFCA Remit 


11 Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authorities will lead, champion and manage a 
sustainable marine environment and inshore fisheries, by successfully securing the 
right balance between social, environmental and economic benefits to ensure healthy 
seas, sustainable fisheries and a viable industry. 
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3 Consultation 


 Application elements under Kent & Essex IFCA’s remit 


12 Work Nos. 1 – 3B, detailed in Part 1 of Schedule 1 of the draft DCO describe the 
elements of Thanet Extension which may affect the interests of Kent & Essex IFCA. 


13 The technical components of the DCO application of relevance to Kent & Essex IFCA 
(and therefore considered within this SoCG) comprise the Environmental Statement. 
No response was received during the statutory consultation period regarding the 
Preliminary Environmental Information Report.  


 Consultation Summary 


14 This section briefly summarises the consultation that VWPL has undertaken with Kent 
& Essex IFCA. Engagement during the pre-application phase, both statutory and non-
statutory, is summarised in Table 1 below, this includes any meetings and 
correspondence held as part of the Evidence Plan process (Application Ref: 8.5). 


Table 1: Consultation undertaken with Kent & Essex IFCA pre-application 


Date & Type: Detail: 


28th February 2017 Evidence Plan Meeting - Marine Ecology Review Panel 


26th May 2017 Evidence Plan Meeting - Marine Ecology Review Panel 


 Post-application Consultation 


15 VWPL has engaged with Kent & Essex IFCA since the Thanet Extension development 
was accepted for examination by the Planning Inspectorate on 23rd July 2018. A 
summary of the post-application consultation with Kent & Essex IFCA is detailed in 
Table 2. 
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Table 2: Consultation undertaken with Kent & Essex IFCA post-application 


Date/ 
Type: Detail: 


15th 
October 
2018 


Meeting to discuss the development of a SoCG 


7th 
December 
2018 


Teleconference to discuss the development of a SoCG 
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4 Agreements Log 


16 The following section of this SoCG identifies the level of agreement between the 
parties for each relevant component of the application material (as identified in 
Section 3.1). In order to easily identify whether a matter is “agreed”, “under 
discussion” or indeed “not agreed” a colour coding system of green, yellow and orange 
is used in the “final position” column to represent the respective status of discussions. 


 Marine ecology and environment 


17 The Project has the potential to impact upon marine ecological receptors, and these 
interactions are duly considered within Volume 2, of the ES. Specifically, within 
Chapter 4: Offshore Ornithology, Chapter 5: Subtidal and Intertidal Ecology, Chapter 
6: Fish and Shellfish Ecology, and Chapter 7: Marine Mammals (Application Refs 6.2.4, 
6.2.5, 6.2.6, and 6.2.7) of the ES. Table 3 identifies the status of discussions relating to 
these topic areas between the parties. 
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Table 3: Status of discussions relating to Marine Ecology 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position (it is agreed that) KEIFCA Position Final Position 


Policy and Planning 


The assessment has identified all appropriate 
plans and policies relevant to marine ecology 
and has given due regard to them within the 
assessment. 


  


Scope and 
Assessment 
methodology 


The potential impacts identified are 
appropriate and accurately reflect the 
potential impacts on marine ecology receptors. 


  


Baseline data used 
in the assessment 


Sufficient data has been collated to 
appropriately characterise the baseline 
environment for the purposes of informing the 
EIA. 


  


Mitigation 
Measures 


The embedded mitigation measures are 
considered appropriate. 


  


Outcomes of the 
EIA 


The assessment criteria and assignment of 
significance is appropriate. 
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 Commercial Fisheries 


18 The Project has the potential to impact upon commercial fisheries and these 
interactions are duly considered within Volume 2, Chapter 9: Commercial Fisheries 
(Application Ref 6.2.9) of the ES. Table 4 identifies the status of discussions relating to 
this topic area between the parties. 
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Table 4: Status of discussions relating to Commercial Fisheries 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position KEICFA Position Final Position 


Baseline data used 
in the assessment 


Sufficient data has been collated to 
appropriately characterise the baseline 
environment for the purposes of informing the 
EIA. 


  


Consultation  
The ES chapter has been adequately updated 
following consultation and concerns raised 
have been adequately addressed or clarified. 


  


Scope and 
Assessment 
methodology 


The potential impacts identified are 
appropriate and accurately reflect the potential 
impacts on the fishing fleet. 


  


Mitigation Measures 


The embedded mitigation measures are 
considered appropriate.   


The co-existence plan provides sufficient 
information about the methodology and 
mechanisms for information exchange. 


  


Outcomes of the EIA 
The conclusions of the assessment accurately 
reflect the potential impacts on the fishing 
fleet. 
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 Offshore Designated Sites 


19 The Project has the potential to impact upon conservation interests and marine 
designated sites and these interactions are duly considered within Volume 2, Chapter 
8: Offshore Designated Sites (Application Ref 6.2.8) of the ES. Table 5 identifies the 
status of discussions relating to this topic area between the parties. A full 
consideration of the effects on the features and conservation objective on Natura 
2000 sites is provided in the Report to Inform Appropriate Assessment (Application 
Ref 5.2).  
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Table 5: Status of discussions relating to Offshore Designated Sites (including Marine Conservation Zones) 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position (it is agreed that) KEICFA Position Final Position 


Policy and Planning 


The assessment has identified all appropriate 
plans and policies relevant to the offshore 
designated sites and has given due regard to 
them within the assessment. 


  


Baseline data used 
in the assessment 


Appropriate data and information was used to 
characterise the baseline for the purposes of 
the assessment. 


  


Scope and 
Assessment 
methodology 


All relevant designated sites have been 
accurately identified and included within the 
assessment. 


  


Mitigation Measures 
The mitigation measures identified within the 
ES and accompanying documentation are 
considered appropriate. 


  


Outcomes of the 
assessments 


The conclusions of the ES assessment 
accurately reflect the potential impacts on the 
designated sites. 
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5 Matters under discussion 


20 This summary section identifies those matters raised by Kent & Essex IFCA during the 
pre-application consultation that have yet to be resolved and are subject to ongoing 
discussion as of the last consultation meeting held with Kent & Essex IFCA. 


21 At this stage of the application process, Kent & Essex IFCA have voiced concern over 
landfall Option 2 but have not voiced any standing disagreements regarding the 
proposed development of Thanet Extension. 
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1 Introduction 


 Overview 


1 This Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) relates to the proposed development of 
the Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension). It has been prepared 
with respect to the Application made by Vattenfall Wind Power Ltd (VWPL) (the 
Applicant) for a development consent order (DCO) to the Planning Inspectorate 
(PINS) under the Planning Act 2008 (the Application). 


2 This SoCG with Kent Wildlife Trust (KWT) is a means of clearly stating any areas of 
agreement and disagreement between the two parties in relation to the Application. 
The SoCG has been structured to reflect the topics of interest to KWT on the 
Application. 


3 It is the intention that this document will help facilitate post Application discussions 
between both parties and also give the Examining Authority (ExA) an early sight of 
the level of common ground between both parties from the outset of the 
examination process. It also reflects the request made by the ExA in the ‘Rule 6’ 
letter published on the 9th November 2018. 


 Approach to SoCG 


4 This SoCG has been developed during the pre-examination phase of the Thanet 
Extension. In accordance with discussions between the Applicant and KWT, the SoCG 
is focused on those issues raised by KWT within its response to Scoping, Section 42 
consultation and as raised through the Evidence Plan process that has underpinned 
the pre-Application consultation between the parties. 


5 The structure of the SoCG is as follows: 


• Section 1: Introduction; 


• Section 2: Kent Wildlife Trust’s Remit; 


• Section 3: Consultation; 


• Section 4: Agreements Log; and 


• Section 5: Matters under Discussion. 
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 The Development 


6 The Application if for development consent for VWPL to construct and operate the 
Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension) under the Planning Act 
2008. 


7 Thanet Extension will comprise of wind turbine generators (WTGs) and all the 
infrastructure required to transmit the power generated to the national grid. A 
maximum of 34 WTGs will be installed with a power output of 340 MW. The project 
will install up to four offshore export cables and may require the installation of one 
Offshore Substation (OSS) and up to one Meteorological Mast. 


8 The key offshore components of Thanet Extension are likely to include: 


• Up to 34 Offshore WTGs; 


• OSS (if required); 


• Meteorological Mast (if required); 


• WTG Foundations; 


• Subsea inter-array cables linking individual WTGs; 


• Subsea export cables from the OWF to shore; and 


• Scour protection around foundations and on inter-array and export cables (if 
required). 


9 The array area will have a maximum size of 70 km2 and surrounds the existing 
Thanet Offshore Wind Farm (TOWF). It is located approximately 8 km Northeast of 
the Isle of Thanet, situated in the County of Kent. Each WTG will have a maximum 
blade tip height of 250 m above Highest Astronomical Tide (HAT), a maximum 
diameter of 220 m and a minimum 22 m clearance between the Mean High Water 
Springs (MWHS) and the lowest point of the rotor. 


10 Electricity generated will be carried via a maximum of four high voltage subsea 
cables to the landfall site, situated at Pegwell Bay. Offshore cables will be connected 
to the onshore cables and ultimately the national grid network at Richborough 
Energy Park. The onshore cable corridor is 2.6 km in length at its fullest extent. 
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11 More details on the proposed development are described in the Environmental 
Statement (ES) Volume 2, Chapter 1: Project Description (Offshore) (PINS Ref APP-
040/ Application Ref 6.2.1) and Volume 3, Chapter 1: Project Description (Onshore) 
(PINS Ref APP-057/ Application Ref 6.3.1) of the Environmental Statement. 
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2 Kent Wildlife Trust’s Remit 


12 KWT is not a prescribed consultee for the proposed development under section 42 of 
the Planning Act 2008 and the Infrastructure Planning (Environmental Impact 
Assessment) Regulations 2017. However, the Applicant recognises the importance of 
KWT as a consultee due to their central role within the management of the Pegwell 
Bay Country Park, participation in the Evidence Plan and as a Landowner. 


13 Kent Wildlife Trust is one of the largest of the 47 Wildlife Trusts, which together make up the 
Wildlife Trusts Partnership.  We are Kent’s leading conservation organisation covering 
the whole of Kent and Medway, dedicated to protecting wildlife and wild habitats. We 
are supported and governed by our 30,000 members, and have the simple aim of protecting 
Kent’s wildlife for the future.  To this end, we own or manage 60 nature reserves covering 
3,000 hectares; we campaign and lobby politicians, decision makers and landowners to 
ensure site protection and good habitat management; and we run a full programme of 
education work with schools, colleges and adult groups.  The Trust also has five Visitor 
Centres. 


The professional and support staff work within six sections of Reserves, Conservation and 
Policy, People and Wildlife, Visitor Centres, Trading and Visitor Engagement, Marketing and 
Membership, Finance and Administration. 
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3 Consultation 


 Application elements under Kent Wildlife Trust’s remit 


14 Work Nos. 1 - 16, detailed in Part 1 of Schedule 1 of the draft DCO describe the 
elements of Thanet Extension which may affect the interests of KWT. 


15 Kent Wildlife Trust is an individual charitable trust within the Royal Society of 
Wildlife Trusts. They oversee the management of nature reserves in the Kent and 
Medway areas of Southeast England. 


16 The technical components of the DCO Application of relevance to KWT (and 
therefore considered within this SoCG) comprise: 


• Volume 1, Chapter 4: Site Selection and Alternatives (PINS Ref APP-040/ 
Application Ref 6.1.4); 


• Volume 2, Chapter 1: Project Description (Offshore) (PINS Ref APP-042/ 
Application Ref 6.2.1); 


• Volume 2, Chapter 2: Marine Geology, Oceanography and Physical Processes 
(PINS Ref APP-043/ Application Ref 6.2.2); 


• Volume 2, Chapter 5: Benthic Subtidal and Intertidal Ecology (PINS Ref APP-
046/ Application Ref 6.2.5); 


• Volume 2, Chapter 6: Fish and Shellfish Ecology (PINS Ref APP-047/ Application 
Ref 6.2.6); 


• Volume 2, Chapter 7: Marine Mammals (PINS Ref APP-048/ Application Ref 
6.2.7); 


• Volume 2, Chapter 8: Designated Sites (PINS Ref APP-049/ Application Ref 
6.2.8); and 


• Volume 4, Annex 5-3: Marine Conservation Zone Assessment (PINS Ref APP-
083/ Application Ref 6.4.5.3); and 


• Volume 3, Chapter 5: Onshore Biodiversity (PINS Ref APP-061/ Application Ref 
6.2.5). 
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 Consultation Summary 


17 This section briefly summarises the consultation that VWPL has undertaken with 
KWT. Engagement during the pre-Application phase, both statutory and non-
statutory, is summarised in Table 1 below, this includes any meetings and 
correspondence held as part of the Evidence Plan process and Section 42 
consultation. 


Table 1: Consultation undertaken with KWT pre-Application 


Date & Type: Detail: 
May 2017  
Evidence Plan meeting Evidence Plan meeting - Offshore Ecology Meeting. 


July 2017 Evidence Plan 
meeting Evidence Plan meeting – General Offshore Meeting. 


July 2017 Evidence Plan 
meeting Evidence Plan meeting – General Onshore Meeting. 


October 2017 Evidence 
Plan meeting Evidence Plan meeting – General Onshore Meeting. 


October 2017 National Nature Reserve Steering Group Meeting 
January 2018, S42 
Consultation 


Comments relating to the Preliminary Environmental 
Information Report 


2018 Consultation RIAA Consultation 


May 2018 National Nature Reserve Steering Group Meeting 
Throughout the pre-
application phase Numerous meetings to discuss specific land issues1 


 Post-Application Consultation 


18 VWPL has engaged with KWT since the Thanet Extension development was accepted 
for examination by the Planning Inspectorate on 23rd July 2018. A summary of the 
post-Application consultation with KWT is detailed in Table 2. 


 


 


                                                      
1 The matters discussed in these meetings are not relevant to the topics included within this SoCG. 
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Table 2: Consultation undertaken with the KWT post-Application 


Date/ Type: Detail: 
August 2018 
Meeting Post-Application/ pre-relevant representations meeting 


Post-Application Numerous meetings to discuss specific land issues1 
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4 Agreements Log 


19 The following section of this SoCG identifies the level of agreement between the 
parties for each relevant component of the Application material (as identified in 
Section 3.1). In order to easily identify whether a matter is “agreed”, “under 
discussion” or indeed “not agreed” a colour coding system of green, yellow and 
orange is used in the “final position” column to represent the respective status of 
discussions. 


 Site Selection Alternatives 


20 The Project has analysed and evaluated a range of options regarding location of 
infrastructure. The reasons for the selection of the proposed site are put forward by 
the applicant within Volume 1, Chapter 4: Site Selection and Alternatives of the ES 
(PINS Ref APP-040/ Application Ref 6.1.4). Table 3 identifies the status of discussions 
relating to this topic area between the parties. 
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Table 3: Status of discussions relating to Site Selection and Alternatives. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position KWT Position Final Position 


Adequacy of 
information 
provision 


The chapter provides a full and detailed account 
of the considerations and decision-making 
process undertaken to develop the proposed 
Order Limits.  


It is noted that KWT objects to the proposed 
development. 
 


 


Adequacy of 
information 
provision 


The chapter provides sufficient information for 
the rationale for the decision to make landfall in 
Pegwell Bay rather than Sandwich Bay.  


KWT consider there to be inadequate information 
and an insufficient level of detail provided on the 
site selection, in particular the landfall location. 
 
KWT believe that a sound ecological decision 
cannot be made based on the information 
provided. 
 


 


Project optionality 


Following the consultation responses received in 
S42 the larger seawall extension option was 
removed and Option 1 and 3 were included 
within the project description subject to the 
findings of the SI works. Option 1 and 3 are 
agreed as appropriate. 


KWT welcomes the decision by the applicant to 
remove option 2 from the design envelope.  
 
Whilst maintaining an overall objection to the site 
and chosen landfall location, KWT believe that 
Option 1 (HDD method) is the least damaging 
environmental method of the options presented.  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position KWT Position Final Position 


Habitat 
considerations 


The interaction with the saltmarsh is noted 
throughout the ES, inclusive of the Site Selection 
and Alternatives chapter (PINS Ref APP-040/ 
Application Ref 6.1.4). It is recognised as a 
notified feature of the SSSI but was not 
considered a supporting habitat of the SPA due to 
its elevation and the ecology of the SPA features 
as noted within the Evidence Plan Report 
(Application Ref 8.5). 


Saltmarsh is a crucial habitat and highly important 
feature of the site as a whole, is a supporting 
habitat for a number of species, as well as 
representing a key area of saltmarsh in the wider 
South East region. This should be sufficient to be 
granted consideration and protection. Saltmarsh 
habitats are referenced in the SPA description.  
 
KWT approves of the removal of option 2, which 
means that there will be no permanent loss of 
saltmarsh. All efforts should be made to ensure 
minimum temporary disturbance to the saltmarsh 
during construction is achieved.  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position KWT Position Final Position 


Habitat 
considerations 


The site selection process considered a suite of 
other relevant receptors and topic areas in 
addition to ecological and designated features as 
detailed within the chapter (PINS Ref APP-040/ 
Application Ref 6.1.4). The reasoning with regards 
designated features depends on a number of 
factors inclusive of mitigation assurance and 
interaction with the designated features 
themselves rather than the site. The Site 
Selection chapter adequately and appropriately 
describes this reasoning. 


The consideration of habitats and ecological 
importance of the site has not been given due 
weight. The ‘other relevant receptors’ such as 
economic impacts and tourism appear to have 
been given more consideration than 
environmental protection.  We believe a ‘whole 
site’ approach to designated sites should be taken 
to maintain the integrity of the site and ensure 
that the status and functionality of habitats and 
features is not decreased. We believe that the 
ecological arguments for site selection of the 
cable route is not based on sound comparable 
evidence. 
 


 


Joss Bay Option 
This option was correctly discounted on the basis 
of environmental constraints, including offshore 
designated sites. 


We accept that this option was discounted, 
however for completeness, transparency and 
clarity, more evidence should be provided 
regarding the process behind how this decision 
was made.  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position KWT Position Final Position 


Mitigation 


The recovery of TOWF has been a relative success 
and an appropriate proxy for the proposed works. 
Therefore, the rate of recovery of the saltmarsh 
following temporary disturbance is understood, 
and any uncertainty is addressed and secured 
through the Saltmarsh Reinstatement and 
Management Plan (PINS Ref APP-147/ Application 
Ref 8.13). 


The avoidance hierarchy has not been followed 
accordingly. KWT believe that the applicant goes 
straight to mitigation rather than trying to avoid 
the designated sites. We are deeply concerned 
about the impacts of attritional disturbance, and 
believe that the existing developments on the site 
should not be seen as a precedent for future 
development works. We are also concerned 
about the failings of the existing TOWF cable and 
the potential need to make repairs, resulting in 
additional disturbance.  
 
The cumulative/attritional disturbance to the site 
caused by several large-scale developments will 
have adverse impacts on the integrity of the site 
and the features, habitats and species. We are 
not currently satisfied that the Saltmarsh 
Mitigation, Reinstatement and Monitoring Plan 
offers sufficient commitments to mitigation or 
monitoring. 
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 Marine Geology, Oceanography and Physical Processes 


21 The Project has the potential to impact upon marine processes and these 
interactions are duly considered within Volume 2, Chapter 2: Marine Geology, 
Oceanography and Physical Processes of the ES (PINS Ref APP-043/ Application Ref 
6.2.2). Table 4 identifies the status of discussions relating to this topic area between 
the parties. 
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Table 4: Status of discussions relating to Marine Geology, Oceanography and Physical Processes. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position  KWT Position Final Position 


Policy and Planning 


The assessment has identified all appropriate 
plans and policies relevant to marine processes 
and has given due regard to them within the 
assessment. 


Relating to NPS EN-3, a cable landfall assessment 
was only carried out based on the Pegwell Bay 
landfall option. We believe in order to make a 
well-informed decision a cable landfall 
assessment should have also been carried out at 
the Sandwich Bay landfall option.  


 


Scope and 
Assessment 
methodology 


The potential impacts identified are appropriate 
and accurately reflect the potential impacts on 
marine processes receptors and pathways. 


There is currently insufficient detail and 
consideration of sandwave clearance impacts. 
There is also insufficient information about the 
potential need and impacts of cable reburial 
should the cables become exposed. 


 


Baseline data used 
in the assessment 


Sufficient data has been collated to appropriately 
characterise the baseline environment for the 
purposes of informing the EIA. 


Data has been collected in order to characterise 
the baseline environment. 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position  KWT Position Final Position 


Mitigation 
Measures 


The embedded mitigation measures are 
considered appropriate. 


The ‘embedded mitigation’ section should 
specifically mention avoiding areas of biogenic 
reef. Also, better signposting to additional 
mitigation measures 
that would apply specifically to physical processes 
issues associated with the proposed 
development. These are ‘described separately’ 
but not referenced or signposted to.  


 


Outcomes of the 
EIA 


The assessment criteria and assignment of 
significance is appropriate. 


Given that the coastal features of the landfall are 
acknowledged to be of high sensitivity and 
importance, and that impacts are likely to be of 
permanent or long-term duration, we disagree 
with the outcome that the impact of coastal 
features will be minor and that the magnitude of 
impact will be low.  
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 Marine Water and Sediment Quality 


22 The Project has the potential to impact upon marine water and sediment quality and 
these interactions are duly considered within Volume 2, Chapter 3: Marine Water 
Quality and Sediment Quality of the Thanet Extension ES (PINS Ref APP-044/ 
Application Ref 6.2.3). Table 5 identifies the status of discussions relating to this 
topic area between the parties. 
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Table 5: Status of discussions relating to Marine Water Quality and Sediment Quality 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position (it is agreed that) KWT Position Final Position 


Policy and Planning 


The assessment has identified all appropriate 
plans and policies relevant to marine water and 
sediment quality and has given due regard to 
them within the assessment. 


No comment – defer to the EA  


Scope and 
Assessment 
methodology 


The potential impacts identified are appropriate 
and accurately reflect the potential impacts on 
marine water and sediment quality receptors. 


No comment – defer to the EA  


Baseline data used 
in the assessment 


Sufficient data has been collated to appropriately 
characterise the baseline environment for the 
purposes of informing the EIA. 


No comment – defer to the EA  


Mitigation 
Measures 


The embedded mitigation measures are 
considered appropriate. 


No comment – defer to the EA  


Outcomes of the 
EIA 


The assessment criteria and assignment of 
significance is appropriate. 


No comment – defer to the EA  
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 Benthic Subtidal and Intertidal Ecology 


23 The Project has the potential to impact upon benthic subtidal and intertidal ecology 
and these interactions are duly considered within Volume 2, Chapter 5 of the Thanet 
Extension ES (PINS Ref APP-046/ Application Ref 6.2.5). Table 6 identifies the status 
of discussions relating to this topic area between the parties. 
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Table 6: Status of discussions relating to Benthic Subtidal and Intertidal Ecology. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position KWT Position Final Position 


Policy and 
Planning 


The assessment has identified all appropriate 
plans and policies relevant to benthic ecology and 
has given due regard to them within the 
assessment. 


Relevant plans and policies have been referenced.  


Scope and 
Assessment 
methodology 


The potential impacts identified are appropriate 
and accurately reflect the potential impacts on 
benthic ecology receptors. 


Accept. However the impacts on benthic ecology 
receptors could be more clearly laid out in the 
document.  We also still have concerns regarding 
impacts on such as from sediment re-suspension 
and smothering but agree that these impacts have 
been acknowledged in the document. 
 


 


Baseline data used 
in the assessment 


Sufficient data has been collated to appropriately 
characterise the baseline environment for the 
purposes of informing the EIA. 


Data has been collected in order to characterise 
the baseline environment.  


The survey scope and methodology undertaken 
for the intertidal surveys was adequate for 
characterising the baseline population of benthic 
species. 


HOCIs should have been identified in the baseline 
surveys.  
 
The results of the intertidal surveys do not appear 
to have been used in influencing the landfall 
decision.  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position KWT Position Final Position 


Mitigation 
Measures 


The embedded mitigation measures are 
considered appropriate. 


These are not considered to be specific enough. 
Some important details are missing, for instance, 
there is a maximum cable burial depth but no 
mention of the minimum proposed cable burial 
depth. 
 
Stronger mitigation and commitments needed to 
minimise the direct (and indirect) impacts on 
benthic habitats of conservation importance (HOCIs)  
 


 


Outcomes of the 
EIA 


The assessment criteria and assignment of 
significance is appropriate. 


We understand how the assignment of 
significance has been determined  


Saltmarsh 
Mitigation and 
Management Plan 


The Saltmarsh Mitigation, Reinstatement and 
Management Plan (PINS Ref APP-147/ Application 
Ref 8.13) provides sufficient information and is 
adequately secured in the DCO. 


Specific comments on the Saltmarsh Mitigation, 
Reinstatement and Management Plan are 
available in the KWT Written Representation. 


 


Biogenic Reef Plan 
The Biogenic Reef Plan (PINS Ref APP-149/ 
Application Ref 8.15) provides sufficient 
information and is adequately secured in the DCO. 


Specific comments on the Biogenic Reef Plan are 
available in the KWT Written Representation.  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position KWT Position Final Position 


Benthic 
Monitoring 


Thanet Extension is an extension to a project that 
has had significant monitoring associated with it 
and the potential effects on the receiving 
environment are well understood. There is 
therefore limited uncertainty in the assessment. 
Pre- and post-construction benthic monitoring in 
the context of the biogenic reef mitigation plan 
and the saltmarsh mitigation and reinstatement 
plan only is appropriate. 


More commitments to post-construction benthic 
monitoring should be made. Also, despite being 
an extension to the existing Thanet Offshore Wind 
Farm, the project should be considered as an 
entirely separate development in terms of post-
construction monitoring.  
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 Fish and Shellfish Ecology 


24 The Project has the potential to impact upon fish and shellfish ecology and these 
interactions are duly considered within Volume 2, Chapter 6 of the Thanet Extension 
ES (PINS Ref APP-047/ Application Ref 6.2.6). Table 7 identifies the status of 
discussions relating to this topic area between the parties. 
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Table 7: Status of discussions relating to Fish and Shellfish Ecology. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position  KWT Position Final Position 


Policy and 
Planning 


The assessment has identified all appropriate 
plans and policies relevant to fish and shellfish 
and has given due regard to them within the 
assessment. 


We accept that particular attention has been 
given to spawning and nursery habitats, however, 
more/additional attention could also have been 
given to feeding grounds, migration routes and 
over-wintering areas as outlined in NPs EN-3. 


Based on NPS EN-3 paragraph 2.6.71, we believe 
there should be would like to see a commitment 
to ecological monitoring during the construction 
and operational phases. At present, we do not 
feel this is sufficiently/clearly addressed. 


 


Scope and 
Assessment 
methodology 


The potential impacts identified are appropriate 
and accurately reflect the potential impacts on 
fish and shellfish receptors. 


Accept. We still have concerns regarding impacts 
on such as from sediment re-suspension and 
smothering but agree that these impacts have 
been acknowledged in the document. 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position  KWT Position Final Position 


Baseline data used 
in the assessment 


Sufficient data has been collated to appropriately 
characterise the baseline environment for the 
purposes of informing the EIA. 


Data has been collected and collated for the 
purposes of informing the EIA 


 


The survey scope and methodology undertaken 
for the fish surveys was adequate for 
characterising the baseline population of fish 
species. 


Accept.  


Mitigation 
Measures 


The embedded mitigation measures are 
considered appropriate. 


Embedded mitigation for EMF should include a 
minimum target depth of 1.5m as this is good 
practice and recommended by NPS EN-3. 
Mitigation measures of how to avoid/reduce the 
direct damage to fish and shellfish caused by the 
construction phase should also be included here. 
In terms of cable installation, we do not agree at 
present that seasonal restrictions are deemed not 
necessary.  


 


Outcomes of the 
EIA 


The assessment criteria and assignment of 
significance is appropriate. 


We understand how the assignment of 
significance has been determined 
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 Marine Mammals 


25 The Project has the potential to impact upon marine mammals and these 
interactions are duly considered within Volume 2, Chapter 7 of the Thanet Extension 
ES (PINS Ref APP-048/Application Ref 6.2.7). Table 8 identifies the status of 
discussions relating to this topic area between the parties. 
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Table 8: Status of discussions relating to Marine Mammals. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position KWT Position Final Position 


Policy and 
Planning 


The assessment has identified all appropriate 
plans and policies relevant to marine mammals 
and has given due regard to them within the 
assessment. 


Relevant plans and policies have been referenced  


Consultation  


The ES chapter has been adequately updated 
following both the S42 consultation and the 
Evidence Plan concerns raised have been 
adequately addressed or clarified. 


S42 consultation responses have been 
acknowledged  


Scope and 
Assessment 
methodology 


The potential impacts identified are appropriate 
and accurately reflect the potential impacts on the 
marine mammals. 


We do not believe that cumulative impacts in 
combination with other offshore wind farm 
developments have been adequately considered.  


 


The study area defined for the assessment is 
appropriate for the impacts considered. 


We believe that the entire North Sea cSAC should 
have been considered and not split in to two 
separate regions with only the Southern ‘winter’ 
section assessed. 


 


Baseline data used 
in the assessment 


Sufficient primary and secondary data has been 
collated to appropriately characterise the baseline 
environment for the purposes of informing the 
EIA. 


Primary and secondary data has been collected 
and collated for the purposes of informing the EIA  


All data gaps have been highlighted and all 
appropriate measures for filling any data gaps 
have been proposed. 


Known data gaps have been highlighted  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position KWT Position Final Position 


Mitigation 
Measures 


The embedded mitigation measures are 
considered appropriate and no further mitigation 
measures are necessitated as a result of the 
assessment conclusions 


We approve of the production of the MMMP 
document and trust that this will secure specific 
mitigation measures. More detailed comments 
regarding the impacts of noise and UXO impacts on 
marine mammals can be found in the KWT written 
representation. 
 
We also seek more reassurance that construction 
and cable-laying will not overlap with the sensitive 
breeding or moulting periods for seals in July and 
August.  


Additional mitigation measures proposed in the 
HRA are mentioned but not described.  


 


Outcomes of the 
EIA 


The assessment criteria and assignment of 
significance is appropriate. 


We understand how the assignment of 
significance has been determined  


The cumulative effects have been adequately and 
appropriately described within the ES and the 
conclusions are appropriate. 


We do not believe that cumulative impacts in 
combination with other offshore wind farm 
developments have been adequately considered. 
The current approach is not precautionary 
enough. 
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 Offshore Ornithology 


26 The Project has the potential to impact upon offshore ornithology and these 
interactions are duly considered within Volume 2, Chapter 4 of the Thanet Extension 
ES (PINS Ref APP-045/ Application Ref 6.2.4). Table 9 identifies the status of 
discussions relating to this topic area between the parties. 
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Table 9: Status of discussions relating to offshore ornithology 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position  KWT Position Final Position 


Policy and 
Planning 


The assessment has identified all appropriate 
plans and policies relevant to offshore 
ornithology and has given due regard to them 
within the assessment. 


Defer to RSPB   


Scope and 
Assessment 
methodology 


The potential impacts identified are appropriate 
and accurately reflect the potential impacts on 
offshore ornithology receptors. 


Defer to RSPB  


Baseline data used 
in the assessment 


Sufficient data has been collated to appropriately 
characterise the baseline environment for the 
purposes of informing the EIA. 


Defer to RSPB  


Mitigation 
Measures 


The embedded mitigation measures are 
considered appropriate. 


Defer to RSPB  


Outcomes of the 
EIA 


The assessment criteria and assignment of 
significance is appropriate. 


Defer to RSPB  
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 Marine Conservation Zone Assessment 


27 The Project has the potential to impact upon marine conservation zones and these 
interactions are duly considered within Volume 4, Annex 5-3: Marine Conservation 
Zone Assessment of the ES (PINS Ref APP-083/ Application Ref 6.4.5.3). Table 10 
identifies the status of discussions relating to this topic area between the parties. 
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Table 10: Status of discussions relating to the Marine Conservation Zones Assessment. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position KWT Position Final Position 


Policy and Planning 


The assessment has identified all appropriate 
plans and policies relevant to the assessed MCZs, 
at the time of writing, and has given due regard 
to them within the assessment. 


Ideally, this chapter should follow the layout of 
other documents which have a heading of 
‘Statutory and Policy Context’. The applicant 
follows guidance published by the MMO relating to 
MCZ assessments.  


 


Baseline data used 
in the assessment 


Appropriate data and information was used to 
characterise the baseline for the purposes of the 
assessment. 


Data has been collected in order to characterise 
the baseline environment.  


Scope and 
Assessment 
methodology 


All relevant MCZs have been accurately identified 
and included within the assessment. 


The Thanet Coast MCZ and Goodwin Sands pMCZ 
have been identified and included in the 
assessment. We are satisfied that these two sites 
are the most important MCZs (/pMCZ) to 
consider for the current proposal.  


 


The conservation objects for Thanet Coast MCZ 
have been appropriately identified within the 
assessment. 


The conservation objectives for Thanet Coast 
MCZ have been appropriate identified within the 
assessment. 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position KWT Position Final Position 


The assessment of Goodwin Sands pMCZ is 
appropriate and robust based on the available 
information at the time of writing. 


A more precautionary approach of conducting a 
full MCZ assessment of the potential impacts to 
the Goodwin Sands pMCZ would be more 
appropriate. There are General Management 
Approaches for the Goodwin Sands pMCZ2 , which 
are effectively conservation objectives, but these 
are not described in the assessment/document. 
(The General Management Approaches being to 
maintain and recover the broad-scale habitats, 
geological features, and habitat Features Of 
Conservation Importance (FOCI) of the site).  


 


                                                      
2 https://consult.defra.gov.uk/marine/consultation-on-the-third-tranche-of-marine-conser/supporting_documents/Goodwin%20Sands%20Factsheet.pdf  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position KWT Position Final Position 


Outcomes of the EIA 


The conclusions of the assessment accurately 
reflect the potential impacts on the MCZs for the 
lifetime of the project 


A Stage 1 assessment of the features of the 
Thanet Coast MCZ has been conducted and 
impacts have been described. Appendix A: MCZ 
Pressure Screening should be better explained. 
We believe a whole site assessment should be 
conducted for designated sites, not just 
assessments on designated features. 
Assessment of potential impacts for the lifetime 
of the project should include repairs as well as 
routine maintenance. 


 


The cumulative effects have been adequately and 
appropriately described within the assessment 
and the conclusions are appropriate. 


We believe that the cumulative impacts of the 
proposed (and consented) dredging of an area of 
the Goodwin Sands for the Dover Harbour Port 
Development need to be considered. The two 
proposed developments (the current TEOW and 
dredging activities) are likely to overlap temporary 
and spatially in relation to the Goodwin Sands.  
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 Onshore Biodiversity 


28 The Project has the potential to impact upon onshore biodiversity and these 
interactions are duly considered within Volume 3, Chapter 5 of the Thanet Extension 
ES (PINS Ref APP-061/ Application Ref 8.3.5). Table 11 identifies the status of 
discussions relating to this topic area between the parties. 
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Table 11: Status of discussions relating to Onshore Biodiversity 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position KWT Position Final Position 


Policy and Planning 


The assessment has identified all appropriate 
plans and policies relevant to biodiversity 
assessment and has given due regard to them 
within the assessment. 


Relevant plans and policies have been referenced  


Consultation  


The ES chapter has been adequately updated 
following S42 and Evidence Plan consultation and 
concerns raised have been adequately addressed 
or clarified. 


The ES includes some extended and additional 
onshore ecological surveys and desktop studies 
that were conducted along the Pegwell Bay 
onshore route.  
 
KWT raised concern that phase 1 habitat surveys 
had not been conducted along the other onshore 
route (making landfall at Sandwich Bay). The 
applicant confirmed that only limited onshore 
ecological surveys had been conducted along the 
Sandwich Bay onshore route (route 6) due to 
focussing efforts and resources onto the Pegwell 
Bay route. However KWT believe this was a 
premature decision and disagree that this was the 
correct process taken as comparable, equal 
ecological surveys were not undertaken which is 
required to make an informed ecological decision 
on cable route.   
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position KWT Position Final Position 
Scope and 
Assessment 
Methodology 


The potential impacts identified are appropriate 
and accurate for biodiversity receptors. 


Receptors are suitably outlined in Tables 5.8 and 
5.9  


Baseline data used 
in the assessment 


Sufficient primary and secondary data has been 
collated to appropriately characterise the 
baseline environment for the purposes of 
informing the EIA. 


Insufficient primary data has been collected, 
namely that ecological surveys were only carried 
out along the Pegwell Bay proposed cable route. 
Comparable surveys along the other proposed 
cable routes (e.g. landfall at Sandwich Bay) were 
not conducted, despite specific requests for this. 
Therefore, we feel that the EIA has not been 
suitably informed.  


 


Data gaps have been highlighted and appropriate 
measures for filling any data gaps have been 
proposed. 


Disagree. There remains a data gap in the 
ecological evidence along the Sandwich Bay 
onshore cable routes. There is also a potential 
evidence gap in terms of natterjack toads. We 
approve of the commitment to undertake further 
pre-construction ecological surveys. 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position KWT Position Final Position 


The sensitivity and importance of the receiving 
environment is accurately described within the 
Environmental Statement. 


Agree in part. The ecological importance of the 
site and the numerous environmental 
designations are listed, however the applicant 
does not appear to pay due regard to these 
designations. We believe the selected route will 
have the greatest environmental impact on 
designated sites, which could have been avoided 
if alternative routes have been properly examined 
and selected. 


 


Mitigation 
Measures 


The embedded mitigation measures are 
considered appropriate and no further mitigation 
is necessitated as a result of the assessment 
conclusions. 


The embedded mitigation measures proposed are 
considered appropriate. However, it should be 
noted that embedded mitigation and biodiversity 
enhancements are separate considerations and 
therefore should be listed and referenced 
separately.  
 


 


Outcomes of EIA 


The conclusions of the assessment accurately 
reflect the potential impacts on the onshore 
biodiversity within the study area for the lifetime 
of the project. 


We agree that impacts on onshore biodiversity 
are considered and assessed for the lifetime of 
the project. Monitoring should take place at 
certain times/intervals throughout the lifetime of 
the project. 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position KWT Position Final Position 


The cumulative effects have been adequately and 
appropriately described within the ES and the 
conclusions are appropriate. 


The issue of cumulative impacts on the onshore 
biodiversity is something that KWT are deeply 
concerned about. A number of cumulative 
impacts have been addressed in the document. 
Cumulative impacts are difficult to measure in 
their entirety and given the uncertainties and 
longer-term potential disturbances to the site we 
are not in a position to say if the conclusions 
made are appropriate. We believe that more 
effort is essential to measure cumulative impacts 
onshore. 
 


 


Outline Landscape 
and Ecology 
Management  


The OLEMP (PINS Ref APP-142/ Application Ref 
8.7) provides sufficient detail of in-principle 
management measures. 


We have provided comments on the revised 
OLEMP document to the applicant. Detail is 
provided in the OLEMP regarding in-principle 
management measures. 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position KWT Position Final Position 


The OLEMP provides sufficient information on 
outline details of proposed biodiversity 
enhancements and proposed monitoring. 


We have provided comments on the revised 
OLEMP document to the applicant. We approve 
of, and strongly encourage, incorporating 
opportunities for biodiversity enhancements into 
the LEMP document. We believe the OLEMP 
document is adequate and suitable, but even at 
the outline stage, it requires more detail and 
specifics regarding biodiversity enhancements 
and monitoring. 
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 Report to Inform Appropriate Assessment 


29 The Project provided a Report to Inform Appropriate Assessment (RIAA) (PINS Ref 
APP-031/ Application Ref 5.2) with the submitted application to determine the 
potential for an Adverse Effect on Integrity (AEoI) on Natura 2000 sites. 
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30 Table 12 identifies the status of discussions relating to this topic area between the 
parties. 


31 This SoCG considers the following sites which were assessed within the RIAA: 


• SACs: 


o Thanet Coast SAC; 


o Sandwich Bay SAC; 


o Margate and Long Sands SAC; and 


o Southern North Sea cSAC. 


• Ramsar: 


o Thanet Coast and Sandwich Bay Ramsar; and 


o Alde-Ore Estuary Ramsar. 


• Transboundary SAC: 


o Bancs de Flandres; 


o Baie de Canche et couloir des trois estuaires; 


o Vlakte van de Raan; 


o Voordelta; 


o Estuaires et littoral picards (baies de Somme et d'Authie); 


o Recifs Gris-Nez Blanc-Nez; 


o Vlaamse Banken; 


o SBZ 1; 


o SBZ 2; 


o SBZ 3; and 


o Ridens et dunes hydrauliques du détroit du Pas-de-Calais. 


• SPAs: 


o Outer Thames Estuary SPA; 


o Thanet Coast and Sandwich Bay SPA; 


o Flamborough and Filey Coast pSPA;  
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o Flamborough Head and Bempton Cliffs SPA; 


o Northumberland Marine SPA; 


o Farne Islands SPA; 


o St Abb’s Head to Fast Castle SPA; 


o Foulness (Mid-Essex Coast Phase 5) SPA; and 


o Alde-Ore Estuary SPA. 


• SPAs: 


o Outer Thames Estuary SPA; 


o Thanet Coast and Sandwich Bay SPA; 


o Flamborough and Filey Coast pSPA;  


o Flamborough Head and Bempton Cliffs SPA; 


o Northumberland Marine SPA; 


o Farne Islands SPA; 


o St Abb’s Head to Fast Castle SPA; 


o Foulness (Mid-Essex Coast Phase 5) SPA; and 


o Alde-Ore Estuary SPA. 
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Table 12: Status of discussions relating to the RIAA 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position KWT Position Final Position 


Policy and 
Planning 


The RIAA has identified all appropriate plans and 
policies relevant to HRA and has given due regard 
to them within the assessment. 


  


Screening 
Those sites identified as having potential Likely 
Significant Effects (LSE) Thanet Extension alone or 
in-combination are appropriate.  


  


Screening 
The RIAA has identified all relevant features of 
the designated sites that may be sensitive to 
changes as a result of the proposed activities. 


  


Screening 
(transboundary) 


The RIAA has identified all relevant transboundary 
designated sites that may be sensitive to changes 
as a result of the proposed activities. 


  


Scope and 
Assessment 
Methodology 


The potential impacts identified are appropriate 
and accurate. 


  


The screening of potential likely significant 
effects, sites and species is adequate and 
appropriate. 


  


The study areas defined for the assessments are 
appropriate for the impacts and pathways 
considered. 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position KWT Position Final Position 


Baseline data used 
in the assessment 


Sufficient primary and secondary data has been 
collated to appropriately characterise the 
baseline environment for the purposes of 
informing the RIAA. 


  


Data gaps have been highlighted and appropriate 
measures for filling any data gaps have been 
proposed. 


  


In-combination 
assessment  
 


The RIAA has considered all relevant plans and 
projects for the determination of in-combination 
LSE. 


  


The tiering methodology and definitions were 
agreed, with Natural England as part of the 
Evidence Plan process and are appropriate. 


  


Mitigation 
Measures 


The no further mitigation measures beyond those 
outlined in the RIAA are necessitated as a result 
of the assessment conclusions for the project 
alone. 


  


The Applicant will microsite around all chalk reef 
features within designated sites, noting that none 
have been identified within the Red Line 
Boundary. 


  


The Applicant will observe a seasonal restriction 
in the intertidal area and this has been 
adequately secured in the DCO. 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position KWT Position Final Position 
The no further mitigation measures beyond those 
outlined in the RIAA are necessitated as a result 
of the assessment conclusions for the in-
combination. 


  


Outcomes of the 
RIAA 
 


The screening was reviewed and updated 
appropriately within the RIAA to take into 
account the Sweetman II Judgement. 


  


No adverse effect on the integrity of Thanet Coast 
SAC is predicted either alone or in-combination as 
a result of as a result of the proposed activities. 


  


No adverse effect on the integrity of Margate and 
Long Sands SAC is predicted either alone or in-
combination as a result of as a result of the 
proposed activities. 


  


No adverse effect on the integrity of Southern 
North Sea cSAC is predicted either alone or in-
combination as a result of as a result of the 
proposed activities. 


  


No adverse effect on the integrity of Thanet Coast 
and Sandwich Bay Ramsar is predicted either 
alone or in-combination as a result of as a result 
of the proposed activities. 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position KWT Position Final Position 
No adverse effect on the integrity of Alde-Ore 
Estuary Ramsar is predicted either alone or in-
combination as a result of as a result of the 
proposed activities. 


  


No adverse effect on the integrity of Outer 
Thames Estuary SPA is predicted either alone or 
in-combination as a result of as a result of the 
proposed activities. 


  


No adverse effect on the integrity of Thanet Coast 
and Sandwich Bay SPA is predicted either alone or 
in-combination as a result of as a result of the 
proposed activities. 


  


No adverse effect on the integrity, on the 
remaining SPAs assessed (Flamborough and Filey 
Coast pSPA, Flamborough Head and Bempton 
Cliffs pSPA, Northumberland Marine SPA, Farne 
Islands SPA, St Abb’s Head to Fast Castle SPA, 
Foulness (Mid-Essex Coast Phase 5) SPA, and Alde 
Ore estuary SPA), are predicted either alone or in-
combination as a result of as a result of the 
proposed activities. 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position KWT Position Final Position 
No adverse effect on the integrity of 
transboundary sites  
are predicted either alone or in-combination as a 
result of as a result of the proposed activities. 


  


Determination of LSE in-combination has 
adequately and appropriately taken into account 
the available information, effect-pathway-
receptor issues and the potential for physical/ 
temporal interactions. 
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5 Matters under Discussion 


32 This summary section identifies those matters raised by KWT during the pre-
Application consultation that have yet to be resolved and are subject to ongoing 
discussion as of the last consultation meeting held with KWT.  


33 These matters include: 


• The Applicant acknowledges the KWT objections to the proposed 
development; 


• The adequacy and level of detail provided on the site selection, in particular 
the landfall location, by the Applicant;  


• Reasoning and justification for the chosen landfall option/onshore cable route 
is not based on sound, comparable ecological information; and 


• The methodology and assessment of Goodwin Sands pMCZ for the project 
alone and cumulatively. 
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1 Introduction 


 Overview 


1 This Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) relates to the proposed development of 
the Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension). It has been prepared 
with respect to the application made by Vattenfall Wind Power Ltd (VWPL) (the 
Applicant) for a development consent order (DCO) to the Planning Inspectorate (PINS) 
under the Planning Act 2008 (the Application). 


2 This SoCG with the Maritime & Coastguard Agency (MCA) is a means of clearly stating 
any areas of agreement and disagreement between the two parties in relation to the 
Application. The SoCG has been structured to reflect the topics of interest to the MCA 
on the Application. 


3 It is the intention that this document will help facilitate post application discussions 
between both parties and also give the Examining Authority (Ex. A) an early sight of 
the level of common ground between both parties from the outset of the examination 
process. 


 Approach to SoCG 


4 This SoCG has been developed during the pre-examination phase of the Thanet 
Extension. In accordance with discussions between the Applicant and the MCA, the 
SoCG is focused on those issues raised by the MCA within its response to Section 42 
consultation that has underpinned the pre-application consultation between the 
parties. 


5 The structure of the SoCG is as follows: 


• Section 1: Introduction; 


• Section 2: MCA Remit 


• Section3: Consultation; 


• Section 4: Agreements Log; and 


• Section 5: Matters under discussion. 
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 The Development 


6 The Application if for development consent for VWPL to construct and operate the 
Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension) under the Planning Act 
2008. 


7 Thanet Extension will comprise of wind turbine generators (WTGs) and all the 
infrastructure required to transmit the power generated to the national grid. A 
maximum of 34 WTGs will be installed with a power output of 340 MW. The project 
will install up to four offshore export cables and may require the installation of one 
Offshore Substation (OSS) and up to one Meteorological Mast. 


8 The key offshore components of Thanet Extension are likely to include: 


• Up to 34 Offshore WTGs; 


• OSS (if required); 


• Meteorological Mast (if required); 


• WTG Foundations; 


• Subsea inter-array cables linking individual WTGs; 


• Subsea export cables from the OWF to shore; and 


• Scour protection around foundations and on inter-array and export cables (if 
required). 


9 The array area will have a maximum size of 70 km2 and surrounds the existing Thanet 
Offshore Wind Farm (TOWF). It is located approximately 8 km Northeast of the Isle of 
Thanet, situated in the County of Kent. Each WTG will have a maximum blade tip 
height of 250 m above Highest Astronomical Tide (HAT), a maximum diameter of 220 
m and a minimum 22 m clearance between the Mean High Water Springs (MHWS) and 
the lowest point of the blade. 


10 Electricity generated will be carried via a maximum of four high voltage subsea cables 
to the landfall site, situated at Pegwell Bay. Offshore cables will be connected to the 
onshore cables and ultimately the national grid network at Richborough Energy Park. 
The onshore cable corridor is 2.6 km in length at its fullest extent. 
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11 More details on the proposed development are described in the Environmental 
Statement (ES) Volume 2, Chapter 1: Project Description (Offshore) (Application Ref: 
6.2.1) of the Environmental Statement. 
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2 MCA Remit 


12 The MCA’s remit for Offshore Renewable Energy Installations (OREIs) is to ensure that 
the safety of navigation is preserved, and our search and Rescue capability is 
maintained, whilst progress is made towards government targets for renewable 
energy. This includes maintaining our obligations under The United Nations 
Convention of the Law of the Sea. 
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3 Consultation 


 Application elements under the MCA’s remit 


13 Work Nos. 1 - 3A, detailed in Part 1 of Schedule 1 of the draft DCO describe the 
elements of Thanet Extension which may affect the interests of the MCA. 


14 The technical components of the DCO application of relevance to the MCA (and 
therefore considered within this SoCG) comprise: 


• The draft DCO (Application Ref 3.1); 


• Volume 2, Chapter 10: Shipping and Navigation (Application Ref 6.2.10); and 


• Volume 4, Annex 10-1: Navigation Risk Assessment (Application Ref 6.4.10.1). 


 Consultation Summary 


15 This section briefly summarises the consultation that VWPL has undertaken with the 
MCA. Engagement during the pre-application phase, both statutory and non-
statutory, is summarised in Table 1. 


Table 1: Consultation undertaken with the MCA pre-application 


Date & Type: Detail: 


January 2016 
Meeting Pre-scoping meeting 


December 2015 – 
January 2016 
Email correspondence 


Pre-scoping 


January 2017 
Meeting Scoping response meeting 


December 2017 
Meeting NRA Meeting 


January 2018 
Meeting NRA Meeting 


January 2018, S42 
Consultation 


Comments relating to the Preliminary Environmental 
Information Report 
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February 2018 
Meeting Post-S42 Meeting 


March – April 2018 
Correspondence Review of the NRA 


 Post-application Consultation 


16 VWPL has engaged with the MCA since the Thanet Extension development was 
accepted for examination by the Planning Inspectorate on 23rd July 2018. A summary 
of the post-application consultation with the MCA is detailed in Table 2. 


 


Table 2: Consultation undertaken with the MCA post-application 


Date/ Type: Detail: 


23rd August 2018 
– MCA & THLS 
Meeting 


Meeting to discuss initial thoughts on the Application, process for 
agreeing SoCG. 


4th October 2018 
– MCA & THLS 
Meeting 


Meeting to discuss the relevant representation, SoCG, and next 
steps for issue resolution on the outputs of the NRA. 
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4 Agreements Log 


17 The following section of this SoCG identifies the level of agreement between the 
parties for each relevant component of the application material (as identified in 
Section 3.1). In order to easily identify whether a matter is “agreed”, “under 
discussion” or indeed “not agreed” a colour coding system of green, yellow and orange 
is used in the “final position” column to represent the respective status of discussions. 


 Project Description (Offshore) 


18 The offshore project description outlines the parameters and methods for the 
construction, operational and maintenance and decommissioning phases with regard 
to the offshore elements. Table 3 identifies the status of discussions relating to this 
topic area between the parties. 
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Table 3: Status of discussions relating to Project Description (Offshore) 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position MCA Position Final Position 


Project 
Description 


The project description, and transposition into 
the relevant chapter and NRA annex, 
appropriately describes the project for the 
purposes of EIA. 


MCA 041018 – Agreed Agreed  
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 Shipping and Navigation 


19 The Project has the potential to impact upon Shipping and Navigation and these 
interactions are duly considered within Volume 2, Chapter 10: Shipping and 
Navigation (Application Ref 6.2.10) of the ES. In addition, the NRA is presented within 
Volume 4, Annex 10-1: Navigational Risk Assessment (Application Ref 6.4.10.1). Table 
4 identifies the status of discussions relating to this topic area between the parties 
and is informed through meetings held post-application as noted in Table 2. 
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Table 4: Status of discussions relating to Shipping and Navigation 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position MCA Position Final Position 


Study area 
It is agreed that the study area used to inform 
the assessment of the project on shipping and 
navigation receptors was appropriate. 


MCA 041018 – Agreed Agreed 


Consultation 


It is agreed that throughout the pre-application 
process the level of consultation and the 
provision of information has been sufficient in 
informing MCA of the development of the 
project and the predicted impacts on shipping 
and navigation. 


MCA 041018 – Agreed  Agreed 


Approach to NRA 


It is agreed that the Navigational Risk 
Assessment has been undertaken in line with the 
requirements set out in the Marine Guidance 
Note (MGN) 543 – Guidance on UK Navigation 
Practice, Safety and Emergency Response Issues 
and complies in full with the MGN 543 checklist. 


MCA 041018 - Although we don’t disagree with 
this statement, there is one section missing from 
the required checklists in addition to the MGN 
543 checklist which Andrew Rawson agreed to 
provide when we held the separate MGN 543 
checklist feedback meeting.  


Agreed 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position MCA Position Final Position 


Environmental 
Statement 
Baseline and 
Methodology 


It is agreed that the shipping and navigation 
baseline environment has been adequately and 
appropriately described in the ES. Based on that 
information it is further agreed that the marine 
traffic survey data and wider data sources used 
are appropriate for the assessment and details a 
good representation of commercial traffic in the 
area of the project 


MCA 041018 - Although we don’t disagree with 
this statement, we do note that there were 
limitations raised with the pilotage study during 
the consultation period, and how ‘realistic’ the 
trials were. 


Agreed  


Environmental 
Statement 
Baseline and 
Methodology 


It is agreed that the approach adopted in the 
Environmental Statement is appropriate to 
assess the magnitude and range of navigational 
safety impacts from the proposed Project on the 
users of commercial vessels 


MCA 041018 – Agreed Agreed  


Environmental 
Statement 
Baseline and 
Methodology 


It is agreed that the design parameters of the 
project would result in the worst case collision 
and allision scenario for commercial vessels. 


MCA 041018 – Agreed Agreed 


Tolerability 
definition and 
assessment 


In the absence of industry specific guidance it is 
agreed that the tolerability of risk is 
appropriately defined and assessed through 
application of the HSE standards 


MCA 041018 - MCA does not write its own 
guidance on tolerability however the statement 
drafted with MCA and TH is agreed. 


Agreed 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position MCA Position Final Position 


Environmental 
Statement 
assessment 


It is agreed that the Applicant has adequately 
assessed navigational safety impacts on users of 
commercial vessels from the Project.  


MCA 041018 – Agreed Agreed 


dML(s) 


It is agreed that Condition 12 (1)(b) and 
Condition 10 (1)(c) Pre-construction plans and 
documentation) of the Generation Assets and 
Transmission Assets dML (Schedule 11  and 12 of 
the DCO respectively) provides adequate 
mitigation by ensuring the proposed final layout 
will be submitted for approval to the MMO; who 
will then in turn consult with the MCA and THLS 
on any issues with navigational safety, prior to 
giving approval. This agreement includes all 
surface structures (structures visible above 
Lowest Astronomical Tide) noted within the DCO 
including the wind turbine generators, and 
offshore substation.   
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5 Matters under discussion 


20 This summary section identifies those matters raised by the MCA during the pre-and 
post-application consultation that have yet to be resolved and are subject to ongoing 
discussion as of the last consultation meeting held with the MCA. 


• Measures presented in the ES are sufficient to minimise navigational safety 
impacts to users  


• Mitigation measures implemented are sufficient to bring risk to tolerable levels. 


• Based on the information provided within the Environmental Statement and 
NRA, the predicted impacts are tolerable. 
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1 Introduction 


1.1 Overview 


1 This Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) relates to the proposed development of 
the Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension). It has been prepared 
with respect to the application made by Vattenfall Wind Power Ltd (VWPL) (the 
Applicant) for a Development Consent Order (DCO) to the Planning Inspectorate 
(PINS) under the Planning Act 2008 (the Application). 


2 This SoCG with the Marine Management Organisation (MMO) is a means of clearly 
stating any areas of agreement and disagreement between the two parties in relation 
to the Application. The SoCG has been structured to reflect the topics of interest to 
the MMO on the Application.  


3 It is the intention that this document will help facilitate post application discussions 
between both parties and also give the Examining Authority (ExA) an early sight of the 
level of common ground between both parties from the outset of the examination 
process. It therefore reflects the Rule 6 letter issued by the ExA on the 9th November 
2018 as well as identifying key areas within the MMO relevant representation. 


1.2 Approach to SoCG 


4 This SoCG has been developed during the pre-examination phase of the Thanet 
Extension. In accordance with discussions between the Applicant and the MMO, the 
SoCG is focused on those issues raised by the MMO within its response to Scoping, 
Section 42 consultation and as raised through the Evidence Plan process that has 
underpinned the pre-application consultation between the parties. 


5 The structure of the SoCG is as follows: 


• Section 1: Introduction; 


• Section 2: MMO’s Remit; 


• Section 3: Consultation; 


• Section 4: Agreements Log; and 


• Section 5: Matters under discussion. 
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1.3 The Development 


6 Thanet Extension will comprise of wind turbine generators (WTGs) and all the 
infrastructure required to transmit the power generated to the national grid. A 
maximum of 34 WTGs will be installed with a power output of 340 MW. The project 
will install up to four offshore export cables and may require the installation of one 
Offshore Substation (OSS) and up to one Meteorological Mast. 


7 The key offshore components of Thanet Extension are likely to include: 


• Up to 34 Offshore WTGs; 


• OSS (if required); 


• Meteorological Mast (if required); 


• WTG Foundations; 


• Subsea inter-array cables linking individual WTGs; 


• Subsea export cables from the OWF to shore; and 


• Scour protection around foundations and on inter-array and export cables (if 
required). 


8 The array area will have a maximum size of 70 km2 and surrounds the existing Thanet 
Offshore Wind Farm (TOWF). It is located approximately 8 km Northeast of the Isle of 
Thanet, situated in the County of Kent. Each WTG will have a maximum blade tip 
height of 250 m above Highest Astronomical Tide (HAT), a maximum diameter of 220 
m and a minimum 22 m clearance between the Mean High Water Springs (MWHS) and 
the lowest point of the blade. 


9 Electricity generated will be carried via a maximum of four high voltage subsea cables 
to the landfall site, situated at Pegwell Bay. Offshore cables will be connected to the 
onshore cables and ultimately the national grid network at Richborough Energy Park. 
The onshore cable corridor is 2.6 km in length at its fullest extent. 


10 More details on the proposed development are described in the Environmental 
Statement (ES) Volume 2, Chapter 1: Project Description (Offshore) (Application Ref 
6.2.1) and Volume 3, Chapter 1: Project Description (Onshore) (Application Ref 6.3.1) 
of the Environmental Statement. 
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2 MMO’s Remit 


11 The MMO is a prescribed consultee for the proposed development under section 42 
of the Planning Act 2008 and Regulation 9 (1)(a) of the Infrastructure Planning 
(Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2017. 


12 The MMO’s key responsibilities comprise: 


• Ensuring compliance with UK fisheries regulations and the management and 
monitoring of the UK fishing fleet and associated funding programmes; 


• PLicensing for marine activities that may have an environmental, economic or social 
impact, working with other regulators where appropriate; 


• Production and publication of marine plans and guidance relating to all marine 
activities which can be used as a basis for development decisions; 


• Responding to marine pollution emergencies; and  


• Ensuring that the network of MPAs is well managed by bringing together 
conservation authorities and other regulatory bodies, enforcing wildlife legislation, 
issuing wildlife licenses and the introduction of marine nature conservation byelaws. 
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3 Consultation 


3.1 Application elements under the MMO’s remit 


13 Work Nos. 1 – 3B, detailed in Part 1 of Schedule 1 of the draft DCO describe the 
elements of Thanet Extension which may affect the interests of the MMO. 


14 The MMO is an executive non-departmental public body sponsored by the 
Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs. The MMO is responsible for 
licensing, regulating and planning marine activities in the seas around England so that 
they are carried out in a sustainable way. 


15 The technical components of the DCO application of relevance to the MMO (and 
therefore considered within this SoCG) comprise: 


• Volume 2, Chapter 1: Project Description (Offshore) (Application Ref 6.2.1);  


• Volume 2, Chapter 2: Marine Geology, Oceanography and Physical Processes 
(Application Ref 6.2.2); 


• Volume 2, Chapter 3: Marine Water and Sediment Quality (Application Ref 6.2.3); 


• Volume 2, Chapter 4: Offshore Ornithology (Application Ref 6.2.4); 


• Volume 2, Chapter 5: Benthic Subtidal and Intertidal Ecology (Application Ref 6.2.5); 


• Volume 2, Chapter 6: Fish and Shellfish Ecology (Application Ref 6.2.6); 


• Volume 2, Chapter 7: Marine Mammals (Application Ref 6.2.7); 


• Volume 2, Chapter 8: Designated Sites (Application Ref 6.2.8); 


• Volume 2, Chapter 9: Commercial Fisheries (Application Ref 6.2.9); 


• Volume 2, Chapter 10: Shipping and Navigation (Application Ref 6.2.10); 


• Volume 4, Annex 10-1: Navigation Risk Assessment (Application Ref 6.4.10.1); 


• Volume 2, Chapter 11: Infrastructure and Other Users (Application Ref 6.2.11);  


• Volume 2, Chapter 13: Offshore Archaeology and Cultural Heritage (Application Ref 
6.2.13); 


• Volume 4, Annex 3-1: Water Framework Directive Assessment (Application Ref 
6.4.3.1); 


• Disposal Site Characterisation (Application Ref 8.14);  
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• Biogenic Reef Mitigation Plan (Application Ref 8.15); 


• Marine Mammal Mitigation Protocol (Application Ref 8.11);  


• Shadow EPS License Assessment (Application Ref 8.9); 


• Saltmarsh Mitigation, Reinstatement and Monitoring Plan (Application Ref 8.13); 


• Draft Development Consent Order (Application Ref 3.1); and 


• Report to Inform Appropriate Assessment (Application Ref 5.1). 


3.2 Consultation Summary 


16 This section briefly summarises the consultation that VWPL has undertaken with the 
MMO. Engagement during the pre-application phase, both statutory and non-
statutory, is summarised in Table 1 below, this includes any meetings and 
correspondence held as part of the Evidence Plan process and Section 42 consultation. 
Full details of the Evidence Plan were provided in the Evidence Plan Report 
(Application Ref 8.5) in the Application. 
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Table 1: Consultation undertaken with the MMO pre-application 


Date & Type: Detail: 
24th October 2016 
Evidence Plan 1st Steerco Evidence Plan meeting 


26th June 2017 
Evidence Plan 2nd Steerco Evidence Plan meeting 


28th February 2017 
Evidence Plan  


1st Evidence Plan meeting - Offshore Ecology Meeting. 
 


26th May 2017 Evidence 
Plan meeting 2nd Evidence Plan meeting - Offshore Ecology Meeting. 


12th July 2017 Evidence 
Plan meeting 3rd Evidence Plan meeting - Offshore Ecology Meeting. 


4th October 2017 
Evidence Plan meeting 4th Evidence Plan meeting - Offshore Ecology Meeting. 


26th January 2018 
Evidence Plan meeting 5th Evidence Plan meeting - Offshore Ecology Meeting. 


2nd October 2018 
Evidence Plan meeting 1st Evidence Plan meeting - HRA Meeting. 


January 2018: Section 42 
Consultation 


Comments relating to the Preliminary Environmental 
Information Report 


3.3 Post-application Consultation 


17 VWPL has engaged with the MMO since the Thanet Extension development was 
accepted for examination by the Planning Inspectorate on 23rd July 2018. A summary 
of the post-application consultation with the MMO is detailed in Table 2. 


Table 2: Consultation undertaken with the MMO post-application 


Date/ Type: Detail: 
14th August 
2018 
Teleconference 


Progress meeting prior to relevant representations 


8th October 
2018 
Teleconference 


Meeting to discuss the development of the SoCG 
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4 Agreements Log 


18 The following section of this SoCG identifies the level of agreement between the 
parties for each relevant component of the application material (as identified in 
Section 3.1). In order to easily identify whether a matter is “agreed”, “under 
discussion” or indeed “not agreed” a colour coding system of green, yellow and orange 
is used in the “final position” column to represent the respective status of discussions. 


4.1 DCO and draft dML 


19 Table 3 identifies the status of discussions relating to this topic area between the 
parties. 
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Table 3: Status of discussions relating to the DCO and dML 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position MMO Position Final Position 


Cable protection 


The project propose to use the most 
appropriate form of cable protection, both 
from a cable protection and ecological 
perspective. This decision would be made in the 
detail design phase of the project. The 
Applicant does note a desire to not to introduce 
plastic into the marine environment unless this 
is the most appropriate method. 


Agreed  


Arbitration Revised wording to be provided – under 
discussion. Not agreed Not agreed 


General 
comments on 
numbers and 
cross-referencing 


Following the responses to the MMO’s RR, in 
Appendix 35, the draft DCO and dML accurately 
cross reference documents and project 
description information. 


Under discussion – pending review of Appendix 
35 Under discussion 


Inclusion with the 
dML 


Hammer energy should not be included on the 
face of the dML as it would preclude the need 
to consider the effects as presented in the ES 
for enforcement. 


Not agreed – see point 1.46 (MMO-46) of 
MMO’s relevant representation.  


O&M activities 
The Applicant will provide annual reporting of 
O&M activities in the context of the consent (if 
granted). 


Agreed  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position MMO Position Final Position 


Monitoring plans 


The effects are known and understood, given 
the unique position of Thanet Extension as a 
project, so there is no necessity to provide a In-
principle Monitoring Plan (IPMP) or further 
monitoring plans. The Applicant has provided 
detailed monitoring plans for known risks or 
areas of uncertainty with the application. 


Under discussion. Agreed to not-providing an 
IPMP subject to MMO being comfortable that 
the monitoring plans adequately secure the 
monitoring requirements 


 


Submission 
Timescales 


The provision of monitoring plans 18-months 
prior to commencement is not considered 
appropriate given the proposed construction 
programme of the project. 


Under discussion  


The provision of documents 6 months in 
advance of proposed works is considered 
disproportionate given that the project 
inherently requires less flexibility and will be 
built out to the extents assessed. 


Not agreed  


The Applicant agrees that early engagement 
with the MMO should be undertaken to aid in 
the signing-off of documents. 


Agreed  


Commencement 


The clearance of UXO will not be licensed under 
the DCO, and therefore will not be included 
under commencement. If required, UXO 
clearance will be sought in a separate marine 
licence. 


Agreed  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position MMO Position Final Position 
The Applicant will revise the wording of 
commencement to reach agreement with the 
MMO – on-going discussion. 


Under discussion  


Offshore noise 
The Applicant will monitor offshore noise, and 
this has been adequately secured within the 
DCO/dML. 


Under discussion  


Cable burial 
assessment 


A cable burial risk assessment will be 
undertaken post-consent as is adequately 
secured.  


Agreed  
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4.2 Project Description (Offshore) 


20 Volume 2, Chapter 1: Project Description (Offshore) of the ES (Application Ref 6.2.1) 
outlines the parameters and methods for the construction, operational and 
maintenance and decommissioning phases with regard to the offshore elements. 
Table 4 identifies the status of discussions relating to this topic area between the 
parties. 
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Table 4: Status of discussions relating to Project Description (Offshore). 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position MMO Position Final Position 


General Project 
Policy Context 


It is agreed that the National Policy Statement 
(NPS) for Renewable Energy (NPS EN-3), when 
read in combination with other relevant NPS, is 
the overriding policy document in relation to 
Thanet Extension. 


Agreed, noting that public consultation for the 
South East Marine Plans is planned to 
commence in summer 2019 


 


It is agreed that section 4.1.6 of NPS EN-1 
applies, which states that PINS shall have regard 
to the Marine Policy Statement (MPS) and 
applicable marine plans in making any 
recommendation relating to the UK marine 
area. 


Agreed, noting that public consultation for the 
South East Marine Plans is planned to 
commence in summer 2019 


 


Construction 


An appropriate degree of detail has been 
provided for the proposed construction 
activities to enable an informed assessment of 
the potential effects. 


Under discussion – potentially agreed following 
review of deadline 1 submissions  


O&M 


An appropriate degree of detail has been 
provided for the proposed O&M activities, 
including vessel movements, to enable an 
informed assessment of the potential effects.  


Under discussion – see 1.26 (MMO-26) of the 
MMO’s relevant representation  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position MMO Position Final Position 
The Outline Offshore O&M plan was submitted 
with the application (Application Ref 8.10) 
which provides clarity on where the activities 
have been assessed and how they would be 
secured within marine licenses. 


Under discussion  


Decommissioning 


An appropriate degree of detail has been 
provided for the proposed decommissioning 
activities to enable an informed assessment of 
the potential effects. 


Agreed 
  


A decommissioning plan and programme will be 
produced post-consent (if granted) and is 
adequately secured within the DCO. 


Agreed  


Cable burial 
assessment 


As per paragraph 1.4.91 (Application Ref 6.2.1) 
no cable protection will be installed within in 
the Sandwich Bay intertidal area and this has 
been adequately secured in the DCO. 


Not agreed  


DCO/ dML 
Requirement 


All relevant mitigation requirements have been 
appropriately secured within the DCO/ dML. Under discussion  
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4.3 Marine Geology, Oceanography and Physical Processes 


21 The Project has the potential to impact upon marine processes and these interactions 
are duly considered within Volume 2, Chapter 2: Marine Geology, Oceanography and 
Physical Processes of the Thanet Extension ES (Application Ref 6.2.2). Table 5 identifies 
the status of discussions relating to this topic area between the parties. 
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Table 5: Status of discussions relating to Marine Geology, Oceanography and Physical Processes. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position MMO Position Final Position 


Policy and 
Planning 


The assessment has identified all appropriate 
plans and policies relevant to physical processes 
and has given due regard to them within the 
assessment. 


Agreed   


Consultation  


The ES chapter has been adequately updated 
following S42 and Evidence Plan consultation and 
concerns raised have been adequately addressed 
or clarified. 


Under discussion  


Scope and 
Assessment 
Methodology 


The evidence based approach to the assessment 
of effects is deemed appropriate for the purposes 
of predicting changes to the receiving 
environment. 


Agreed  


The potential impacts identified are appropriate 
and accurate for physical process receptors and 
pathways. 


Agreed  


The linkages of pathways to other topics are 
clearly presented within the ES chapter. Agreed  


The definitions of sensitivity and magnitude are 
appropriate for the purposes of the assessment. Agreed  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position MMO Position Final Position 
All potentially significant effects and the relevant 
maximum design scenario for each effect have 
been identified. 


Under discussion Pending close out of comments 
1.12-20 (MMO-11-19) of MMO’s relevant 
representation 


 


The study area defined for the assessment is 
appropriate for the impacts and pathways 
considered. 


Under discussion pending close out of comments 
1.4 (MMO-13) and 1.12-20 (MMO-11-19) of 
MMO’s relevant representation 


 


Baseline data used 
in the assessment 


Sufficient primary and secondary data has been 
collated to appropriately characterise the 
baseline environment for the purposes of 
informing the EIA. 


Agreed  


Sufficient metocean data has been collected and 
analysed to characterise the environment. 


Agreed 
  


All data gaps have been highlighted and all 
appropriate measures for filling any data gaps 
have been proposed. 


Under discussion  


Mitigation 
Measures 


The embedded mitigation measures are 
considered appropriate. 


Under discussion pending closing out of 
clarification of cable protection method & 
maximum affected area, and installation of scour 
protection - related points from Relevant 
Representation 1.4 (MMO-4); 1.14 (MMO-13); 
1.19-1.20 (MMO-18-19) 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position MMO Position Final Position 
No further mitigation to those embedded 
measures are necessitated as a result of the 
assessment conclusions. 


Under discussion  


Outcomes of the 
EIA 


The assessment criteria and assignment of 
significance is appropriate. Agreed  


The sensitivity and importance of the receiving 
environment is accurately described within the 
Environmental Statement. 


Under discussion pending close of point 3.2 
(MMO-95) in MMO’s relevant representation in 
relation to wave energy 


 


The conclusions of the assessment accurately 
reflect the potential impacts on physical 
processes within the study area. 


Under discussion  


The cumulative effects have been adequately and 
appropriately described within the ES and the 
conclusions are appropriate. 


Agreed  


The effects of turbid wakes have adequately and 
appropriate been assessed based on site specific 
data, analogous projects and available literature. 


Agreed  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position MMO Position Final Position 


Waves 


Following clarification in the response to relevant 
representations sufficient information has been 
provided to justify that the effects of local wave 
energy reduction will be immeasurable at 
sandbank and coastline receptors. 


Under discussion pending close of point 3.2 
(MMO-95) in MMO’s relevant representation in 
relation to wave energy 


Under 
discussion 


Following clarification in the response to relevant 
representations sufficient information has been 
provided to understand the cumulative impacts 
on waves from the presence of both TOWF and 
Thanet Extension’s WTG foundations and 
infrastructure.   


Under discussion pending close of point 3.2 
(MMO-95) in MMO’s relevant representation in 
relation to wave energy 


Under 
discussion 


DCO/ dML 
Requirement 


All relevant mitigation requirements have been 
appropriately secured within the DCO/ dML. Under discussion  
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4.4 Marine Water and Sediment Quality 


22 The Project has the potential to impact upon marine water and sediment quality and 
these interactions are duly considered within: 


•  Volume 2, Chapter 3: Marine Water Quality and Sediment Quality (Application Ref 
6.2.3) 


• Volume 4, Annex 3-1: Water Framework Directive Assessment (Application Ref 
6.4.3.1); and 


• Sand Wave Clearance, Dredging and Drill Arising: Disposal Site Characterisation 
(Application Ref 8.14). 


23  Table 6 identifies the status of discussions relating to this topic area between the 
parties. 
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Table 6: Status of discussions relating to Marine Water and Sediment Quality. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position MMO Position Final 
Position 


Policy and Planning 


The assessment has identified all appropriate 
plans and policies relevant to water and 
sediment quality and has given due regard to 
them within the assessment. 


Agreed  


Consultation  


The ES chapter has been adequately updated 
following S42 and Evidence Plan consultation 
and concerns raised have been adequately 
addressed or clarified. 


Agreed  


Scope and Assessment 
Methodology 


The potential impacts identified are 
appropriate and accurate for water and 
sediment quality receptors. 


Agreed  


The definitions of sensitivity and magnitude 
are appropriate for the purposes of the 
assessment. 


Agreed  


All potentially significant effects and the 
relevant maximum design scenario for each 
effect have been identified following 
clarification in the response to relevant 
representations. 


Under discussion pending clarifications to be 
submitted at deadline 1  


The study area defined for the assessment is 
appropriate for the impacts considered. Agreed  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position MMO Position Final 
Position 


The WFD assessment is appropriate and the 
conclusions of the assessment accurately 
reflect the potential impacts of WFD features. 


Defer to Environment Agency for WFD advice  


Baseline data used in the 
assessment 


Sufficient primary and secondary data has 
been collated to appropriately characterise the 
baseline environment for the purposes of 
informing the EIA. 


Under discussion pending clarification of 4.2 
(MMO-102) in the MMO’s relevant 
representation, expected at deadline 1. And 
discussion on 4.3 (MMO-103) 


 


The survey scope and methodology 
undertaken for the intertidal surveys was 
adequate for characterising the baseline 
contamination of sediments. 


Agreed  


The survey scope and methodology 
undertaken for the Fugro surveys (array and 
offshore extents of the OECC) was adequate 
for characterising the baseline contamination 
of sediments. 


Agreed  


All data gaps have been highlighted and all 
appropriate measures for filling any data gaps 
have been proposed. 


Under discussion pending clarification of 4.2 
(MMO-102) in the MMO’s relevant 
representation, expected at deadline 1. And 
discussion on 4.3 (MMO-103) 


 


Mitigation Measures The embedded mitigation measures are 
considered appropriate. Agreed  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position MMO Position Final 
Position 


No further mitigation to those embedded 
measures are necessitated as a result of the 
assessment conclusions. 


Under discussion  


Outcomes of the EIA 


The assessment criteria and assignment of 
significance is appropriate. Agreed  


The sensitivity and importance of the receiving 
environment is accurately described within the 
Environmental Statement. 


Agreed  


The conclusions of the assessment accurately 
reflect the potential impacts on the marine 
water quality within the study area. 


Agreed  


The conclusions of the assessment accurately 
reflect the potential impacts on the marine 
sediments within the study area. 


Agreed  


The cumulative effects have been adequately 
and appropriately described within the ES and 
the conclusions are appropriate. 


Agreed  


DCO/ dML Requirement 
All relevant mitigation requirements have 
been appropriately secured within the DCO/ 
dML. 


Under discussion  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position MMO Position Final 
Position 


Disposal Site Characterisation (Application Ref 8.14) 


Baseline data used in the 
assessment 


Sufficient primary and secondary data has 
been collated to appropriately characterise the 
baseline environment of the disposal sites.  


Under discussion pending clarification of 4.2 
(MMO-102) in the MMO’s relevant 
representation, expected at deadline 1. And 
discussion on 4.3 (MMO-103) 


 


Sufficient primary and secondary data has 
been collated to appropriately characterise the 
proposed disposal material.  


Under discussion pending clarification of 4.2 
(MMO-102) in the MMO’s relevant 
representation, expected at deadline 1. And 
discussion on 4.3 (MMO-103) 


 


Outcomes of the 
assessment 


The conclusions of the assessment accurately 
reflect the potential impacts from in-situ 
disposal within the array.  


Agreed  


The conclusions of the assessment accurately 
reflect the potential impacts from in-situ 
disposal within the OECC. 


Agreed  


Mitigation 
No further mitigation to those embedded 
measures are necessitated as a result of the 
assessment conclusions. 


Agreed  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position MMO Position Final 
Position 


Disposal Site Geometry 


The proposed disposal site coordinates reflect 
the presence of an existing windfarm and 
existing disposal site and as such are 
considered to be appropriate. 


Under discussion- agreed in principle that the 
proposed disposal activities are acceptable, 
further discussion required with MMO and its 
advisers at Cefas to agree how the coordinates 
can be captured to work around existing 
disposal sites and the Thanet OWF. 


 


DCO/ dML Requirement 
All relevant mitigation requirements have 
been appropriately secured within the DCO/ 
dML. 


Agreed  
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4.5 Benthic Subtidal and Intertidal Ecology 


24 The Project has the potential to impact upon benthic subtidal and intertidal ecology 
and these interactions are duly considered within Volume 2, Chapter 5 of the Thanet 
Extension ES (Application Ref 6.2.5). The Applicant also provided the Biogenic Reef 
Mitigation Plan (Application Ref 8.15) and the Saltmarsh Mitigation, Reinstatement 
and Monitoring Plan (Application Ref 8.13) within the Application. Table 7 identifies 
the status of discussions relating to this topic area and associated documents between 
the parties. 
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Table 7: Status of discussions relating to Benthic Subtidal and Intertidal Ecology. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position MMO Position Final Position 


Policy and 
Planning 


The assessment has identified all appropriate 
plans and policies relevant to benthic ecology 
and has given due regard to them within the 
assessment. 


Agreed  


Consultation  


The ES chapter has been adequately updated 
following S42 and Evidence Plan consultation and 
concerns raised have been adequately addressed 
or clarified. 


Under discussion pending clarification of the 
following points from MMO’s relevant 
representation: 5.1 (MMO-108); 5.3 (MMO-110); 
5.6 (MMO-113); 5.8 (MMO-115); 5.10 (MMO-
117); 5.12 (MMO 119) 


 


Scope and 
Assessment 
Methodology 


The potential impacts identified are appropriate 
and accurate for benthic ecology receptors. Under discussion  


The definitions of sensitivity and magnitude are 
appropriate for the purposes of the assessment. Agreed  


All potentially significant effects and the relevant 
maximum design scenario for each effect have 
been identified. 


Under discussion  


The study area defined for the assessment is 
appropriate for the impacts considered. Under discussion  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position MMO Position Final Position 


Baseline data used 
in the assessment 


Sufficient primary and secondary data has been 
collated to appropriately characterise the 
baseline environment for the purposes of 
informing the EIA. 


Under discussion  


The survey scope and methodology undertaken 
for the intertidal surveys was adequate for 
characterising the baseline population of benthic 
species. 


 Agreed   


All data gaps have been highlighted and all 
appropriate measures for filling any data gaps 
have been proposed. 


Under discussion  


Mitigation 
Measures 


The embedded mitigation measures are 
considered appropriate. 


Under discussion pending close of discussions on 
core reef approach  


No further mitigation to those embedded 
measures are necessitated as a result of the 
assessment conclusions. 


Under discussion  


Outcomes of the 
EIA 


The assessment criteria and assignment of 
significance is appropriate. Under discussion  


The sensitivity and importance of the receiving 
environment is accurately described within the 
Environmental Statement. 


Under discussion  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position MMO Position Final Position 
The conclusions of the assessment accurately 
reflect the potential impacts on the benthic 
ecology within the study area. 


Under discussion  


The cumulative effects have been adequately and 
appropriately described within the ES and the 
conclusions are appropriate. 


Under discussion  


Core Reef 
Approach 


The report (Application Ref 8.15) has been 
adequately updated following relevant 
representations and concerns raised have been 
adequately addressed or clarified. 


Under discussion  


Monitoring 


There is sufficient knowledge and evidence from 
the TOWF that benthic monitoring (beyond 
surveys of biogenic reefs) for Thanet Extension is 
not required to validate the findings of the EIA 
and would be disproportionate. 


Under discussion  


DCO/ dML 
Requirement 


All relevant mitigation requirements have been 
appropriately secured within the DCO/ dML. Under discussion  
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4.6 Fish and Shellfish Ecology 


25 The Project has the potential to impact upon fish and shellfish ecology and these 
interactions are duly considered within Volume 2, Chapter 6 of the Thanet Extension 
ES (Application Ref 6.2.6). Table 8 identifies the status of discussions relating to this 
topic area between the parties. 
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Table 8: Status of discussions relating to Fish and Shellfish Ecology. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position MMO Position Final Position 


Policy and 
Planning 


The assessment has identified all appropriate 
plans and policies relevant to fish and shellfish 
ecology and has given due regard to them within 
the assessment. 


Agreed 
  


Consultation  
The ES chapter has been adequately updated 
following consultation and concerns raised have 
been adequately addressed or clarified. 


Under discussion- outstanding comments on 
herring/sole spawning to consider  


Scope and 
Assessment 
methodology 


The potential impacts identified are appropriate 
and accurately reflect the potential impacts on 
the fish and shellfish ecology. 


Agreed   


The definitions of sensitivity and magnitude, 
presented in Tables 6.4 and 6.5 are appropriate 
for the purposes of the assessment. 


Agreed  


All potentially significant effects and the relevant 
maximum design scenario for each effect has 
identified in Table 6.7. 


Agreed  


The noise modelling and metrics are appropriate 
for assessing the impacts on fish species. Under discussion  


The study area defined for the appropriate is 
appropriate for the impacts considered. 


Agreed 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position MMO Position Final Position 
The methodology used to assess spawning 
behaviour in herring is consistent with recent 
publications (ORJIP) and metrics discussed during 
the evidence plan process. The methodology is 
therefore robust and adequate for the purposes 
of the assessment. 


Under discussion  


The methodology applied to undertake the 
sandeel habitat suitability assessment is 
adequate for the purposes of the assessment. 


Agreed  


Baseline data used 
in the assessment 


Sufficient primary and secondary data has been 
collated to appropriately characterise the 
baseline environment for the purposes of 
informing the EIA. 


Agreed 
  


The survey scope and methodology undertaken 
for the fish surveys was adequate for 
characterising the baseline population of fish 
species. 


Agreed 
  


The baseline of shellfish, including cockles, has 
been adequately characterised in terms of 
population species and spatial distribution. 


Agreed  


All data gaps have been highlighted and all 
appropriate measures for filling any data gaps 
have been proposed. 


Under discussion 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position MMO Position Final Position 


All relevant species of fish within the study area 
have been identified and assessed. Agreed  


Mitigation 
Measures 


The embedded mitigation measures are 
considered appropriate including the use of a soft 
start procedure to piling. 


Agreed  


No further mitigation to those embedded 
measures are necessitated as a result of the 
assessment conclusions.  


Under discussion – pending clarification of the 
following points in MMO’s relevant 
representation: 6.2-6.11 (MMO-125-134)  


 


Outcomes of the 
EIA 


The assessment criteria and assignment of 
significance is appropriate. Under discussion  


The sensitivity and importance of the receiving 
environment is accurately described within the 
Environmental Statement. 


Under discussion – pending clarification of the 
following points in MMO’s relevant 
representation: 6.2-6.11 (MMO-125-134) 


 


The conclusions of the assessment accurately 
reflect the potential impacts on the fish and 
shellfish ecology within the study area. 


Under discussion  


The cumulative effects have been adequately and 
appropriately described within the ES and the 
conclusions are appropriate. 


Under discussion  


DCO/ dML 
Requirement 


All relevant mitigation requirements have been 
appropriately secured within the DCO/ dML. Under discussion  
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4.7 Marine Mammals 


26 The Project has the potential to impact upon marine mammals and these interactions 
are duly considered within: 


•  Volume 2, Chapter 7: Marine Mammals of the Thanet Extension ES (Application Ref 
6.2.7); 


• Marine Mammal Mitigation Protocol (Application Ref 8.11); and 


• Shadow EPS License Assessment (Application Ref 8.9). 


27 Table 9 identifies the status of discussions relating to this topic area between the 
parties for marine mammals. 
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Table 9: Status of discussions relating to Marine Mammals 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position MMO Position Final Position 


Policy and 
Planning 


The assessment has identified all appropriate 
plans and policies relevant to marine mammals 
and has given due regard to them within the 
assessment. 


Agreed 
Defer to Natural England  


Consultation  


The ES chapter has been adequately updated 
following both the S42 consultation and the 
Evidence Plan concerns raised have been 
adequately addressed or clarified. 


Agreed 
  


Scope and 
Assessment 
methodology 


The potential impacts identified are appropriate 
and accurately reflect the potential impacts on 
the marine mammals. 


Agreed  


The definitions of sensitivity and magnitude are 
appropriate for the purposes of the assessment. 


Agreed 
  


All potentially significant effects and the relevant 
maximum design scenario for each effect has 
identified adequately. 


Agreed 
  


The underwater noise modelling and metrics are 
appropriate for assessing the potential impacts 
on marine mammals. 


Under discussion pending clarifications expected 
at deadline 1  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position MMO Position Final Position 


 


The study area defined for the assessment is 
appropriate for the impacts considered. 


Agreed 
  


The main species of interest have been 
considered within the assessment. 


Agreed 
  


 
The assessment for PTS was undertaken using 
the NOAA criteria only as agreed in the Evidence 
Plan process. 


Agreed  


Baseline data used 
in the assessment 


Sufficient primary and secondary data has been 
collated to appropriately characterise the 
baseline environment for the purposes of 
informing the EIA. 


Agreed 
  


The survey scope and methodology undertaken 
for the marine mammal surveys was adequate 
for characterising the baseline population of 
marine mammal species. 


Defer to the expert opinion of the Statutory 
Nature conservation Bodies 
 
Please note – we have amended the adjacent cell 
to refer to marine mammals, not fish. The row 
below re: survey scope & methodology has been 
deleted - please clarify if this is correct.  


 


All data gaps have been highlighted and all 
appropriate measures for filling any data gaps 
have been proposed. 


Defer to the expert opinion of the Statutory 
Nature conservation Bodies   
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position MMO Position Final Position 


Mitigation 
Measures 


The embedded mitigation measures are 
considered appropriate. Agreed  


No further mitigation to those embedded 
measures are necessitated as a result of the 
assessment conclusions when the project is 
considered alone. 


Under discussion, Noting Natural England’s 
request in their Relevant Representation to 
include provision of a site integrity plan. 


 


No further mitigation to those embedded 
measures are necessitated as a result of the 
assessment conclusions when the project is 
considered cumulatively. 


Under discussion, Noting Natural England’s 
request in Relevant Representation to include 
provision of a site integrity plan. 


 


Outcomes of the 
EIA 


The assessment criteria and assignment of 
significance is appropriate. 


Defer to the expert opinion of the Statutory 
Nature conservation Bodies  


The sensitivity and importance of the species is 
accurately described within the Environmental 
Statement. 


Defer to the expert opinion of the Statutory 
Nature conservation Bodies  


The conclusions of the assessment accurately 
reflect the potential impacts on marine mammals 
within the study area. 


Agreed  


The cumulative effects have been adequately and 
appropriately described within the ES and the 
conclusions are appropriate. 


Defer to the expert opinion of the Statutory 
Nature conservation Bodies  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position MMO Position Final Position 


Mitigation 


The mitigation proposed in the MMMP 
(Application Ref 8.11) is appropriate and 
sufficient given the conclusions of the 
assessment. 


Agreed (for EIA, defer to SNCB for HRA advice), 
noting that this is for piling only &not for UXO 
clearance 


 


EPS Licence 


Where piling works are proposed, an additional 
application for a European Protected Species 
Licence may be required to allow for the 
potential disturbance of marine mammals.  


Agreed 
  


DCO/ dML 
Requirement 


All relevant mitigation requirements have been 
appropriately secured within the DCO/ dML. 


Under discussion- noting recommendation for 
inclusion of SIP condition  
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4.8 Offshore Designated Sites 


28 The Project has the potential to impact upon conservation interests and marine 
designated sites and these interactions are duly considered within Volume 2, Chapter 
8: Offshore Designated Sites (Application Ref 6.2.8) of the ES. Table 10 identifies the 
status of discussions relating to this topic area between the parties. 
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Table 10: Status of discussions relating to Offshore Designated Sites 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position MMO Position Final Position 


Policy and Planning 


The assessment has identified all appropriate 
plans and policies relevant to the offshore 
designated sites and has given due regard to 
them within the assessment. 


Defer to the expert of opinion of the SNCBs for 
conservation advice  


Baseline data used 
in the assessment 


Appropriate data and information was used to 
characterise the baseline for the purposes of 
the assessment. 


Defer to the expert of opinion of the SNCBs for 
conservation advice  


Scope and 
Assessment 
methodology 


All relevant designated sites have been 
accurately identified and included within the 
assessment. 


Defer to the expert of opinion of the SNCBs for 
conservation advice  


The conservation objects have been 
appropriate identified within the assessment. 


Defer to the expert of opinion of the SNCBs for 
conservation advice  


Outcomes of the EIA 


The sensitivity and importance of the receiving 
environment is accurately described within the 
Environmental Statement. 


Defer to the expert of opinion of the SNCBs for 
conservation advice  


The conclusions of the assessment accurately 
reflect the potential impacts on the designated 
sites. 


Defer to the expert of opinion of the SNCBs for 
conservation advice  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position MMO Position Final Position 
The cumulative effects have been adequately 
and appropriately described within the ES and 
the conclusions are appropriate. 


Defer to the expert of opinion of the SNCBs for 
conservation advice  


DCO/ dML 
Requirement 


All relevant mitigation requirements have been 
appropriately secured within the DCO/ dML. Under discussion  
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4.9 Commercial Fisheries 


29 The Project has the potential to impact upon commercial fisheries. These interactions 
are duly considered within Volume 2, Chapter 9 of the Thanet Extension ES 
(Application Ref 6.2.9). The Fisheries Liaison and Co-Existence Plan (Application Ref 
8.8) was submitted with the Application. Table 11 identifies the status of discussions 
relating to this topic area between the parties. 
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Table 11: Status of discussions relating to Commercial and Recreational Fisheries. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position MMO Position Final Position 


Baseline data used 
in the assessment 


Accepting the recognised limitations, the 
baseline data comprises the best available data 
and is complemented by a robust site specific 
(Succorfish) dataset. The baseline (local fishing) 
receiving environment has therefore been 
adequately characterised. 


Agreed  


Accepting the recognised limitations, the 
baseline data comprises the best available data. 
The baseline (international fishing) receiving 
environment has therefore been adequately 
characterised. 


Agreed  


Consultation  


The ES chapter has been adequately updated 
following consultation and concerns raised 
have been adequately addressed or clarified. 


Under discussion  


The co-existence plan (Application Ref 8.8) 
provides sufficient information about the 
methodology and mechanisms for information 
exchange. 


Under discussion  


The co-existence plan was agreed by TFA prior 
to application and will be updated to reflect 
that it is a final plan. 


Under discussion subject to reviewing any 
updates  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position MMO Position Final Position 
Scope and 
Assessment 
methodology 


The potential impacts identified are 
appropriate and accurately reflect the potential 
impacts on the fishing fleet. 


Under discussion  


Mitigation Measures 


The refined Red Line Boundary results in a 
reduced interaction of the project with 
commercial fishing interests. 


MMO queries whether modification to the red 
line boundary can be considered mitigation.   


The embedded mitigation measures are 
considered appropriate. 


Defer to the opinion of local fishing 
organisations for specialist knowledge  


Outcomes of the EIA 


The assessment criteria and assignment of 
significance is appropriate. Under discussion  


The sensitivity and importance of the receiving 
environment is accurately described within the 
Environmental Statement. 


Under discussion  


The impact of the loss of fishing ground and 
fishing opportunity in and around the extension 
project has been appropriately assessed. 


Under discussion  


The conclusions of the assessment accurately 
reflect the potential impacts on the fishing 
fleet. 


Under discussion  


The cumulative effects have been adequately 
and appropriately described within the ES and 
the conclusions are appropriate. 


Under discussion  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position MMO Position Final Position 


DCO/ dML 
Requirement 


All relevant mitigation requirements have been 
appropriately secured within the DCO/ dML. 


Agreed, to the extent that mitigation measures 
that have already been identified have been 
secured. 


 


Details of the Fisheries Liaison Officer will be 
secured within the PEMP (post-consent) when 
the details are known. 


Agreed - subject to review and confirming the 
proposed wording in condition  
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4.10 Shipping and Navigation 


30 The Project has the potential to impact upon shipping and navigation. These 
interactions are duly considered within Volume 2, Chapter 10 of the Thanet Extension 
ES (Application Ref 6.2.10) and within Volume 4, Annex 10-1: Navigational Risk 
Assessment (Application Ref 6.4.10.1).  


31 Noting that the MMO defer to the MCA on these matters, for the purposes of 
transparency the Applicant have included areas of agreement with the MCA within 
this first draft of this SoCG. Therefore, Table 12 identifies the status of discussions 
relating to this topic area between the parties (the Applicant, the MMO and the MCA). 
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Table 12: Status of discussions relating to Shipping and Navigation 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position MMO Position Final Position 


Study area 
It is agreed that the study area used to inform 
the assessment of the project on shipping and 
navigation receptors was appropriate. 


MCA 041018 – Agreed Agreed 


Consultation 


It is agreed that throughout the pre-application 
process the level of consultation and the 
provision of information has been sufficient in 
informing MCA of the development of the 
project and the predicted impacts on shipping 
and navigation. 


MCA 041018 – Agreed  Agreed 


Approach to NRA 


It is agreed that the Navigational Risk 
Assessment has been undertaken in line with the 
requirements set out in the Marine Guidance 
Note (MGN) 543 – Guidance on UK Navigation 
Practice, Safety and Emergency Response Issues 
and complies in full with the MGN 543 checklist. 


MCA 041018 - Agreed Agreed 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position MMO Position Final Position 


Environmental 
Statement 
Baseline and 
Methodology 


It is agreed that the shipping and navigation 
baseline environment has been adequately and 
appropriately described in the ES. Based on that 
information it is further agreed that the marine 
traffic survey data and wider data sources used 
are appropriate for the assessment and details a 
good representation of commercial traffic in the 
area of the project 


MCA 041018 - Agreed Agreed  


Environmental 
Statement 
Baseline and 
Methodology 


It is agreed that the approach adopted in the 
Environmental Statement is appropriate to 
assess the magnitude and range of navigational 
safety impacts from the proposed Project on the 
users of commercial vessels 


MCA 041018 – Agreed Agreed  


Environmental 
Statement 
Baseline and 
Methodology 


It is agreed that the design parameters of the 
project would result in the worst case collision 
and allision scenario for commercial vessels. 


MCA 041018 – Agreed Agreed 


Tolerability 
definition and 
assessment 


In the absence of industry specific guidance it is 
agreed that the tolerability of risk is 
appropriately defined and assessed through 
application of the HSE standards 


MCA 041018 - MCA does not write its own 
guidance on tolerability however the statement 
drafted with MCA and TH is agreed. 


Agreed 


Environmental 
Statement 
assessment 


It is agreed that the Applicant has adequately 
assessed navigational safety impacts on users of 
commercial vessels from the Project.  


MCA 041018 – Agreed Agreed 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position MMO Position Final Position 


dML(s) 


It is agreed that Condition 12 (1)(b) and Condition 
10 (1)(c) (Pre-construction plans and 
documentation) of the Generation Assets and 
Transmission Assets dML (Schedule 11  and 12 of 
the DCO respectively) provides adequate 
mitigation by ensuring the proposed final layout 
will be submitted for approval to the MMO; who 
will then in turn consult with the MCA and THLS 
on any issues with navigational safety, prior to 
giving approval. This agreement includes all 
surface structures (structures visible above 
Lowest Astronomical Tide) noted within the DCO 
including the wind turbine generators, and 
offshore substation.   


Agreed  


DCO/ dML 
Requirement 


All relevant mitigation requirements have been 
appropriately secured within the DCO/ dML. 


Under discussion - further consideration still 
required for O&M phase  
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4.11 Offshore Heritage 


32 The Project has the potential to impact upon offshore archaeology and cultural 
heritage. These interactions are duly considered within Volume 2, Chapter 13 of the 
Thanet Extension ES (Application Ref 6.2.13), with control and mitigation measures 
provided for within the DCO and dML(s). Table 13 identifies the status of discussions 
relating to this topic area between the parties. 
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Table 13: Status of discussions relating to Offshore Archaeology and Cultural Heritage. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position MMO Position Final Position 


Policy and Planning 


The assessment has identified all appropriate 
plans and policies relevant to historic 
environment assessment and has given due 
regard to them within the assessment. 


Defer to Historic England  


Consultation  


The ES chapter has been adequately updated 
following S42 and Evidence Plan consultation 
and concerns raised have been adequately 
addressed or clarified. 


Defer to Historic England  


Scope and 
Assessment 
methodology 


The potential impacts identified are 
appropriate and accurate for the relevant 
receptors. 


Defer to Historic England  


The study area defined for the assessment is 
appropriate for the impacts considered. Defer to Historic England  


Baseline data used in 
the assessment 


Sufficient primary and secondary data has been 
collated to appropriately characterise the 
baseline environment for the purposes of 
informing the EIA. 


Defer to Historic England  


The scopes and methodologies undertaken for 
the viewpoints were adequate for 
characterising the baseline and informing 
photomontage drafting. 


Defer to Historic England  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position MMO Position Final Position 
All data gaps have been highlighted and all 
appropriate measures for filling any data gaps 
have been proposed. 


Defer to Historic England  


Mitigation Measures 


The embedded mitigation measures are 
considered appropriate and are appropriately 
secured through the DCO. 


Under discussion  


The Outline WSI (Application Ref 8.3) is 
appropriate with regards landscape 
management principles. 


Defer to Historic England  


Outcomes of the EIA 


The assessment criteria and assignment of 
significance is appropriate. Defer to Historic England  


The sensitivity and importance of the receiving 
environment is accurately described within the 
Environmental Statement. 


Defer to Historic England  


The conclusions of the assessment accurately 
reflect the potential impacts on the receiving 
environment within the study area. 


Defer to Historic England  


The cumulative effects have been adequately 
and appropriately described within the ES and 
the conclusions are appropriate. 


Defer to Historic England  


DCO/ dML 
Requirement 


All relevant mitigation requirements have been 
appropriately secured within the DCO/ dML. Under discussion  
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4.12 Offshore Ornithology 


The Project has the potential to impact upon offshore ornithology and these interactions are 
duly considered within Volume 2, Chapter 4 of the Thanet Extension ES (Application Ref 
6.2.4). Table 14 identifies the status of discussions relating to this topic area between the 
parties. 
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Table 14: Status of discussions relating to Offshore Ornithology 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position MMO Position Final Position 


Policy and 
Planning 


The assessment has identified all appropriate 
plans and policies relevant to offshore 
ornithology and has given due regard to them 
within the assessment. 


Defer to the expert opinion of the SNCB Natural 
England  


Consultation  


The ES chapter has been adequately updated 
following S42 and Evidence Plan consultation 
and concerns raised have been adequately 
addressed or clarified. 


Defer to the expert opinion of the SNCB Natural 
England  


Scope and 
Assessment 
methodology 


The potential impacts identified are appropriate 
and accurate for offshore ornithology receptors. 


Defer to the expert opinion of the SNCB Natural 
England  


The study area defined for the assessment is 
appropriate for the impacts considered. 


Defer to the expert opinion of the SNCB Natural 
England  


The methods of assessing collision risk and 
displacement are appropriate and have been 
applied accurately 


Defer to the expert opinion of the SNCB Natural 
England  


Baseline data used 
in the assessment 


Sufficient primary and secondary data has been 
collated to appropriately characterise the 
baseline environment for the purposes of 
informing the EIA. 


Defer to the expert opinion of the SNCB Natural 
England  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position MMO Position Final Position 
All data gaps have been highlighted and all 
appropriate measures for filling any data gaps 
have been proposed. 


Defer to the expert opinion of the SNCB Natural 
England  


The sensitivity and importance of the receiving 
environment is accurately described within the 
Environmental Statement. 


Defer to the expert opinion of the SNCB Natural 
England  


Mitigation 
Measures 


The embedded mitigation measures are 
considered appropriate. 


Defer to the expert opinion of the SNCB Natural 
England  


Outcomes of the 
EIA 


The assessment criteria and assignment of 
significance is appropriate. 


Defer to the expert opinion of the SNCB Natural 
England  


The conclusions of the assessment accurately 
reflect the potential impacts on offshore 
ornithology receptors within the study area. 


Defer to the expert opinion of the SNCB Natural 
England  


The cumulative effects have been adequately 
and appropriately described within the ES and 
the conclusions are appropriate. 


Defer to the expert opinion of the SNCB Natural 
England  


DCO/ dML 
Requirement 


All relevant mitigation requirements have been 
appropriately secured within the DCO/ dML. 


Under discussion 
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5 Matters under Discussion 


33 This summary section identifies those matters raised by the MMO during the pre-
application consultation that have yet to be resolved and are subject to ongoing 
discussion as of the last consultation meeting held with the MMO. 


34 The current topics are still under discussion: 


• DCO & DML 


o Inclusion of arbitration within the DCO; 


o Inclusion of hammer energy on the DML; 


o Submission timescales for monitoring documentation and; 


o Offshore noise monitoring 


• Marine Geology, Oceanography and Physical Processes  


o Wave energy 


• Water Quality and Sediment Quality: 


o The geometry of the proposed disposal sites; 


• Benthic Subtidal and Intertidal Ecology 


o Core reef approach and; 


o Turbid wakes 


• Fish and Shellfish: 


o Mitigation for fish species; 


o TTS on fish species and eggs; 


o Fleeing rate of fish and; 


o Succorfish data. 


• Marine Mammals 


o Requirement for a Site Integrity Plan; 


• Significance of effects on shellfish fisheries.  
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1 Introduction 


 Overview 


1 This Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) relates to the proposed development of 
the Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension). It has been prepared 
with respect to the Application made by Vattenfall Wind Power Ltd (VWPL) (the 
Applicant) for a development consent order (DCO) to the Planning Inspectorate 
(PINS) under the Planning Act 2008 (the Application). 


2 This SoCG with the National Trust is a means of clearly stating any areas of 
agreement and disagreement between the two parties in relation to the Application. 
The SoCG has been structured to reflect the topics of interest to the National Trust 
on the Application, and those captured within the Examining Authority (ExA) Rule 6 
letter of November 2018. 


3 It is the intention that this document will help facilitate post Application discussions 
between both parties and also give the ExA an early sight of the level of common 
ground between both parties from the outset of the examination process. 


 Approach to SoCG 


4 This SoCG has been developed during the pre-examination phase of the Thanet 
Extension. In accordance with discussions between the Applicant and the National 
Trust, the SoCG is focused on those issues raised by the National Trust within its 
response to Section 42 consultation that has underpinned the pre-Application 
consultation between the parties. 


5 The structure of the SoCG is as follows: 


• Section 1: Introduction; 


• Section 3: Consultation; 


• Section 4: Agreements Log; and 


• Section 5: Matters under Discussion. 
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 The Development 


6 The Application is for development consent for VWPL to construct and operate the 
Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension) under the Planning Act 
2008. 


7 Thanet Extension will comprise wind turbine generators (WTGs) and all the 
infrastructure required to transmit the power generated to the national grid. A 
maximum of 34 WTGs will be installed with a power output of 340 MW. The project 
will install up to four offshore export cables and may require the installation of one 
Offshore Substation (OSS) and up to one Meteorological Mast. 


8 The key offshore components of Thanet Extension are likely to include: 


• Offshore WTGs; 


• OSS (if required); 


• Meteorological Mast (if required); 


• Foundations; 


• Subsea inter-array cables linking individual WTGs; 


• Subsea export cables from the OWF to shore; and 


• Scour protection around foundations and on inter-array and export cables (if 
required). 


9 The array area will have a maximum size of 70 Km2 and surrounds the existing 
Thanet Offshore Wind Farm (TOWF). It is located approximately 8 km Northeast of 
the Isle of Thanet, situated in the County of Kent. Each WTG will have a maximum 
blade tip height of 250 m above Mean High Water Springs (MHWS), a maximum 
diameter of 220 m and a minimum 22 m clearance between the MHWS and the 
lowest point of the rotor. 


10 Electricity generated will be carried via a maximum of four high voltage subsea 
cables to a landfall site. Offshore cables will be connected to the onshore cables and 
ultimately the national grid network at Richborough Energy Park.  
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11 More details on the proposed development are described in the Environmental 
Statement (ES) Volume 2, Chapter 1: Project Description (Offshore) (Application Ref 
6.2.1) and Volume 3, Chapter 1: Project Description (Onshore) (Application Ref 6.3.1) 
of the ES. 


2 National Trust’s Remit 


12 The National Trust is a charity founded in 1895 by three people who saw the 
importance of our nation’s heritage and open spaces and wanted to preserve them 
for everyone to enjoy. More than 120 years later, these values are still at the heart 
of everything we do. We look after special places throughout England, Wales and 
Northern Ireland for ever, for everyone. 


13 We take care of coastline, forests, woods, fens, beaches, farmland, moorland, 
islands, archaeological remains, nature reserves, villages, historic houses, gardens, 
mills and pubs and one of the world's largest art collections. We restore them, 
protect them and open them up to everyone. For the Trust, conservation has always 
gone hand-in-hand with public access. We welcome everyone to explore: 


• 780 miles of coastline 


• Over 248,000 hectares of land 


• Over 500 historic houses, castles, ancient monuments gardens and parks and 
nature reserves. 


• Close to one million objects and works of art 


14 Many of our properties are unable to fund their own permanent preservation. The 
cost of caring for them is high: our overall conservation project expenditure was 
£107.1 million in 2015/16. Most of our property is held inalienably, so it can never be 
sold or developed against our wishes without the consent of Parliament. 


13 The National Trust owns land in the intertidal area of the project’s red line boundary, 
in Pegwell Bay. The National Trust is also a member of the Pegwell Bay NNR Steering 
Group. 
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3 Consultation 


 Application elements under the National Trust’s remit 


14 Work Nos. 3B - 16, detailed in Part 1 of Schedule 1 of the draft DCO describe the 
elements of Thanet Extension which may affect the interests of the National Trust. 


15 The National Trust is a large charitable organisation which aims to look after places 
of historic interest or natural beauty permanently for the benefit of the nation across 
England, Wales and Northern Ireland. 


16 The technical components of the DCO Application of relevance to the National Trust, 
or having been requested by the ExA (and therefore considered within this SoCG) 
comprise: 


• Volume 1, Chapter 4: Site Selection and Alternatives (PINS Ref APP-040/ 
Application Ref 6.1.4); 


• Volume 3, Chapter 4: Tourism and Recreation (PINS Ref APP-060/ Application 
Ref 6.3.4); 


• Volume 3, Chapter 5: Onshore Biodiversity (PINS Ref APP-061/ Application Ref 
6.3.5); 


• Volume 3, Chapter 2: Onshore Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (PINS 
Ref APP_058/ Application Ref 6.3.2); and  


17 Report to Inform Appropriate Assessment (PINS Ref APP-031/ Application Ref 5.2 
and associated appendices). It is of note that Andrew Shaw of National Trust and 
Sean Leake of GoBe Consultants discussed the SoCG process further on the 11th 
December during the preliminary meeting and confirmed that certain matters would 
be appropriately excluded from this SoCG despite being requested by the ExA. These 
items in the broad sense relate to ‘biodiversity and HRA matters’. It was agreed 
through discussion that on these particular matters National Trust will defer to 
Natural England as the relevant Statutory Nature Conservation Body, and Kent 
Wildlife Trust as the managers of the National Nature Reserve at Pegwell Bay.  
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 Consultation Summary 


18 This section briefly summarises the consultation that VWPL has undertaken with the 
National Trust. Engagement during the pre-Application phase, both statutory and 
non-statutory, is summarised in Table 1. 


Table 1: Consultation (in relation to the EIA) undertaken with the National Trust pre-


application 


Date & Type: Detail: 


October 2017 
Meeting Meeting with the Pegwell Bay Steering Group 


May 2018 
Meeting Meeting with the Pegwell Bay Steering Group 


January 2018, S42 
Consultation 


Comments relating to the Preliminary Environmental 
Information Report 


 Post-Application Consultation 


19 VWPL has engaged with the National Trust since the Thanet Extension development 
was accepted for examination by the Planning Inspectorate on 23rd July 2018. A 
summary of the post-Application consultation with the National Trust is detailed in 
Table 2. 


Table 2: Consultation undertaken with the National Trust post-application 


Date/ 
Type: Detail: 


15th 
August 
2018 


Post-Application/ pre-relevant representations meeting 


10th 
October 
2018 


Post-relevant representations meeting 


11th 
December 
2018 


Brief discussion held during examination between Andrew Shaw and Sean 
Leake on matters relating to the SoCG. 
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4 Agreements Log 


20 The following section of this SoCG identifies the level of agreement between the 
parties for each relevant component of the Application material (as identified in 
Section 3.1). In order to easily identify whether a matter is “agreed”, “under 
discussion” or indeed “not agreed” a colour coding system of green, yellow and 
orange is used in the “final position” column to represent the respective status of 
discussions. 


 Site Selection Alternatives 


21 The Project has analysed and evaluated a range of options regarding location of 
infrastructure. The reasons for the selection of the proposed site are duly considered 
within Volume 1, Chapter 4: Site Selection and Alternatives (PINS Ref APP-040/ 
Application Ref 6.1.4). Table 3 identifies the status of discussions relating to this 
topic area between the parties. 
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Table 3: Status of discussions relating to Site Selection and Alternatives. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position National Trust Position Final Position 


Adequacy of 
information 
provision 


Application Ref 6.1.4 provides a full and detailed 
account of the considerations and decision-
making process undertaken to develop the 
proposed Order Limits.  


It is noted that National Trust do not currently 
agree with this position, as recorded within the 
relevant representation (RR-059). Please see 
section 5 for the responses to the representations 
received. 


 


Project 
optionality 


The applicant requires flexibility in the 
methodology for making landfall as the contents 
of the landfill, although assumed to be 
predominantly municipal, are unknown.  


The level of optionality retained creates 
significant issues in assessing impact through the 
lack of detail available including any design or 
construction methodology.  The Trust’s position is 
for no change to the sea wall & landfill site and 
surety regarding options is essential in this regard 


 


Consultation 


Following S42 and the consultation concerns 
raised the design envelope has been changed 
appropriately and has had due regard to S42 
responses. 


Accepted although the change in area does not 
resolve the issue of too much flexibility in the 
possible options 


 


Consultation 


Following S42 and the consultation concerns 
raised the chapter has been expanded adequately 
with additional information with regards to the 
development of the proposed Order Limits and 
has had due regard to S42 responses. 


Accepted although the change in area does not 
resolve the issue of too much flexibility in the 
possible options 
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 Tourism and Recreation 


22 The Project has analysed and evaluated a range of options regarding location of 
infrastructure. The reasons for the selection of the proposed site are duly considered 
within Volume 3, Chapter 4: Tourism and Recreation (PINS Ref APP-060/ Application 
Ref 6.3.4). Table 3 identifies the status of discussions relating to this topic area 
between the parties.  


22 The National Trust support the approach and comments of the Countryside 
Partnership Manager at Kent County Council in regard to the impacts of the 
proposed cable routes on the Country Park and any residual impacts on National 
Trust land and interests.
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Table 4: Status of discussions relating to Tourism and Recreation. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position National Trust Position Final Position 


Adequacy of 
characterisation data  


The receiving environment has been 
adequately characterised and appropriately 
described. 


Agreed subject to any additional comments by 
Kent County Council CMP  


Adequacy of 
assessment 
methodology 


The methods of assessment for tourism and 
recreation are appropriate. 


Agreed subject to any additional comments by 
Kent County Council CMP  


Outcomes of 
assessment/conclusions 


The outcomes of the assessment are 
appropriate and accurately describe the likely 
impacts. 


Agreed for underground routes and subject to 
any additional comments by Kent County 
Council CMP.  Not agreed for overland routes. 


 


Outcomes of 
assessment/conclusions 


The outcomes of the assessment of Pegwell Bay 
Country Park and the foreshore area owned by 
National Trust are appropriate and accurately 
describe the likely impacts. 


Agreed for underground routes and subject to 
any additional comments by Kent County 
Council CMP.  Not agreed for overland routes. 


 


Adequacy of 
management and/or 
mitigation measures 
where appropriate 


The proposed management and mitigation as 
identified within the ES chapter are appropriate 


Agreed for underground routes and subject to 
any additional comments by Kent County 
Council CMP.  Not agreed for overland routes. 


 


Public Rights of Way 


The Access Management Strategy (Application 
Ref 8.4) provides sufficient information and 
appropriately mitigates the impacts of the 
works on PRoW throughout the lifetime of the 
project. 


Agreed subject to any additional comments by 
Kent County Council CMP  
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 Biodiversity and Habitats Regulations Assessment 


23 It is agreed that National Trust defer to Natural England as the Statutory Nature 
Conservation Body and Kent Wildlife Trust as managers of the Pegwell Bay National 
Nature Reserve on matters relating to biodiversity and Habitats Regulations 
Assessment. 


 Landscape and Seascape 


24 The Project has analysed and evaluated a range of options regarding landscape and 
visual impacts. The reasons for the selection of the proposed site are duly considered 
within Volume 3, Chapter 2: Onshore Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (PINS 
Ref APP-058/ Application Ref 6.3.2). Table 4 identifies the status of discussions 
relating to this topic area between the parties. 
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Table 4: Status of discussions relating to Landscape and Seascape. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position National Trust Position Final Position 


Work No3.B changes to 
the sea wall 


The Applicant understand that some elements 
of the seawall sit within National Trust 
ownership, although this is to be confirmed. As 
such under landfall Option 3 (noting that 
Option 2 no longer forms part of the design 
envelope for the proposed project) which 
includes provision for works on the seawall it is 
the Applicants position that no material change 
will be made to the seawall, with all works 
being reinstated as set out in the OLEMP. 
 The Applicant has included provision within 
the DCO the relevant planning authority for 
approval of relevant plans.  


The National Trust do not agree changes to the 
sea wall without further consultation and 
provision of detailed plans and designs of any 
proposed changes to the sea wall 


 


Works Nos 4 and 4A 
cable alignment 


It is the Applicant’s position that all works 
within Work Nos4 and 4A are subject to the 
OLEMP, which is the primary means of ensuring 
that the works within the Country Park (as an 
area of ‘interest’ to the National Park) are 
suitably managed and reinstated. The Applicant 
has consulted with Natural England, KWT, and 
KCC as the relevant Statutory Nature 
Conservation Body, managing authority, and 


The National Trust require further consultation 
and provision of detailed plans and designs of 
any proposed works on Trust land or interests 
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landowner respectively. 
Further to this provision of detailed plans for 
the approval of the relevant local authority is 
secured within the DCO. Provision of further 
detail relating to the National Trust’s land 
would be captured in a land agreement. 


Works Nos 4 and 4A 
cable alignment 
adjacent the Nemo Link 


It is the Applicant’s position that all works 
within Work Nos4 and 4A are subject to the 
OLEMP, which is the primary means of ensuring 
that the works within the Country Park (as an 
area of ‘interest’ to the National Park) are 
suitably managed and reinstated. The Applicant 
has consulted with Natural England, KWT, and 
KCC as the relevant Statutory Nature 
Conservation Body, managing authority, and 
landowner respectively. Further to this 
provision of detailed plans for the approval of 
the relevant local authority is secured within 
the DCO. 


The National Trust require further consultation 
and provision of detailed plans and designs of 
any proposed works on Trust land or interests 
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5 Matters under Discussion 


25 This summary section identifies those matters raised by the National Trust during 
the pre-Application consultation that have yet to be resolved and are subject to 
ongoing discussion as of the last consultation meeting held with the National Trust. 


 Matter under discussion - 1 


26 The National Trust does not consider that para 2.6.81 of the Renewable Energy 
Infrastructure (NPS EN-3) statement has been adequately addressed. It is considered 
that the explanation for the choice of cable landfall across the Pegwell Bay inter-tidal 
mud flats (owned by the National Trust) is insufficient. 


 Applicant’s response 


27 NPS EN-3 paragraph 2.6.81 requires assessment of installing cables in the intertidal 
zone and this has been undertaken for all phases of the project in the offshore 
chapters of the Environmental Statement, in particular Volume 2, Chapter 5: Benthic 
and Intertidal Ecology (PINS Ref APP-046/ Application Ref 6.2.5) and Volume 2, 
Chapter 2: Marine Geology, Oceanography and Physical Processes (PINS Ref APP-
043/ Application Ref 6.2.2). 


28 As required by paragraph 2.6.81 of NPS EN-3, alternative landfall sites have been 
considered and the rationale for choosing Pegwell Bay is set out in detail in Volume 
1, Chapter 4: Site Selection and Alternatives (PINS Ref APP-040/ Application Ref 
6.1.4) of the Environmental Statement. Compliance with NPS EN-1 and EN-3 with 
respect to the assessment of alternatives is further described in Section 7.2 of the 
Planning Statement (PINS Ref APP-134/ Application Ref 8.2). 


29 Alternative installation methodologies at landfall have been considered and 
optionality has been retained as part of the Application as set out in Section 1.5 of 
Volume 3, Chapter 1: Onshore Project Description (PINS Ref APP-057/ Application 
Ref 6.3.1) of the Environmental Statement. 
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 Matter under discussion – 2 


30 National Trust’s issue relates to the screening out of the Joss Bay route options 1 & 2 
at the initial options appraisal stage. Para 4.8.15 notes the impact of the landfall at 
Joss Bay on the chalk habitats, but the stated reason in the summary of initial 
appraisal (table 4.6) is that;  


31 “Landfall through hard ground present representing significant challenge to offshore 
burial that it was not considered could be overcome with appropriate engineering 
solutions. Onshore route generally acceptable with land use 
considerations/agricultural land being primary issue.”  Requests for further 
information in support of the screening out of Joss Bay have not provided any 
additional detail about the impacts on the chalk habitats or the engineering solutions 
required to overcome the ‘hard ground’ challenge. As the initial assessment 
accepted that the route was otherwise viable, this information is significant in the 
screening out of this option. Given the lack of this information regarding the 
screening out of the Joss Bay options relating to the inter tidal route at Pegwell Bay 
and the mixed information provided in the summary, the National Trust is unable to 
assess the planning balance made in the selection of the Pegwell Bay chosen route 
over the rejected Joss Bay route. The National Trust maintains its objection to the 
site selection process and the inadequacy of the level of information given in the 
Environmental Statement to justify the option chosen.  


 Applicants response 


32 The rationale for the decision to remove Joss Bay from the site selection process is 
set out in Section 4.8 of Volume 1, Chapter 4: Site Selection and Alternatives (PINS 
Ref APP-040/ Application Ref 6.1.4) of the Environmental Statement. The key issue 
with the 'hard ground' as was identified during initial studies is the likelihood of 
direct, long term impact on areas of designated chalk reef habitat. This is set out in 
paragraph 4.8.15 of the chapter. It was considered that this would be lead to 
unacceptable impacts on this habitat and was a significant reason for removing this 
route option.  
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33 It should be noted that on the chosen offshore export cable corridor the Applicant 
has been requested by Natural England in their Relevant Representation to ensure 
cables and cable protection are sited outside of designated chalk reef habitat for this 
exact reason. The Applicant has committed to not installing cables or cable 
protection in these areas. 


 Matter under discussion – 3 


34 Although this is being checked, it is believed that all the land that is within National 
Trust ownership and which is affected by the Order proposals is inalienable land. 
Having been asked by the Examining Authority about the issue, National Trust has 
now taken into its consideration the effect of the land acquisition provisions of the 
DCO on its inalienable land.  


35 On close examination, National Trust has identified some alterations which it 
considers should be made to the DCO and the book of reference to make the 
position clear about whether the Applicant has power to acquire National Trust’s 
land compulsorily and to acquire interests in that land compulsorily. National Trust 
understands from the Statement of Reasons that it is not the intention of the 
Applicant to do either. Until the suggested alterations have been addressed and the 
Applicant has given a binding undertaking that it will not exercise any such powers, 
National Trust will maintain an objection to the acquisition of its land. National Trust 
acknowledges that it has only very recently considered these issues and that the 
Applicant has not had an opportunity to consider them in time for publication of this 
version of the SOCG.    
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1 Introduction 


 Overview 


1 This Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) relates to the proposed development of 
the Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension). It has been prepared 
with respect to the application made by Vattenfall Wind Power Ltd (VWPL) (the 
Applicant) for a Development Consent Order (DCO) to the Planning Inspectorate 
(PINS) under the Planning Act 2008 (the Application). 


2 This SoCG with Natural England (NE) is a means of clearly stating any areas of 
agreement and disagreement between the two parties in relation to Ornithological 
matters in the Application.  


3 It is the intention that this document will help facilitate post application discussions 
between both parties and also give the Examining Authority (Ex. A) an early sight of 
the level of common ground between both parties from the outset of the examination 
process. It also reflects the request made by the Ex. A in the ‘Rule 6’ letter published 
on the 9th November 2018. 


 Approach to SoCG 


4 This SoCG has been developed during the pre-examination phase of the Thanet 
Extension. In accordance with discussions between the Applicant and NE, the SoCG is 
focused on those issues raised by NE within its response to Scoping, Section 42 
consultation and as raised through the Evidence Plan process that has underpinned 
the pre-application consultation between the parties. 


5 The structure of the SoCG is as follows: 


• Section 1: Introduction; 


• Section 2: Natural England’s Remit; 


• Section 3: Consultation; 


• Section 4: Agreements Log; and 


• Section 5: Summary. 
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 The Development 


6 Thanet Extension will comprise of wind turbine generators (WTGs) and all the 
infrastructure required to transmit the power generated to the national grid. A 
maximum of 34 WTGs will be installed with a power output of 340 MW. The project 
will install up to four offshore export cables and may require the installation of one 
Offshore Substation (OSS) and up to one Meteorological Mast. 


7 The key offshore components of Thanet Extension are likely to include: 


• Up to 34 offshore WTGs; 


• OSS (if required); 


• Meteorological Mast (if required); 


• WTG Foundations; 


• Subsea inter-array cables linking individual WTGs; 


• Subsea export cables from the OWF to shore; and 


• Scour protection around foundations and on inter-array and export cables (if 
required). 


8 The array area will have a maximum size of 70 km2 and surrounds the existing Thanet 
Offshore Wind Farm (TOWF). It is located approximately 8 km Northeast of the Isle of 
Thanet, situated in the County of Kent. Each WTG will have a maximum blade tip 
height of 250 m above Highest Astronomical Tide (HAT), a maximum diameter of 220 
m and a minimum 22 m clearance between the Mean High Water Springs (MWHS) and 
the lowest point of the rotor. 


9 Electricity generated will be carried via a maximum of four high voltage subsea cables 
to the landfall site, situated at Pegwell Bay. Offshore cables will be connected to the 
onshore cables and ultimately the national grid network at Richborough Energy Park. 
The onshore cable corridor is 2.6 km in length at its fullest extent. 


10 More details on the proposed development are described in the Environmental 
Statement (ES) Volume 2, Chapter 1: Project Description (Offshore) (Application Ref 
6.2.1) and Volume 3, Chapter 1: Project Description (Onshore) (Application Ref 6.3.1) 
of the Environmental Statement (ES). 
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2 Natural England’s Remit 


11 Natural England is an executive non-departmental public body established under the 
Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006 (‘NERC Act’) and is the 
statutory advisor to the Government on nature conservation in England and promotes 
the conservation of England’s wildlife and natural features. NE’s remit extends to the 
territorial sea adjacent to England, up to 12 nautical miles from the coastline. 


12 Natural England is a statutory consultee for the proposed development under section 
42 of the Planning Act 2008 and a prescribed consultee under the Infrastructure 
Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2017. Natural England is a 
statutory consultee in respect of all applications for consent for Nationally Significant 
Infrastructure Projects which are likely to affect land in England. 
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3 Consultation 


 Application elements under Natural England’s remit 


13 Work Nos. 1-16, detailed in Part 1 of Schedule 1 of the draft DCO describe the 
elements of Thanet Extension which may affect the interests of NE. 


14 Natural England is a non-departmental public body responsible for ensuring that 
England's natural environment, including its land, flora and fauna, freshwater and 
marine environments, geology and soils, are protected and improved. It also has a 
responsibility to help people enjoy, understand and access the natural environment. 


15 The technical components of the DCO application of relevance to NE (and therefore 
considered within this SoCG) comprise: 


• Report to Inform Appropriate Assessment (RIAA) (Application Ref 5.2); and 


• Volume 2, Chapter 4: Offshore Ornithology (Application Ref 6.2.4). 


 Consultation Summary 


16 This section briefly summarises the consultation that VWPL has undertaken with NE. 
Engagement during the pre-application phase, both statutory and non-statutory, is 
summarised in Table 1 below, this includes any meetings and correspondence held as 
part of the Evidence Plan process and Section 42 consultation. 
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Table 1: Consultation undertaken with Natural England pre-application 


Date & Type: Detail: 


2017 Ecological Review Panel HRA Review Panel (RIAA) 


2017 Ecological Review Panel HRA Evidence Plan Meeting 


2017 Consultation RIAA Consultation 


2017 Ecological Review Panel Evidence Plan Meeting – Marine Ecology 


2017 Ecological Review Panel Evidence Plan Meeting – Offshore Ornithology 


2017 Ecological Review Panel Evidence Plan Meeting – Onshore Ecology and 
Ornithology 


January 2018, S42 Consultation Comments relating to the Preliminary Environmental 
Information Report 


February 2018 Evidence Plan Meeting – Onshore Ecology and 
Ornithology 


May 2018 Evidence Plan Meeting – Onshore and Offshore 
Ecology  


 Post-application Consultation 


17 VWPL has engaged with NE since the Thanet Extension development was accepted for 
examination by the Planning Inspectorate on 23rd July 2018. A summary of the post-
application consultation with NE is detailed in Table 2. 


 


Table 2: Consultation undertaken with the Natural England post-application 


Date/ Type: Detail: 


July 2018 Outline Landscape and Ecological Management Plan Meeting 


July 2018 Saltmarsh Management and Mitigation Meeting 
October 
2018 Initial Discussions on developing a SoCG 


November 
2018 


SoCG meeting to discuss technical notes compiled in response to NE 
Relevant Representations 


January 
2019 Teleconference 
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4 Agreements Log 


18 The following section of this SoCG identifies the level of agreement between the 
parties for each relevant component of the application material (as identified in 
Section 3.1). In order to easily identify whether a matter is “agreed”, “under 
discussion” or indeed “not agreed” a colour coding system of green, yellow and orange 
is used in the “final position” column to represent the respective status of discussions. 


 Report to Inform Appropriate Assessment 


19 The Project provided a Report to Inform Appropriate Assessment with the submitted 
application to determine the potential for an Adverse Effect on Integrity (AEoI) on 
Natura 2000 sites. 


20 This SoCG considers responses from Natural England on specific areas relating to 
offshore ornithology, including assessment methods, outcomes, and conclusions 
relating to the relevant ES chapter (Application Ref 6.2.4) and the RIAA (Application 
Ref 5.2). In addition, RAMSAR issues are addressed within a further SoCG. 


21 The sites considered within the RIAA and therefore this SoCG are: 


• Transboundary European designated sites: 


o Bancs de Flandres SPA; 


o Cap Gris Nez SPA/Recifs Gris-Nez Blanc-Nez; 


• SPAs: 


o Outer Thames Estuary SPA; 


o Thanet Coast and Sandwich Bay SPA; 


o Flamborough and Filey Coast SPA;  


o Flamborough Head and Bempton Cliffs SPA;Northumberland Marine SPA; 


o Farne Islands SPA; 


o St Abb’s Head to Fast Castle SPA; 


o Foulness (Mid-Essex Coast Phase 5) SPA; and 


o Alde-Ore Estuary SPA. 
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Table 3: Status of discussions relating to the RIAA 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position NE Position Final Position 


Screening 


The RIAA has identified all relevant features 
of the designated sites that may be 
sensitive to changes as a result of the 
proposed activities. 


Agreed.   


Screening 
(transboundary) 


The RIAA has identified all relevant 
transboundary designated sites that may be 
sensitive to changes as a result of the 
proposed activities. 


Natural England has no further comments upon 
transboundary designated sites. Natural England do 
not consider it within our remit to advise on this. 


 


Outcomes of the 
RIAA 


No adverse effect on the integrity of 
transboundary sites are predicted either 
alone or in-combination as a result of as a 
result of the proposed activities. 


Natural England has no further comments upon 
transboundary designated sites. Natural England do 
not consider it within our remit to advise on this. 


 


Outcomes of the 
RIAA 


No adverse effect on the integrity of Outer 
Thames Estuary SPA is predicted either 
alone or in-combination as a result of as a 
result of the proposed activities. 


 
 
 
Natural England agree that the project alone is 
unlikely to  adversely effect the integrity of the red-
throated diver feature of the Outer Thames Estuary 
SPA.   
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position NE Position Final Position 
The overall scale of the in-combination displacement 
effect remains that it is not possible to rule out an 
adverse effect on the integrity of the red-throated 
diver population of the Outer Thames Estuary SPA 
in-combination with other plans and projects. 
However, we agree that the project does not make a 
significant contribution to the in-combination 
displacement totals. 


Outcomes of the 
RIAA 


No adverse effect on the integrity of Thanet 
Coast and Sandwich Bay SPA is predicted 
either alone or in-combination as a result of 
as a result of the proposed activities. 


Natural England does not currently agree that a 
conclusion no adverse effect upon the Thanet Coast 
and Sandwich Bay SPA either alone or in-
combination as a result of the proposed activities 
can be reached.  
 
However, Natural England note the recent 
notification (telecall 07/01/2019) from the applicant 
to drop landfall option 2, which involved the 
permanent loss of saltmarsh habitat. We 
acknowledge this will likely alter our own 
assessment and judgements of the likely significant 
effects on this site in particular, however until this 
has been revisited and the examining authority have 
confirmed this change then the position noted 
above will currently remain.   
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position NE Position Final Position 


Outcomes of the 
RIAA 


No adverse effect on the integrity of 
Flamborough and Filey Coast SPA is 
predicted either alone or in-combination as 
a result of as a result of the proposed 
activities. 


We agree that the project alone is unlikely to have 
am adverse effect on the integrity of the kittiwake 
feature of the Flamborough and Filey Coast SPA.    
 
The scale of the in-combination predicted collision 
mortality means that it is not possible to rule out 
adverse effect on the integrity of kittiwake 
population of the Flamborough & Filey Coast SPA in-
combination with other plans and projects. 
However, we agree with the applicant the effect of 
the additional predicted mortality from Thanet 
Extension will not materially alter the significance of 
the overall in-combination mortality figure. 
 


 


Outcomes of the 
RIAA 


No adverse effect on the integrity of 
Flamborough Head and Bempton Cliffs 
pSPA is predicted either alone or in-
combination as a result of as a result of the 
proposed activities. 


This particular site is no longer relevant as it has 
been superseded by the Flamborough and Filey 
Coast SPA which has recently been classified.  


 


Outcomes of the 
RIAA 


No adverse effect on the integrity of 
Northumberland Marine SPA is predicted 
either alone or in-combination as a result of 
as a result of the proposed activities. 


 Agreed – however the site is not listed within the 
list above (section 4.1). Requires further clarification 
from the applicant.  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position NE Position Final Position 


Outcomes of the 
RIAA 


No adverse effect on the integrity of Farne 
Islands SPA is predicted either alone or in-
combination as a result of as a result of the 
proposed activities. 


Agreed.  


 


Outcomes of the 
RIAA 


No adverse effect on the integrity of St 
Abb’s Head to Fast Castle SPA is predicted 
either alone or in-combination as a result of 
as a result of the proposed activities. 


Agreed – however this is a Scottish SPA and 
encourage the applicant to consult our colleagues at 
SNH (if they have not already) to fully determine any 
conclusions.  


 


Outcomes of the 
RIAA 


No adverse effect on the integrity of 
Foulness (Mid-Essex Coast Phase 5) SPA is 
predicted either alone or in-combination as 
a result of as a result of the proposed 
activities. 


Agreed. 


 


Outcomes of the 
RIAA 


No adverse effect on the integrity of Alde 
Ore estuary SPA is predicted either alone or 
in-combination as a result of as a result of 
the proposed activities. 


Agreed. 


 


Outcomes of the 
RIAA 


No adverse effect on the integrity of Alde 
Ore estuary Ramsar is predicted either 
alone or in-combination as a result of as a 
result of the proposed activities. 


Agreed. 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position NE Position Final Position 


Mitigation 
measures 


The proposed mitigation measures (over 
wintering seasonal restriction within the 
intertidal working area) is appropriate and 
adequately secured within the DCO/dML. 


Agreed – However, it should be stated here that this 
applies to the Thanet Coast and Sandwich Bay SPA 
and Ramsar site.  
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 Offshore Ornithology 


22 The Project has the potential to impact upon offshore ornithology and these 
interactions are duly considered within Volume 2, Chapter 4 of the Thanet Extension 
ES (Application Ref 6.2.4). Table 4 identifies the status of discussions relating to this 
topic area between the parties. 
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Table 4: Status of discussions relating to Offshore Ornithology 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position NE Position Final Position 


Policy and 
Planning 


The assessment has identified all appropriate 
plans and policies relevant to offshore 
ornithology and has given due regard to them 
within the assessment. 


Agreed.  


Consultation  


The ES chapter has been adequately updated 
following S42 and Evidence Plan consultation 
and concerns raised have been adequately 
addressed or clarified. 


The ES chapter should include assessments 
based on SNCB advice presented alongside 
those preferred by the applicant. The 
displacement assessment based on buffers 
advised in the joint SNCB advice is not presented 
in the ES.  
 
The predicted mortality from collision is based 
on input parameters not advised by Natural 
England, for example assessments based on 
lower nocturnal activity factors than 
recommended have been used in the ES 
chapter. However, although we disagree that 
the ES has been adequately updated and we 
have concerns relating to the methodology, we 
acknowledge that when using the overall 
conclusions are unlikely to change. 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position NE Position Final Position 


Scope and 
Assessment 
methodology 


The potential impacts identified are appropriate 
and accurate for offshore ornithology receptors. 


Natural England advise that a displacement of 
red throated diver out to 4km should be used 
for assessment. 


 


The study area defined for the assessment is 
appropriate for the impacts considered. Agreed.  


The methods of assessing collision risk are 
appropriate and have been applied accurately 


Natural England is concerned that site specific 
flight height data (from the digital aerial surveys 
or the ORJIP BCA study) has not been used to 
assess the collision risk assessments in the ES 
Chapter. Also lower than recommended 
nocturnal activity factors (NAF) have been used 
in the assessment. Both of which mean the 
assessments of collision risk are lower than they 
would be if site specific flight height data and 
recommended NAFs were used, which means 
the figures going into the in-combination and 
cumulative totals may be under-estimated. 
However, we acknowledge that even when using 
the Natural England recommended 
methodology the overall conclusions do not 
change. 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position NE Position Final Position 


The methods of assessing displacement, 
appropriately utilises site specific data and as 
such is appropriate for the purposes of assessing 
the risks of displacement of auks and divers in 
relation to Thanet Extension  


Whilst Natural England welcome the use of site 
specific data to assess displacement there are 
issues with the methodology, particularly in 
relation to red throated diver, namely the post 
consent monitoring data were based on boat 
surveys (and red throated divers are sensitive to 
boats) and the buffer was limited to 2km. 


 


Baseline data used 
in the assessment 


Sufficient primary and secondary data has been 
collated to appropriately characterise the 
baseline environment for the purposes of 
informing the EIA. 


Agreed.  


The survey scopes and methodologies 
undertaken for the offshore ornithological 
surveys were adequate for characterising the 
baseline. 


Please see comments on displacement (red 
throated diver) and collision risk modelling.   


All data gaps have been highlighted and all 
appropriate measures for filling any data gaps 
have been proposed. 


Natural England require clarification on what the 
data gaps and what measures have been 
proposed.  


 


The sensitivity and importance of the receiving 
environment is accurately described within the 
Environmental Statement. 


Agreed.   


Mitigation 
Measures 


The embedded mitigation measures are 
considered appropriate and are appropriately 
secured through the DCO. 


Can the applicant highlight what the appropriate 
embedded mitigation measures are?  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position NE Position Final Position 


Outcomes of the 
EIA 


The assessment criteria and assignment of 
significance is appropriate. Currently under discussion with the applicant.   


The conclusions of the assessment accurately 
reflect the potential impacts on offshore 
ornithology receptors within the study area. 


Natural England require further clarification 
regarding this position – is this referring to EIA 
conclusions alone?  


 


The cumulative effects have been adequately 
and appropriately described within the ES and 
the conclusions are appropriate. 


It is not possible to rule out a significant 
cumulative effect on the displacement of red 
throated diver. However, we agree that the 
contribution this project makes to the 
cumulative total is not likely to make a material 
difference. 


 


 
The contribution of Thanet Extension to 
cumulative effects on offshore ornithological 
receptors is agreed as minimal. 


Agreed.  
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5 Matters under discussion 


23 This section identifies those matters raised by Natural England during the pre-
application consultation that have yet to be resolved and are subject to ongoing 
discussion as of the last consultation meeting held with the Natural England.  These 
ongoing discussion points are presented in Table 5 alongside with the current position 
of Thanet Extension. 
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Table 5: Ongoing areas of discussion 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position NE Position Final Position 


Assessment of 
displacement for 
red-throated diver 
alone (at EIA 
level). 


Culmination of data on displacement rates from 
within or in close proximity to the Thanet 
Extension site provides further evidence in 
support of lower displacement levels for this 
unique project. 


Natural England agrees that there is unlikely to 
be a significant effect on red throated diver from 
the project alone. However, we disagree that the 
Thanet Extension data provides definitive 
evidence that displacement out to 4km should 
not be considered as part of the assessment.  The 
winter aerial surveys for the Thanet Extension 
project demonstrate that 100% of divers are 
displaced from the windfarm, and the surveys did 
not extend beyond 4km beyond the extension 
boundary. Therefore we advise that a range of 
scenarios are considered, including NE’s 
approach of assuming 100% displacement out to 
4km. 


 


The rate of and 
spatial extent of 
displacement for 
divers, gannet and 
auks (at an EIA 
level). 


Culmination of data on displacement rates from 
within or in close proximity to the Thanet 
Extension site provides further evidence in 
support of lower displacement levels for this 
unique project. 


 
 
Natural England accepts that there is some 
evidence to suggest that displacement is not 
100% out to 4km for red throated divers or 100% 
out to 2km for gannet, razorbill and guillemot.  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position NE Position Final Position 
However, we maintain that these figures should 
be presented alongside those already undertaken 
by the Applicant in the ES to allow a range to be 
considered, given the uncertainty around 
displacement rates. 


Assessment of 
displacement for 
red-throated diver 
alone (at HRA 
level). 


Following the discussion of methods applied for 
the assessment of red-throated diver 
displacement for Thanet Extension alone at the 
HRA level it is understood that this matter is now 
agreed. 


Natural England agree that there is unlikely to be 
an adverse effect on integrity on red throated 
diver population within Outer Thames Estuary 
SPA alone, based on the fact that the project and 
4km buffer is outside of the Outer Thames 
Estuary SPA boundary. 


 


Assessment of 
displacement in-
combination with 
other projects for 
red-throated diver 
(at HRA level). 


Following the discussion of methods applied for 
the assessment of red-throated diver for Thanet 
Extension in-combination with other projects at 
the HRA level it is understood that this matter is 
now agreed. 


The methods for undertaking the in-
combination/cumulative assessment for red 
throated diver are broadly agreed. However, the 
revised red-throated diver cumulative (EIA) and 
in-combination (HRA) impact assessment 
methodology clarification note (December 2018) 
appears to under-estimate the extent of the 
cumulative effects. This is because the number of 
divers potentially displaced is derived using 
Seabird Mapping and Sensitivity Tool (SeaMaST) 
but then the expressed as a percentage of the 
SW North Sea winter Biologically Defined 
Minimum Population Scale (BDMPS), and not the 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position NE Position Final Position 
percentage of the total derived using SeaMaST. 
The population of the winter BDMPS is 10,177 
and within the same area the SeaMaST data set 
provides an estimate of 7,639.  Therefore the 
cumulative effects are underestimated by around 
one third. However, we acknowledge that the 
methodology does not change the relative 
contribution that Thanet Extension which is small 
compared to consented offshore windfarms. 


Appropriate use of 
site-specific data 
on seabird flight 
heights (from 
aerial digital 
surveys). 


The use of aerial digital data on seabird flight 
heights in collision risk modelling (CRM) was not 
deemed appropriate due to the sample size being 
too small (well below the 100 individuals used a 
minimum threshold). 


Whilst a small sample size is not ideal and using 
generic flight heights has been  accepted, we 
suggest the results from site-specific flight 
heights from the aerial surveys are presented 
alongside, so a range can be considered.  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position NE Position Final Position 


Appropriate use of 
site-specific data 
on seabird flight 
heights (from 
ORJIP study 
findings). 


The use of ORJIP data on seabird flight heights in 
collision risk modelling (CRM) was not deemed 
appropriate due to the final findings not being 
reported on and a lack of guidance on how data 
from ORJIP can be applied in the Band (2012) 
collision risk model. 


Whilst using Potential Collision Heights (PCHs) 
generic flight heights (Option 2) has been 
accepted, we suggest the results using site-
specific flight PCH from the BTO report which 
analysed to ORJIP Bird Collision Avoidance study 
data, are presented alongside.  We accept that 
these values are high, therefore we would see 
this as the upper end of the range. 


 


Nocturnal activity 
rates used for 
seabirds in CRM. 


Through consideration of a range of nocturnal 
activity rates for seabirds within the CRM it is 
considered that mortality rates remain at a 
consistently low level. 


The Natural England recommended range of 
nocturnal activity factors should be used in 
Collision Risk modelling.  


 


The contribution 
of Thanet 
Extension being of 
no material 
difference to 
cumulative 
collision risk. 


That collision risk, even accounting for a range in 
the nocturnal activity rates, is still well below the 
values for all five seabirds assessed (gannet, 
kittiwake, herring gull, lesser black-backed gull 
and great black-backed gull) that would 
constitute a material contribution to the 
cumulative totals. 


The contribution of Thanet Extension is likely to 
be relatively small, but if the recommended 
nocturnal activity factors and site specific PCHs 
are used then the contribution is increased, and 
these figures should be included in the 
cumulative totals. 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position NE Position Final Position 


The contribution 
of Thanet 
Extension being of 
no material 
difference to in-
combination 
collision risk. 


That the contribution of Thanet Extension to the 
in-combination collision mortality rates, even 
accounting for a range in the nocturnal activity 
rates, is still well below the values considered to 
be of material contribution for those seabirds 
assessed with respect to individual designated 
sites within the HRA.  


The contribution of Thanet Extension is likely to 
be relatively small, but if the recommended 
nocturnal activity factors and site specific PCHs 
are used then the contribution is increased, and 
these figures should be included in the in-
combination totals. It is noted that the 
contribution of kittiwake collisions are not 
apportioned to Flamborough & Filey Coast SPA.  
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1 Introduction 


 Overview 


1 This Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) relates to the proposed development of 
the Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension). It has been prepared 
with respect to the application made by Vattenfall Wind Power Ltd (VWPL) (the 
Applicant) for a Development Consent Order (DCO) to the Planning Inspectorate 
(PINS) under the Planning Act 2008 (the Application). 


2 This SoCG with Natural England is a means of clearly stating any areas of agreement 
and disagreement between the two parties in relation to the Application. The SoCG 
has been structured to reflect the topics of interest to Natural England on the 
Application. 


3 It is the intention that this document will help facilitate post application discussions 
between both parties and also give the Examining Authority (ExA) an early sight of the 
level of common ground between both parties from the outset of the examination 
process. 


 Approach to SoCG 


4 This SoCG has been developed during the pre-examination phase of the Thanet 
Extension. In accordance with discussions between the Applicant and Natural England, 
the SoCG is focused on those issues raised by Natural England within its response to 
Scoping, Section 42 consultation, matters raised through the Evidence Plan process 
that has underpinned the pre-application consultation between the parties, the 
received relevant representations, and in reflection of the ‘Rule 6’ letter published by 
the ExA on the 9th November. 


5 The structure of the SoCG is as follows: 


• Section 1: Introduction; 


• Section 2: Natural England’s remit; 


• Section 3: Consultation; 


• Section 4: Agreements Log; and 


• Section 5: Matters under discussion. 
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 The Development 


6 Thanet Extension will comprise of wind turbine generators (WTGs) and all the 
infrastructure required to transmit the power generated to the national grid. A 
maximum of 34 WTGs will be installed with a power output of 340 MW. The project 
will install up to four offshore export cables and may require the installation of one 
Offshore Substation (OSS) and up to one Meteorological Mast. 


7 The key offshore components of Thanet Extension are likely to include: 


• Up to 34 offshore WTGs; 


• OSS (if required); 


• Meteorological Mast (if required); 


• WTG Foundations; 


• Subsea inter-array cables linking individual WTGs; 


• Subsea export cables from the OWF to shore; and 


• Scour protection around foundations and on inter-array and export cables (if 
required). 


8 The array area will have a maximum size of 70 km2 and surrounds the existing Thanet 
Offshore Wind Farm (TOWF). It is located approximately 8 km Northeast of the Isle of 
Thanet, situated in the County of Kent. Each WTG will have a maximum blade tip 
height of 250 m above Highest Astronomical Tide (HAT), a maximum diameter of 220 
m and a minimum 22 m clearance between the Mean High Water Springs (MWHS) and 
the lowest point of the rotor. 


9 Electricity generated will be carried via a maximum of four high voltage subsea cables 
to the landfall site, situated at Pegwell Bay. Offshore cables will be connected to the 
onshore cables and ultimately the national grid network at Richborough Energy Park. 
The onshore cable corridor is 2.6 km in length at its fullest extent. 


10 More details on the proposed development are described in the Environmental 
Statement (ES) Volume 2, Chapter 1: Project Description (Offshore) (PINS Ref APP-
042/ Application Ref 6.2.1) and Volume 3, Chapter 1: Project Description (Onshore) 
(PINS Ref APP-057/ Application Ref 6.3.1) of the Environmental Statement. 
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2 Natural England’s Remit 


11 Natural England is an executive non-departmental public body established under the 
Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006 (‘NERC Act’) and is the 
statutory advisor to the Government on nature conservation in England and promotes 
the conservation of England’s wildlife and natural features. Natural England’s remit 
extends to the territorial sea adjacent to England, up to 12 nautical miles from the 
coastline. 


12 Natural England is a statutory consultee for the proposed development under section 
42 of the Planning Act 2008 and a prescribed consultee under the Infrastructure 
Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2017. Natural England is a 
statutory consultee in respect of all applications for consent for Nationally Significant 
Infrastructure Projects which are likely to affect land in England. 
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3 Consultation 


 Application elements under Natural England’s remit 


13 Work Nos. 1 - 16, detailed in Part 1 of Schedule 1 of the draft DCO describe the 
elements of Thanet Extension which may affect the interests of Natural England. 


14 Natural England is a non-departmental public body responsible for ensuring that 
England's natural environment, including its land, flora and fauna, freshwater and 
marine environments, geology and soils, are protected and improved. It also has a 
responsibility to help people enjoy, understand and access the natural environment. 


15 The technical components of the DCO application of relevance to Natural England (and 
therefore considered within this SoCG) comprise: 


• Report to Inform Appropriate Assessment (PINS Ref APP-031/ Application Ref 
5.2); 


• Volume 2, Chapter 2: Marine Geology, Oceanography and Physical Processes 
(PINS Ref APP-043/ Application Ref 6.2.2); 


• Volume 2, Chapter 3: Marine Water and Sediment Quality (PINS Ref APP-044/ 
Application Ref 6.2.3); 


• Volume 2, Chapter 5: Benthic Subtidal and Intertidal Ecology (PINS Ref APP-046/ 
Application Ref 6.2.5); 


• Volume 2, Chapter 6: Fish and Shellfish Ecology (PINS Ref APP-047/ Application 
Ref 6.2.6); 


• Volume 2, Chapter 7: Marine Mammals (PINS Ref APP-048/ Application Ref 
6.2.7); 


• Volume 2, Chapter 8: Designated Sites (PINS Ref APP-049/ Application Ref 6.2.8); 


• Volume 4, Annex 5-3: Benthic Characterisation report (PINS Ref APP-082/ 
Application Ref 6.4.5.2); 


• Volume 4, Annex 5-3: Marine Conservation Zone Assessment (PINS Ref APP-083/ 
Application 6.4.5.3);  


• Volume 3, Chapter 5: Onshore Biodiversity (PINS Ref APP-061/ Application Ref 
6.3.5);  



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/England

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flora

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fauna

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marine_environment

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_environment
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• Draft Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (PINS Ref APP-133/ Application Ref 
8.1); 


• Environmental Impact Assessment Evidence Plan Report (PINS Ref APP-137/ 
Application Ref 8.5); 


• Draft Outline Landscape Ecological Management Plan (OLEMP) (PINS Ref APP-
142/ Application Ref 8.7); 


• Draft European Protected Species (EPS) licence (PINS Ref APP-144/ Application 
Ref 8.9); 


• Draft Marine Mammal Mitigation Protocol for Piling Activities (PINS Ref APP-
146/ Application Ref 8.11); 


• Saltmarsh 


•  Mitigation, Reinstatement and Monitoring Plan (PINS Ref APP-147/ Application 
Ref 8.13); 


• Biogenic Reef Mitigation Plan (PINS Ref APP-149/ Application Ref 8.15); and 


• Draft Development Consent Order (PINS Ref APP-022/ Application Ref 3.1). 


 Consultation Summary 


16 This section briefly summarises the consultation (in relation to those matters 
identified in section 3.1) that VWPL has undertaken with Natural England. 
Engagement during the pre-application phase, both statutory and non-statutory, is 
summarised in Table 1 below, this includes any meetings and correspondence held as 
part of the Evidence Plan process and Section 42 consultation. 


 


Table 1: Consultation undertaken with Natural England pre-application 


Date & Type: Detail: 
October 2016 
Evidence Plan 1st Steerco Evidence Plan meeting 


June 2017 
Evidence Plan 2nd Steerco Evidence Plan meeting 


December 2016 Evidence Plan meeting - Offshore Ornithology Meeting. 
February 2017 
Evidence Plan  


Evidence Plan meeting - Offshore Ecology Meeting. 
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Date & Type: Detail: 
February 2017 
Evidence Plan Evidence Plan meeting - Offshore Ornithology Meeting. 


February 2017 
Evidence Plan Evidence Plan meeting - Onshore Ecology Meeting. 


April 2017 
Evidence Plan Evidence Plan meeting - Offshore Ornithology Meeting. 


May 2017  
Evidence Plan meeting Evidence Plan meeting - Offshore Ecology Meeting. 


June 2017 
Evidence Plan Evidence Plan meeting - Offshore Ornithology Meeting. 


July 2017 Evidence Plan 
meeting Evidence Plan meeting – General Offshore Meeting. 


July 2017 Evidence Plan 
meeting Evidence Plan meeting – General Onshore Meeting. 


October 2017 Evidence Plan 
meeting Evidence Plan meeting - HRA. 


October 2017 Evidence Plan 
meeting Evidence Plan meeting – General Offshore Meeting. 


October 2017 Evidence Plan 
meeting Evidence Plan meeting – General Onshore Meeting. 


October 2017 National Nature Reserve Steering Group Meeting 


December 2017 Evidence Plan meeting - Offshore Ornithology Meeting. 


2017 Consultation HRA Screening Consultation 
January 2018, S42 
Consultation 


Comments relating to the Preliminary Environmental 
Information Report 


January 2018 
Evidence Plan meeting Evidence Plan meeting - Offshore Ecology Meeting. 


February 2018 Evidence Plan Meeting – Onshore Ecology and 
Ornithology 


2018 Consultation RIAA Consultation 


May 2018 Evidence Plan Meeting – Onshore and Offshore Ecology  
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 Post-application Consultation 


17 VWPL has engaged with Natural England since the Thanet Extension development was 
accepted for examination by the Planning Inspectorate on 23rd July 2018. A summary 
of the post-application consultation with Natural England is detailed in Table 2. 


Table 2: Consultation undertaken with the Natural England post-application 


Date/ Type: Detail: 


July 2018 Outline Landscape and Ecological Management Plan Meeting 


July 2018 Saltmarsh Management and Mitigation Meeting 


October 2018 Initial Discussions on developing a SoCG 


November 2018 Discussions on specific marine mammals matters raised in the 
Relevant Representation 


November 2018 Discussions on specific offshore ornithological matters raised in the 
Relevant Representation 
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4 Agreements Log 


18 The following section of this SoCG identifies the level of agreement between the 
parties for each relevant component of the application material (as identified in 
section 3.1). In order to easily identify whether a matter is “agreed”, “under 
discussion” or indeed “not agreed” a colour coding system of green, yellow and orange 
is used in the “final position” column to represent the respective status of discussions. 


 Report to Inform Appropriate Assessment 


19 The Project provided a Report to Inform Appropriate Assessment with the submitted 
application to determine the potential for an Adverse Effect on Integrity (AEoI) on 
Natura 2000 sites. 


20 This SoCG considers responses from Natural England on specific areas relating to 
physical processes, marine water and sediment quality, benthic ecology, fish and 
shellfish, marine mammals and onshore biodiversity (including intertidal and 
terrestrial ornithology), including assessment methods, outcomes, and conclusions 
relating to the relevant ES chapter (PINS Refs APP-043, APP-044, APP-046, APP-047 
and APP-061/  Application Refs 6.2.2, 6.2.3, 6.2.5, 6.2.6, 6.2.7 and 6.3.5 respectively) 
and the RIAA (PINS Ref APP-031/ Application Ref 5.2). In addition, ornithological and 
saltmarsh issues are addressed within two further SoCG. 


21 Therefore, this SoCG (including Table 3) considers SACs, Ramsar and transboundary 
SAC sites. 


22 The sites considered within the RIAA and therefore this SoCG are: 


• SACs: 


o Thanet Coast SAC; 


o Sandwich Bay SAC 


o Margate and Long Sands SAC; and 


o Southern North Sea cSAC. 


• Ramsar: 


o Thanet Coast and Sandwich Bay Ramsar; and 


o Alde-Ore Estuary Ramsar. 
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• Transboundary SAC: 


o Bancs de Flandres; 


o Baie de Canche et couloir des trois estuaires; 


o Vlakte van de Raan; 


o Voordelta; 


o Estuaires et littoral picards (baies de Somme et d'Authie); 


o Recifs Gris-Nez Blanc-Nez; 


o Vlaamse Banken; 


o SBZ 1; 


o SBZ 2; 


o SBZ 3; and 


o Ridens et dunes hydrauliques du détroit du Pas-de-Calais. 
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Table 3: Status of discussions relating to the RIAA 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 


Policy and Planning 


The RIAA has identified all 
appropriate plans and policies, 
insofar as relevant to Natural 
England’s remit and the HRA for 
Thanet Extension, and has given 
due regard to them within the 
assessment. 


Agreed.  


Screening 


Those sites identified as having 
potential Likely Significant Effects 
(LSE) Thanet Extension alone or in-
combination are appropriate.  


Agreed.   


Screening 


The RIAA, screening document, 
and Evidence Plan process has 
resulted in the identification of all 
relevant features of the designated 
sites that may be sensitive to 
changes as a result of the proposed 
Thanet Extension project activities. 


Natural England have some outstanding concerns in relation 
to understanding the developers definition of subtidal chalk/ 
chalk reef and how this relates to the temporary and indirect 
impacts on Thanet Coast SAC. We want reassurances that any 
subtidal chalk is clearly represented and included in the 
assessment.   
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 


Screening 
(transboundary) 


The RIAA has identified all relevant 
transboundary designated sites 
that may be sensitive to changes as 
a result of the proposed Thanet 
Extension project activities. 


Natural England has no further comments upon 
transboundary designated sites. Natural England do not 
consider it within our remit to advise on this.  


 


Scope and 
Assessment 
Methodology 


The potential impacts for Thanet 
Extension identified within the 
RIAA and associated screening 
documents are appropriate and 
adequate for benthic ecology, 
marine mammals, diadromous fish 
and onshore biodiversity. 


As highlighted within the examiners questions, we deem that 
the in combination assessment of Adverse Effect on Integrity 
(AEoI) for Subtidal and Benthic Intertidal habitat should 
include an in-combination assessment with other known 
dredging and disposal activities for the pressure of siltation / 
sedimentation.   
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 


Natural England also have concerns regarding the permanent 
loss of saltmarsh associated with landfall option 2 and the 
applicant’s decision to determine there would be no AEoI on 
the SPA and Ramsar. However, Natural England are aware of 
the applicant’s decision to remove landfall option 2 from 
consideration, and after similar confirmation from the 
Examining Authority we shall review this position.  


 


 


Scope and 
Assessment 
Methodology 


The screening of potential likely 
significant effects, sites and species 
in relation to Thanet Extension is 
adequate and appropriate. 


As above, Natural England have concerns regarding the 
permanent loss of saltmarsh associated with landfall option 2 
and the applicant’s decision to determine there would be no 
AEoI on the SPA and Ramsar. However, Natural England are 
aware of the applicant’s decision to remove landfall option 2 
from consideration, and after similar confirmation from the 
Examining Authority we shall review this position.  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 


Scope and 
Assessment 
Methodology 


The study areas defined for the 
assessments are appropriate for 
the impacts and pathways 
considered. 


Agreed.  
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Baseline data used 
in the assessment 


Sufficient primary and secondary 
data has been collated to 
appropriately characterise the 
baseline environment of the 
Thanet Extension study areas for 
the purposes of informing the 
RIAA. 


For landfall option 2 which would involve the permanent loss 
of saltmarsh, Natural England advises that more detailed 
baseline information is required of the saltmarsh in this area. 
Additionally, changes in hydrodynamics and sediments due 
to the advancement of the seawall under option 2 would 
need to be assessed. This would primarily impact upon 
Thanet Coast SPA and Ramsar. As part of the appropriate 
assessment, more data on the bird features that rely upon 
the intertidal area of Pegwell Bay may also be needed. 
However, Natural England are aware of the applicant’s 
decision to remove landfall option 2 from consideration, and 
after similar confirmation from the Examining Authority we 
shall review this position.  


Natural England have some outstanding concerns in relation 
to understanding the developers definition and 
characterisation of subtidal chalk/ chalk reef and how this 
relates to the temporary and indirect impacts on Thanet 
Coast SAC. We want reassurances that any subtidal chalk is 
clearly represented and included in the assessment.   
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 
As highlighted within the examiners questions, we deem that 
the in combination assessment of AEoI for Subtidal and 
Benthic Intertidal habitat should include an in-combination 
assessment with other known dredging and disposal 
activities for the pressure of siltation / sedimentation.   


Baseline data used 
in the assessment 


Data gaps have been highlighted 
and, appropriate and/ or adequate 
measures for filling any data gaps 
have been proposed. 


As highlighted previously, option 2 which would involve the 
permanent loss of saltmarsh, Natural England advises that 
more detailed baseline information is required of the 
saltmarsh in this area. Additionally, changes in 
hydrodynamics and sediments due to the advancement of 
the seawall under option 2 would need to be assessed. This 
would primarily impact upon Thanet Coast SPA and Ramsar. 
As part of the appropriate assessment, more data on the bird 
features that rely upon the intertidal area of Pegwell Bay may 
also be needed.  


However, Natural England are aware of the applicant’s 
decision to remove landfall option 2 from consideration, and 
after similar confirmation from the Examining Authority we 
shall review this position. 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 


In-combination 
assessment 
methodology 


The RIAA has considered all 
relevant plans and projects for the 
determination of in-combination 
LSE. 


As highlighted within the examiners questions, we deem that 
the in combination assessment of AEoI for Subtidal and 
Benthic Intertidal habitat should include an in-combination 
assessment with other known dredging and disposal 
activities for the pressure of siltation / sedimentation.   


 


In-combination 
assessment 


The tiering methodology and 
definitions were agreed, with 
Natural England as part of the 
Evidence Plan process and are 
appropriate/ adequate. 


Agreed.  


 


Mitigation 
Measures 


There are no further mitigation 
measures beyond those outlined in 
the RIAA are necessitated as a 
result of the assessment 
conclusions for the Thanet 
Extension project alone. 


Natural England request that the mitigation measures are 
listed within the applicant’s position, in order for us to agree 
a finalised position.  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 


Mitigation 
Measures 


The Applicant will microsite around 
all chalk reef features within 
designated sites, noting that none 
have been identified within the 
Red Line Boundary. Chalk reef has 
been defined as by the presence of 
elevated chalk features by drop 
down video as presented in Table 
5.5 of PINS Ref APP-046/ 
Application Ref 6.2.5. Volume 4, 
Annex 5-2 (PINS Ref APP-082/ 
Application Ref 6.4.5.2), Annex F-1 
presents the dropdown video 
surveys undertaken by the project. 


 
Natural England are encouraged by the applicant’s 
commitment to microsite around all chalk reef features 
within designated sites. However, we require clarity whether 
that includes the chalk reef sub features a highlighted in the 
Thanet Coast SAC conservation advice package i.e. 
circalittoral, infralittoral and subtidal rock. Furthermore, we 
require clarification around the potential impacts of subtidal 
chalk outside of designated sites.  


 


Mitigation 
Measures 


The Applicant will observe a 
seasonal restriction in the 
intertidal area between October 
and March inclusive and this has 
been adequately secured in the 
DCO (see Table 12). 


Agreed. 


 



ttps://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/Marine/MarineSiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=UK0013107&SiteName=gate&countyCode=&responsiblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea=#suppadvice
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 


Outcomes of the 
RIAA 


It was agreed through the Evidence 
Plan process that the RIAA would 
not repeat the screening process 
within the report. However, the 
screening was reviewed and 
updated appropriately within the 
Thanet Extension RIAA to take into 
account the Sweetman II 
Judgement. The revisions 
adequately account for Sweetman 
II.  


Agreed. 


 


Outcomes of the 
RIAA 


No adverse effect on the integrity 
of Thanet Coast SAC is predicted 
either alone or in-combination as a 
result of as a result of the 
proposed Thanet Extension project 
activities. 


Currently under discussion with the applicant.   Under discussion 
– see section 5. 


Outcomes of the 
RIAA 


No adverse effect on the integrity 
of Margate and Long Sands SAC is 
predicted either alone or in-
combination as a result of as a 
result of the proposed Thanet 
Extension project activities. 


Agreed.  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 


Outcomes of the 
RIAA 


No adverse effect on the integrity 
of Southern North Sea cSAC is 
predicted either alone or in-
combination as a result of as a 
result of the proposed Thanet 
Extension project activities. 


Currently under discussion with the applicant.   Under discussion 
– see section 5. 


Outcomes of the 
RIAA 


No adverse effect on the integrity 
of transboundary sites  
are predicted either alone or in-
combination as a result of as a 
result of the proposed Thanet 
Extension project activities. 


Natural England has no further comments upon 
transboundary designated sites. Natural England do not 
consider it within our remit to advise on this. 


 


Outcomes of the 
RIAA 


No adverse effect on the integrity 
of Thanet Coast and Sandwich Bay 
Ramsar is predicted either alone or 
in-combination as a result of as a 
result of the proposed Thanet 
Extension activities. 


Currently under discussion with the applicant.   


This is under 
discussion and 
the saltmarsh 
aspects are 
considered in 
detail in a 
further SoCG. 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 


Outcomes of the 
RIAA 


No adverse effect on the integrity 
of Alde-Ore Estuary Ramsar is 
predicted either alone or in-
combination as a result of as a 
result of the proposed Thanet 
Extension project activities. 


Agreed.   


 


Outcomes of the 
RIAA 


Determination of LSE in-
combination has adequately and 
appropriately taken into account 
the available information, effect-
pathway-receptor issues and the 
potential for physical/ temporal 
interactions from Thanet 
Extension. 


Currently under discussion with the applicant.  
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 Marine Geology, Oceanography and Physical Processes 


23 The Project has the potential to impact upon marine processes and these interactions 
are duly considered within Volume 2, Chapter 2: Marine Geology, Oceanography and 
Physical Processes of the ES (PINS Ref APP-043/ Application Ref 6.2.2). Table 4 
identifies the status of discussions relating to this topic area between the parties. 
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Table 4: Status of discussions relating to Marine Geology, Oceanography and Physical Processes. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 


Policy and 
Planning 


The assessment has identified all appropriate 
plans and policies, insofar as relevant to Natural 
England’s remit, relevant to physical processes 
and has given due regard to them within the 
Thanet Extension assessment. 


Agreed.   


Consultation  


The ES chapter has been adequately updated 
following S42 and Evidence Plan consultation and 
concerns raised have been adequately addressed 
or clarified. 


Currently disagree - Further consideration needs 
to be given to impacts, sensitivity and 
recoverability of habitats to deposition of 
material from sandwave clearance / pre-
sweeping including the habitat and size of area 
affected. Disposal areas should avoid protected 
sites and areas of habitats of conversation 
interest.  


 


Scope and 
Assessment 
Methodology 


The evidence based approach to the assessment 
of effects is deemed appropriate or adequate for 
assessing Thanet Extension, for the purposes of 
predicting changes to the receiving environment. 


Agreed.   


The potential impacts identified are appropriate 
or adequate in relation to Thanet Extension, for 
physical process receptors and pathways. 


Natural England raised concerns with the 
extension of the sea wall associated with landfall 
option 2 and the potential subsequent erosion 
around the base of the sea wall causing further 
permanent loss. These concerns have been 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 
lessened by the applicant’s decision to drop 
option 2. However, for landfall option 3, which 
involves trenching through the saltmarsh, Natural 
England have encouraged the applicant to really 
consider the effects from the NEMO installation 
and not assume that recovery even from 
“temporary” disturbance can be guaranteed. It is 
stated that the Saltmarsh Mitigation Plan will be 
updated with these lessons learnt. On reviewing 
these changes and any further changes caused by 
removing landfall option 2, Natural England will 
revisit whether the potential impacts have been 
properly assessed.  
 
In addition, and as stated above, further 
consideration and assessment needs to be given 
to impacts, sensitivity and recoverability of 
habitats to deposition of material from sandwave 
clearance / pre-sweeping including the habitat 
and size of area affected. Disposal areas should 
avoid protected sites and areas of habitats of 
conversation interest. 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 


The definitions of sensitivity and magnitude are 
appropriate for the purposes of the assessment. Agreed.    


The study area defined for the assessment is 
appropriate or adequate in relation to Thanet 
Extension, for the impacts and pathways 
considered. 


Agreed.  


Baseline data used 
in the assessment 


Sufficient primary and secondary data has been 
collated to appropriately characterise the 
baseline environment for the purposes of 
informing the EIA for Thanet Extension 


Agreed.    


Data gaps have been highlighted and appropriate 
or adequate measures for filling any data gaps 
have been proposed for the Thanet Extension 
project. 


Agreed.   


The sensitivity and importance of the receiving 
environment is appropriately or adequately 
described within the Thanet Extension 
Environmental Statement. 


Natural England have concerns regarding the 
level of sensitivity and importance afforded to 
the saltmarsh supporting habitat for the SPA and 
Ramsar and SSSI. These concerns have been 
lessened to some degree now that option 2 has 
been dropped, however we deem it would be 
premature to agree to this statement currently 
without official confirmation from the Examining 
Authority that this option has been dropped.  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 


Mitigation 
Measures 


The embedded mitigation measures are 
considered appropriate or adequate in relation to 
Thanet Extension, and no further mitigation is 
necessitated as a result of the assessment 
conclusions. 


Partially agreed - Natural England request that 
the mitigation measures are listed within the 
applicant’s position, in order for us to agree a 
finalised position. 


 


Outcomes of the 
EIA 


The conclusions of the assessment appropriately 
and adequately reflects the potential impacts on 
physical processes within the study area during 
the construction, operation and 
decommissioning phases of the Thanet Extension 
project. 


As highlighted, Natural England will revisit the 
conclusions once further information and lessons 
learnt from the Nemo cable have been 
incorporated into the saltmarsh mitigation plan, 
alongside any changes associated with dropping 
landfall option 2.  
 
Furthermore, the deposition of material from 
sandwave clearance and the locations of this 
deposited material is not adequately assessed.  
 


 


The cumulative effects have been adequately and 
appropriately described in relation to Thanet 
Extension within the ES and the conclusions are 
appropriate. 


As highlighted within the examiners questions, 
we deem that the in combination assessment of 
AEoI for Subtidal and Benthic Intertidal habitat 
should include an in-combination assessment 
with other known dredging and disposal activities 
for the pressure of siltation / sedimentation.   
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 
The effects of turbid wakes have adequately and 
appropriate been assessed in relation to Thanet 
Extension, based on site specific data, analogous 
projects and available literature. 


Agreed.   
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 Marine Water and Sediment Quality 


24 The Project has the potential to impact upon marine water and sediment quality and 
these interactions are duly considered within Volume 2, Chapter 3: Marine Water 
Quality and Sediment Quality of the Thanet Extension ES (PINS Ref APP-044/ 
Application Ref 6.2.3). Table 5 identifies the status of discussions relating to this topic 
area between the parties. 
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Table 5: Status of discussions relating to Marine Water and Sediment Quality. 


Discussion 
Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 


Policy and 
Planning 


The assessment has identified all appropriate 
plans and policies, insofar as relevant to Natural 
England’s remit, and relevant to water and 
sediment quality and has given due regard to 
them within the assessment. 


Agreed.   


Consultation  


The ES chapter has been adequately updated 
following S42 and Evidence Plan consultation and 
concerns raised have been adequately addressed 
or clarified. 


Agreed.    


Scope and 
Assessment 
Methodology 


The potential impacts identified are appropriate 
and adequate in relation to Thanet Extension, for 
water and sediment quality receptors. 


Currently under discussion with the applicant.   


The study area defined for the assessment is 
appropriate for the impacts considered in relation 
to Thanet Extension. 


Agreed.  


Baseline data 
used in the 
assessment 


Sufficient primary and secondary data has been 
collated to appropriately characterise the baseline 
environment for the purposes of informing the 
Thanet Extension EIA. 


Agreed.  
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Discussion 
Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 


The sensitivity and importance of the receiving 
environment is appropriately or adequately 
described within the Thanet Extension 
Environmental Statement. 


Natural England have concerns regarding the level 
of sensitivity and importance afforded to the 
saltmarsh supporting habitat for the SPA and 
Ramsar and SSSI. These concerns have been 
lessened to some degree now that option 2 has 
been dropped, however we deem it would be 
premature to agree to this statement currently 
however we deem it would be premature to agree 
to this statement currently without official 
confirmation from the Examining Authority that 
this option has been dropped.  


 


Baseline data 
used in the 
assessment 


All data gaps have been highlighted and all 
appropriate or adequate measures for filling any 
data gaps have been proposed. 


Agreed.    


Mitigation 
Measures 


The embedded mitigation measures are 
considered appropriate or adequate in relation to 
Thanet Extension, and no further mitigation is 
necessitated as a result of the assessment 
conclusions. 


Natural England request that the mitigation 
measures are listed within the applicant’s 
position, in order for us to agree a finalised 
position. 
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Discussion 
Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 


Mitigation 
Measures 


The contaminated land management plan is 
appropriately or adequately secured in the DCO 
and provides for ensuring the sufficient 
reinstatement of the seawall to prevent leachate 
issues, the information to be submitted for 
approval to the relevant authority at the relevant 
time. 


Currently under discussion – this position may 
alter following the applicant decision to drop 
landfall option 2.  


Under 
discussion – 
see Table 12. 


Outcomes of 
the EIA 


The conclusions of the assessment appropriately 
or adequately reflects the potential impacts on 
the marine water quality within the study area 
during the construction, operation and 
decommissioning phases of the Thanet Extension 
project. 


Currently under discussion with the applicant.  


See Section 5 
with regard to 
project 
description 
transcription. 


Outcomes of 
the EIA 


The cumulative effects have been adequately or 
appropriately described within the ES and the 
conclusions are appropriate for the Thanet 
Extension project. 


Currently under discussion with the applicant.  
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 Benthic Subtidal and Intertidal Ecology 


25 The Project has the potential to impact upon benthic subtidal and intertidal ecology 
and these interactions are duly considered within Volume 2, Chapter 5: Benthic 
Subtidal and Intertidal Ecology of the ES (PINS Ref APP-046/ Application Ref 6.2.5). 
Table 6 identifies the status of discussions relating to this topic area between the 
parties. The discussions relating to saltmarsh are considered within a further SoCG. 
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Table 6: Status of discussions relating to Benthic Subtidal and Intertidal Ecology. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 


Policy and 
Planning 


The assessment has identified all appropriate 
plans and policies, insofar as relevant to Natural 
England’s remit, relevant to benthic ecology and 
has given due regard to them within the 
assessment. 


Agreed.    


Consultation  


The ES chapter has been adequately updated 
following S42 and Evidence Plan consultation and 
concerns raised have been adequately addressed 
or clarified. 


Currently disagree. Certain issues have not been 
adequately addressed following these processes, 
these include:  


• Concerns regarding the Marine 
Conservation Zone (MCZ) assessment to 
determine the potential impacts upon 
Goodwin Sands pMCZ.  


• There needs to be greater consideration 
to the impacts, sensitivity and 
recoverability from sandwave clearance 
particularly in protected sites and around 
habitats of conservation interest.  


• The impact upon subtidal chalk habitat, a 
protected habitat under the section 42 of 
the NERC act, outside of designated sites.  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 


Scope and 
Assessment 
Methodology 


The potential impacts identified are appropriate 
or adequate, in relation to Thanet Extension, for 
benthic ecology receptors. 


Partially agreed – The majority of impacts have 
been sufficiently identified, however as stated in 
the above row there are question marks around 
the impacts upon the Goodwin Sands pMCZ and 
subtidal chalk habitat.  


 


The study area defined for the assessment is 
appropriate for the impacts considered for the 
Thanet Extension project. 


Agreed – however as per Examiner Question 
1.1.4 we would like clarification on the 
discrepancies in the study area between 12, 13 
and 14 km.  


 


Baseline data used 
in the assessment 


Sufficient primary and secondary data has been 
collated to appropriately characterise the 
baseline environment for the purposes of 
informing the Thanet Extension EIA. 


Agreed – the baseline is sufficient for EIA 
purposes given much of the proposed 
construction is outside of designated sites. 
However, this should position should not be 
assumed for HRA or MCZ purposes.  


 


Data gaps have been highlighted and appropriate 
measures for filling any data gaps have been 
proposed for Thanet Extension. 


Currently disagree. There is a lack of site specific 
data for Goodwin Sands pMCZ to base our 
conclusions on.  
 
The data gap on the cable route, the additional 
“arm” section is at the applicants risk, should 
species or habitats of conservation important 
become apparent during pre-construction 
surveys further assessment and mitigation will be 
required. 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 
The sensitivity and importance of the receiving 
environment is appropriately or adequately 
described within the Thanet Extension 
Environmental Statement. 


Partially Agreed – Further work should be done 
on determining the scale of impact upon subtidal 
chalk outside of designated sites.  


 


Mitigation 
Measures 


The embedded mitigation measures are 
considered appropriate or adequate, in relation 
to Thanet Extension, and no further mitigation is 
necessitated as a result of the assessment 
conclusions. 


Currently unable to agree. It would be useful for 
the applicant to briefly list the embedded 
mitigation measures that will be employed, to be 
clear on what Natural England are agreeing to.   
 
Alongside embedded mitigation, further 
mitigation measures may need to be employed in 
areas such as Goodwin Sands pMCZ to limit the 
area in which cable laying occurs or to mitigate 
any impacts from cable laying operations.  


 


Outcomes of EIA 


The conclusions of the assessment appropriately 
or adequately reflects the potential impacts on 
the benthic ecology within the study area during 
the construction, operation and 
decommissioning phases of  the Thanet 
Extension project. Noting that this excludes 
effects on intertidal saltmarsh habitats. 


As highlighted above in the “Consultation” 
discussion points and in Natural England’s 
written representations there are currently a few 
outstanding issues that need addressing before 
we fully agree to the outcomes of the EIA.  
 
Furthermore, as section 5 describes we are 
awaiting a clarification note which should provide 
further information.  


See Section 5 
with regard to 
project 
description 
transcription. 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 


The cumulative effects have been adequately or 
appropriately described within the ES and the 
conclusions are appropriate for the Thanet 
Extension project. 


As raised in the first round of examiner’s 
questions (1.1.35), Natural England believe for 
completeness there should be an in-combination 
assessment with other known dredging and 
disposal activities for the pressure of siltation / 
sedimentation.  


 


Core Reef 
Approach 


The report has been agreed in principle with 
Natural England for Thanet Extension for the 
reasons detailed in their Relevant 
Representation, and has been appropriately or 
adequately addressed following Natural 
England’s relevant representations.  


Agree if changes are made as per recent 
comments from Natural England on the latest 
version.  


Under 
discussion – 
with Natural 
England. 
Document 
circulated on 
16th November 
2018. 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 


Saltmarsh 
Mitigation and 
Management Plan 


The Saltmarsh Mitigation, Reinstatement and 
Management Plan (Application Ref 8.13) provides 
sufficient information for the Thanet Extension 
project activities and is adequately secured in the 
DCO. 


As per final position column this document is still 
under discussion with the applicant. However, 
good progress has been made and Natural 
England have had the opportunity to feed in to 
the document. It may also need updating 
following the decision from the applicant to drop 
landfall option 2.  


Under 
discussion – 
the Applicant 
notes that the 
plan will be 
updated with 
lessons learnt 
from the Nemo 
Interconnector 
when the 
information is 
available. See 
Table 12. 
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 Fish and Shellfish Ecology 


26 The Project has the potential to impact upon fish and shellfish ecology and these 
interactions are duly considered within Volume 2, Chapter 6: Fish and Shellfish Ecology 
of the ES (PINS Ref APP-047/ Application Ref 6.2.6). Table 7 identifies matters 
identified by the ExA as requiring agreement between the Applicant and Natural 
England, and as noted within Natural England’s Relevant Representation. 
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Table 7: Status of discussions relating to Fish and Shellfish Ecology. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 


Policy and 
Planning 


The assessment has identified all appropriate 
plans and policies, insofar as relevant to Natural 
England’s remit, relevant to fish and shellfish 
ecology and has given due regard to them within 
the Thanet Extension assessment. 


Agreed.   


Consultation  
The ES chapter has been adequately updated 
following consultation and concerns raised have 
been adequately addressed or clarified. 


Agreed.   


Scope and 
Assessment 
methodology 


The potential impacts identified are a 
appropriate and adequate reflection of the 
potential impacts, in relation to Thanet 
Extension, on the fish and shellfish ecology. 


Agreed.    


The noise modelling and metrics are appropriate 
or adequate, in relation to Thanet Extension, for 
assessing the impacts on fish species. 


In reviewing the environmental statement from 
the applicant Natural England has no further 
concerns with regards to the noise modelling. 
Therefore, we agree with position in relation to 
fish species protected by designated sites, 
however we encourage further consultation with 
other statutory bodies such as CEFAS and the 
MMO.  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 


The methodologies applied to the assessment are 
robust and appropriate for the Thanet Extension 
project. 


In reviewing the environmental statement from 
the applicant Natural England has no further 
concerns with regards to the methodologies 
applied to the assessment. Therefore, we agree 
with this position in relation to fish species 
protected by designated sites, however we 
encourage further consultation with other 
statutory bodies such as CEFAS and the MMO. 


 


The study area defined for the assessment is 
appropriate, in relation to Thanet Extension, for 
the impacts considered. 


Agreed.    


Baseline data used 
in the assessment 


Sufficient primary and secondary data has been 
collated to appropriately characterise the 
baseline environment for the purposes of 
informing the Thanet Extension EIA. 


In reviewing the environmental statement from 
the applicant Natural England has no further 
concerns in relation to the baseline data. 
Therefore we agree with this position in relation 
to fish species protected by designated sites, 
however we encourage further consultation with 
other statutory bodies such as CEFAS and the 
MMO. 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 


Data gaps have been highlighted and appropriate 
measures for filling any data gaps have been 
proposed for the Thanet Extension project. 


In reviewing the environmental statement from 
the applicant Natural England has no further 
concerns in relation to data gaps. Therefore we 
agree with this position in relation to fish species 
protected by designated sites, however we 
encourage further consultation with other 
statutory bodies such as CEFAS and the MMO. 


 


All relevant species of fish within the study area 
have been identified and assessed for the Thanet 
Extension project. 


In reviewing the environmental statement from 
the applicant Natural England has no further 
concerns with the fish species outlined within 
this assessment. Therefore, we agree with this 
position in relation to fish species protected by 
designated sites, however we encourage further 
consultation with other statutory bodies such as 
CEFAS and the MMO. 


 


The sensitivity and importance of the receiving 
environment is appropriately or adequately 
described within the Thanet Extension ES. 


Agreed.    
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 


Mitigation 
Measures 


The embedded mitigation measures are 
considered appropriate or adequate, in relation 
to Thanet Extension, and no further mitigation is 
necessitated as a result of the assessment 
conclusions. 


In reviewing the environmental statement from 
the applicant Natural England has no further 
concerns with regards to the embedded 
mitigation outlined within the assessment. 
Therefore, we agree with this position in relation 
to fish species protected by designated sites, 
however we encourage further consultation with 
other statutory bodies such as CEFAS and the 
MMO. 


 


Outcomes of the 
EIA 


The assessment criteria and assignment of 
significance is appropriate in relation to Thanet 
Extension. 


Agreed.  


The sensitivity and importance of the receiving 
environment is appropriately or adequately 
described within the Thanet Extension ES. 


Agreed.  


The conclusions of the assessment appropriately 
or adequately reflects the potential impacts on 
the fish and shellfish ecology within the study 
area during the construction, operation and 
decommissioning phases of the Thanet Extension 
project. 


In reviewing the environmental statement from 
the applicant Natural England has no further 
concerns. Therefore we agree with this position 
in relation to fish species protected by 
designated sites, however we encourage further 
consultation with other statutory bodies such as 
CEFAS and the MMO. 


See Section 5 
with regard to 
project 
description 
transcription. 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 


The cumulative effects have been adequately and 
appropriately described within the ES and the 
conclusions are appropriate for the Thanet 
Extension project. 


In reviewing the environmental statement from 
the applicant Natural England has no further 
concerns. Therefore we agree with this position 
in relation to fish species protected by 
designated sites, however we encourage further 
consultation with other statutory bodies such as 
CEFAS and the MMO. 
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 Marine Mammals 


27 The Project has the potential to impact upon marine mammals and these interactions 
are duly considered within Volume 2, Chapter 7: Marine Mammals of the ES (PINS Ref 
APP-048/ Application Ref 6.2.7). Table 8 identifies the status of discussions relating to 
this topic area between the parties. 
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Table 8: Status of discussions relating to Marine Mammals. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 


Policy and 
Planning 


The assessment has identified all appropriate 
plans and policies relevant to marine mammals, 
insofar as relevant to Natural England’s remit, 
and has given due regard to them within the 
assessment. 


Agreed.  


Consultation  


The ES chapter has been adequately updated 
following both the S42 consultation and the 
Evidence Plan concerns raised have been 
adequately addressed or clarified. 


Agreed, with any outstanding concerns detailed 
below.  


Scope and 
Assessment 
methodology 


The potential impacts identified are an 
appropriate and adequate reflection of the 
potential impacts on the marine mammals in 
relation to Thanet Extension. 


Agreed.  


The underwater noise modelling and metrics are 
appropriate for assessing the potential impacts 
on marine mammals, in relation to Thanet 
Extension, as agreed through the Evidence Plan 
process. 


Agreed.  


The methodologies applied to the assessment are 
robust and appropriate in relation to Thanet 
Extension. 


Agreed.  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 
The study area defined for the assessment is 
appropriate for the impacts considered in 
relation to the Thanet Extension project. 


Agreed.  


The main species of interest, in relation for 
Thanet Extension, have been considered within 
the assessment. 


Agreed.  


Baseline data used 
in the assessment 


Sufficient primary and secondary data has been 
collated to appropriately characterise the 
baseline environment for the purposes of 
informing the Thanet Extension EIA. A 
clarification note has been drafted to indicate the 
implications of adopting the JCP III derived 
harbour porpoise density estimates in the 
assessment and to demonstrate that this does 
not result in a material change to the assessment 
outcome.  


Awaiting a clarification note from the applicant to 
provide further information, before an 
agreement can be made.  


Under 
discussion.  
The Applicant 
notes that this 
clarification 
note has not 
yet been 
provided to 
Natural 
England. 


Data gaps have been highlighted and appropriate 
measures for filling any data gaps have been 
proposed for the Thanet Extension project. 


Agreed.  


The sensitivity and importance of the receiving 
environment is appropriately or adequately 
described within the Thanet Extension 
Environmental Statement.  


Agreed.  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 


Mitigation 
Measures 


The embedded mitigation measures are 
considered appropriate or adequate, and no 
further mitigation is necessitated as a result of 
the assessment conclusions when the Thanet 
Extension project is considered alone. 


Agreed.  


No further mitigation is necessitated as a result 
of the assessment conclusions when the Thanet 
Extension project is considered cumulatively. 


Natural England RR comment NE 102 concerning 
detailing possible mitigation options (reduction 
of noise technology):  This issue could be dealt 
with via the production of a SIP – see below.  
 
The BEIS Review of Consents (RoC) has concluded 
that as long as Site Integrity Plans (SIPs) are 
placed on all DCOs (in relation to HRA and in 
combination impacts on the Southern North Sea 
SCI for harbour porpoise), there will be no 
adverse impact on site integrity.  
 
While Natural England agrees that SIPs are a 
method to prevent an adverse effect on site 
integrity, there is also a need to put a timeframe 
on the SIP and a mechanism for assessing 
multiple SIPs at the same time. At what stage will 
the developer be required to reassess whether 
the parameters that have been assessed within 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 
the BEIS HRA have been exceeded? We suggest 
at the next Contract for Differences (CfD) stage 
and then again as each project reaches their Final 
Investment Decision (FiD) stage in case further 
mitigation is required. Assessment will also need 
to be made of possible EPS requirements – as the 
applicant stated in response to Natural England 
RR comment NE-103 that An updated 
assessment of the potential for cumulative 
disturbance will be carried out to inform an EPS 
licence application if deemed necessary at the 
appropriate stage. This should take place within 
the SIP.  
 
More information is required from the MMO / 
BEIS on how spatio-temporal impacts will be 
managed to prevent exceedance of the SNCB 
noise guidance thresholds. A process will need to 
be developed to ensure continuing adherence to 
the SCI thresholds as multiple SIPs are developed 
over time, especially when piling can take place 
over several years, and new projects can come 
online during this time. Should potential 
exceedance of the thresholds occur, a process for 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 
dealing with this issue needs to be in place – the 
affected developers / industries will need to work 
together with the regulator and SNCBs to prevent 
adverse effect on the SCI. However, this process 
needs to be developed and agreed before SIPs 
are placed onto DCOs.  
 
Natural England agree if there is the production 
of a SIP by the applicant and there is clear 
guidance from the regulator on how this process 
will be managed strategically. 
 


Outcomes of the 
EIA 


The conclusions of the assessment appropriately 
or adequately reflects the potential impacts on 
marine mammals within the study area during 
the construction, operation and 
decommissioning phases of the Thanet Extension 
project. 


Natural England RR Comment NE-96: Figures 
7.19 & 7.20 and Figures 7.22 & 7.23 - Disturbance 
thresholds for porpoise hit the coastline in this 
figure for both monopiles and pin piles. While 
Natural England accept Thanet’s response to 
Natural England’s relevant representations that 
‘published dose response curves have indicated 
that at levels around 145 SELss (which is the 
sound level indicated by the contours on the coast 
in Figure 7.19), levels of response are 
approximately 50% - therefore at this distance, 
half the animals present would be expected to 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 
show a behavioural response such as moving 
away from the source. In this case, this would 
probably result in animals moving along the 
coastline to adjacent quieter areas to the north 
and south of this area.’ Natural England would 
like to note that while this is accepted, (although 
figures 7.22 and 7.23 show 155 and 150dB SELss 
contours hitting the coastline respectively) there 
is no scientific evidence that porpoise movement 
will be north or south along the coastline as a 
result of the disturbance, and not cause any live 
strandings.  
 
To be fully agreed. 
 
Natural England RR comment NE-103 concerning 
maximum PTS distance to be mitigated: Despite 
a Thanet response detailing the distances in the 
ES being mean distances rather than maximum 
distances, Paragraph 7.11.83 before table 7.26 in 
the ES states:  The potential for exposure to noise 
levels that could cause PTS over the whole piling 
sequence can be reduced by extending the 
mitigation zone out to the maximum range 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 
(across all species) predicted by the NOAA 
thresholds of 960 m. 
 
This suggests that this is the max range not the 
mean. In any case, the applicant has committed 
to reporting the max and the average distances 
within the MMMP should they gain consent. 
 
Natural England agree with the applicant’s 
commitment to provide both values in the 
MMMP 


The cumulative effects have been adequately and 
appropriately described within the ES and the 
conclusions are appropriate for the Thanet 
Extension project. 


Natural England RR comment NE-101 concerning 
cumulative assessment of UXOs: As a point of 
principle, all noisy activities should be assessed 
together as part of the cumulative assessment. 
Natural England would argue that currently this is 
not a complete CEA. However, given the levels of 
seismic activity in the porpoise management unit 
and their potential for disturbance, combined 
with UXO detonations, there is unlikely to be a 
population level impact on harbour porpoises, 
given the Booth et al findings using the iPCoD 
model. However, the same cannot be said for the 
RIAA and HRA assessment.  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 
 
(Booth, C., J. Harwood, R. Plunkett, S. Mendes, and R. Walker. 
2017. Using The Interim PCoD Framework To Assess The Potential 
Effects Of Planned Offshore Wind Developments In Eastern 
English Waters On Harbour Porpoises In The North Sea – Final 
Report. SMRUC-NEN-2017-007, Provided to Natural England and 
the Joint Nature Conservation Committee, March 2017, SMRU 
Consulting.) 


Mitigation 


The mitigation proposed in the MMMP 
(Application Ref 8.11) is appropriate and 
sufficient given the conclusions of the Thanet 
Extension marine mammals assessment. 


The BEIS Review of Consents has concluded that 
as long as Site Integrity Plans (SIPs) are placed on 
all DCOs (in relation to HRA and in combination 
impacts on the Southern North Sea SCI for 
harbour porpoise), there will be no adverse 
impact on site integrity. While Natural England 
agrees that SIPs are a method to prevent an 
adverse effect on site integrity, there is also a 
need to put a timeframe on the SIP and a 
mechanism for assessing multiple SIPs at the 
same time. At what stage will the developer be 
required to reassess whether the parameters 
that have been assessed within the BEIS HRA 
have been exceeded? We suggest at the next CfD 
stage and then again as each project reaches 
their FiD stage in case further mitigation is 
required. Assessment will also need to be made 
of possible EPS requirements – as the applicant 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 
stated in response to Natural England RR 
comment NE-103 that An updated assessment of 
the potential for cumulative disturbance will be 
carried out to inform an EPS licence application if 
deemed necessary at the appropriate stage. This 
should take place within the SIP 
 
More information is required from the MMO / 
BEIS on how spatio-temporal impacts will be 
managed to prevent exceedance of the SNCB 
noise guidance thresholds. A process will need to 
be developed to ensure continuing adherence to 
the SCI thresholds as multiple SIPs are developed 
over time, especially when piling can take place 
over several years, and new projects can come 
online during this time. Should potential 
exceedance of the thresholds occur, a process for 
dealing with this issue needs to be in place – the 
affected developers / industries will need to work 
together with the regulator and SNCBs to prevent 
adverse effect on the SCI. However, this process 
needs to be developed and agreed before SIPs 
are placed onto DCOs.  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 
Natural England agree if there is the production 
of a SIP by the applicant and there is clear 
guidance from the regulator on how this process 
will be managed strategically.  
 
While this list is not exhaustive, Natural England 
would expect the following to be included in the 
SIP: 
 
• A finalised design plan; 
 
• An updated HRA;  
 
• Updated mitigation measures (if required) – 


outlining potential mitigation that can and 
cannot be used and the reasoning. 


 
• Where modelling via the RoC has been 


updated (e.g. the Dogger projects), further 
mitigation may be required to ensure 
porpoises are out of an enlarged Permanent 
Threshold Shift zone than was predicted in 
the original EIA.  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 
• Detail the requirement for EPS licences and 


Marine Licences for UXO detonation. 
 
• Provide a timetable for development of the 


plan. E.g. Post CfD, and again pre FID to 
ensure timely agreements and timeframes for 
finances to be agreed. 


The MMMP (Application Ref 8.11) will be 
finalised post-consent (if granted) following 
detailed design. 


Agreed.  
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 Designated Sites 


28 The Project has the potential to impact upon designated sites and these interactions 
are duly considered within Volume 2, Chapter 8: Offshore Designated Sites of the ES 
(PINS Ref APP-049/ Application Ref 6.2.8). Table 9 identifies the status of discussions 
relating to this topic area between the parties. 
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Table 9: Status of discussions relating to Designated sites. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 


Policy and Planning 


The assessment has identified all appropriate 
plans and policies relevant to the offshore 
designated sites, insofar as relevant to Natural 
England’s remit, and has given due regard to 
them within the assessment. 


Agreed.   


Baseline data used 
in the assessment 


Appropriate data and information was used to 
characterise the baseline, in relation to Thanet 
Extension, for the purposes of the assessment. 


Currently Disagree – the majority of the 
designated sites within the immediate vicinity 
of the red line boundary have been 
characterised correctly however as stated in 
section 6.2.5 Natural England’s written 
representations further information needs to 
be provided regarding Goodwin Sands pMCZ.   


 


Scope and 
Assessment 
methodology 


All relevant designated sites have been 
appropriately or adequately identified and 
included within the Thanet Extension 
assessment. 


Agreed.   


The conservation objectives have been 
appropriately identified within the Thanet 
Extension assessment. 


Agreed – Goodwin Sands pMCZ currently has 
no conservation objectives published. However, 
we encouraged the applicant to use the Thanet 
Coast MCZ as a proxy.  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 


Outcomes of the EIA 


The conclusions of the assessment 
appropriately or adequately reflects the 
potential impacts on the designated sites for 
the lifetime of the Thanet Extension project. 


Currently disagree – the majority of the 
protected sites have been adequately assessed 
against any impacts. However, as per Natural 
England’s comments in section 6.2.5 of the 
written reps we have concerns regarding the 
MCZ Assessment for Goodwin Sands pMCZ and 
the in combination assessment of suspended 
sediment for Thanet Coast SAC.  


 


The in-combination effects have been 
adequately and appropriately described within 
the ES and the conclusions are appropriate. 


Currently disagree – as above.   
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 Marine Conservation Zone Assessment 


29 The Project has the potential to impact upon marine conservation zones and these 
interactions are duly considered within Volume 4, Annex 5-3: Marine Conservation 
Zone Assessment of the ES (PINS Ref APP-083/ Application Ref 6.4.5.3). Table 10 
identifies the status of discussions relating to this topic area between the parties. 
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Table 10: Status of discussions relating to the Marine Conservation Zones Assessment. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 


Policy and Planning 


The assessment has identified all appropriate 
plans and policies relevant to the assessed MCZs 
for Thanet Extension, at the time of writing, and 
has given due regard to them within the 
assessment. 


Agree – however we would like to remind the 
applicant that Goodwin Sands in now a 
proposed MCZ and is now considered a material 
consideration.  


Under 
discussion – 
see section 5. 


Baseline data used 
in the assessment 


Appropriate or adequate data and information 
was used to characterise the baseline for the 
purposes of the Thanet Extension assessment. 
The baseline of the environment is characterised 
and presented in the Benthic Characterisation 
report (PINS Ref APP-082/ Application Ref 
6.4.5.2). These surveys were agreed to be fit for 
the purpose of characterising the benthic 
baseline environment, for the purposes of 
undertaking an EIA, as part of the Evidence Plan 
Process (PINS Ref APP- 137/ Application Ref 8.5). 
Natural England have requested to review the 
dropdown video data captured for the Thanet 
Extension project, which is presented in Annex 
F.1 of the Benthic Characterisation report (PINS 
Ref APP-082/ Application Ref 6.4.5.2. 


Currently still under discussion.  
Under 
discussion – 
see section 5. 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 


Scope and 
Assessment 
methodology 


All relevant MCZs have been appropriately or 
adequately identified for the proposed Thanet 
Extension activities and included within the 
assessment. 


Agreed.   


The conservation objects for Thanet Coast MCZ 
have been appropriately or adequately 
identified within the assessment. 


Agreed.  


The assessment of Goodwin Sands pMCZ is 
appropriate and robust, for the proposed Thanet 
Extension activities, and was based on the 
relevant available information at the time of 
writing. 


Currently disagree – further reasoning is 
provided within written representations sections 
6.2.5, 6.4.40 (b) and 6.4.52.   


 


Outcomes of the EIA 


The conclusions of the assessment appropriately 
or adequately reflects the potential impacts on 
the MCZs for the lifetime of the Thanet 
Extension project. 


Currently under discussion.  


Under 
discussion – 
see section 5. 


The cumulative effects have been adequately or 
appropriately described within the assessment 
and the conclusions are appropriate for the 
Thanet Extension project. 


Currently under discussion.  


Under 
discussion – 
see section 5. 
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 Onshore Biodiversity 


30 The Project has the potential to impact upon onshore biodiversity and these 
interactions are duly considered within Volume 3, Chapter 5 of the Thanet Extension 
ES (PINS Ref APP-061/ Application Ref 8.3.5). Table 11 identifies the status of 
discussions relating to this topic area between the parties. 
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Table 11: Status of discussions relating to Onshore Biodiversity. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 


Policy and 
Planning 


The assessment has identified all appropriate 
plans and policies relevant to biodiversity 
assessment, insofar as relevant to Natural 
England’s remit, and has given due regard to 
them within the assessment. 


Agreed.   


Consultation  


The ES chapter has been adequately updated 
following S42 and Evidence Plan consultation 
and concerns raised have been adequately 
addressed or clarified. 


Agreed.  


Scope and 
Assessment 
Methodology 


The potential impacts identified, in relation to 
Thanet Extension, are appropriate or adequate 
for biodiversity receptors. 


Agreed.  


The study area defined for the assessment is 
appropriate for the Thanet Extension project 
impacts considered. 


Agreed.   


Baseline data used 
in the assessment 


Sufficient primary and secondary data has been 
collated to appropriately characterise the 
baseline environment for the purposes of 
informing the Thanet Extension EIA. 


As highlighted below, there have been instances 
where the applicant has not been able to collect 
as much data as they and Natural England would 
have wanted. Natural England have had 
discussions with the applicant to provide as 
much information as possible regarding species 
of importance within the onshore environment. 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 
We have been reassured by the applicants 
commitments in the OLEMP and the pre-
construction surveys they plan to carry out 
which should provide a further representation of 
the species and habitats that reside here.   
 
Once the OLEMP has been finalised Natural 
England are confident this position can be 
agreed.   


The Applicant had previously agreed the 
terrestrial invertebrate survey provided 
sufficient or adequate data to characterise and 
evaluate the value of these receptors for the 
Thanet Extension project. 


Partially agreed – The surveys were limited to 
only one visit late in August, where ideally a few 
visits should have been undertaken. Natural 
England have provided further information to 
applicant following the meeting on the 5th 
October 2018, which included further 
information on the potential species that could 
reside in this area and their conservation status. 
Furthermore, as highlighted in the OLEMP (a 
conditioned document in the DCO) a Terrestrial 
Invertebrate Mitigation Strategy (TIMS) is to be 
developed. This is alongside further pre-
construction surveys to further identify 
invertebrate species of importance at the 
landfall location.  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 
Following the finalisation of the OLEMP, plus 
commitments from the applicant to collect 
further pre-construction data to inform any 
mitigation, Natural England are confident that 
invertebrates have been considered fully. 
Furthermore, the notification that landfall 
option 2 has been dropped will result in less 
damaging scenarios that originally considered in 
the environmental statement.  


Data gaps have been highlighted and 
appropriate or adequate measures for filling any 
data gaps have been proposed for the Thanet 
Extension project. 


As highlighted above the applicant has 
acknowledged data gaps associated with 
invertebrate surveys and other surveys including 
great crested newt. Following commitments 
from the applicant to gather sufficient pre-
construction data to form a robust baseline once 
construction practices are known, Natural 
England are confident onshore biodiversity will 
characterised sufficiently.  


 


The sensitivity and importance of the receiving 
environment is appropriately or adequately 
described within the Thanet Extension 
Environmental Statement. 


Agreed.   
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 


Mitigation 
Measures 


The embedded mitigation measures are 
considered appropriate or adequate, and no 
further mitigation is necessitated as a result of 
the Thanet Extension assessment conclusions. 


Partially agreed – further information and 
refinement maybe needed following the 
applicant’s decision to drop landfall option 2.  


 


The mitigation proposed (Construction 
Environmental Management Plan, Code of 
Construction Practice (Application Ref 8.1) and a 
seasonal restriction) are adequately secured in 
the DCO. 


Partially agreed – The Thanet Extension position 
needs to be updated to include the OLEMP. 
Although the Saltmarsh Mitigation Plan is 
covered within the benthic section, the applicant 
had proposed to provide a separate Saltmarsh 
SoCG, following the decision to drop landfall 
option 2, Natural England wish to see that as 
soon as possible due to the overlap with 
onshore biodiversity issues.  


See Table 12. 


Outcomes of EIA 


The conclusions of the assessment appropriately 
or adequately reflects the potential impacts on 
the onshore biodiversity within the study area 
for the lifetime of the Thanet Extension project. 


Partially agreed – the conclusions may require 
updating following the applicant’s decision to 
drop landfall option 2. However, the worst case 
scenario has been assessed.  


See Section 5 for 
terrestrial 
invertebrate 
matters under 
discussion. 


The cumulative effects have been adequately 
and appropriately described within the ES and 
the conclusions are appropriate for the Thanet 
Extension project. 


Partially agreed – the conclusions may require 
updating following the applicant’s decision to 
drop landfall option 2. However, the worst case 
scenario has been assessed. 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 


Outline Landscape 
and Ecology 
Management  
 


The OLEMP (Application Ref 8.7) provides 
adequate or sufficient detail of in-principle 
management measures for the Thanet Extension 
project. 


Natural England have been in receivership of an 
updated OLEMP and have provided comments 
back to the applicant. Following the review and 
addressing of these comments by the applicant, 
Natural England anticipate that this plan will be 
agreed in principle.  


Under discussion 
– The updated 
plan was 
provided 28th 
November. See 
Table 12. 


The OLEMP provides appropriate or adequate 
information, for the Thanet Extension project, 
on outline details of proposed biodiversity 
enhancements and proposed monitoring. 


As above Natural England have provided further 
comments on the updated OLEMP and should 
be agreed in principle after the applicant has 
addressed these comments. Natural England 
welcome proposed biodiversity enhancements 
and monitoring, however further discussions 
with the applicant need to be had to fully 
determine what these will include.  


 


Legally Protected 
Species 


The Thanet Extension project is highly unlikely to 
impact on legally protected species. 


Agreed – however it is the applicant’s duty to 
carry out any additional pre-construction 
surveys to identify any legally protected species 
that may be present. Should any pre-
construction surveys identify the presence of 
any Nationally Protected (NPS) or European 
Protected Species (EPS) the applicant may 
consider that a licence application may be 
required at a later date.  
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  DCO and dML 


31 Table 12 identifies the status of discussions relating to this topic area between the 
parties insofar as relevant to Natural England’s remit 


32 The Responses to Relevant Representations (RR) provides full responses to the points 
raised within the Natural England’s RR. 
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Table 12: Status of discussions relating to the DCO and dMLs 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 


Inclusion of 
additional project 
parameters within 
the DCO/dML 


The Applicant has drafted a clarification note, 
which will become a certified document, with 
all of the maximum parameters assessed within 
the ES which can be used as an audit and 
therefore, the requested items are not required 
should not be included in the DCO/dML as it 
would preclude the need to consider the effects 
as presented in the ES for enforcement. 


Currently under discussion with the applicant.  


The Applicant 
notes that this 
clarification note 
has not yet been 
provided to 
Natural England. 


Arbitration 


Following the revised wording with reference to 
arbitration is agreed, insofar as relevant to 
Natural England’s remit, following the revised 
wording in the Response to RRs. 


Currently under discussion with the applicant.   Under discussion – 
see section 5. 


General 
comments on 
numbers and 
cross-referencing 


Following the responses to the Natural 
England’s RR, the revised draft DCO and dML 
accurately cross reference documents and 
project description information. 


Currently under discussion with the applicant.   


See Section 5 with 
regard to project 
description 
transcription. 


O&M activities 
The Applicant will provide annual reporting of 
O&M activities in the context of the consent (if 
granted). 


Currently under discussion with the applicant.    
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 


Monitoring plans 


The effects are known and understood, given 
the unique position of Thanet Extension as a 
project, so there is no necessity to provide an 
In-principle Monitoring Plan (IPMP) or further 
monitoring plans. The Applicant has provided 
detailed monitoring plans for known risks or 
areas of uncertainty with the application. 


Currently under discussion with the applicant.   Under discussion – 
see section 5. 


Mitigation  
The OLEMP (PINS Ref APP-142/ Application Ref 
8.7) has been adequately secured within the 
DCO. 


Partially agreed – Natural England submitted 
minor comments back to applicants following a 
review of the latest version. However, Natural 
England agree the OLEMP is secured within the 
draft DCO.  


 


Mitigation  
The CoCP (PINS Ref APP-133/ Application Ref 
8.1) has been adequately secured within the 
DCO. 


Agreed.   


Mitigation  The CEMP has been adequately secured within 
the DCO. Agreed.   


Mitigation  


The Saltmarsh Mitigation, Reinstatement and 
Monitoring Plan (PINS Ref APP-147/ Application 
8.13) has been adequately secured within the 
DCO. 


Partially agreed – Following the applicant’s 
decision to drop landfall option 2, this plan my 
need to be revised slightly. However, Natural 
England agree the Saltmarsh Mitigation, 
Reinstatement and Monitoring Plan is 
adequately secured within the DCO.  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 


Mitigation  The Contaminated Land Plan been adequately 
secured within the DCO. Agreed.   


Mitigation 
The MMMP (PINS Ref APP-146/ Application Ref 
8.11) has been adequately secured within the 
DCO. 


Agreed.   


Mitigation 
The seasonal restriction within the intertidal 
area, between October and March inclusive, 
has been adequately secured within the DCO. 


Natural England understand this is a 
commitment made by the applicant, however it 
does not seem to adequately highlighted within 
the DCO. Requires clarification.  


 


Submission 
Timescales 


The provision of monitoring plans 18-months 
prior to commencement is not considered 
appropriate given the proposed construction 
programme of the project. 


Currently under discussion with the applicant.   Under discussion 


The provision of documents 6 months in 
advance of proposed works is considered 
disproportionate given that the project 
inherently requires less flexibility and will be 
built out to the extents assessed. 


Currently under discussion with the applicant.   Under discussion 


Commencement 
The clearance of UXO will not be included 
under commencement as if it is required then a 
separate marine licence will be sought. 


Currently under discussion with the applicant.    
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Natural England Position Final Position 
Following the revised wording the definition of 
commencement is agreed, following the revised 
wording in the Response to RRs. 


Currently under discussion with the applicant.   Under discussion. 


Offshore noise The Applicant will monitor offshore noise, and 
this has been Conditioned. 


The applicant’s position needs to be made 
clearer. Offshore noise associated with what in 
particular?  
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5 Matters under discussion 


33 This section identifies those matters raised by Natural England during the pre-
application consultation that have yet to be resolved and are subject to ongoing 
discussion as of the last consultation meeting held with the Natural England. 


34 The Applicant intends to submit a clarification note, as a certified document, on the 
transcription of the project description into the technical assessments of the 
Application. 


35 These matters include: 


• Definition of commencement; 


• Timescale requirements for post-consent documents; 


• Requirement for additional monitoring plans; 


• Additional mitigation and management requirements; 


• AEoI on Thanet Coast SAC and Order Limits (regarding avoidance of the site 
boundary); 


• Saltmarsh (addressed in a separate SoCG); 


• Specific concerns relating to Ramsar Assemblage species; 


• The methodology and the findings of the MCZ assessment; 


• Sufficient control measures are in secured in the DCO (CoCP and Contaminated 
Land Management Plan) to ensure that sufficient reinstatement of the seawall 
would occur; 


• In-principle monitoring plan requirement; 


• Requirement for a Site Integrity Plan; and 


• Tiering approach for marine mammals in-combination/ cumulative 
assessments. 
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1 Introduction 


 Overview 


1 This Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) relates to the proposed development of 
the Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension). It has been prepared 
with respect to the application made by Vattenfall Wind Power Ltd (VWPL) (the 
Applicant) for a development consent order (DCO) to the Planning Inspectorate (PINS) 
under the Planning Act 2008 (the Application). 


2 This SoCG with the Port of London Authority (PLA) is a means of clearly stating any 
areas of agreement and disagreement between the two parties in relation to the 
Application. The SoCG has been structured to reflect the topics of interest to the 
National Trust on the Application. 


3 It is the intention that this document will help facilitate post application discussions 
between both parties and also give the Examining Authority (Ex. A) an early sight of 
the level of common ground between both parties from the outset of the examination 
process. 


 Approach to SoCG 


4 This SoCG has been developed during the pre-examination phase of the Thanet 
Extension. In accordance with discussions between the Applicant and the PLA, the 
SoCG is focused on those issues raised by the PLA within its response to Section 42 
consultation that has underpinned the pre-application consultation between the 
parties. 


5 The structure of the SoCG is as follows: 


• Section 1: Introduction; 


• Section 2: PLA’s Remit; 


• Section 3: Consultation; 


• Section 4: Agreements Log; and 


• Section 5: Summary. 
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 The Development 


6 The Application if for development consent for VWPL to construct and operate the 
Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension) under the Planning Act 
2008. 


7 Thanet Extension will comprise of wind turbine generators (WTGs) and all the 
infrastructure required to transmit the power generated to the national grid. A 
maximum of 34 WTGs will be installed with a power output of 340 MW. The project 
will install up to four offshore export cables and may require the installation of one 
Offshore Substation (OSS) and up to one Meteorological Mast. 


8 The key offshore components of Thanet Extension are likely to include: 


• Offshore WTGs; 


• OSS (if required); 


• Meteorological Mast (if required); 


• Foundations; 


• Subsea inter-array cables linking individual WTGs; 


• Subsea export cables from the OWF to shore; and 


• Scour protection around foundations and on inter-array and export cables (if 
required). 


9 The array area will have a maximum size of 70 Km2 and surrounds the existing Thanet 
Offshore Wind Farm (TOWF). It is located approximately 8 km Northeast of the Isle of 
Thanet, situated in the County of Kent. Each WTG will have a maximum blade tip 
height of 250 m above Mean High Water Springs (MHWS), a maximum diameter of 
220 m and a minimum 22 m clearance between the MHWS and the lowest point of 
the rotor. 


10 Electricity generated will be carried via a maximum of four high voltage subsea cables 
to the landfall site, situated at Pegwell Bay. Offshore cables will be connected to the 
onshore cables and ultimately the national grid network at Richborough Energy Park. 
The onshore cable corridor is 2.6 km in length at its fullest extent. 
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11 More details on the proposed development are described in the Environmental 
Statement (ES) Volume 2, Chapter 1: Project Description (Offshore) (Application Ref 
6.2.1) and Volume 3, Chapter 1: Project Description (Onshore) (Application Ref 6.3.1) 
of the Environmental Statement. 
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2 Port of London Authority’s Remit 


12 PLA’s operations cover 95 miles of the River Thames. They work to keep commercial 
and leisure users safe, protect and enhance the environment and promote the use of 
the river for trade and travel. PLA actively engage with stakeholders along the Thames, 
including all river users, local authorities, the Greater London Authority, amenity and 
interest groups, Government and many other bodies.  
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3 Consultation 


 Application elements under the PLA’s remit 


13 Work Nos. 1 - 3A, detailed in Part 1 of Schedule 1 of the draft DCO describe the 
elements of Thanet Extension which may affect the interests of the PLA. 


14 The PLA oversees 95 miles of the River Thames. They work to keep commercial and 
leisure users safe, protect and enhance the environment and promote the use of the 
river for trade and travel. 


15 The technical components of the DCO application of relevance to the PLA (and 
therefore considered within this SoCG) comprise: 


• Volume 2, Chapter 1: Project Description (Offshore) (Application Ref 6.2.1);  


• Volume 2, Chapter 10: Shipping and Navigation (Application Ref 6.2.10); and 


• Volume 4, Annex 10-1: Navigational Risk Assessment (Application Ref 6.4.10.1). 


16 Given the concerns raised by PLA within their relevant representation with regards 
migration of sandwaves the following technical component of the DCO application 
that is relevant to the PLA is: 


• Volume 2, Chapter 2: Marine Physical Processes (Application Ref 6.2.2). 


 Consultation Summary 


17 This section briefly summarises the consultation that VWPL has undertaken with the 
PLA. Engagement during the pre-application phase, both statutory and non-statutory, 
is summarised in Table 1. 


Table 1: Consultation undertaken with the PLA pre-application 


Date & Type: Detail: 


November 2016 
Meeting Pre-scoping meeting 


January 2017  
Email correspondence Pre-scoping 
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February 2017 Scoping Response 


May 2017 
Meeting Pilotage study meeting 


July 2017 
Meeting Pilotage study meeting 


September 2017 
Meeting Pilotage study workshop 


December 2017 
Meeting NRA Meeting 


January 2018, S42 
Consultation 


Comments relating to the Preliminary Environmental 
Information Report 


 Post-application Consultation 


18 VWPL has engaged with the PLA since the Thanet Extension development was 
accepted for examination by the Planning Inspectorate on 23rd July 2018. A summary 
of the post-application consultation with the PLA is detailed in Table 2. 


Table 2: Consultation undertaken with the PLA post-application 


Date/ 
Type: Detail: 


August 
2018 


Discussion regarding submitted application, confirmation of jurisdiction, 
findings of the bridge simulation 
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4 Agreements Log 


19 The following section of this SoCG identifies the level of agreement between the 
parties for each relevant component of the application material (as identified in 
Section 3.1). In order to easily identify whether a matter is “agreed”, “under 
discussion” or indeed “not agreed” a colour coding system of green, yellow and orange 
is used in the “final position” column to represent the respective status of discussions. 
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 Shipping and Navigation 


20 The Project has the potential to impact upon Shipping and Navigation and these 
interactions are duly considered within Volume 2, Chapter 10: Shipping and 
Navigation (Application Ref 6.2.10) of the ES. In addition, the NRA is presented within 
Volume 4, Annex 10-1: Navigational Risk Assessment (Application Ref 6.4.10.1). Table 
3 identifies the status of discussions relating to this topic. 
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Table 3: Status of discussions relating to Shipping and Navigation. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position PLA Position Final Position 


Study area 
It is agreed that the study area used to inform 
the assessment of the project on shipping and 
navigation receptors was appropriate. 


  


Red Line 
Boundary 
revision 


It is agreed that the revision made to the red line 
boundary following Section 42 consultation 
reduces interaction with the Port of London 
Authority area of concern. 


  


Consultation 


It is agreed that throughout the pre-application 
process the level of consultation and the 
provision of information has been sufficient in 
informing PLA of the development of the project 
and the predicted impacts on shipping and 
navigation. 


  


Approach to NRA 


It is agreed that the Navigational Risk 
Assessment has been undertaken in line with the 
requirements set out in the Marine Guidance 
Note (MGN) 543 – Guidance on UK Navigation 
Practice, Safety and Emergency Response Issues. 


  


Environmental 
Statement 
Baseline and 
Methodology 


It is agreed that the shipping and navigation 
baseline environment has been adequately and 
appropriately described in the ES. Based on that 
information it is further agreed that the marine 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position PLA Position Final Position 
traffic survey data and wider data sources used 
are appropriate for the assessment and details a 
good representation of commercial traffic in the 
area of the project 


Environmental 
Statement 
Baseline and 
Methodology 


It is agreed that the approach adopted in the 
Environmental Statement is appropriate to 
assess the magnitude and range of navigational 
safety impacts from the proposed Project on the 
users of commercial vessels 


  


Environmental 
Statement 
Baseline and 
Methodology 


It is agreed that the approach adopted in the 
Environmental Statement in describing collision 
risks is appropriate and reflects similar processes 
undertaken within the Port of London 
jurisdiction in order to inform management of 
marine safety. 


  


Environmental 
Statement 
Baseline and 
Methodology 


It is agreed that the design parameters of the 
project would result in the worst case collision 
and allision scenario for commercial vessels. 


  


Tolerability 
definition and 
assessment 


In the absence of industry specific guidance it is 
agreed that the tolerability of risk is 
appropriately defined and assessed through 
application of the HSE standards. 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position PLA Position Final Position 
Environmental 
Statement 
assessment 


It is agreed that the Applicant has adequately 
assessed navigational safety impacts on users of 
commercial vessels from the Project.  


  


Accompanying 
documentation  


It is agreed that the bridge simulation exercise 
(Application Ref 6.4.10.2) accurately reflects the 
study undertaken with Port of London Authority 
and pilotage providers and therefore accurately 
presents the effects on pilotage associated with 
the proposed project. 


  


Wider 
application 


It is agreed that the physical processes chapter 
(Application Ref 6.2.2) adequately considers the 
risk of potential migration of sandwaves and 
accurately concludes that there is a negligible 
risk of effect on sandwaves within the region.  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position PLA Position Final Position 


The DCO and 
risks of 
navigation 
channel 
sedimentation 


It is agreed that the physical processes chapter 
(Application Ref 6.2.2) adequately considers the 
risk of potential sedimentation at a study area 
scale and accurately concludes that there is a 
negligible risk of effect of sedimentation study 
area. 


  


The DCO and 
risks of 
navigation 
channel 
sedimentation 


It is agreed that the Condition within the DCO 
and deemed Marine Licences (Application Ref 
3.1) regarding bathymetric monitoring is 
appropriate to monitor changes in seabed 
morphology associated with the project. 
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5 Matters under discussion 


21 This summary section identifies those matters raised by the PLA during the pre-
application consultation that have yet to be resolved and are subject to ongoing 
discussion as of the last consultation meeting held with the PLA. 


• Measures presented in the ES are sufficient to minimise navigational safety impacts 
to users  


• Mitigation measures implemented are sufficient to bring risk to tolerable levels. 


• Based on the information provided within the Environmental Statement and NRA, 
the predicted impacts are tolerable. 
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1 Introduction 


 Overview 


1 This Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) relates to the proposed development of 
the Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension). It has been prepared 
with respect to the application made by Vattenfall Wind Power Ltd (VWPL) (the 
Applicant) for a development consent order (DCO) to the Planning Inspectorate (PINS) 
under the Planning Act 2008 (the Application). 


2 This SoCG with RiverOak Strategic Partners Limited (RSP) is a means of clearly stating 
any areas of agreement and disagreement between the two parties in relation to the 
Application. The SoCG has been structured to reflect the topics of interest to RSP in 
the Application, and in line with the request made by the Planning Inspectorate within 
the ‘Rule 6’ letter published on the 6th November 2018. 


3 It is the intention that this document will help facilitate post application discussions 
between both parties and also give the Examining Authority (Ex. A) an early sight of 
the level of common ground between both parties from the outset of the examination 
process. 


 Approach to SoCG 


4 This SoCG has been developed during the pre-examination phase of the Thanet 
Extension. In accordance with discussions between the Applicant and RSP, the SoCG 
is focused on those issues raised by RSP within its response to Scoping, Section 42 
consultation and as raised through the Evidence Plan process that has underpinned 
the pre-application consultation between the parties. 


5 The structure of the SoCG is as follows: 


• Section 1: Introduction; 


• Section 2: RSP’s remit; 


• Section 3: Consultation; 


• Section 4: Agreements Log; and 


• Section 5: Matters under discussion. 
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 The Development 


6 The Application if for development consent for VWPL to construct and operate the 
Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension) under the Planning Act 
2008. 


7 Thanet Extension will comprise of wind turbine generators (WTGs) and all the 
infrastructure required to transmit the power generated to the national grid. A 
maximum of 34 WTGs will be installed with a power output of 340 MW. The project 
will install up to four offshore export cables and may require the installation of one 
Offshore Substation (OSS) and up to one Meteorological Mast. 


8 The key offshore components of Thanet Extension are likely to include: 


• Offshore WTGs; 


• OSS (if required); 


• Meteorological Mast (if required); 


• Foundations; 


• Subsea inter-array cables linking individual WTGs; 


• Subsea export cables from the OWF to shore; and 


• Scour protection around foundations and on inter-array and export cables (if 
required). 


9 The array area will have a maximum size of 70 Km2 and surrounds the existing Thanet 
Offshore Wind Farm (TOWF). It is located approximately 8 km Northeast of the Isle of 
Thanet, situated in the County of Kent. Each WTG will have a maximum blade tip 
height of 250 m above Mean High Water Springs (MHWS), a maximum diameter of 
220 m and a minimum 22 m clearance between the MHWS and the lowest point of 
the rotor. 


10 Electricity generated will be carried via a maximum of four high voltage subsea cables 
to the landfall site, situated at Pegwell Bay. Offshore cables will be connected to the 
onshore cables and ultimately the national grid network at Richborough Energy Park. 
The onshore cable corridor is 2.6 km in length at its fullest extent. 
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11 More details on the proposed development are described in the Environmental 
Statement (ES) Volume 2, Chapter 1: Project Description (Offshore) (Application Ref 
6.2.1) and Volume 3, Chapter 1: Project Description (Onshore) (Application Ref 6.3.1) 
of the Environmental Statement. 
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2 RiverOak Strategic Partners Limited’s Remit 


12 RSP is a consultee for the proposed development due to potential interactions 
between Thanet Extension and their proposed development comprising works to 
provide an integrated aviation services hub on the site of the former Manston Kent 
International Airport. 


13 The main feature of the proposal is a major international centre for air freight that is 
capable of handling a minimum 10,000 air freight Air Traffic Movements per year and 
other associated development (‘Manston Airport’). 


14 RSP have submitted a DCO application for Manston Airport which was accepted for 
examination on 14 August 2018. 


15 VWPL and RSP have entered into a SoCG for the Manston Airport DCO application. The 
points of agreement are consistent between this SoCG and the RSP SoCG. 
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3 Consultation 


 Application elements under RSP’s remit 


16 Work No. 1, detailed in Part 1 of Schedule 1 of the draft DCO describe the elements of 
Thanet Extension which may affect the interests of RSP (i.e. the turbine array). 


17 The technical components of the DCO application of relevance to RSP (and therefore 
considered within this SoCG) comprise: 


• Volume 3, Chapter 11: Aviation (Application Ref 6.3.11); 


 Consultation Summary 


18 This section briefly summarises the consultation that VWPL has undertaken with RSP. 
Engagement during the pre-application phase, both statutory and non-statutory, is 
summarised in Table 1 below. 


Table 1: Consultation undertaken with the RSP pre-application 


Date & Type: Detail: 


July 2017 Meeting to discuss the projects 


February 2018 Conference call between the parties 


 Post-application Consultation 


19 VWPL has engaged with RSP via email since the Thanet Extension development was 
accepted for examination by the Planning Inspectorate on 23rd July 2018. 
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4 Agreements Log 


20 The following section of this SoCG identifies the level of agreement between the 
parties for each relevant component of the application material (as identified in 
Section 3.1). In order to easily identify whether a matter is “agreed”, “under 
discussion” or indeed “not agreed” a colour coding system of green, yellow and orange 
is used in the “final position” column to represent the respective status of discussions. 
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Table 2: Status of discussions relating to Aviation 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position  RSP Position Final Position 


Cumulative effects 
It is agreed that Thanet Extension has 
appropriately considered potential cumulative 
effects relating to Manston Airport. 


The Environmental Statement is still being 
reviewed.   


Flight paths 


It is agreed that should Manston Airport 
become operational that the flight paths will 
take Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm 
into account 


Agreed.  


Radar 


It is agreed that any new radar required for the 
operation of Manston Airport will take account 
Thanet Extension and that this is incumbent on 
RSP (or the subsequent undertaker) and not 
VWPL. VWPL will not contribute financially 
towards a radar system. 


Agreed.  


Aviation lighting 


It is agreed that RSP will not seek to impose 
different or more onerous aviation lighting on 
each of the turbines, except as may be 
required in accordance with the Air Navigation 
Order 2016 which is secured through 
Requirement 6 (Aviation Safety) of the draft 
DCO. 
 


Agreed, subject to being added as a consultee 
before the requirement is discharged, and 
may make comments on the lighting at that 
point but will not otherwise propose any 
changes to the DCO in respect of lighting.  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position  RSP Position Final Position 
Applicant response to RSP position: 
Requirement 6 does include consultation as 
these matters are directed to the undertaker 
under the Air Navigation Order 2016 and by 
the CAA and DIO Safeguarding. This is a 
compliance requirement and as such it is not 
appropriate to add a consultee. 
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5 Matters under further discussion 


21 There are no outstanding matters under discussion 
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1 Introduction 


 Overview 


1 This Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) relates to the proposed development of 
the Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension). It has been prepared 
with respect to the application made by Vattenfall Wind Power Ltd (VWPL) (the 
Applicant) for a Development Consent Order (DCO) to the Planning Inspectorate 
(PINS) under the Planning Act 2008 (the Application). 


2 This SoCG with the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB) is a means of clearly 
stating any areas of agreement and disagreement between the two parties in relation 
to the Application. The SoCG has been structured to reflect the topics of interest to 
the RSPB on the Application, and in reflection of the relevant representations received 
(RR-057). 


3 It is the intention that this document will help facilitate post application discussions 
between both parties and also give the Examining Authority (ExA) an early sight of the 
level of common ground between both parties from the outset of the examination 
process. It also reflects the request made by the ExA in the ‘Rule 6’ letter published on 
the 9th November 2018. 


 Approach to SoCG 


4 This SoCG has been developed during the pre-examination phase of the Thanet 
Extension. In accordance with discussions between the Applicant and the RSPB, the 
SoCG is focused on those issues raised by the RSPB within its response to Scoping, 
Section 42 consultation and as raised through the Evidence Plan process that has 
underpinned the pre-application consultation between the parties. 


5 The structure of the SoCG is as follows: 


• Section 1: Introduction; 


• Section 2: RSPB’s Remit; 


• Section 3: Consultation; 


• Section 4: Agreements Log; and 


• Section 5: Matters under Discussion. 
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 The Development 


6 The Application if for development consent for VWPL to construct and operate the 
Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension) under the Planning Act 
2008. 


7 Thanet Extension will comprise of wind turbine generators (WTGs) and all the 
infrastructure required to transmit the power generated to the national grid. A 
maximum of 34 WTGs will be installed with a power output of 340 MW. The project 
will install up to four offshore export cables and may require the installation of one 
Offshore Substation (OSS) and up to one Meteorological Mast. 


8 The key offshore components of Thanet Extension are likely to include: 


• Up to 34 Offshore WTGs; 


• One OSS (if required); 


• Meteorological Mast (if required); 


• Foundations; 


• Subsea inter-array cables linking individual WTGs; 


• Subsea export cables from the OWF to shore; and 


• Scour protection around foundations and on inter-array and export cables (if 
required). 


9 The array area will have a maximum size of 70 km2 and surrounds the existing Thanet 
Offshore Wind Farm (TOWF). It is located approximately 8 km Northeast of the Isle of 
Thanet, situated in the County of Kent. Each WTG will have a maximum blade tip 
height of 250 m above Highest Astronomical Tide (HAT), a maximum diameter of 220 
m and a minimum 22 m clearance between the Mean High Water Springs and the 
lowest point of the rotor. 


10 Electricity generated will be carried via a maximum of four high voltage subsea cables 
to the landfall site, situated at Pegwell Bay. Offshore cables will be connected to the 
onshore cables and ultimately the national grid network at Richborough Energy Park. 
The onshore cable corridor is 2.6 km in length at its fullest extent. 
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11 More details on the proposed development are described in the Environmental 
Statement (ES) Volume 2, Chapter 1: Project Description (Offshore) (PINS Ref APP-
042/Application Ref 6.2.1) and Volume 3, Chapter 1: Project Description (Onshore) 
(PINS Ref APP-057/Application Ref 6.3.1) of the Environmental Statement (ES). 
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2 RSPB’s Remit 


12 The RSPB is not a prescribed consultee for the proposed development under section 
42 of the Planning Act 2008 and the Infrastructure Planning (Environmental Impact 
Assessment) Regulations 2017. However, the Applicant recognises the importance of 
RSPB as a consultee due to extensive role in the Evidence Plan Process prior to 
submitting the Application. 
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3 Consultation 


 Application elements under RSPB’s remit 


13 Work Nos. 1 - 16, detailed in Part 1 of Schedule 1 of the draft DCO describe the 
elements of Thanet Extension which may affect the interests of the RSPB. 


14 The RSPB is a charitable organisation registered in England, Wales and Scotland. It 
works to promote conservation and protection of birds and the wider environment 
through public awareness campaigns, petitions and through the operation of nature 
reserves throughout the UK. 


15 The technical components of the DCO Application of relevance to the RSPB (and 
therefore considered within this SoCG) comprise: 


• Volume 2, Chapter 4: Offshore Ornithology (PINS Ref APP-045/Application Ref 
6.2.4); 


• Volume 3, Chapter 5: Onshore Biodiversity (PINS Ref APP-061/ Application Ref 
6.3.5) (insofar as relevant to onshore ornithological receptors);  


• Volume 1, Chapter 4: Site Selection and Alternative (PINS Ref APP-040/ 
Application Ref 6.1.4); and 


• Report to Inform Appropriate Assessment (RIAA) (PINS Ref APP-031/ Application 
Ref 5.2). 


16 It is noted following topics are captured within Rule 6, but it is agreed with RSPB that 
they are considered outside of RSPB’s remit: 


• The characterisation and assessment of marine sediment characterisation; 


• The characterisation and assessment of coastal processes; 


• The characterisation and assessment of marine fish stocks; 


• The characterisation and assessment of shellfish stocks; and 


• The characterisation and assessment of marine mammals. 
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 Consultation Summary 


17 This section briefly summarises the consultation that VWPL has undertaken with the 
RSPB. Engagement during the pre-application phase, both statutory and non-
statutory, is summarised in Table 1 below, this includes any meetings and 
correspondence held as part of the Evidence Plan process and Section 42 consultation. 
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Table 1: Consultation undertaken with the RSPB pre-application 


Date & Type: Detail: 


December 2016 Evidence Plan meeting - Offshore Ornithology Meeting 
February 2017 
Evidence Plan  


Evidence Plan meeting - Offshore Ecology Meeting 
 


February 2017 
Evidence Plan Evidence Plan meeting - Offshore Ornithology Meeting 


February 2017 
Evidence Plan Evidence Plan meeting - Onshore Ecology Meeting 


April 2017 
Evidence Plan Evidence Plan meeting - Offshore Ornithology Meeting 


May 2017  
Evidence Plan meeting Evidence Plan meeting - Offshore Ecology Meeting 


June 2017 
Evidence Plan Evidence Plan meeting - Offshore Ornithology Meeting 


July 2017 Evidence Plan 
meeting Evidence Plan meeting – General Offshore Meeting 


July 2017 Evidence Plan 
meeting Evidence Plan meeting – General Onshore Meeting 


October 2017 Evidence Plan 
meeting Evidence Plan meeting - HRA 


October 2017 Evidence Plan 
meeting Evidence Plan meeting – General Offshore Meeting 


October 2017 Evidence Plan 
meeting Evidence Plan meeting – General Onshore Meeting 


October 2017 National Nature Reserve Steering Group Meeting 


December 2017 Evidence Plan meeting - Offshore Ornithology Meeting 


2017 Consultation HRA Screening Consultation 
January 2018, S42 
Consultation 


Comments relating to the Preliminary Environmental 
Information Report 


January 2018 
Evidence Plan meeting Evidence Plan meeting - Offshore Ecology Meeting. 


2018 Consultation RIAA Consultation 
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 Post-application Consultation 


18 VWPL has engaged with the RSPB since the Thanet Extension development was 
accepted for examination by the Planning Inspectorate on 23rd July 2018. A summary 
of the post-application consultation with the RSPB is detailed in Table 2. 


Table 2: Consultation undertaken with the RSPB post-application 


Date/ Type: Detail: 


2019 Pending - SoCG meeting to discuss technical notes compiled in response to 
Relevant Representations 
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4 Agreements Log 


19 The following section of this SoCG identifies the level of agreement between the 
parties for each relevant component of the application material (as identified in 
Section 3.1). In order to easily identify whether a matter is “agreed”, “under 
discussion” or indeed “not agreed” a colour coding system of green, yellow and orange 
is used in the “final position” column to represent the respective status of discussions. 


 Offshore Ornithology 


20 The Project has the potential to impact upon offshore ornithology and these 
interactions are duly considered within Volume 2, Chapter 4 of the Thanet Extension 
ES (PINS Ref APP-045/ Application Ref 6.2.4). Table 3 identifies the status of 
discussions relating to this topic area between the parties. 
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Table 3: Status of discussions relating to Offshore Ornithology 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position RSPB Position Final Position 


Policy and 
Planning 


The assessment has identified all appropriate 
plans and policies relevant to offshore 
ornithology and has given due regard to them 
within the assessment. 


  


Consultation  


The ES chapter has been adequately updated 
following S42 and Evidence Plan consultation 
and concerns raised have been adequately 
addressed or clarified. 


  


Scope and 
Assessment 
methodology 


The potential impacts identified are appropriate 
and accurate for offshore ornithology receptors.   


The study area defined for the assessment is 
appropriate for the impacts considered.   


The methods of assessing collision risk are 
appropriate and have been applied accurately.  Matter under 


discussion 


The methods of assessing displacement, 
appropriately utilises site specific data and as 
such is appropriate for the purposes of assessing 
the risks of displacement of auks and divers in 
relation to Thanet Extension.  


 Matter under 
discussion 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position RSPB Position Final Position 


Baseline data used 
in the assessment 


Sufficient primary and secondary data has been 
collated to appropriately characterise the 
baseline environment for the purposes of 
informing the EIA. 


  


The survey scopes and methodologies 
undertaken for the offshore ornithological 
surveys were adequate for characterising the 
baseline. 


  


All data gaps have been highlighted and all 
appropriate measures for filling any data gaps 
have been proposed. 


  


The sensitivity and importance of the receiving 
environment is accurately described within the 
Environmental Statement. 


  


Mitigation 
Measures 


The embedded mitigation measures are 
considered appropriate and are appropriately 
secured through the DCO. 


  


Outcomes of the 
EIA 


The assessment criteria and assignment of 
significance is appropriate.   


The conclusions of the assessment accurately 
reflect the potential impacts on offshore 
ornithology receptors within the study area. 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position RSPB Position Final Position 
The cumulative effects have been adequately 
and appropriately described within the ES and 
the conclusions are appropriate. 


  


 
The contribution of Thanet Extension to 
cumulative effects on offshore ornithological 
receptors is agreed as minimal. 
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 Onshore Biodiversity 


21 The Project has the potential to impact upon onshore and intertidal ornithology, 
hereafter referred to as onshore ornithology, and these interactions are duly 
considered within Volume 3, Chapter 5: Onshore Biodiversity of the ES (PINS Ref APP-
046/ Application Ref 6.2.5). Table 4 identifies the status of discussions relating to this 
topic area between the parties. 
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Table 4: Status of discussions relating to onshore ornithology 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position RSPB Position Final Position 


Policy and 
Planning 


The assessment has identified all appropriate 
plans and policies relevant to onshore 
ornithology assessment and has given due 
regard to them within the assessment. 


  


Consultation  


The ES chapter has been adequately updated 
following S42 and Evidence Plan consultation 
and concerns raised have been adequately 
addressed or clarified. 


  


Scope and 
Assessment 
Methodology 


The potential impacts identified are appropriate 
and accurate for onshore ornithological 
receptors. 


  


The study area defined for the assessment is 
appropriate for the impacts considered.   


Baseline data used 
in the assessment 


Sufficient primary and secondary data has been 
collated to appropriately characterise the 
baseline environment for the purposes of 
informing the EIA. 


  


Data gaps have been highlighted and 
appropriate measures for filling any data gaps 
have been proposed. 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position RSPB Position Final Position 
The interaction with the saltmarsh is recognised 
as a notified feature of the SSSI. As agreed with 
the RSPB the saltmarsh is not considered a 
supporting habitat of the Thanet Coast and 
Sandwich Bay SPA due to its elevation and the 
ecology of the SPA features as noted within the 
Evidence Plan Report (Application Ref 8.5). 


  


The sensitivity and importance of the receiving 
environment is accurately described within the 
Environmental Statement. 


  


Mitigation 
Measures 


The embedded mitigation measures are 
considered appropriate and no further 
mitigation is necessitated as a result of the 
assessment conclusions. 


  


Outcomes of EIA 


The conclusions of the assessment accurately 
reflect the potential impacts on the onshore 
ornithology within the study area. 


  


The cumulative effects have been adequately 
and appropriately described within the ES and 
the conclusions are appropriate. 


  


The conclusions of the assessment accurately 
reflect that there will not be a significant effect 
on Thanet Coast and Sandwich Bay Ramsar or 
Sandwich Bay to Hacklinge Marshes SSSI sites. 
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 Report to Inform Appropriate Assessment 


22 The Project provided a Report to Inform Appropriate Assessment with the submitted 
application to determine the potential for an Adverse Effect on Integrity (AEoI) on 
Natura 2000 sites. 


23 This SoCG considers responses from RSPB on specific areas relating to ornithology, 
including assessment methods, outcomes, and conclusions relating to RIAA (PINS Ref 
APP-031/ Application Ref 5.2).  


24 The sites with ornithological features considered within the RIAA and therefore this 
SoCG are: 


• Transboundary European designated sites: 


o Bancs de Flandres SPA; 


o Cap Gris Nez SPA/Recifs Gris-Nez Blanc-Nez; 


• SPAs: 


o Outer Thames Estuary SPA; 


o Thanet Coast and Sandwich Bay SPA; 


o Flamborough and Filey Coast pSPA;  


o Flamborough Head and Bempton Cliffs SPA; 


o Northumberland Marine SPA; 


o Farne Islands SPA; 


o St Abb’s Head to Fast Castle SPA; 


o Foulness (Mid-Essex Coast Phase 5) SPA; and 


o Alde-Ore Estuary SPA. 
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Table 5: Status of discussions relating to the RIAA 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position RSPB Position Final Position 


Screening 


The RIAA has identified all relevant features 
of the designated sites that may be 
sensitive to changes as a result of the 
proposed activities. 


  


Screening 
(transboundary) 


The RIAA has identified all relevant 
transboundary designated sites that may be 
sensitive to changes as a result of the 
proposed activities. 


  


Outcomes of the 
RIAA 


No adverse effect on the integrity of 
transboundary sites are predicted either 
alone or in-combination as a result of as a 
result of the proposed activities. 


  


Outcomes of the 
RIAA 


No adverse effect on the integrity of Outer 
Thames Estuary SPA is predicted either 
alone or in-combination as a result of as a 
result of the proposed activities. 


 Matter under 
discussion (in 
relation to 
cumulative/in 
combination 
assessment) 


Outcomes of the 
RIAA 


No adverse effect on the integrity of Thanet 
Coast and Sandwich Bay SPA is predicted 
either alone or in-combination as a result of 
as a result of the proposed activities. 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position RSPB Position Final Position 


Outcomes of the 
RIAA 


No adverse effect on the integrity of 
Flamborough and Filey Coast pSPA is 
predicted either alone or in-combination as 
a result of as a result of the proposed 
activities. 


  


Outcomes of the 
RIAA 


No adverse effect on the integrity of 
Flamborough Head and Bempton Cliffs SPA 
is predicted either alone or in-combination 
as a result of as a result of the proposed 
activities. 


  


Outcomes of the 
RIAA 


No adverse effect on the integrity of 
Northumberland Marine SPA is predicted 
either alone or in-combination as a result of 
as a result of the proposed activities. 


  


Outcomes of the 
RIAA 


No adverse effect on the integrity of Farne 
Islands SPA is predicted either alone or in-
combination as a result of as a result of the 
proposed activities. 


  


Outcomes of the 
RIAA 


No adverse effect on the integrity of St 
Abb’s Head to Fast Castle SPA is predicted 
either alone or in-combination as a result of 
as a result of the proposed activities. 


  


Outcomes of the 
RIAA 


No adverse effect on the integrity of 
Foulness (Mid-Essex Coast Phase 5) SPA is 
predicted either alone or in-combination as 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position RSPB Position Final Position 
a result of as a result of the proposed 
activities. 


Outcomes of the 
RIAA 


No adverse effect on the integrity of Alde 
Ore estuary SPA is predicted either alone or 
in-combination as a result of as a result of 
the proposed activities. 


  


Mitigation 
measures 


The proposed mitigation measures (over 
wintering seasonal restriction within the 
intertidal working area) is appropriate and 
adequately secured within the DCO/dML. 
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 Site Selection and Alternatives 


25 The Project has analysed and evaluated a range of options regarding location of 
infrastructure. The reasons for the selection of the proposed site are duly considered 
within Volume 1, Chapter 4: Site Selection and Alternatives (PINS Ref APP-040/ 
Application Ref 6.1.4). Table 6 identifies the status of discussions relating to this topic 
area between the parties. 


26 It is noted that the selection and effects of the landfall is noted as an area to be 
included in this SoCG with RSPB. 
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Table 6: Status of discussions relating to Site Selection and Alternatives. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position  RSPB Position Final Position 


Adequacy of 
information provision 


The chapter provides a full and detailed 
account of the considerations and decision 
making process undertaken to develop the 
proposed Order Limits.  


  


Project optionality 


Following the consultation responses received 
in S42 the larger seawall extension option was 
removed and Option 1 and 3 were included 
within the project description subject to the 
findings of the SI works. Option 1 and 3 are 
agreed as appropriate. 
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5 Matters under Discussion 


27 This summary section identifies those matters raised by the RSPB during the pre-
application consultation that have yet to be resolved and are subject to ongoing 
discussion with the RSPB. 


28 The Applicant has drafted clarification notes to provide further justification for the use 
of alternative buffers, cumulative/in-combination effects, Nocturnal Activity Factors, 
and consideration of the ORJIP data. These clarification notes have been drafted by 
the Applicant following discussions with Natural England but will be provided to the 
RSPB for consideration. 


29 Table 7 provides a summary of the ongoing areas of discussion between the Applicant 
and RSPB. 
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Table 7: Ongoing areas of discussion 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position RSPB Position Final Position 
Assessment of 
displacement for 
red-throated diver 
alone (at EIA 
level). 


Culmination of data on displacement rates from 
within or in close proximity to the Thanet 
Extension site provides further evidence in 
support of lower displacement levels for this 
unique project. 


  


The rate of and 
spatial extent of 
displacement for 
divers, gannet and 
auks (at an EIA 
level). 


Culmination of data on displacement rates from 
within or in close proximity to the Thanet 
Extension site provides further evidence in 
support of lower displacement levels for this 
unique project. 


  


Assessment of 
displacement for 
red-throated diver 
alone (at HRA 
level). 


Following the discussion of methods applied for 
the assessment of red-throated diver 
displacement for Thanet Extension alone at the 
HRA level it is understood that this matter is now 
agreed. 


  


Assessment of 
displacement in-
combination with 
other projects for 
red-throated diver 
(at HRA level). 


Following the discussion of methods applied for 
the assessment of red-throated diver for Thanet 
Extension in-combination with other projects at 
the HRA level it is understood that this matter is 
now agreed. 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position RSPB Position Final Position 
Appropriate use of 
site-specific data 
on seabird flight 
heights (from 
aerial digital 
surveys). 


The use of aerial digital data on seabird flight 
heights in collision risk modelling (CRM) was not 
deemed appropriate due to the sample size being 
too small (well below the 100 individuals used a 
minimum threshold). 


  


Appropriate use of 
site-specific data 
on seabird flight 
heights (from 
ORJIP study 
findings). 


The use of ORJIP data on seabird flight heights in 
collision risk modelling (CRM) was not deemed 
appropriate due to the final findings not being 
reported on and a lack of guidance on how data 
from ORJIP can be applied in the Band (2012) 
collision risk model. 


  


Nocturnal activity 
rates used for 
seabirds in CRM. 


Through consideration of a range of nocturnal 
activity rates for seabirds within the CRM it is 
considered that mortality rates remain at a 
consistently low level. 


  


The contribution 
of Thanet 
Extension being of 
no material 
difference to 
cumulative 
collision risk. 


That collision risk, even accounting for a range in 
the nocturnal activity rates, is still well below the 
values for all five seabirds assessed (gannet, 
kittiwake, herring gull, lesser black-backed gull 
and great black-backed gull) that would 
constitute a material contribution to the 
cumulative totals. 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position RSPB Position Final Position 
The contribution 
of Thanet 
Extension being of 
no material 
difference to in-
combination 
collision risk. 


That the contribution of Thanet Extension to the 
in-combination collision mortality rates, even 
accounting for a range in the nocturnal activity 
rates, is still well below the values considered to 
be of material contribution for those seabirds 
assessed with respect to individual designated 
sites within the HRA.  
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		19 The following section of this SoCG identifies the level of agreement between the parties for each relevant component of the application material (as identified in Section 3.1). In order to easily identify whether a matter is “agreed”, “under discus...

		4.1 Offshore Ornithology



		20 The Project has the potential to impact upon offshore ornithology and these interactions are duly considered within Volume 2, Chapter 4 of the Thanet Extension ES (PINS Ref APP-045/ Application Ref 6.2.4). Table 3 identifies the status of discussio...

		4.2 Onshore Biodiversity



		21 The Project has the potential to impact upon onshore and intertidal ornithology, hereafter referred to as onshore ornithology, and these interactions are duly considered within Volume 3, Chapter 5: Onshore Biodiversity of the ES (PINS Ref APP-046/ ...

		4.3 Report to Inform Appropriate Assessment



		22 The Project provided a Report to Inform Appropriate Assessment with the submitted application to determine the potential for an Adverse Effect on Integrity (AEoI) on Natura 2000 sites.

		23 This SoCG considers responses from RSPB on specific areas relating to ornithology, including assessment methods, outcomes, and conclusions relating to RIAA (PINS Ref APP-031/ Application Ref 5.2).

		24 The sites with ornithological features considered within the RIAA and therefore this SoCG are:

		4.4 Site Selection and Alternatives



		25 The Project has analysed and evaluated a range of options regarding location of infrastructure. The reasons for the selection of the proposed site are duly considered within Volume 1, Chapter 4: Site Selection and Alternatives (PINS Ref APP-040/ Ap...

		26 It is noted that the selection and effects of the landfall is noted as an area to be included in this SoCG with RSPB.

		5 Matters under Discussion

		27 This summary section identifies those matters raised by the RSPB during the pre-application consultation that have yet to be resolved and are subject to ongoing discussion with the RSPB.

		28 The Applicant has drafted clarification notes to provide further justification for the use of alternative buffers, cumulative/in-combination effects, Nocturnal Activity Factors, and consideration of the ORJIP data. These clarification notes have be...

		29 Table 7 provides a summary of the ongoing areas of discussion between the Applicant and RSPB.
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1 Introduction 


 Overview 


1 This Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) relates to the proposed development of 
the Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension). It has been prepared 
with respect to the application made by Vattenfall Wind Power Ltd (VWPL) (the 
Applicant) for a development consent order (DCO) to the Planning Inspectorate (PINS) 
under the Planning Act 2008 (the Application). 


2 This SoCG with the Royal Yachting Association (RYA) is a means of clearly stating any 
areas of agreement and disagreement between the two parties in relation to the 
Application. The SoCG has been structured to reflect the topics of interest to the 
National Trust on the Application. 


3 It is the intention that this document will help facilitate post application discussions 
between both parties and also give the Examining Authority (Ex. A) an early sight of 
the level of common ground between both parties from the outset of the examination 
process. 


 Approach to SoCG 


4 This SoCG has been developed during the pre-examination phase of the Thanet 
Extension. It has also been cognisant of the request made by the Examining Authority 
within the ‘Rule 6’ letter published on the 9th November 2018. 


5 The structure of the SoCG is as follows: 


• Section 1: Introduction; 


• Section 2: Consultee’s Remit; 


• Section 3: Consultation; 


• Section 4: Agreements Log; and 


• Section 5: Matters under discussion. 
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 The Development 


6 The Application if for development consent for VWPL to construct and operate the 
Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension) under the Planning Act 
2008. 


7 Thanet Extension will comprise of wind turbine generators (WTGs) and all the 
infrastructure required to transmit the power generated to the national grid. A 
maximum of 34 WTGs will be installed with a power output of 340 MW. The project 
will install up to four offshore export cables and may require the installation of one 
Offshore Substation (OSS) and up to one Meteorological Mast. 


8 The key offshore components of Thanet Extension are likely to include: 


• Up to 34Offshore WTGs; 


• OSS (if required); 


• Meteorological Mast (if required); 


• Foundations; 


• Subsea inter-array cables linking individual WTGs; 


• Subsea export cables from the OWF to shore; and 


• Scour protection around foundations and on inter-array and export cables (if 
required). 


9 The array area will have a maximum size of 70 km2 and surrounds the existing Thanet 
Offshore Wind Farm (TOWF). It is located approximately 8 km Northeast of the Isle of 
Thanet, situated in the County of Kent. Each WTG will have a maximum blade tip 
height of 250 m above Highest Astronomical Tide (HAT), a maximum diameter of 220 
m and a minimum 22 m clearance between the Mean High Water Springs (MHWS) and 
the lowest point of the rotor. 


10 Electricity generated will be carried via a maximum of four high voltage subsea cables 
to the landfall site, situated at Pegwell Bay. Offshore cables will be connected to the 
onshore cables and ultimately the national grid network at Richborough Energy Park. 
The onshore cable corridor is 2.6 km in length at its fullest extent. 
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11 More details on the proposed development are described in the Environmental 
Statement (ES) Volume 2, Chapter 1: Project Description (Offshore) (PINS Ref APP-
042/ Application Ref 6.2.1) and Volume 3, Chapter 1: Project Description (Onshore) 
(PINS Ref APP-057/ Application Ref 6.3.1) of the Environmental Statement. 
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2 Consultee’s Remit 


12 RYA is not a prescribed consultee for the proposed development under section 42 of 
the Planning Act 2008 and the Infrastructure Planning (Environmental Impact 
Assessment) Regulations 2017. However, the Applicant recognises the importance of 
RYA as a consultee due to their local interest in the area. 
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3 Consultation 


 Application elements under the Consultees’s remit 


13 Work Nos. 1 - 3A, detailed in Part 1 of Schedule 1 of the draft DCO describe the 
elements of Thanet Extension which may affect the interests of the RYA. 


14 The technical components of the DCO application of relevance to the Consultee (and 
therefore considered within this SoCG) comprise: 


• Volume 2, Chapter 1: Project Description (Offshore) (PINS Ref APP-042/ 
Application Ref 6.2.1);  


• Volume 2, Chapter 10: Shipping and Navigation (PINS Ref APP-051/ Application 
Ref 6.2.10); and 


• Volume 4, Annex 10-1: Navigational Risk Assessment (PINS Ref APP-089/ 
Application Ref 6.4.10.1); and 


• Application document 3.1: draft Development Consent Order (PINS Ref APP-
022/ Application Ref 3.1). 


 Consultation Summary 


15 This section briefly summarises the consultation that VWPL has undertaken with the 
RYA. Engagement during the pre-application phase, both statutory and non-statutory, 
is summarised in Table 1. 


16 The Applicant did not receive a Relevant Representation or S42 consultation response 
from the RYA. 
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Table 1: Consultation undertaken with the RYA pre-application 


Date & Type: Detail: 


February 2017 VWPL engaged with the RYA during the Scoping phase of the 
proposed project. 


December 2017 VWPL engaged with RYA in a meeting to discuss the 
Navigational Risk Assessment. 


November 201/ Section 
42 Consultation 


VWPL provided a copy of the PEIR to the RYA for their 
consideration. 


July 2018/Formal 
application 


VWPL submitted details of the application and how to engage 
as an interested party, including provision of a digital copy of 
the application. 
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4 Agreements Log 


17 The following section of this SoCG identifies the level of agreement between the 
parties for each relevant component of the application material (as identified in 
Section 3.1). In order to easily identify whether a matter is “agreed”, “under 
discussion” or indeed “not agreed” a colour coding system of green, yellow and orange 
is used in the “final position” column to represent the respective status of discussions. 


18 The Project has the potential to impact upon Shipping and Navigation and these 
interactions are duly considered within Volume 2, Chapter 10: Shipping and 
Navigation (PINS Ref APP-051/ Application Ref 6.2.10) of the ES. In addition, the NRA 
is presented within Volume 4, Annex 10-1: Navigational Risk Assessment (PINS Ref 
APP-089/ Application Ref 6.4.10.1). Table 2 identifies the status of discussions relating 
to this topic. 
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Table 2: Status of discussions relating to RYA’s interests. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position RYA Position Final Position 


Consultation The RYA has been adequately consulted 
regarding Shipping and Navigation to date.     


Existing 
Environment 


The Marine traffic survey data collected for 
Thanet Extension for the characterisation of 
Shipping and Navigation are suitable for the 
assessment of recreational activity. 


  


The ES adequately characterises the baseline 
environment in terms of recreational activity.   


The potential impacts identified within the 
chapter represent a comprehensive list of 
potential effects on recreational vessels from the 
Project. 


  


The Navigational Risk Assessment is deemed 
appropriate for assessing impacts to recreational 
receptors. 


  


The worst case scenarios identified for each 
effect are appropriate based on the information 
presented in the Project Description. 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position RYA Position Final Position 


Cumulative 
Impact 
Assessment 


The cumulative (and in combination) assessment 
of potential changes to recreational receptors is 
appropriate and no cumulative impacts will be 
significant in EIA terms. 


  


Mitigation/ 
Safety Zones 


The mitigation measures identified within the ES 
and NRA, including safety zones, is appropriate 
and no further mitigation is required. 
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5 Matters under discussion 


19 This summary section identifies those matters raised by the RYA during the pre-
application consultation that have yet to be resolved and are subject to ongoing 
discussion with the consultee. 


• There are no known unresolved issues between the RYA and the Applicant at 
the time of writing. 





		1 Introduction

		1.1 Overview



		1 This Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) relates to the proposed development of the Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension). It has been prepared with respect to the application made by Vattenfall Wind Power Ltd (VWPL) (the Applicant) f...

		2 This SoCG with the Royal Yachting Association (RYA) is a means of clearly stating any areas of agreement and disagreement between the two parties in relation to the Application. The SoCG has been structured to reflect the topics of interest to the N...

		3 It is the intention that this document will help facilitate post application discussions between both parties and also give the Examining Authority (Ex. A) an early sight of the level of common ground between both parties from the outset of the exam...

		1.2 Approach to SoCG



		4 This SoCG has been developed during the pre-examination phase of the Thanet Extension. It has also been cognisant of the request made by the Examining Authority within the ‘Rule 6’ letter published on the 9th November 2018.

		5 The structure of the SoCG is as follows:

		1.3 The Development



		6 The Application if for development consent for VWPL to construct and operate the Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension) under the Planning Act 2008.

		7 Thanet Extension will comprise of wind turbine generators (WTGs) and all the infrastructure required to transmit the power generated to the national grid. A maximum of 34 WTGs will be installed with a power output of 340 MW. The project will install...

		8 The key offshore components of Thanet Extension are likely to include:

		9 The array area will have a maximum size of 70 km2 and surrounds the existing Thanet Offshore Wind Farm (TOWF). It is located approximately 8 km Northeast of the Isle of Thanet, situated in the County of Kent. Each WTG will have a maximum blade tip h...

		10 Electricity generated will be carried via a maximum of four high voltage subsea cables to the landfall site, situated at Pegwell Bay. Offshore cables will be connected to the onshore cables and ultimately the national grid network at Richborough En...

		11 More details on the proposed development are described in the Environmental Statement (ES) Volume 2, Chapter 1: Project Description (Offshore) (PINS Ref APP-042/ Application Ref 6.2.1) and Volume 3, Chapter 1: Project Description (Onshore) (PINS Re...

		2 Consultee’s Remit

		12 RYA is not a prescribed consultee for the proposed development under section 42 of the Planning Act 2008 and the Infrastructure Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2017. However, the Applicant recognises the importance of RYA as ...

		3 Consultation

		3.1 Application elements under the Consultees’s remit



		13 Work Nos. 1 - 3A, detailed in Part 1 of Schedule 1 of the draft DCO describe the elements of Thanet Extension which may affect the interests of the RYA.

		14 The technical components of the DCO application of relevance to the Consultee (and therefore considered within this SoCG) comprise:

		3.2 Consultation Summary



		15 This section briefly summarises the consultation that VWPL has undertaken with the RYA. Engagement during the pre-application phase, both statutory and non-statutory, is summarised in Table 1.

		16 The Applicant did not receive a Relevant Representation or S42 consultation response from the RYA.

		4 Agreements Log

		17 The following section of this SoCG identifies the level of agreement between the parties for each relevant component of the application material (as identified in Section 3.1). In order to easily identify whether a matter is “agreed”, “under discus...

		18 The Project has the potential to impact upon Shipping and Navigation and these interactions are duly considered within Volume 2, Chapter 10: Shipping and Navigation (PINS Ref APP-051/ Application Ref 6.2.10) of the ES. In addition, the NRA is prese...

		5 Matters under discussion

		19 This summary section identifies those matters raised by the RYA during the pre-application consultation that have yet to be resolved and are subject to ongoing discussion with the consultee.
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1 Introduction 


 Overview 


1 This Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) relates to the proposed development of 
the Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension). It has been prepared 
with respect to the application made by Vattenfall Wind Power Ltd (VWPL) (the 
Applicant) for a development consent order (DCO) to the Planning Inspectorate (PINS) 
under the Planning Act 2008 (the Application). 


2 This SoCG with Thanet Fishermen’s Association (TFA) is a means of clearly stating any 
areas of agreement and disagreement between the two parties in relation to the 
Application. The SoCG has been structured to reflect the topics of interest to TFA on 
the Application. 


3 It is the intention that this document will help facilitate post application discussions 
between both parties and also give the Examining Authority (Ex. A) an early sight of 
the level of common ground between both parties from the outset of the examination 
process. 


 Approach to SoCG 


4 This SoCG has been developed during the pre-examination phase of the Thanet 
Extension. In accordance with discussions between the Applicant and TFA, the SoCG 
is focused on those issues raised by the TFA within its response to Scoping, Section 42 
consultation and as raised through the Evidence Plan process that has underpinned 
the pre-application consultation between the parties. 


5 The structure of the SoCG is as follows: 


• Section 1: Introduction; 


• Section 2: Consultation; 


• Section 3: Agreements Log; and 


• Section 4: Summary. 
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 The Development 


6 Thanet Extension will comprise of wind turbine generators (WTGs) and all the 
infrastructure required to transmit the power generated to the national grid. A 
maximum of 34 WTGs will be installed with a power output of 340 MW. The project 
will install up to four offshore export cables and may require the installation of one 
Offshore Substation (OSS) and up to one Meteorological Mast. 


7 The key offshore components of Thanet Extension are likely to include: 


• Up to 34 Offshore WTGs; 


• OSS (if required); 


• Meteorological Mast (if required); 


• WTG Foundations; 


• Subsea inter-array cables linking individual WTGs; 


• Subsea export cables from the OWF to shore; and 


• Scour protection around foundations and on inter-array and export cables (if 
required). 


8 The array area will have a maximum size of 70 km2 and surrounds the existing Thanet 
Offshore Wind Farm (TOWF). It is located approximately 8 km Northeast of the Isle of 
Thanet, situated in the County of Kent. Each WTG will have a maximum blade tip 
height of 250 m Highest Astronomical Tide (HAT), a maximum diameter of 220 m and 
a minimum 22 m clearance between the above Mean High Water Springs (MHWS) and 
the lowest point of the blade. 


9 Electricity generated will be carried via a maximum of four high voltage subsea cables 
to the landfall site, situated at Pegwell Bay. Offshore cables will be connected to the 
onshore cables and ultimately the national grid network at Richborough Energy Park. 
The onshore cable corridor is 2.6 km in length at its fullest extent. 


10 More details on the proposed development are described in the Environmental 
Statement (ES) Volume 2, Chapter 1: Project Description (Offshore) (Application Ref 
6.2.1) and Volume 3, Chapter 1: Project Description (Onshore) (Application Ref 6.3.1) 
of the Environmental Statement (ES). 
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2 Consultation 


 Application elements under Thanet Fishermen’s Association remit 


11 Work Nos. 1-3, detailed in Part 1 of Schedule 1 of the draft DCO describe the elements 
of Thanet Extension which may affect the interests of TFA. 


12 TFA represents fishermen from the main ports of Whitstable, Margate, Broadstairs 
and Ramsgate. TFA act on behalf of their members best interests in consulting and 
providing their opinions on subjects such as renewable energy developments, marine 
protected areas and other activities which may benefit or negatively impact their 
members livelihood. 


13 The fishermen that are represented by TFA are: 


 
Fisherman Vessel Fisherman Vessel 
P.Cannon         TFA Bumble D.Garrard       WFA Jaqueline 
E.Temple         TFA Boy Joshua D.Ferris        Q/TFA Two Suns 
G.Pulman        TFA Defiant A.Jasper           TFA Razor Bill 
J.Pocock          TFA Our Helena B.Parker           TFA Dawn Tide 
K.Castro          TFA Endurance M.Gosman       TFA Sararay 
J.Rigby             TFA Rainbow Chaser J.Lowe               TFA Solar Star 
S.Gosman        TFA Our Kate L.Turner            TFA Outcast II 
C.Redmond     TFA Progress C.Attenborough 


TFA/WFA 
Holladays 


E.Temple         TFA Little Red M.Barnes 
TFA/WFA 


Seiont 


M.Philbrick      TFA Fairwind S.Collard           TFA Dawn Diver 
G.Hambly         TFA Solitaire B.Cooper     


TFA/WFA 
Salva Mea 


C.Howland       TFA Stella Maris N.Shilling         
WFA 


Lisa K 


P.Harris            TFA Coptic J.Ryan              WFA Boy Beau 
A.Riches TFA/WFA Misty W.Loveland 


TFA/WFA 
Orient 


J.Loveland        TFA Provider B.Walpole      WFA Louise 
R.Cooper 
TFA/WFA 


Suvera R.Hambly        TFA Che Sara 
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P.Edwards 
TFA/WFA 


Lisa Marie of Arun N.Cleminson Hetty 


B.Foad TFA/WFA Simon Isaac B.Pocock Lindy 


 Consultation Summary 


14 This section briefly summarises the consultation that VWPL has undertaken with TFA. 
Those technical components of the DCO application of relevance to the TFA (and 
therefore considered within this SoCG) comprise: 


• Volume 2, Chapter 9: Commercial Fisheries (Application Ref 6.2.9); and 


• Fisheries Liaison and Co-Existence Plan (Application Ref 8.8). 


15 Engagement during the pre-application phase, both statutory and non-statutory, is 
summarised in Table 1 below, this includes any meetings and correspondence held as 
part of the on-going consultation process and Section 42 consultation. 


Table 1: Consultation undertaken with TFA pre-application 


Date & Type: Detail: 


January 2018: 
Section 42 
Consultation 


Comments relating to the Preliminary Environmental Information 
Report 


May 2018: 
Fisheries Co-
Existence Plan 
correspondence 


Consultation for the approval of the Co-Existence Plan 


 Post-application Consultation 


16 VWPL has engaged with TFA since the Thanet Extension development was accepted 
for examination by the Planning Inspectorate on 23rd July 2018. A summary of the 
post-application consultation with TFA is detailed in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Consultation undertaken with TFA post-application 


Date/ Type: Detail: 


August 2018 Introduction to the Statement of Common Ground and project update. 


January 
2019 Review of the SoCG. 
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3 Agreements Log 


17 The following section of this SoCG identifies the level of agreement between the 
parties for each relevant component of the application material (as identified in 
Section 2.1). In order to easily identify whether a matter is “agreed”, “under 
discussion” or indeed “not agreed” a colour coding system of green, yellow and orange 
is used in the “final position” column to represent the respective status of discussions. 


 Commercial Fisheries 


18 The Project has the potential to impact upon commercial fisheries and these 
interactions are duly considered within Volume 2, Chapter 9: Commercial Fisheries 
(Application Ref 6.2.9) of the ES. Table 3 identifies the status of discussions relating to 
this topic area between the parties. 
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Table 3: Status of discussions relating to Commercial Fisheries 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position TFA Position Final Position 


Baseline data used 
in the assessment 


Accepting the recognised limitations, the 
baseline data comprises the best available data 
and is complemented by a robust site specific 
(Succorfish) dataset. The baseline (local fishing) 
receiving environment has therefore been 
adequately characterised. 


The standard baseline data is lacking, however, 
it is recognised by TFA that this is the best 
available. The Succorfish data is a significant 
improvement, though reliant on correct 
interpretation. It is a representative but not 
complete dataset for the TFA effort (principally 
due to technical issues). The baseline (local 
fishing) receiving environment has been 
adequately characterised using the best 
available data.  


TFA and the 
Applicant agree 
that whilst the 
baseline data has 
limitations, it is 
the best 
available. 


Accepting the recognised limitations, the 
baseline data comprises the best available data. 
The baseline (international fishing) receiving 
environment has therefore been adequately 
characterised. 


We agree that the receiving environment for 
international fishing has been characterised 
using best available data.  


Agreed 


Consultation  


The ES chapter has been adequately updated 
following consultation on the PEIR and 
concerns raised have been adequately 
addressed or clarified. 


TE has updated the ES chapter, concerns raised 
by TFA have been noted in the ES and 
consideration has been given to some 
concerns. Concerns remain regarding 
permanent loss of ground/ operational 
range/loss of earnings/increased costs and 
safety. 


Ongoing 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position TFA Position Final Position 


Scope of survey  The potential impacts have been appropriately 
identified  


The assessment correctly identifies the vessels, 
fishing methods and study area. Agreed 


Assessment 
methodology 


Assessment methodology is appropriate and 
accurately reflect the potential impacts on the 
fishing fleet. 


It is considered that many of the impacts on the 
local fishing fleet are identified but additional 
impacts such as permanent loss of 
ground/remedial measures/loss of method are 
not recognised fully. The assessment criteria 
were raised as a concern. The impact on these 
fishermen will be greater than the levels in the 
ES state. 


Ongoing 


Mitigation Measures 


The refined Red Line Boundary results in a 
reduced interaction of the project with 
commercial fishing interests. 


Agreed, the whole area within the TE red line 
boundary is fished to various extents and the 
refined boundary has reduced the interaction 
with commercial fishing pro rata. 


Agreed 


The Fisheries Liaison and Co-existence Plan 
(FLCP) accurately reflects the agreed measures 
requested by Thanet Fishermen association 
during the S42 consultation period and 
subsequent consultation on the draft fisheries 
liaison and co-existence plan. 


Agreed, the FLCP sets out good practice and an 
agreed strategy. TFA considers that further 
amendments are required. TFA have received 
an updated FLCP and will provide comments to 
the Applicant 


Ongoing 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position TFA Position Final Position 
The FLCP provides sufficient information about 
the methodology and mechanisms for 
information exchange and joint working during 
construction and operation of the wind farm 


Agreed. Agreed 


Acknowledging that the fishing method likely to 
be most impacted is drift netting, the FLCP 
commits to undertaking a pre and post 
construction drift net survey in cooperation 
with TFA to better understand any long-term 
effects. The scope of this is set out and secured 
through the FLCP. Compliance with the FLCP is 
a condition of the deemed Marine Licence 
(Condition 19 of the Generation Assets dML 
and Condition 18 of the Export Cable System 
dML) 


TE has added a bottom drift survey as 
requested by TFA, and this is the method most 
likely to be impacted. As mentioned in the 
comments on the ES, TFA members have raised 
again the need for a trawl survey pre & post 
construction either by being added to the FLCP 
or separately. 


Ongoing 


Outcomes of the EIA The assessment criteria and assignment of 
significance is appropriate. 


The assessment criteria is not considered 
appropriate. Permanent loss of ground/loss of 
method and future cable repair/remediation 
are not included within the criteria. Assignment 
of significance is also not considered 
appropriate. 


Not agreed 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position TFA Position Final Position 


The sensitivity and importance of the receiving 
environment is accurately described within the 
Environmental Statement. 


Table 9.6 in the ES sets out the 
sensitivity/importance of the receiving 
environment, but it is felt this is not applied 
correctly to the TFA vessels. 


Not agreed 


The impact of the loss of fishing ground and 
fishing opportunity in and around the extension 
project has been appropriately assessed. 


TFA does not consider this has been 
appropriately assessed. Not agreed 


The conclusions of the assessment accurately 
reflect the potential impacts on the fishing 
fleet. 


It is not felt that the overall conclusions of the 
ES accurately assess the impact on the local 
commercial fishermen. 


Not agreed 


Cumulative effects 
The cumulative projects / activities have been 
adequately identified and appropriately 
described within the ES.  


Gridlink interconnector project has been 
identified since the Application.  Ongoing 


 The conclusions of cumulative effects are 
appropriate. 


The criteria for measuring cumulative impact 
on inshore commercial fishermen is insufficient. 
The conclusion at 9.20.17 of Minor adverse is 
considered incorrect. As raised in the PEIR 
response, international fishing in conjunction 
with TE remains a concern for TFA. 


Not agreed 


Safety Safety issues are within acceptable limits and 
there should be no cumulative effects. 


In the ES, TFA highlighted it did not agree with 
the statement regarding risk/safety area 
infringements. There is concern that current 
and proposed projects will increase the safety 
risk for local fishermen.  


Ongoing 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position TFA Position Final Position 


Site access during 
construction. 


The Applicant’s position is that the TE and TOW 
array area will open for passage and fishing for 
the vessels listed in this SoCG subject to 
standard safety zone applications during 
construction and operation. This is set out in 
the FLCP. 


TFA has raised the importance of access, for 
TFA vessels, through the TOW and TE sites, and 
to fish within the TOW site, while adhering to 
safety zones, during the construction phase to 
reduce journey times/tidal restraints/additional 
cost/lost fishing. 


Agreed 
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4 Summary 


19 This summary section identifies those matters raised by TFA during the pre-application 
and post-application consultation that have yet to be resolved and are subject to 
ongoing discussion as of the last consultation meeting held with TFA. 


20 It is noted that the primary matters under further discussion are: 


• Application of assessment methodology and categorisation of significance; 


• Safety considerations and need to ensure current high level of seamanship and 
mutual consideration between vessels is retained during construction; and 


• Cumulative effects, and projects that have been brought forward since application 
was made 
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1 Introduction 


1.1 Overview 


1 This Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) relates to the proposed development of 
the Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension). It has been prepared 
with respect to the application made by Vattenfall Wind Power Ltd (VWPL) (the 
Applicant) for a development consent order (DCO) to the Planning Inspectorate (PINS) 
under the Planning Act 2008 (the Application). 


2 This SoCG with Thanet District Council (TDC) is a means of clearly stating any areas of 
agreement and disagreement between the two parties in relation to the Application. 
The SoCG has been structured to reflect the topics of interest to TDC on the 
Application. 


3 It is the intention that this document will help facilitate post application discussions 
between both parties and also give the Examining Authority (Ex. A) an early sight of 
the level of common ground between both parties from the outset of the examination 
process. 


1.2 Approach to SoCG 


4 This SoCG has been developed during the pre-examination phase of the Thanet 
Extension. In accordance with discussions between the Applicant and TDC, the SoCG 
is focused on those issues raised by TDC within its response to Scoping, Section 42 
consultation and as raised through the Evidence Plan process that has underpinned 
the pre-application consultation between the parties. 


5 The structure of the SoCG is as follows: 


• Section 1: Introduction; 


• Section 2: Consultation; 


• Section 3: Agreements Log; and 


• Section 4: Matters under discussion. 
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1.3 The Development 


6 The Application if for development consent for VWPL to construct and operate the 
Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension) under the Planning Act 
2008. 


7 Thanet Extension will comprise of wind turbine generators (WTGs) and all the 
infrastructure required to transmit the power generated to the national grid. A 
maximum of 34 WTGs will be installed with a power output of 340 MW. The project 
will install up to four offshore export cables and may require the installation of one 
Offshore Substation (OSS) and up to one Meteorological Mast. 


8 The key offshore components of Thanet Extension are likely to include: 


• Offshore WTGs; 


• OSS (if required); 


• Meteorological Mast (if required); 


• Foundations; 


• Subsea inter-array cables linking individual WTGs; 


• Subsea export cables from the OWF to shore; and 


• Scour protection around foundations and on inter-array and export cables (if 
required). 


9 The array area will have a maximum size of 70 Km2 and surrounds the existing Thanet 
Offshore Wind Farm (TOWF). It is located approximately 8 km Northeast of the Isle of 
Thanet, situated in the County of Kent. Each WTG will have a maximum blade tip 
height of 250 m above Mean High Water Springs (MHWS), a maximum diameter of 
220 m and a minimum 22 m clearance between the MHWS and the lowest point of 
the rotor. 


10 Electricity generated will be carried via a maximum of four high voltage subsea cables 
to the landfall site, situated at Pegwell Bay. Offshore cables will be connected to the 
onshore cables and ultimately the national grid network at Richborough Energy Park. 
The onshore cable corridor is 2.6 km in length at its fullest extent. 
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11 More details on the proposed development are described in the Environmental 
Statement (ES) Volume 2, Chapter 1: Project Description (Offshore) (Document Ref: 
6.2.1) and Volume 3, Chapter 1: Project Description (Onshore) (Document Ref: 6.3.1) 
of the Environmental Statement. 
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2 Consultation 


 Application elements under Thanet District Councils remit 


12 Work Nos. 1 - 16, detailed in Part 1 of Schedule 1 of the draft DCO describe the 
elements of Thanet Extension which may affect the interests of TDC. 


13 Thanet District Council is the local government body for the Thanet District within the 
county of Kent. 


14 The technical components of the DCO application of relevance to TDC (and therefore 
considered within this SoCG) comprise: 


• Volume 1, Chapter 4: Site Selection and Alternatives (Document Ref: 6.1.4); 


• Volume 2, Chapter 10: Shipping and Navigation (Document Ref: 6.2.10); 


• Volume 3, Chapter 1: Project Description (Onshore) (Document Ref: 6.3.1); 


• Volume 3, Chapter 2: Onshore Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment 
(Document Ref: 6.3.2); 


• Volume 3, Chapter 3: Socio-economics (Document Ref: 6.3.3); 


• Volume 3, Chapter 4: Tourism and Recreation (Document Ref: 6.3.4); 


• Volume 3, Chapter 5: Onshore Biodiversity (Document Ref: 6.3.5); 


• Volume 3, Chapter 6: Ground Conditions, Flood Risk, Land Use (Document Ref: 
6.3.6); 


• Volume 3, Chapter 7: Historic Environment (Document Ref: 6.3.7); 


• Volume 3, Chapter 8: Traffic and Access (Document Ref: 6.3.8); 


• Volume 3, Chapter 9: Air Quality (Document Ref: 6.3.9); and 


• Volume 3, Chapter 10: Noise and Vibration (Document Ref: 6.3.10). 
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 Consultation Summary 


15 This section briefly summarises the consultation that VWPL has undertaken with TDC. 
Engagement during the pre-application phase, both statutory and non-statutory, is 
summarised in Table 1 below, this includes any meetings and correspondence held as 
part of the Evidence Plan process and Section 42 consultation. 


Table 1: Consultation undertaken with the TDC pre-application 


Date & Type: Detail: 


2017 Ecological Review 
Panel 


Onshore Archaeology Panel 


2017 Ecological Review 
Panel 


Ground Conditions, Hydrology & Flood Risk and Land Use 


2017 Ecological Review 
Panel 


Human Environment Panel 


2017 Ecological Review 
Panel 


Landscape and Visual Panel 


January 2018, S42 
Consultation 


Comments relating to the Preliminary Environmental 
Information Report 


 Post-application Consultation 


16 VWPL has engaged with TDC since the Thanet Extension development was accepted 
for examination by the Planning Inspectorate on 27th July 2018. A summary of the 
post-application consultation with TDC is detailed in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Consultation undertaken with TDC post-application 


Date/ 
Type: 


Detail: 


24th 
August 
2018 


 Meeting to discuss TDC’s relevant representation and the form of the 
Statement of Common Ground 
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3 Agreements Log 


17 The following section of this SoCG identifies the level of agreement between the 
parties for each relevant component of the application material (as identified in 
Section 2.1). In order to easily identify whether a matter is “agreed”, “under 
discussion” or indeed “not agreed” a colour coding system of green, yellow and orange 
is used in the “final position” column to represent the respective status of discussions. 
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 Site Selection Alternatives 


18 The Project has analysed and evaluated a range of options regarding location of 
infrastructure. The reasons for the selection of the proposed site are duly considered 
within Volume 1, Chapter 4: Site Selection and Alternatives (Application Ref 6.1.4). 
Table 3 identifies the status of discussions relating to this topic area between the 
parties. 
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Table 3: Status of discussions relating to Site Selection and Alternatives. 


Discussion Point 
Thanet Extension Position (It is agreed 
that) 


TDC Position Final Position 


Landfall locations 


The application provides adequate 
justification for the choice of landfall and 
adequately considers all reasonable 
alternatives. 


Agreed  


Onward cable route 


The application provides adequate 
justification for the choice of onward 
cable route and adequately considers all 
reasonable alternatives. 


Agreed  
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 Shipping and Navigation 


19 The Project has the potential to impact upon shipping and navigation. These 
interactions are duly considered within Volume 2, Chapter 10 of the Thanet Extension 
ES (Application Ref 6.2.10). Noting that the project has undertaken extensive 
consultation with the relevant maritime safety and marine fisheries interests Table 4 
identifies the status of discussions relating to shipping and navigation insofar as TDC 
have requested information during formal consultation. 
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Table 4: Status of discussions relating to Shipping and Navigation and Commercial Fisheries. 


Discussion 
Point 


Thanet Extension Position (it is agreed 
that) 


TDC Position Final Position 


Export cable 
route 


The assessment adequately addresses 
concerns raised about the Harbour limits 


Agreed  


NE Spit 
pilotage 


Impacts of pilotage have been thoroughly 
and appropriately assessed as part of the 
NRA. 


Agreed  


Cable route 
impacts 


The evidence within the ES demonstrates 
that consultation has taken place with the 
relevant commercial fishing, shipping and 
navigation, and recreational interests. 


Agreed  
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 Seascape and Landscape Visual Impact Assessment(s) 


20 The Project has the potential to impact upon the landscape and seascape. These 
interactions are duly considered within Volume 3, Chapter 2 and Volume 2, Chapter 
12 of the Thanet Extension ES (Application refs 6.3.2 and 6.2.12 respectively). Table 5 
identifies the status of discussions relating to this topic area between the parties. 
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Table 5: Status of discussions relating to Seascape and Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment. 


Discussion Point 
Thanet Extension Position (It is agreed 
that) 


TDC Position Final Position 


Adequacy of 
characterisation data  


The receiving environment has been 
adequately characterised and 
appropriately described. 


Agreed  


Adequacy of 
assessment 
methodology 


The methods of assessment for seascape 
and Landscape VIA are appropriate 


Agreed  


Outcomes of 
assessment/conclusions 


The outcomes of the assessment are 
appropriate and accurately describe the 
likely impacts. 


Agreed  


Adequacy of 
management and/or 
mitigation measures 
where appropriate 


The proposed management and 
mitigation as identified within the ES 
chapter are appropriate 


Agreed  
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 Tourism and Recreation 


21 The Project has the potential to impact upon tourism and recreation. These 
interactions are duly considered within Volume 3, Chapter 4 of the Thanet Extension 
ES (Application Ref 6.3.4). Table 6 identifies the status of discussions relating to this 
topic area between the parties.
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Table 6: Status of discussions relating to Tourism and Recreation. 


Discussion Point 
Thanet Extension Position (it is agreed 
that) 


TDC Position 
Final 
Position 


Adequacy of characterisation 
data  


The receiving environment has been 
adequately characterised and appropriately 
described. 


Agreed  


Adequacy of assessment 
methodology 


The methods of assessment for considering 
potential effects on tourism and recreation 
receptors are appropriate. 


Agreed  


Outcomes of 
assessment/conclusions 


The outcomes of the assessment are 
appropriate and accurately describe the 
likely impacts. 


Agreed  


Adequacy of management 
and/or mitigation measures 
where appropriate 


The proposed management and mitigation 
as identified within the tourism and 
recreation ES chapter are appropriate 


Agreed  
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 Ground Conditions, Flood Risk and Land Use 


22 The Project has the potential to impact upon ground conditions. These interactions 
are duly considered within Volume 3, Chapter 6 of the Thanet Extension ES 
(Application Ref 6.3.6). Table 7 identifies the status of discussions relating to this topic 
area between the parties. 
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Table 7: Status of discussions relating to Ground Conditions, Flood Risk and Land Use. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position TDC Position Final Position 


Policy and plans 


The relevant plans, policy and legislation have 
been referred to when considering potential 
effects on ground conditions, flood risk and 
land use 


Agreed  


Adequacy of 
characterisation data  


The receiving environment has been 
adequately characterised and appropriately 
described. 


Under discussion  


Outcomes of 
assessment/conclusions 


The outcomes of the assessment are 
appropriate and accurately describe the likely 
impacts. 


Under discussion  


Adequacy of management 
and/or mitigation 
measures where 
appropriate 


The proposed management and mitigation as 
identified within the ES chapter are 
appropriate 


Under discussion   
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 Onshore Historic Environment 


23 The Project has the potential to impact upon the historic environment. These 
interactions are duly considered within Volume 3, Chapter 7 of the Thanet Extension 
ES (Application ref 6.3.7). Table 8 identifies the status of discussions relating to this 
topic area between the parties. It is noted that in general terms, and as captured 
within the Council’s relevant representation TDC will defer to other agencies with 
regards archaeology. The following section therefore refers primarily to historic 
environment as applicable to TDCs interests rather than archaeology. 
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Table 8: Status of discussions relating to Onshore Historic Environment. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position (it is agreed that) TDC Position Final Position 


Policy and plans 
The relevant plans, policy and legislation 
have been referred to when considering 
potential effects on historic environment. 


Agreed  


Adequacy of 
characterisation data  


The receiving environment has been 
adequately characterised and appropriately 
described. 


Agreed  


Adequacy of assessment 
methodology 


The assessment methodology for 
consideration of indirect and direct effects on 
historic environment are considered 
appropriate.  


Agreed  


Outcomes of 
assessment/conclusions 


The outcomes of the assessment are 
appropriate and accurately describe the likely 
impacts. 


Agreed  
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Adequacy of management 
and/or mitigation 
measures where 
appropriate 


The proposed management and mitigation as 
identified within the ES chapter are 
appropriate 


Agreed  
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 Air Quality 


24 The Project has the potential to impact upon air quality. These interactions are duly 
considered within Volume 3, Chapter 9 of the Thanet Extension ES (Application Ref 
6.3.9). Table 9 identifies the status of discussions relating to this topic area between 
the parties. 
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Table 9: Status of discussions relating to Air Quality. 


Discussion Point 
Thanet Extension Position (it is agreed 
that) 


TDC Position Final Position 


Policy and plans 
The relevant plans, policy and legislation 
have been referred to when considering 
potential effects on air quality 


Agreed  


Adequacy of 
characterisation data  


The receiving environment has been 
adequately characterised and 
appropriately described. 


Agreed  


Adequacy of 
assessment 
methodology 


The assessment methodology for 
consideration of effects on air quality is 
considered appropriate.  


Agreed  


Outcomes of 
assessment/conclusions 


The outcomes of the assessment are 
appropriate and accurately describe the 
likely impacts. 


Agreed  
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Adequacy of 
management and/or 
mitigation measures 
where appropriate 


The proposed management and 
mitigation as identified within the ES 
chapter are appropriate and the 
relevant Construction Environmental 
Management Plan principles have been 
provided within the Code of 
Construction Practice. 


Agreed  
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 Noise and Vibration 


25 The Project has the potential to impact upon due to noise. These interactions are duly 
considered within Volume 3, Chapter 10 of the Thanet Extension ES (Application Ref 
6.3.10). Table 10 identifies the status of discussions relating to this topic area between 
the parties. 
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Table 10:Status of discussions relating to Noise and Vibration. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position (it is agreed that) TDC Position Final Position 


Policy and plans 


The relevant plans, policy and legislation have 
been referred to when considering potential 
effects from impacts from noise and vibrations 
associated with the project. 


Agreed  


Adequacy of 
characterisation data  


The receiving environment has been 
adequately characterised and appropriately 
described. 


Agreed  


Adequacy of 
assessment 
methodology 


The assessment methodology for consideration 
of effects from impacts from noise and 
vibrations associated with the project is 
considered appropriate.  


Agreed.  


Outcomes of 
assessment/conclusions 


The outcomes of the assessment are 
appropriate and accurately describe the likely 
impacts. 


Agreed  
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Adequacy of 
management and/or 
mitigation measures 
where appropriate 


The proposed management and mitigation as 
identified within the ES chapter are appropriate 
and the relevant Construction Environmental 
Management Plan principles (with regards 
noise and vibration management) have been 
provided within the Code of Construction 
Practice. 


Agreed.  
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4 Matters under discussion 


26 This section identifies those matters raised by TDC during the pre-application 
consultation that have yet to be resolved and are subject to ongoing discussion as of 
the last consultation meeting held with TDC. It is noted that within TDC’s relevant 
representation TDC state: 


The Council does not object to the development on the issues raised above, however believes 
that these matters should be carefully considered by the Examining Authority. In particular, 
the Council raises concern at this stage over the short-term construction and long-term 
operational impacts from noise from the substation at night on residential receptors in 
Ebbsfleet, and the potential impacts from contaminant releases at the landfill site during the 
construction phase. 


27 No further matters are to be discussed other than those outlined in Table 7 above.  
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		9 The array area will have a maximum size of 70 KmP2P and surrounds the existing Thanet Offshore Wind Farm (TOWF). It is located approximately 8 km Northeast of the Isle of Thanet, situated in the County of Kent. Each WTG will have a maximum blade tip...

		10 Electricity generated will be carried via a maximum of four high voltage subsea cables to the landfall site, situated at Pegwell Bay. Offshore cables will be connected to the onshore cables and ultimately the national grid network at Richborough En...

		11 More details on the proposed development are described in the Environmental Statement (ES) Volume 2, Chapter 1: Project Description (Offshore) (Document Ref: 6.2.1) and Volume 3, Chapter 1: Project Description (Onshore) (Document Ref: 6.3.1) of the...

		2 Consultation

		2.1 Application elements under Thanet District Councils remit



		12 Work Nos. 1 - 16, detailed in Part 1 of Schedule 1 of the draft DCO describe the elements of Thanet Extension which may affect the interests of TDC.

		13 Thanet District Council is the local government body for the Thanet District within the county of Kent.

		14 The technical components of the DCO application of relevance to TDC (and therefore considered within this SoCG) comprise:

		2.2 Consultation Summary



		15 This section briefly summarises the consultation that VWPL has undertaken with TDC. Engagement during the pre-application phase, both statutory and non-statutory, is summarised in Table 1 below, this includes any meetings and correspondence held as...

		2.3 Post-application Consultation



		16 VWPL has engaged with TDC since the Thanet Extension development was accepted for examination by the Planning Inspectorate on 27PthP July 2018. A summary of the post-application consultation with TDC is detailed in Table 2.

		3 Agreements Log

		17 The following section of this SoCG identifies the level of agreement between the parties for each relevant component of the application material (as identified in Section 2.1). In order to easily identify whether a matter is “agreed”, “under discus...

		3.2 Site Selection Alternatives



		18 The Project has analysed and evaluated a range of options regarding location of infrastructure. The reasons for the selection of the proposed site are duly considered within Volume 1, Chapter 4: Site Selection and Alternatives (Application Ref 6.1....

		3.3 Shipping and Navigation



		19 The Project has the potential to impact upon shipping and navigation. These interactions are duly considered within Volume 2, Chapter 10 of the Thanet Extension ES (Application Ref 6.2.10). Noting that the project has undertaken extensive consultat...

		3.4 Seascape and Landscape Visual Impact Assessment(s)



		20 The Project has the potential to impact upon the landscape and seascape. These interactions are duly considered within Volume 3, Chapter 2 and Volume 2, Chapter 12 of the Thanet Extension ES (Application refs 6.3.2 and 6.2.12 respectively). Table 5...

		3.5 Tourism and Recreation



		21 The Project has the potential to impact upon tourism and recreation. These interactions are duly considered within Volume 3, Chapter 4 of the Thanet Extension ES (Application Ref 6.3.4). Table 6 identifies the status of discussions relating to this...

		3.6 Ground Conditions, Flood Risk and Land Use



		22 The Project has the potential to impact upon ground conditions. These interactions are duly considered within Volume 3, Chapter 6 of the Thanet Extension ES (Application Ref 6.3.6). Table 7 identifies the status of discussions relating to this topi...

		3.7 Onshore Historic Environment



		23 The Project has the potential to impact upon the historic environment. These interactions are duly considered within Volume 3, Chapter 7 of the Thanet Extension ES (Application ref 6.3.7). Table 8 identifies the status of discussions relating to th...

		3.8 Air Quality



		24 The Project has the potential to impact upon air quality. These interactions are duly considered within Volume 3, Chapter 9 of the Thanet Extension ES (Application Ref 6.3.9). Table 9 identifies the status of discussions relating to this topic area...

		3.9 Noise and Vibration



		25 The Project has the potential to impact upon due to noise. These interactions are duly considered within Volume 3, Chapter 10 of the Thanet Extension ES (Application Ref 6.3.10). Table 10 identifies the status of discussions relating to this topic ...

		4 Matters under discussion

		26 This section identifies those matters raised by TDC during the pre-application consultation that have yet to be resolved and are subject to ongoing discussion as of the last consultation meeting held with TDC. It is noted that within TDC’s relevant...

		27 No further matters are to be discussed other than those outlined in Table 7 above.
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1 Introduction 


 Overview 


1 This Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) relates to the proposed development of 
the Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension). It has been prepared 
with respect to the application made by Vattenfall Wind Power Ltd (VWPL) (the 
Applicant) for a development consent order (DCO) to the Planning Inspectorate (PINS) 
under the Planning Act 2008 (the Application). 


2 This SoCG with the Trinity House Lighthouse Service (THLS) is a means of clearly stating 
any areas of agreement and disagreement between the two parties in relation to the 
Application. The SoCG has been structured to reflect the topics of interest to the THLS 
on the Application. 


3 It is the intention that this document will help facilitate post application discussions 
between both parties and also give the Examining Authority (Ex. A) an early sight of 
the level of common ground between both parties from the outset of the examination 
process. 


 Approach to SoCG 


4 This SoCG has been developed during the pre-examination phase of the Thanet 
Extension. In accordance with discussions between the Applicant and the THLS, the 
SoCG is focused on those issues raised by the THLS within its response to Section 42 
consultation that has underpinned the pre-application consultation between the 
parties. 


5 The structure of the SoCG is as follows: 


• Section 1: Introduction; 


• Section 2: THLS Remit; 


• Section3: Consultation; 


• Section 4: Agreements Log; and 


• Section 5: Matters under Discussion. 
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 The Development 


6 The Application if for development consent for VWPL to construct and operate the 
Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension) under the Planning Act 
2008. 


7 Thanet Extension will comprise of wind turbine generators (WTGs) and all the 
infrastructure required to transmit the power generated to the national grid. A 
maximum of 34 WTGs will be installed with a power output of 340 MW. The project 
will install up to four offshore export cables and may require the installation of one 
Offshore Substation (OSS) and up to one Meteorological Mast. 


8 The key offshore components of Thanet Extension are likely to include: 


• Up to 34 Offshore WTGs; 


• OSS (if required); 


• Meteorological Mast (if required); 


• WTG Foundations; 


• Subsea inter-array cables linking individual WTGs; 


• Subsea export cables from the OWF to shore; and 


• Scour protection around foundations and on inter-array and export cables (if 
required). 


9 The array area will have a maximum size of 70 km2 and surrounds the existing Thanet 
Offshore Wind Farm (TOWF). It is located approximately 8 km Northeast of the Isle of 
Thanet, situated in the County of Kent. Each WTG will have a maximum blade tip 
height of 250 m above Highest Astronomical Tide (HAT), a maximum diameter of 220 
m and a minimum 22 m clearance between the Mean High Water Springs (MHWS) and 
the lowest point of the blade. 


10 Electricity generated will be carried via a maximum of four high voltage subsea cables 
to the landfall site, situated at Pegwell Bay. Offshore cables will be connected to the 
onshore cables and ultimately the national grid network at Richborough Energy Park. 
The onshore cable corridor is 2.6 km in length at its fullest extent. 
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11 More details on the proposed development are described in the Environmental 
Statement (ES) Volume 2, Chapter 1: Project Description (Offshore) (Application Ref 
6.2.1) of the Environmental Statement. 
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2 THLS Remit 


12 Trinity House is the General Lighthouse Authority for England, Wales, the Channel 
Islands and Gibraltar with powers principally derived from the Merchant Shipping Act 
1995 (as amended). The statutory role of Trinity House as a General Lighthouse 
Authority includes the superintendence and management of lighthouses, buoys and 
beacons within our area of jurisdiction. 
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3 Consultation 


 Application elements under the THLS’s remit 


13 Work Nos. 1 - 3A, detailed in Part 1 of Schedule 1 of the draft DCO describe the 
elements of Thanet Extension which may affect the interests of the THLS. 


14 The technical components of the DCO application of relevance to the THLS (and 
therefore considered within this SoCG) comprise: 


• The draft DCO 


• Volume 2, Chapter 10: Shipping and Navigation (Application Ref 6.2.10). 


 Consultation Summary 


15 This section briefly summarises the consultation that VWPL has undertaken with the 
THLS. Engagement during the pre-application phase, both statutory and non-
statutory, is summarised in Table 1. 


Table 1: Consultation undertaken with the THLS pre-application 


Date & Type: Detail: 


January 2016 
Meeting Pre-scoping meeting 


December 2015 – 
January 2016 
Email correspondence 


Pre-scoping 


January 2017 
Meeting Scoping response meeting 


January 2018 
Meeting NRA Meeting 


January 2018, S42 
Consultation 


Comments relating to the Preliminary Environmental 
Information Report 


February 2018 
Meeting Post-S42 Meeting 


March – April 2018 
Correspondence Review of the NRA 
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 Post-application Consultation 


16 VWPL has engaged with the THLS since the Thanet Extension development was 
accepted for examination by the Planning Inspectorate on 23rd July 2018. A summary 
of the post-application consultation with the THLS is detailed in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Consultation undertaken with the THLS post-application 


Date/ Type: Detail: 


23rd August 2018 
– MCA & THLS 
Meeting 


Meeting to discuss initial thoughts on the Application, process for 
agreeing SoCG. 


4th October 2018 
– MCA & THLS 
Meeting 


Meeting to discuss the relevant representation, SoCG, and next 
steps for issue resolution on the outputs of the NRA. 
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4 Agreements Log 


17 The following section of this SoCG identifies the level of agreement between the 
parties for each relevant component of the application material (as identified in 
Section 3.1). In order to easily identify whether a matter is “agreed”, “under 
discussion” or indeed “not agreed” a colour coding system of green, yellow and orange 
is used in the “final position” column to represent the respective status of discussions. 


 Project Description (Offshore) 


18 The offshore project description outlines the parameters and methods for the 
construction, operational and maintenance and decommissioning phases with regard 
to the offshore elements. Table 3 identifies the status of discussions relating to this 
topic area between the parties. 
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Table 3: Status of discussions relating to Project Description (Offshore). 


Discussion 
Point Thanet Extension Position THLS Position Final Position 


Project 
Description 


The project description, and transposition 
into the relevant chapter and NRA annex, 
appropriately describes the project for the 
purposes of EIA 


THLS 041018 – Agreed Agreed  
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 Shipping and Navigation 


19 The Project has the potential to impact upon Shipping and Navigation and these 
interactions are duly considered within Volume 2, Chapter 10: Shipping and 
Navigation (Application Ref 6.2.10) of the ES. In addition, the NRA is presented within 
Volume 4, Annex 10-1: Navigational Risk Assessment (Application Ref 6.4.10.1). Table 
4 identifies the status of discussions relating to this topic area between the parties 
and is informed through meetings held post-application as noted in Table 2. 
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Table 4: Status of discussions relating to Shipping and Navigation. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position THLS Position Final Position 


Study area 
It is agreed that the study area used to inform 
the assessment of the project on shipping and 
navigation receptors was appropriate. 


THLS 041018 – Agreed Agreed 


Consultation 


It is agreed that throughout the pre-application 
process the level of consultation and the 
provision of information has been sufficient in 
informing THLS of the development of the 
project and the predicted impacts on shipping 
and navigation. 


THLS 041018 – Agreed  Agreed 


Approach to NRA 


It is agreed that the Navigational Risk 
Assessment has been undertaken in line with the 
requirements set out in the Marine Guidance 
Note (MGN) 543 – Guidance on UK Navigation 
Practice, Safety and Emergency Response Issues 
and complies in full with the MGN 543 checklist. 


THLS 041018 - Although we don’t disagree with 
this statement, there is one section missing from 
the required checklists in addition to the MGN 
543 checklist which Andrew Rawson agreed to 
provide when we held the separate MGN 543 
checklist feedback meeting.  


Agreed 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position THLS Position Final Position 


Environmental 
Statement 
Baseline and 
Methodology 


It is agreed that the shipping and navigation 
baseline environment has been adequately and 
appropriately described in the ES. Based on that 
information it is further agreed that the marine 
traffic survey data and wider data sources used 
are appropriate for the assessment and details a 
good representation of commercial traffic in the 
area of the project 


THLS 041018 - Although we don’t disagree with 
this statement, we do note that there were 
limitations raised with the pilotage study during 
the consultation period, and how ‘realistic’ the 
trials were. 


Agreed  


Environmental 
Statement 
Baseline and 
Methodology 


It is agreed that the approach adopted in the 
Environmental Statement is appropriate to 
assess the magnitude and range of navigational 
safety impacts from the proposed Project on the 
users of commercial vessels 


THLS 041018 – Agreed Agreed  


Environmental 
Statement 
Baseline and 
Methodology 


It is agreed that the design parameters of the 
project would result in the worst case collision 
and allision scenario for commercial vessels. 


THLS 041018 – Agreed Agreed 


Tolerability 
definition and 
assessment 


It is agreed that the tolerability of risk is 
appropriately defined and assessed. 


THLS 041018 – THLS recognise that MCA do not 
write its own guidance on tolerability however 
the statement drafted with MCA and TH is 
agreed. 


Agreed 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position THLS Position Final Position 
Environmental 
Statement 
assessment 


It is agreed that the Applicant has adequately 
assessed navigational safety impacts on users of 
commercial vessels from the Project.  


THLS 041018 – Agreed Agreed 


dML(s) 


It is agreed that Condition 12(1)(a) and 
10(1)(b)(Pre-construction plans and 
documentation) of the Generation Assets and 
Transmission Assets dML (Schedule 11  and 12 of 
the DCO respectively) provides adequate 
mitigation by ensuring the proposed final layout 
will be submitted for approval to the MMO; who 
will then in turn consult with the MCA and THLS 
on any issues with navigational safety, prior to 
giving approval. This agreement includes all 
surface structures (structures visible above 
Lowest Astronomical Tide) noted within the DCO 
including the wind turbine generators, and 
offshore substation.  It is agreed that the plan 
which is required to be agreed with the MMO in 
consultation with the THLS under Condition 
12(1)(a)(i)of the DML will include details of 
turbine identification marking in accordance with 
MGN 543. 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position THLS Position Final Position 


Adequacy of 
provision for 
lighting 


It is agreed that the DCO/dML provides adequate 
provision for Trinity House to approve the 
lighting and marking of the OWF in line with their 
noted remit through Condition 7 (Aids to 
Navigation) of the dML 
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5 Matters under discussion 


20 This summary section identifies those matters raised by the THLS during the pre-and 
post-application consultation that have yet to be resolved and are subject to ongoing 
discussion as of the last consultation meeting held with the THLS. 


• Measures presented in the ES are sufficient to minimise navigational safety 
impacts to users  


• Mitigation measures implemented are sufficient to bring risk to tolerable levels. 


• Based on the information provided within the Environmental Statement and 
NRA, the predicted impacts are tolerable. 
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1 Introduction 


 Overview 


1 This Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) relates to the proposed development of 
the Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension). It has been prepared 
with respect to the application made by Vattenfall Wind Power Ltd (VWPL) (the 
Applicant) for a development consent order (DCO) to the Planning Inspectorate (PINS) 
under the Planning Act 2008 (the Application). 


2 This SoCG with the Chamber of Shipping is a means of clearly stating any areas of 
agreement and disagreement between the two parties in relation to the Application. 
The SoCG has been structured to reflect the topics of interest to the UK Chamber of 
Shipping on the Application. 


3 It is the intention that this document will help facilitate post application discussions 
between both parties and also give the Examining Authority (ExA) an early sight of the 
level of common ground between both parties from the outset of the examination 
process. 


 Approach to SoCG 


4 This SoCG has been developed during the pre-examination phase of the Thanet 
Extension. In accordance with discussions between the Applicant and the Chamber of 
Shipping, the SoCG is focused on those issues raised by the Chamber of Shipping within 
its response to Section 42 consultation that has underpinned the pre-application 
consultation between the parties. It has also been cognisant of the request made by 
the Examining Authority within the ‘Rule 6’ letter published on the 9th November 2018 
and the Rule 8 letter which followed the second Issue Specific Hearing on the 12th 
December 2018. 


5 The structure of the SoCG is as follows: 


• Section 1: Introduction; 


• Section 2: Consultee’s Remit; 


• Section 3: Consultation; 


• Section 4: Agreements Log; and 
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• Section 5: Matters under discussion. 


 The Development 


6 The Application is for development consent for VWPL to construct and operate the 
Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension) under the Planning Act 
2008. 


7 Thanet Extension will comprise of wind turbine generators (WTGs) and all the 
infrastructure required to transmit the power generated to the national grid. A 
maximum of 34 WTGs will be installed with a power output of 340 MW. The project 
will install up to four offshore export cables and may require the installation of one 
Offshore Substation (OSS) and up to one Meteorological Mast. 


8 The key offshore components of Thanet Extension are likely to include: 


• Offshore WTGs; 


• OSS (if required); 


• Meteorological Mast (if required); 


• Foundations; 


• Subsea inter-array cables linking individual WTGs; 


• Subsea export cables from the OWF to shore; and 


• Scour protection around foundations and on inter-array and export cables (if 
required). 


9 The array area would have a maximum size of 70 Km2 and could surround the existing 
Thanet Offshore Wind Farm (TOWF). It is located approximately 8 km Northeast of the 
Isle of Thanet, situated in the County of Kent. Each WTG will have a maximum blade 
tip height of 250 m above Mean High Water Springs (MHWS), a maximum diameter of 
220 m and a minimum 22 m clearance between the MHWS and the lowest point of 
the rotor. 


10 Electricity generated will be carried via a maximum of four high voltage subsea cables 
to the landfall site, situated at Pegwell Bay. Offshore cables will be connected to the 
onshore cables and ultimately the national grid network at Richborough Energy Park. 
The onshore cable corridor is 2.6 km in length at its fullest extent. 
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11 More details on the proposed development are described in the Environmental 
Statement (ES) Volume 2, Chapter 1: Project Description (Offshore) (Application Ref 
6.2.1) and Volume 3, Chapter 1: Project Description (Onshore) (Application Ref 6.3.1) 
of the Environmental Statement. 
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2 Chamber of Shipping’s Remit 


12 The UK Chamber of Shipping is the trade association and voice of the UK shipping 
industry with more than 180 members from across the maritime sector covering some 
20m gross tonnage and 100 vessels trading around the UK and across the world.   
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3 Consultation 


 Application elements under the Chamber of Shipping’s remit 


13 Work Nos. 1 - 3A, detailed in Part 1 of Schedule 1 of the draft DCO (Appendix 35 of 
Deadline 1 Submission) describe the elements of Thanet Extension which may affect 
the interests of the Chamber of Shipping. 


14 The Chamber of Shipping seek to deliver for their members trusted specialist 
expertise, lobbying and influence at a UK level on maritime issues across national, 
European and international government and governmental bodies. 


15 The technical components of the DCO application of relevance to the Chamber of 
Shipping (and therefore considered within this SoCG) comprise: 


• Volume 2, Chapter 1: Project Description (Offshore) (Application Ref 6.2.1);  


• Volume 2, Chapter 10: Shipping and Navigation (Application Ref 6.2.10); and 


• Volume 4, Annex 10-1: Navigational Risk Assessment (Application Ref 6.4.10.1); and 


• Application document 3.1: draft Development Consent Order (Application Ref 3.1) 


 Consultation Summary 


16 This section briefly summarises the consultation that VWPL has undertaken with the 
Chamber of Shipping. Engagement during the pre-application phase, both statutory 
and non-statutory, is summarised in Table 1. 


Table 1: Consultation undertaken with the Chamber of Shipping pre-application 


Date & Type: Detail: 


December 2017 
Engagement with Marico on initial concerns and information 
presented within the Preliminary Environmental Information 
Report 


January 2018, S42 
Consultation 


Comments relating to the Preliminary Environmental 
Information Report 
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 Post-application Consultation 


17 VWPL has engaged with the Chamber of Shipping since the Thanet Extension 
development was accepted for examination by the Planning Inspectorate on 23rd July 
2018. A summary of the post-application consultation with the Chamber of Shipping 
is detailed in Table 2. 


Table 2: Consultation undertaken with the Chamber of Shipping post-application 


Date/ Type: Detail: 


Liaison 
through the 
examination 
process 


Receipt of the relevant representations. 
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4 Agreements Log 


18 The following section of this SoCG identifies the level of agreement between the 
parties for each relevant component of the application material (as identified in 
Section 3.1). In order to easily identify whether a matter is “agreed”, “under 
discussion” or indeed “not agreed” a colour coding system of green, yellow and orange 
is used in the “final position” column to represent the respective status of discussions. 
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Shipping and Navigation 


19 The Project has the potential to impact upon Shipping and Navigation and these 
interactions are duly considered within Volume 2, Chapter 10: Shipping and 
Navigation (Application Ref 6.2.10) of the ES. In addition, the NRA is presented within 
Volume 4, Annex 10-1: Navigational Risk Assessment (Application Ref 6.4.10.1). Table 
3 identifies the status of discussions relating to this topic. 
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Table 3: Status of discussions relating to Shipping and Navigation. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Chamber of Shipping Position Final Position 


Study area 
It is agreed that the study area used to inform 
the assessment of the project on shipping and 
navigation receptors was appropriate. 


The chamber agrees that the study area used to 
inform the assessment of the project was 
appropriate.  


 


Red Line 
Boundary 
revision 


It is agreed that the revision made to the red line 
boundary following Section 42 consultation 
reduces interaction in the primary area of 
concern. 


  


Consultation 


It is agreed that throughout the pre-application 
process the level of consultation and the 
provision of information has been sufficient in 
informing consultees of the development of the 
project and the predicted impacts on shipping 
and navigation. 


The chamber has been consulted by the 
applicant on a number of occasions.   


Approach to NRA 


It is agreed that the Navigational Risk 
Assessment has been undertaken in line with the 
requirements set out in the Marine Guidance 
Note (MGN) 543 – Guidance on UK Navigation 
Practice, Safety and Emergency Response Issues. 


For transparency it should be noted that the MCA 
have agreed this position with the Thanet 
Extension project. The position of Chamber of 
Shipping may agree or disagree with that 
position. 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Chamber of Shipping Position Final Position 


The chamber accepts the view of the MCA that  
the NRA has been undertaken in line with the 
requirements of MGN 543 


Approach to NRA It is agreed that the Hazard Log adequately 
identifies the relevant risks. 


The chamber agrees that the Hazard Log 
adequately identifies the relevant risks.   


Approach to NRA It is agreed that the Hazard Log adequately 
quantifies and scores the relevant risks. 


The chamber disagrees that the Hazard Log 
adequately quantifies and scores the relevant 
risks. 


 


Approach to NRA 
It is agreed that the scores presented within the 
Hazard Log are accurate 
  


The chamber disagrees that the scores presented 
within the Hazard Log are accurate  
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Chamber of Shipping Position Final Position 


Environmental 
Statement 
Baseline and 
Methodology 


It is agreed that the shipping and navigation 
baseline environment has been adequately and 
appropriately described in the ES. Based on that 
information it is further agreed that the marine 
traffic survey data and wider data sources used 
are appropriate for the assessment and details a 
good representation of commercial traffic in the 
area of the project 


The chamber agrees that the baseline 
environment has been adequately and 
appropriately described in the ES but disagrees 
that the information provided is an accurate 
representation of the commercial traffic within 
the area of the project and the safe and prudent 
use of sea room in the vicinity of the propose 
extension.   


 


Environmental 
Statement 
Baseline and 
Methodology 


It is agreed that the approach adopted in the 
Environmental Statement is appropriate to 
assess the magnitude and range of navigational 
safety impacts from the proposed Project on 
passage of commercial vessels 


The chamber disagrees that the ES assess the 
magnitude and range of navigational safety 
impacts from the proposed Project on passage of 
commercial vessels 


 


Tolerability 
definition and 
assessment 


In the absence of industry specific guidance it is 
agreed that the tolerability of risk is 
appropriately defined and assessed through 
application of the HSE standards. 


For transparency it should be noted that the MCA 
have agreed this position with the Thanet 
Extension project as presented within their 
relevant representation. The position of Chamber 
of Shipping may agree or disagree with that 
position. 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Chamber of Shipping Position Final Position 


The chamber accepts the view of the MCA that 
the tolerability of risk is appropriately defined 
and assessed through application of the HSE 
standards. 


Environmental 
Statement/ 
assessment 


It is agreed that the ES adequately assesses 
impacts on shipping routes and gives appropriate 
weighting on routes that whilst locally important 
are not international shipping lanes. 


The chamber disagrees that the ES adequately 
assesses impacts on shipping routes and gives 
appropriate weighting on routes that whilst 
locally important are not international shipping 
lanes. 
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5 Matters under discussion 


20 This summary section identifies those matters raised by the Chamber of Shipping 
during consultation and through the examination process that have yet to be resolved 
and are subject to ongoing discussion as of the last consultation meeting held with the 
consultee. 


• Based on the information provided within the Environmental Statement and NRA, 
the predicted impacts on commercial shipping are tolerable. 





		1 Introduction

		1.1 Overview



		1 This Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) relates to the proposed development of the Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension). It has been prepared with respect to the application made by Vattenfall Wind Power Ltd (VWPL) (the Applicant) f...

		2 This SoCG with the Chamber of Shipping is a means of clearly stating any areas of agreement and disagreement between the two parties in relation to the Application. The SoCG has been structured to reflect the topics of interest to the UK Chamber of ...

		3 It is the intention that this document will help facilitate post application discussions between both parties and also give the Examining Authority (ExA) an early sight of the level of common ground between both parties from the outset of the examin...

		1.2 Approach to SoCG



		4 This SoCG has been developed during the pre-examination phase of the Thanet Extension. In accordance with discussions between the Applicant and the Chamber of Shipping, the SoCG is focused on those issues raised by the Chamber of Shipping within its...

		5 The structure of the SoCG is as follows:

		1.3 The Development



		6 The Application is for development consent for VWPL to construct and operate the Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension) under the Planning Act 2008.

		7 Thanet Extension will comprise of wind turbine generators (WTGs) and all the infrastructure required to transmit the power generated to the national grid. A maximum of 34 WTGs will be installed with a power output of 340 MW. The project will install...

		8 The key offshore components of Thanet Extension are likely to include:

		9 The array area would have a maximum size of 70 Km2 and could surround the existing Thanet Offshore Wind Farm (TOWF). It is located approximately 8 km Northeast of the Isle of Thanet, situated in the County of Kent. Each WTG will have a maximum blade...

		10 Electricity generated will be carried via a maximum of four high voltage subsea cables to the landfall site, situated at Pegwell Bay. Offshore cables will be connected to the onshore cables and ultimately the national grid network at Richborough En...

		11 More details on the proposed development are described in the Environmental Statement (ES) Volume 2, Chapter 1: Project Description (Offshore) (Application Ref 6.2.1) and Volume 3, Chapter 1: Project Description (Onshore) (Application Ref 6.3.1) of...

		2 Chamber of Shipping’s Remit

		12 The UK Chamber of Shipping is the trade association and voice of the UK shipping industry with more than 180 members from across the maritime sector covering some 20m gross tonnage and 100 vessels trading around the UK and across the world.

		3 Consultation

		3.1 Application elements under the Chamber of Shipping’s remit



		13 Work Nos. 1 - 3A, detailed in Part 1 of Schedule 1 of the draft DCO (Appendix 35 of Deadline 1 Submission) describe the elements of Thanet Extension which may affect the interests of the Chamber of Shipping.

		14 The Chamber of Shipping seek to deliver for their members trusted specialist expertise, lobbying and influence at a UK level on maritime issues across national, European and international government and governmental bodies.

		15 The technical components of the DCO application of relevance to the Chamber of Shipping (and therefore considered within this SoCG) comprise:

		3.2 Consultation Summary



		16 This section briefly summarises the consultation that VWPL has undertaken with the Chamber of Shipping. Engagement during the pre-application phase, both statutory and non-statutory, is summarised in Table 1.

		3.3 Post-application Consultation



		17 VWPL has engaged with the Chamber of Shipping since the Thanet Extension development was accepted for examination by the Planning Inspectorate on 23rd July 2018. A summary of the post-application consultation with the Chamber of Shipping is detaile...

		4 Agreements Log

		18 The following section of this SoCG identifies the level of agreement between the parties for each relevant component of the application material (as identified in Section 3.1). In order to easily identify whether a matter is “agreed”, “under discus...

		Shipping and Navigation



		19 The Project has the potential to impact upon Shipping and Navigation and these interactions are duly considered within Volume 2, Chapter 10: Shipping and Navigation (Application Ref 6.2.10) of the ES. In addition, the NRA is presented within Volume...

		The chamber accepts the view of the MCA that  the NRA has been undertaken in line with the requirements of MGN 543

		The chamber accepts the view of the MCA that the tolerability of risk is appropriately defined and assessed through application of the HSE standards.

		5 Matters under discussion

		20 This summary section identifies those matters raised by the Chamber of Shipping during consultation and through the examination process that have yet to be resolved and are subject to ongoing discussion as of the last consultation meeting held with...
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1 Introduction 


 Overview 


1 This Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) relates to the proposed development of 
the Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension). It has been prepared 
with respect to the application made by Vattenfall Wind Power Ltd (VWPL) (the 
Applicant) for a development consent order (DCO) to the Planning Inspectorate 
(PINS) under the Planning Act 2008 (the Application). 


2 This SoCG with the Port of Tilbury and London Gateway is a means of clearly stating 
any areas of agreement and disagreement between the two parties in relation to the 
Application. The SoCG has been structured to reflect the request made by the 
Examining Authority and following discussion with the relevant parties on Monday 
17th December. Hereafter Port of Tilbury and London Gateway are jointly referred to 
as the ‘Interested Parties’ (IPs). 


3 It is the intention that this document will help facilitate post application discussions 
between both parties and also give the Examining Authority (ExA) an early sight of 
the level of common ground between both parties from the outset of the 
examination process. 


 Approach to SoCG 


4 This SoCG has been developed during the examination phase of the Thanet 
Extension. In accordance with discussions between the Applicant and the IPs, the 
SoCG is focused on those issues raised by the IPs within their representations. It has 
also been cognisant of the request made by the Examining Authority within the ‘Rule 
8’ letter published on the 18th December 2018. 


5 The structure of the SoCG is as follows: 


• Section 1: Introduction; 


• Section 2: Consultee’s Remit; 


• Section 3: Consultation; 


• Section 4: Agreements Log; and 


• Section 5: Matters under discussion. 
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 The Development 


6 The Application if for development consent for VWPL to construct and operate the 
Thanet Extension Offshore Wind Farm (Thanet Extension) under the Planning Act 
2008. 


7 Thanet Extension will comprise of wind turbine generators (WTGs) and all the 
infrastructure required to transmit the power generated to the national grid. A 
maximum of 34 WTGs will be installed with a power output of 340 MW. The project 
will install up to four offshore export cables and may require the installation of one 
Offshore Substation (OSS) and up to one Meteorological Mast. 


8 The key offshore components of Thanet Extension are likely to include: 


• Offshore WTGs; 


• OSS (if required); 


• Meteorological Mast (if required); 


• Foundations; 


• Subsea inter-array cables linking individual WTGs; 


• Subsea export cables from the OWF to shore; and 


• Scour protection around foundations and on inter-array and export cables (if 
required). 


9 The array area will have a maximum size of 70 Km2 and surrounds the existing 
Thanet Offshore Wind Farm (TOWF). It is located approximately 8 km Northeast of 
the Isle of Thanet, situated in the County of Kent. Each WTG will have a maximum 
blade tip height of 250 m above Mean High Water Springs (MHWS), a maximum 
diameter of 220 m and a minimum 22 m clearance between the MHWS and the 
lowest point of the rotor. 


10 Electricity generated will be carried via a maximum of four high voltage subsea 
cables to the landfall site, situated at Pegwell Bay. Offshore cables will be connected 
to the onshore cables and ultimately the national grid network at Richborough 
Energy Park. The onshore cable corridor is 2.6 km in length at its fullest extent. 
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11 More details on the proposed development are described in the Environmental 
Statement (ES) Volume 2, Chapter 1: Project Description (Offshore) (Application Ref 
6.2.1) and Volume 3, Chapter 1: Project Description (Onshore) (Application Ref 6.3.1) 
of the Environmental Statement. 
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2 Consultee’s Remit 


Note: The consultee will provide remit at a later deadline.  
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3 Consultation 


 Application elements under the Consultees’s remit 


12 Work Nos. 1 - 3A, detailed in Part 1 of Schedule 1 of the draft DCO describe the 
elements of Thanet Extension which may affect the interests of the IPs. 


13 The IPs have interests with the Thames Estuary region and interaction between the 
proposed development and vessels approaching this region is therefore of interest 
to the IPs. 


14 The technical components of the DCO application of relevance to the Consultee (and 
therefore considered within this SoCG) comprise: 


• Volume 2, Chapter 1: Project Description (Offshore) (Application Ref 6.2.1);  


• Volume 2, Chapter 10: Shipping and Navigation (Application Ref 6.2.10); and 


• Volume 4, Annex 10-1: Navigational Risk Assessment (Application Ref 6.4.10.1); 
and 


• Application document 3.1: draft Development Consent Order (Application Ref 3.1) 


 Consultation Summary 


15 This section briefly summarises the consultation that VWPL has undertaken with the 
IPs.  


Table 1: Consultation undertaken with the IPs  


Date & Type: Detail: 


Nov 2017 – January 
2018; S42 consultation 


Consultation undertaken with statutory and relevant non-
statutory parties on Preliminary Environmental Information. 


17th December 2018/ 
post hearing 
teleconference 


Discussion held to confirm the content and nature of the 
SoCG 


Schedule for January 
2019 SoCG 
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4 Agreements Log 


16 The following section of this SoCG identifies the level of agreement between the 
parties for each relevant component of the application material (as identified in 
Section 3.1). In order to easily identify whether a matter is “agreed”, “under 
discussion” or indeed “not agreed” a colour coding system of green, yellow and 
orange is used in the “final position” column to represent the respective status of 
discussions. 
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 Shipping and Navigation 


17 The Project has the potential to impact upon Shipping and Navigation receptors, 
inclusive of commercial shipping interests, and these interactions are duly 
considered within Volume 2, Chapter 10: Shipping and Navigation (Application Ref 
6.2.10) of the ES. In addition, the NRA is presented within Volume 4, Annex 10-1: 
Navigational Risk Assessment (Application Ref 6.4.10.1). Table 2 identifies the status 
of discussions relating to this topic. 
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Table 2: Status of discussions relating to Shipping and Navigation. 


Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Consultee Position Final Position 


Study area 
It is agreed that the study area used to inform 
the assessment of the project on shipping and 
navigation receptors was appropriate. 


  


Red Line Boundary 
revision 


It is agreed that the revision made to the red 
line boundary following Section 42 consultation 
reduces interaction in the primary area of 
concern. 


  


Approach to NRA 


It is agreed that the Navigational Risk 
Assessment has been undertaken in line with 
the requirements set out in the Marine 
Guidance Note (MGN) 543 – Guidance on UK 
Navigation Practice, Safety and Emergency 
Response Issues. 


For transparency it should be noted that the 
MCA have agreed this position with the Thanet 
Extension project as recorded within their 
relevant representation. The position of the IPs 
may agree or disagree with that position. 


 


Environmental 
Statement Baseline 
and Methodology 


It is agreed that the shipping and navigation 
baseline environment insofar as it relates to 
commercial shipping has been adequately and 
appropriately described in the ES. Based on that 
information it is further agreed that the marine 
traffic survey data and wider data sources used 
are appropriate for the assessment and details a 
good representation of commercial traffic in the 
area of the project 
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Discussion Point Thanet Extension Position Consultee Position Final Position 


Environmental 
Statement Baseline 
and Methodology 


It is agreed that the baseline appropriately 
described and defines the nature of routes (i.e. 
internationally recognised shipping lanes but 
locally important routes (in accordance with the 
NPS) and use of those by lanes and routes by 
vessels bound for PoT/ LG. 


  


Environmental 
Statement Baseline 
and Methodology 


It is agreed that the approach adopted in the 
Environmental Statement is appropriate to 
assess the magnitude and range of potential 
impacts on commercial shipping interests. 


  


Tolerability definition 
and assessment 


In the absence of industry specific guidance it is 
agreed that the tolerability of risk is 
appropriately defined and assessed through 
application of the HSE standards. 


For transparency it should be noted that the 
MCA have agreed this position with the Thanet 
Extension project. The position of IPs may agree 
or disagree with that position. 


 


Environmental 
Statement assessment 


It is agreed that the Applicant has adequately 
assessed navigational safety impacts on 
commercial vessels from the Project.  


  


Environmental 
Statement 
assessment/mitigation 


It is agreed that the mitigation and control 
measures included within the application 
documents are appropriate for the purposes of 
maintaining safety within the region and 
minimising impacts on commercial shipping 
interests. 
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5 Matters under discussion 


18 This summary section identifies those matters raised by the IPs during the pre-
application consultation that have yet to be resolved and are subject to ongoing 
discussion as of the last consultation meeting held with the IPs. 


• Influence of the proposed project on vessel transit times and therefore potential 
impacts on ports and harbours; and 


• Adequacy of Navigational Risk Assessment 
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1 Introduction 


1 Annex E (Agenda for the Issue Specific Hearing 1 (ISH1): Procedural decisions made by 
the Examining Authority (ExA) Rule 6 letter (PINS Ref PD-006) notes at item 1 that the 
ExA requests that at Deadline 1 the Applicant provides it with a tracking list of a 
number of documents which include Statements of Common Ground and commercial 
side agreements.  


2 This note specifically provides reference to the Statements of Common Ground (SoCG) 
requested, , notes for the benefit of the ExA where and why an SoCG has not been 
entered into (either for a given topic or with a stakeholder more broadly), and 
provides an update of the status of the SoCGs. 


3 Section 3 provides a summary of the status of the SoCGs presented within the body of 
this document. Section 4 then presents a Statement of Commonality, identifying those 
themes of shared or common interest that developed through consideration of the 
relevant representations, and in turn Statements of Common Ground. 
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2 Statements of Common Ground 


4 The following subsections present each category or topic area identified by the ExA 
for consideration within SoCGs. The approach taken by the Applicant in drafting SoCGs 
has been to, where possible, draft a single SoCG that captures all topics of interest or 
relevance. For ease of audit against the ExA SoCG request list the structure presented 
here however reflects topic areas, with a given relevant party appearing in each 
subsection. 


5 Each section identifies the overarching topic area, the parties that the ExA has 
requested a SoCG to be drafted with, and as noted previously identifies any 
stakeholders or topic areas that have not been included when drafting SoCGs. 


 


 A – Natural environment and HRA 


6 The ExA, in their Rule 8 letter dated 18th December 2018, requested that SoCGs be 
drafted with the following stakeholders: 


• Environment Agency; 


• Natural England; 


• Marine Management Organisation; 


• National Trust; 


• Kent Wildlife Trust; 


• Royal Society for the Protection of Birds; 


• Relevant local authorities; and 


• Relevant overseas authorities (taken to be France as the only party of 
relevance). 


7 The ExA, under the overarching title of Natural Environment and HRA, requested the 
following topics be included within the SoCGs: 


• The adequacy of base data, impact assessment methodologies, construction, 
operational and decommissioning effects on or in respect of:  


o marine sediment characterisation, turbidity and water quality;  


o coastal processes;  


o marine fish stocks;  


o shellfish stocks;  
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o marine mammals;  


o marine and terrestrial bird species, including the calculation of prospective bird 
strike mortality effects;  


• the relevance of impacts in individual European Sites;  


• the adequacy of specific assessments of impact on individual European Sites and 
the qualifying features / species contained in those sites;  


• the need for and adequacy of particular approaches to impact mitigation and 
the mechanism for securing any mitigation through the draft DCO or Marine 
Licence; 


Environment Agency 


8 The Applicant has drafted an SoCG with the Environment Agency on all topics, except 
for: 


•  characterisation/assessment - marine mammals; due to marine mammals being 
outwith the EA’s remit; and 


• characterisation/assessment - marine and terrestrial bird species; due to ornithology 
being outwith the EA’s remit; and 


• impacts to European sites; due to European sites being generally outwith the EA’s 
remit, however relevant habitats and species that may form features of European 
designated sites are captured within the SoCG. 


Natural England 


9 The Applicant has drafted an SoCG with Natural England on all matters identified 
under this topic area. 


Marine Management Organisation 


10 The Applicant has drafted an SoCG with the MMO on all matters under this topic area. 


National Trust 


11 The Applicant considers that National Trust are not an appropriate party to seek a 
SoCG on the topic. During the development of the Project it is understood that 
National Trust have deferred to Kent Wildlife Trust on these matters. National Trust 
have not indicated to the Applicant that this approach has changed, and their relevant 
representation does not make reference to these matters. The Applicant has sought a 
SoCG with National Trust to clarify this position and their comments on recreational 
use of the foreshore as requested under (I). 
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Kent Wildlife Trust 


12 The Applicant has drafted an SoCG with Kent Wildlife Trust on all topics. 


Royal Society for the Protection of Birds 


13 The Applicant has drafted an SoCG with RSPB on topics of relevance to them, the 
exceptions being (due to falling outwith their area of interest): 


• characterisation/assessment - marine sediment characterisation; 


• characterisation/assessment - coastal processes; 


• characterisation/assessment - marine fish stocks; 


• characterisation/assessment - shellfish stocks; 


• characterisation/assessment - marine mammals; 


14 It should be noted that RSPB have informed the Applicant that due to limited 
resources they do not wish to be engaged further during the examination phase of 
this project. The Applicant has confirmed as of January 2019 that for the remaining 
matters for consideration identified within their relevant representation RSPB will 
defer to Natural England. 


Relevant local authorities 


15 The Applicant has drafted SoCGs with the relevant authorities (Dover District Council 
(DDC), Thanet District Council (TDC), and Kent County Council (KCC) as appropriate 
with the following exceptions (due to these not being technical areas of interest to the 
local authorities, and the local authorities therefore deferring to other relevant 
stakeholders (such as MMO)): 


• characterisation/assessment - marine sediment characterisation; and 


• characterisation/assessment - coastal processes. 


Relevant overseas authorities (taken to be France as the only party of 
relevance) 


16 The Applicant at the current time has not sought a SoCG from French Authorities. 
Following submission of the information requested by the ExA within the Action list 
for Issue Specific Hearing 1 (ISH1), and any further feedback received from the French 
Authorities the Applicant will develop a SoCG as required. 
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 B – Access, highways and transportation effects 


17 The ExA in their Rule 8 letter  requested that SoCGs be drafted with the following 
stakeholders: 


• Relevant local authorities; 


18 On the following matters: 


• the adequacy of access, highway, other transport provision for construction, 
maintenance and decommissioning 


19 The Applicant has drafted an SoCG with the relevant local authorities (KCC, TDC, DDC) 
which includes reference to these matters. 


20 The Applicant has agreed a SoCG with Highways England in addition to seeking a SoCG 
with the relevant local highway authority (KCC). 


 C – Other consequential onshore effects 


21 The ExA in their Rule 8 letter (PINS Ref: [likely to be PD-008 but currently not in the 
examination library]) requested that SoCGs be drafted with the following 
stakeholders: 


• Relevant local authorities 


22 On the following matters in relation to other onshore effects: 


• Economic effects of the Project; 


23 The Applicant has drafted an SoCG with the relevant local authorities (KCC, TDC, DDC) 
which includes reference to these matters. 


 D – Air Navigation 


24 The ExA in their Rule 8 letter requested that SoCGs be drafted with the following 
stakeholders: 


• River Oak Strategic Partners; and 


• And any other Interested/Statutory Party responsible for airport, airfield, air 
navigation or aviation services. 


25 On the following matters in relation to air navigation: 


• the degree to which air navigation and the integrity of navigation systems have 
been or can be adequately protected by the project;  
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• the need for and adequacy of particular approaches to impact mitigation;  


• effects on the proposed Manston Airport;  


• effects on any other relevant airport; 


26 The Applicant has sought a SoCG with River Oak Strategic Partners. 


27 To date there has been no response from the Civil Aviation Authority either during 
Section 42 consultation or at the relevant representations. Following the Preliminary 
Meeting the CAA have been contacted again regarding a SoCG. No response has been 
received to date.  


28 The Applicant has engaged with NATS en route plc and received confirmation that the 
turbine array as submitted will not interfere with their operations. Evidence of this 
correspondence is submitted at Annex 1 of the document.  


 E – Ports, shipping and commercial sea navigation 


29 The ExA in their Rule 8 letter  requested that SoCGs be drafted with the following 
stakeholders: 


• Port Authorities and Operators; 


• UK Chamber of Shipping and Shipping Interests; 


• The MMO; 


• Trinity House; 


• The Maritime and Coastguard Agency;  


• Pilotage 


• Port of Tilbury London Ltd; 


• London Gateway Ltd; and 


• Any other interested/Statutory Party/ Other Person responsible for maritime 
navigation, safety and shipping services.  


30 On the following matters in relation to ports, shipping and commercial sea navigation: 


• the degree to which the operational needs of commercial ports and harbours 
have been adequately protected by the project;  


• the degree to which shipping channels, access to navigable rivers and canal 
navigations, anchorages, navigational aids and systems at sea have been 
adequately protected by the project;  
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• the effect of the project on commercial shipping movements during 
construction, operation and decommissioning; 


31 The Applicant has sought SoCGs with the listed parties on all matters identified. 


 F – Recreational sea use 


32 The ExA in their Rule 8 letter requested that SoCGs be drafted with the following 
stakeholders: 


• MMO; 


• Trinity House; 


• MCA; 


• Any other Interested /Statutory Party. 


33 On the following matters: 


• the degree to which the needs of recreational sea use has been adequately 
protected by the project; 


• the need for and adequacy of any particular approaches to impact mitigation; 


34 To the extent that is has been assessed in the NRA and the ES, the Applicant is 
engaging with MCA and Trinity House regarding recreational sea use. The Applicant 
has consulted with the Royal Yachting Association at Section 42 and Section 56; no 
response was received. Prior to this RYA were also consulted as part of the 
Navigational Risk Assessment (PINS Ref APP-089 Application ref 6.4.10.1) with 
responses captured in Table 8 of that document noting concerns that have been 
considered within the assessment. 


35 Notwithstanding this a draft SoCG has been submitted to the RYA in December 2018, 
with no response received to date.  


 G – Fishing and fisheries 


36 The ExA in their Rule 8 letter requested that SoCGs be drafted with the following 
stakeholders: 


37 MMO; 


38 Interested/Statutory Parties involved in fishing 


39 The Applicant is seeking a SoCG with the Thanet Fishermen’s Association in addition 
to MMO. 
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 H – Historic environment 


40 The ExA in their Rule 8 letter requested that SoCGs be drafted with the following 
stakeholders: 


• Historic England; 


• English Heritage; 


• Relevant local authorities; 


• MMO; 


• Any other Interested/Statutory Party involved in the historic environment or 
archaeology; 


41 On the following matters: 


• the adequacy of base data, impact assessment methodologies, construction, 
operational and decommissioning effects on the historic marine environment;  


• the adequacy of base data, impact assessment methodologies, construction, 
operational and decommissioning effects on the setting of terrestrial heritage 
assets; and 


• the need for and adequacy of particular approaches to impact mitigation. 


42 As confirmed at the Preliminary Meeting the Applicant has not consulted with English 
Heritage as the Project will not directly impact any property owned or managed by 
EH. The Applicant is seeking an SoCG with Historic England as the statutory body for 
heritage protection and this will cover any indirect effects on setting of all heritage 
assets including those managed by EH. 


43 The Applicant has also included reference to the historic environment within the SoCG 
with the MMO and relevant local authorities (KCC, TDC, DDC). 


44 There are no other Interested/Statutory Parties of relevance to consider with regards 
potential effects on the historic environment or archaeology. 


 I – Recreational use of the foreshore 


36 The ExA in their Rule 8 letter (PINS Ref: [likely to be PD-008 but currently not in the 
examination library]) requested that SoCGs be drafted with the following stakeholders: 


• National Trust; 


• Kent Wildlife Trust; 


• Relevant local authorities; and 
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• Any other Interested/Statutory Party involved in the management of Pegwell 
Bay and other foreshore areas. 


45 On the following matters: 


• the adequacy of base data, impact assessment methodologies, construction, 
operational and decommissioning effects on the foreshore and Country Park;  


• the need for and adequacy of particular approaches to impact mitigation. 


46 The Applicant has included reference to the recreational use of the foreshore in the 
draft SoCGs with National Trust, KWT and relevant local authorities (KCC, TDC, DDC) 
on the matters identified.  


47 There are no other Interested or Statutory Parties considered to be relevant to 
recreational use of the foreshore, though it is noted that other parties are represented 
on the Pegwell Bay steering group (the management authority for the National Nature 
Reserve). These parties are represented in other SoCGs with reference to their areas 
of direct expertise or interest – e.g. Natural England, RSPB, and Kent and Essex IFCA. 


 J – Seascape, landscape and visual impact assessment 


48 The ExA in their Rule 8 letter requested that SoCGs be drafted with the following 
stakeholders: 


• Relevant local authorities; 


• Natural England; 


• Historic England; and 


• Relevant representatives of Overseas Public Authorities. 


49 On the following matters: 


• Agreed approaches to seascape, landscape and visual impact assessment 
(SLVIA); and 


• The adequacy of mitigation. 


50 The Applicant has included reference to SLVIA within the SoCGs with Historic England 
and the relevant local authorities (KCC, DDC, TDC). 
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51 The Applicant has not sought to include reference to SLVIA within the SoCG with 
Natural England as the project does not interact with any Areas of Outstanding Natural 
Beauty. Reference to the Outline Landscape and Ecological Management Plan (PINS 
Ref: APP-142/ Application Ref: 8.7), which includes reference to management of 
onshore visual impacts (in addition to ecological matters) is however included within 
the SoCG with Natural England. 


52 As discussed at the first Issue Specific Hearing (ISH1) the Applicant has not sought an 
SoCG with overseas public authorities, as there have to date been no representations 
received from overseas authorities on this matter. Should representations be received 
from overseas authorities the Applicant will draft an SoCG as appropriate. 


 K – Energy undertakers 


53 The ExA in their Rule 8 letter requested that SoCGs be drafted with the following 
stakeholders: 


• National Grid Electricity Transmission (NGET); 


• National Grid Gas (NGG); 


• Nemo Link; and 


• Any other Interested/Statutory Party involved in energy transmission or 
distribution. 


54 On the following matters: 


• Effects of the proposed development on transmission and distribution 
infrastructure. 


55 The Applicant is in ongoing discussions on crossing and proximity agreements with 
NGET, Nemolink, Thanet OFTO and UKPN and will provide an update on these as part 
of the tracker requested by the ExA for deadline 1. The Applicant expects to reach 
agreement with all of these parties prior to the end of examination. As such it is not 
currently intended to enter into SoCGs with these undertakers as the progress and 
expected agreement of commercial agreements and protective provisions will 
demonstrate the position of these stakeholders. NGG do not have any apparatus in 
proximity to the project and have not been approached. 


56 There are no other Interested or Statutory Parties of relevance. 
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 L – Military affairs 


57 The ExA in their Rule 8 letter noted that the Ministry of Defence (MoD) does not object 
to the proposed development. The ExA further noted that in the context set by 
multiple Relevant Representations raising concerns about civil/ merchant shipping a 
statement of common ground could valuably be prepared to include: 


• a review of actions necessary and agreed to safeguard military shipping; 


• consideration of actions (if any) necessary and agreed to safeguard military 
aviation; 


58 The Applicant consulted with the Ministry of Defence at Section 42 to which the MoD 
responded stating the application should undertake UXO surveys prior to intrusive 
works. The relevant representation from the MoD confirms no objection on aviation 
matters. The MoD has therefore been consulted and has responded twice without 
raising any concerns regarding military shipping. However, as noted at the Preliminary 
Meeting the Applicant has sought to confirmation from the MoD regarding their 
position on military shipping and aviation. 
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3 Current status of SoCGs 


Stakeholder Relevant Topics Status 


Chamber of Shipping • Port, shipping, commercial sea 
navigation 


draft received 
from CoS 
150119 


Dover District Council 


• natural environment and HRA 
• access/highways/transport 
• Other consequential onshore effects 
•  Historic Environment 
•  SLVIA 


Sent on 
02/11/18. 
Revised draft 
received and 
discussed with 
DDC 140119 


Environment Agency • Natural environment and HRA 


Sent on 
01/11/18. 
Response 
received 10th 
December 
requesting 
clarification 
on regulator 
position 
(asking 
Applicant to 
include it). 
Revised draft 
received 
150119 


Highways England • Access/highways/transport 
Signed copy 
received. 


Historic England • Historic Environment 
•  SLVIA  


Sent on 
12/11/18. 
Revised draft 
received 
150119 


Kent County Council 


• natural environment and HRA 
• access/highways/transport 
• Other consequential onshore effects 
• Historic Environment 
• Recreational use of the foreshore 
• SLVIA 


Sent on 
14/11/18. 
Revised draft 
received 
121218 


Kent IFCA • Natural environment and HRA  


Sent on 
12/11/18. 
Receipt of 
written 
representatio
n 150119 
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Stakeholder Relevant Topics Status 


Kent Wildlife Trust • Natural environment and HRA 


Issued 
181218, draft 
received 
070119 


MCA 
• Port, shipping, commercial sea 


navigation 
• Recreational boat use 


Sent on 
09/11/18. No 
response 
received to 
date beyond 
confirmation 
that matters 
will be 
discussed at 
the ISH2 and 
following WRs 


MMO 


• Natural environment and HRA 
• Port, shipping, commercial sea 


navigation 
• Recreational boat use 
• Fishing and Fisheries 
• Historic Environment 


Sent on 
27/11/18. 
revised draft 
received 
100119 


National Trust • Natural environment and HRA 


Draft issued 
141218, 
revised draft 
received  


Natural England - Ornith 


• Natural environment and HRA 


Sent on 
16/11/18. 
Draft received 
following 
discussions 
and revisions 
140119 


Natural England - SS&A 


To be 
confirmed 
following 
removal of 
landfall 
Option 2 


Natural England - Topics 


Sent on 
16/11/18. 
Draft received 
following 
discussions 
and revisions 
140119 
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Stakeholder Relevant Topics Status 


Port of London Authority • Port, shipping, commercial sea 
navigation 


Sent on 
08/11/18. No 
response 
received to 
date. 


River Oak Strategic 
Partners • Air navigation 


Sent on 
06/12/18. No 
response 
received to 
date. 


RSPB • Natural environment and HRA  


Sent on 
10/12/18. 
Response 
received 
notifying that 
RSPB no 
longer 
engaging in 
project. 
Understood to 
have been 
sent to PINS 
January 2019 


RYA • Recreational boat use Sent on 
14/12/19 


TFA • Fishing and Fisheries 


Sent on 
19/11/18. 
Advanced 
draft received 
140119 


Thanet District Council 


• natural environment and HRA 
•  access/highways/transport 
• Other consequential onshore effects 
• Historic Environment 
• SLVIA 


Sent on 
16/11/18. 
Revised draft 
received 
140119 


THLS 
• Port, shipping, commercial sea 


navigation 
• Recreational boat use 


Sent on 
09/11/18. No 
response 
received to 
date beyond 
confirmation 
that matters 
will be 
discussed at 
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Stakeholder Relevant Topics Status 
the ISH2 and 
following WRs 


French Authorities 
• Natural environment and HRA 
• Fishing and Fisheries 
• SLVIA 


under 
consideration 
following 
Deadline 1. 


Port of Tilbury • Port, shipping, commercial sea 
navigation 


Issued for 
consideration 
on the 
21/12/18, 1st 
draft included 
at Deadline 1 
subject to 
further 
discussion of 
received 
‘marked up 
pdf’ 


London Gateway • Port, shipping, commercial sea 
navigation 


Issued for 
consideration 
on the 
21/12/18, 1st 
draft included 
at Deadline 1 
subject to 
further 
discussion of 
received 
‘marked up 
pdf’ 


MoD • Military affairs 


Contacted on 
4/1/19, 
receipt 
acknowledged 
and awaiting 
response. 
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4 Statement of Commonality 


59 The following section describes the common themes or areas of commonality that 
have arisen through review of the relevant representations received. 


 Site Selection and Alternatives 


60 An evident theme is the position on site selection and alternatives, in particular with 
reference to concerns raised with regards Landfall Option 2 and the potential for 
permanent loss of saltmarsh habitat. This theme is shared by: 


• Natural England; 


• Environment Agency; 


• Kent Wildlife Trust; 


• MMO; 


• Kent and Essex IFCA; 


• Local Authorities (KCC, DDC, and TDC) 


61 In light of the concern raised, and as a result of further detailed design analysis as 
presented in Appendix 45 of this Deadline 1 submission detailing the removal of 
landfall Option 2, the Applicant has decided to withdraw Landfall Option 2 from the 
design envelope for the proposed project. 


62 As noted within Appendix 45 this decision has been made in the absence of primary 
site investigation data. As such the Applicant is relying on the existing geotechnical 
data which provides details of the expected composition and stratigraphy of the 
landfill. There is an acknowledged risk to the project of uncovering more hazardous 
material which requires a more costly and lengthy process to remove and dispose of 
correctly, however given the concerns raised by stakeholders, particularly in respect 
of the permanent loss of saltmarsh, it is considered appropriate and necessary to 
make this decision at this time. 


63 It should be noted that the site investigations proposed by the project are, in effect, 
pre-construction surveys that were being brought forward pre-consent to inform the 
design process. It is entirely common for projects to progress through to consent in 
the absence of full site investigation, including in areas of contaminated land where a 
risk-based approach is taken and suitable controls and mitigation identified. 
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 Ornithology (displacement buffer) matters 


64 An additional evident theme is the position on the displacement buffers applied by 
the Applicant when considering displacement of ornithological receptors as a result of 
the installation of the offshore infrastructure. This theme is shared by: 


• Natural England; 


• MMO; and 


• RSPB 


65 These matters have been the subject of additional clarification notes submitted by the 
Applicant to Natural England for consultation. Revised versions of these documents 
are submitted with the wider Deadline 1 submissions. 


 Adequacy of (Offshore) Project Description transcription 


66 A further evident theme is the position on project description transcription within the 
offshore ES chapters, the draft DCO, and other supporting documents such as the 
disposal site characterisation and MCZ assessment. This theme is shared by: 


• Natural England; and 


• MMO;  


67 These matters have been the subject of clarification and audit notes which have been 
drafted to provide a clear audit of the offshore Project Description parameters and 
the worst cases assessed. These documents are submitted with the wider Deadline 1 
submissions at Annex B and B to Appendix 1. 


 Shipping and Navigation matters 


68 An additional evident theme is the position on the findings of the NRA, specifically on 
the conclusion of the acceptability of the Order Limits presented within the NRA and 
associated ES chapter. This theme is shared by: 


• MCA; 


• Trinity House; 


• Port of London Authority; 


• London Gateway; 


• Port of Tilbury; 


• Estuary Services Limited; 


• Chamber of Shipping; and 
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• London Pilots Association. 


69 These matters have been the subject of additional clarification notes and ExA 
questions, responses to which are submitted by the Applicant with the wider Deadline 
1 submissions. 


 





		1 Introduction

		1 Annex E (Agenda for the Issue Specific Hearing 1 (ISH1): Procedural decisions made by the Examining Authority (ExA) Rule 6 letter (PINS Ref PD-006) notes at item 1 that the ExA requests that at Deadline 1 the Applicant provides it with a tracking li...

		2 This note specifically provides reference to the Statements of Common Ground (SoCG) requested, , notes for the benefit of the ExA where and why an SoCG has not been entered into (either for a given topic or with a stakeholder more broadly), and prov...

		3 Section 3 provides a summary of the status of the SoCGs presented within the body of this document. Section 4 then presents a Statement of Commonality, identifying those themes of shared or common interest that developed through consideration of the...

		2 Statements of Common Ground

		4 The following subsections present each category or topic area identified by the ExA for consideration within SoCGs. The approach taken by the Applicant in drafting SoCGs has been to, where possible, draft a single SoCG that captures all topics of in...

		5 Each section identifies the overarching topic area, the parties that the ExA has requested a SoCG to be drafted with, and as noted previously identifies any stakeholders or topic areas that have not been included when drafting SoCGs.

		2.2 A – Natural environment and HRA



		6 The ExA, in their Rule 8 letter dated 18PthP December 2018, requested that SoCGs be drafted with the following stakeholders:

		7 The ExA, under the overarching title of Natural Environment and HRA, requested the following topics be included within the SoCGs:

		Environment Agency



		8 The Applicant has drafted an SoCG with the Environment Agency on all topics, except for:

		  characterisation/assessment - marine mammals; due to marine mammals being outwith the EA’s remit; and

		 characterisation/assessment - marine and terrestrial bird species; due to ornithology being outwith the EA’s remit; and

		 impacts to European sites; due to European sites being generally outwith the EA’s remit, however relevant habitats and species that may form features of European designated sites are captured within the SoCG.

		Natural England



		9 The Applicant has drafted an SoCG with Natural England on all matters identified under this topic area.

		Marine Management Organisation



		10 The Applicant has drafted an SoCG with the MMO on all matters under this topic area.

		National Trust



		11 The Applicant considers that National Trust are not an appropriate party to seek a SoCG on the topic. During the development of the Project it is understood that National Trust have deferred to Kent Wildlife Trust on these matters. National Trust h...

		Kent Wildlife Trust



		12 The Applicant has drafted an SoCG with Kent Wildlife Trust on all topics.

		Royal Society for the Protection of Birds



		13 The Applicant has drafted an SoCG with RSPB on topics of relevance to them, the exceptions being (due to falling outwith their area of interest):

		14 It should be noted that RSPB have informed the Applicant that due to limited resources they do not wish to be engaged further during the examination phase of this project. The Applicant has confirmed as of January 2019 that for the remaining matter...

		Relevant local authorities



		15 The Applicant has drafted SoCGs with the relevant authorities (Dover District Council (DDC), Thanet District Council (TDC), and Kent County Council (KCC) as appropriate with the following exceptions (due to these not being technical areas of intere...

		Relevant overseas authorities (taken to be France as the only party of relevance)



		16 The Applicant at the current time has not sought a SoCG from French Authorities. Following submission of the information requested by the ExA within the Action list for Issue Specific Hearing 1 (ISH1), and any further feedback received from the Fre...

		2.3 B – Access, highways and transportation effects



		17 The ExA in their Rule 8 letter  requested that SoCGs be drafted with the following stakeholders:

		18 On the following matters:

		19 The Applicant has drafted an SoCG with the relevant local authorities (KCC, TDC, DDC) which includes reference to these matters.

		20 The Applicant has agreed a SoCG with Highways England in addition to seeking a SoCG with the relevant local highway authority (KCC).

		2.4 C – Other consequential onshore effects



		21 The ExA in their Rule 8 letter (PINS Ref: [likely to be PD-008 but currently not in the examination library]) requested that SoCGs be drafted with the following stakeholders:

		22 On the following matters in relation to other onshore effects:

		23 The Applicant has drafted an SoCG with the relevant local authorities (KCC, TDC, DDC) which includes reference to these matters.

		2.5 D – Air Navigation



		24 The ExA in their Rule 8 letter requested that SoCGs be drafted with the following stakeholders:

		25 On the following matters in relation to air navigation:

		26 The Applicant has sought a SoCG with River Oak Strategic Partners.

		27 To date there has been no response from the Civil Aviation Authority either during Section 42 consultation or at the relevant representations. Following the Preliminary Meeting the CAA have been contacted again regarding a SoCG. No response has bee...

		28 The Applicant has engaged with NATS en route plc and received confirmation that the turbine array as submitted will not interfere with their operations. Evidence of this correspondence is submitted at Annex 1 of the document.

		2.6 E – Ports, shipping and commercial sea navigation



		29 The ExA in their Rule 8 letter  requested that SoCGs be drafted with the following stakeholders:

		30 On the following matters in relation to ports, shipping and commercial sea navigation:

		31 The Applicant has sought SoCGs with the listed parties on all matters identified.

		2.7 F – Recreational sea use



		32 The ExA in their Rule 8 letter requested that SoCGs be drafted with the following stakeholders:

		33 On the following matters:

		34 To the extent that is has been assessed in the NRA and the ES, the Applicant is engaging with MCA and Trinity House regarding recreational sea use. The Applicant has consulted with the Royal Yachting Association at Section 42 and Section 56; no res...

		35 Notwithstanding this a draft SoCG has been submitted to the RYA in December 2018, with no response received to date.

		2.8 G – Fishing and fisheries



		36 The ExA in their Rule 8 letter requested that SoCGs be drafted with the following stakeholders:

		37 MMO;

		38 Interested/Statutory Parties involved in fishing

		39 The Applicant is seeking a SoCG with the Thanet Fishermen’s Association in addition to MMO.

		2.9 H – Historic environment



		40 The ExA in their Rule 8 letter requested that SoCGs be drafted with the following stakeholders:

		41 On the following matters:

		42 As confirmed at the Preliminary Meeting the Applicant has not consulted with English Heritage as the Project will not directly impact any property owned or managed by EH. The Applicant is seeking an SoCG with Historic England as the statutory body ...

		43 The Applicant has also included reference to the historic environment within the SoCG with the MMO and relevant local authorities (KCC, TDC, DDC).

		44 There are no other Interested/Statutory Parties of relevance to consider with regards potential effects on the historic environment or archaeology.

		2.10 I – Recreational use of the foreshore



		45 On the following matters:

		46 The Applicant has included reference to the recreational use of the foreshore in the draft SoCGs with National Trust, KWT and relevant local authorities (KCC, TDC, DDC) on the matters identified.

		47 There are no other Interested or Statutory Parties considered to be relevant to recreational use of the foreshore, though it is noted that other parties are represented on the Pegwell Bay steering group (the management authority for the National Na...

		2.11 J – Seascape, landscape and visual impact assessment



		48 The ExA in their Rule 8 letter requested that SoCGs be drafted with the following stakeholders:

		49 On the following matters:

		50 The Applicant has included reference to SLVIA within the SoCGs with Historic England and the relevant local authorities (KCC, DDC, TDC).

		51 The Applicant has not sought to include reference to SLVIA within the SoCG with Natural England as the project does not interact with any Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty. Reference to the Outline Landscape and Ecological Management Plan (PINS R...

		52 As discussed at the first Issue Specific Hearing (ISH1) the Applicant has not sought an SoCG with overseas public authorities, as there have to date been no representations received from overseas authorities on this matter. Should representations b...

		2.12 K – Energy undertakers



		53 The ExA in their Rule 8 letter requested that SoCGs be drafted with the following stakeholders:

		54 On the following matters:

		55 The Applicant is in ongoing discussions on crossing and proximity agreements with NGET, Nemolink, Thanet OFTO and UKPN and will provide an update on these as part of the tracker requested by the ExA for deadline 1. The Applicant expects to reach ag...

		56 There are no other Interested or Statutory Parties of relevance.

		2.13 L – Military affairs



		57 The ExA in their Rule 8 letter noted that the Ministry of Defence (MoD) does not object to the proposed development. The ExA further noted that in the context set by multiple Relevant Representations raising concerns about civil/ merchant shipping ...

		58 The Applicant consulted with the Ministry of Defence at Section 42 to which the MoD responded stating the application should undertake UXO surveys prior to intrusive works. The relevant representation from the MoD confirms no objection on aviation ...

		3 Current status of SoCGs

		4 Statement of Commonality

		59 The following section describes the common themes or areas of commonality that have arisen through review of the relevant representations received.

		4.2 Site Selection and Alternatives



		60 An evident theme is the position on site selection and alternatives, in particular with reference to concerns raised with regards Landfall Option 2 and the potential for permanent loss of saltmarsh habitat. This theme is shared by:

		61 In light of the concern raised, and as a result of further detailed design analysis as presented in Appendix 45 of this Deadline 1 submission detailing the removal of landfall Option 2, the Applicant has decided to withdraw Landfall Option 2 from t...

		62 As noted within Appendix 45 this decision has been made in the absence of primary site investigation data. As such the Applicant is relying on the existing geotechnical data which provides details of the expected composition and stratigraphy of the...

		63 It should be noted that the site investigations proposed by the project are, in effect, pre-construction surveys that were being brought forward pre-consent to inform the design process. It is entirely common for projects to progress through to con...

		4.3 Ornithology (displacement buffer) matters



		64 An additional evident theme is the position on the displacement buffers applied by the Applicant when considering displacement of ornithological receptors as a result of the installation of the offshore infrastructure. This theme is shared by:

		65 These matters have been the subject of additional clarification notes submitted by the Applicant to Natural England for consultation. Revised versions of these documents are submitted with the wider Deadline 1 submissions.

		4.4 Adequacy of (Offshore) Project Description transcription



		66 A further evident theme is the position on project description transcription within the offshore ES chapters, the draft DCO, and other supporting documents such as the disposal site characterisation and MCZ assessment. This theme is shared by:

		67 These matters have been the subject of clarification and audit notes which have been drafted to provide a clear audit of the offshore Project Description parameters and the worst cases assessed. These documents are submitted with the wider Deadline...

		4.5 Shipping and Navigation matters



		68 An additional evident theme is the position on the findings of the NRA, specifically on the conclusion of the acceptability of the Order Limits presented within the NRA and associated ES chapter. This theme is shared by:

		69 These matters have been the subject of additional clarification notes and ExA questions, responses to which are submitted by the Applicant with the wider Deadline 1 submissions.
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1 Introduction 

1 Annex E (Agenda for the Issue Specific Hearing 1 (ISH1): Procedural decisions made by 
the Examining Authority (ExA) Rule 6 letter (PINS Ref PD-006) notes at item 1 that the 
ExA requests that at Deadline 1 the Applicant provides it with a tracking list of a 
number of documents which include Statements of Common Ground and commercial 
side agreements.  

2 This note specifically provides reference to the Statements of Common Ground (SoCG) 
requested, , notes for the benefit of the ExA where and why an SoCG has not been 
entered into (either for a given topic or with a stakeholder more broadly), and 
provides an update of the status of the SoCGs. 

3 Section 3 provides a summary of the status of the SoCGs presented within the body of 
this document. Section 4 then presents a Statement of Commonality, identifying those 
themes of shared or common interest that developed through consideration of the 
relevant representations, and in turn Statements of Common Ground. 
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2 Statements of Common Ground 

4 The following subsections present each category or topic area identified by the ExA 
for consideration within SoCGs. The approach taken by the Applicant in drafting SoCGs 
has been to, where possible, draft a single SoCG that captures all topics of interest or 
relevance. For ease of audit against the ExA SoCG request list the structure presented 
here however reflects topic areas, with a given relevant party appearing in each 
subsection. 

5 Each section identifies the overarching topic area, the parties that the ExA has 
requested a SoCG to be drafted with, and as noted previously identifies any 
stakeholders or topic areas that have not been included when drafting SoCGs. 

 

 A – Natural environment and HRA 

6 The ExA, in their Rule 8 letter dated 18th December 2018, requested that SoCGs be 
drafted with the following stakeholders: 

• Environment Agency; 

• Natural England; 

• Marine Management Organisation; 

• National Trust; 

• Kent Wildlife Trust; 

• Royal Society for the Protection of Birds; 

• Relevant local authorities; and 

• Relevant overseas authorities (taken to be France as the only party of 
relevance). 

7 The ExA, under the overarching title of Natural Environment and HRA, requested the 
following topics be included within the SoCGs: 

• The adequacy of base data, impact assessment methodologies, construction, 
operational and decommissioning effects on or in respect of:  

o marine sediment characterisation, turbidity and water quality;  

o coastal processes;  

o marine fish stocks;  

o shellfish stocks;  
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o marine mammals;  

o marine and terrestrial bird species, including the calculation of prospective bird 
strike mortality effects;  

• the relevance of impacts in individual European Sites;  

• the adequacy of specific assessments of impact on individual European Sites and 
the qualifying features / species contained in those sites;  

• the need for and adequacy of particular approaches to impact mitigation and 
the mechanism for securing any mitigation through the draft DCO or Marine 
Licence; 

Environment Agency 

8 The Applicant has drafted an SoCG with the Environment Agency on all topics, except 
for: 

•  characterisation/assessment - marine mammals; due to marine mammals being 
outwith the EA’s remit; and 

• characterisation/assessment - marine and terrestrial bird species; due to ornithology 
being outwith the EA’s remit; and 

• impacts to European sites; due to European sites being generally outwith the EA’s 
remit, however relevant habitats and species that may form features of European 
designated sites are captured within the SoCG. 

Natural England 

9 The Applicant has drafted an SoCG with Natural England on all matters identified 
under this topic area. 

Marine Management Organisation 

10 The Applicant has drafted an SoCG with the MMO on all matters under this topic area. 

National Trust 

11 The Applicant considers that National Trust are not an appropriate party to seek a 
SoCG on the topic. During the development of the Project it is understood that 
National Trust have deferred to Kent Wildlife Trust on these matters. National Trust 
have not indicated to the Applicant that this approach has changed, and their relevant 
representation does not make reference to these matters. The Applicant has sought a 
SoCG with National Trust to clarify this position and their comments on recreational 
use of the foreshore as requested under (I). 
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Kent Wildlife Trust 

12 The Applicant has drafted an SoCG with Kent Wildlife Trust on all topics. 

Royal Society for the Protection of Birds 

13 The Applicant has drafted an SoCG with RSPB on topics of relevance to them, the 
exceptions being (due to falling outwith their area of interest): 

• characterisation/assessment - marine sediment characterisation; 

• characterisation/assessment - coastal processes; 

• characterisation/assessment - marine fish stocks; 

• characterisation/assessment - shellfish stocks; 

• characterisation/assessment - marine mammals; 

14 It should be noted that RSPB have informed the Applicant that due to limited 
resources they do not wish to be engaged further during the examination phase of 
this project. The Applicant has confirmed as of January 2019 that for the remaining 
matters for consideration identified within their relevant representation RSPB will 
defer to Natural England. 

Relevant local authorities 

15 The Applicant has drafted SoCGs with the relevant authorities (Dover District Council 
(DDC), Thanet District Council (TDC), and Kent County Council (KCC) as appropriate 
with the following exceptions (due to these not being technical areas of interest to the 
local authorities, and the local authorities therefore deferring to other relevant 
stakeholders (such as MMO)): 

• characterisation/assessment - marine sediment characterisation; and 

• characterisation/assessment - coastal processes. 

Relevant overseas authorities (taken to be France as the only party of 
relevance) 

16 The Applicant at the current time has not sought a SoCG from French Authorities. 
Following submission of the information requested by the ExA within the Action list 
for Issue Specific Hearing 1 (ISH1), and any further feedback received from the French 
Authorities the Applicant will develop a SoCG as required. 
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 B – Access, highways and transportation effects 

17 The ExA in their Rule 8 letter  requested that SoCGs be drafted with the following 
stakeholders: 

• Relevant local authorities; 

18 On the following matters: 

• the adequacy of access, highway, other transport provision for construction, 
maintenance and decommissioning 

19 The Applicant has drafted an SoCG with the relevant local authorities (KCC, TDC, DDC) 
which includes reference to these matters. 

20 The Applicant has agreed a SoCG with Highways England in addition to seeking a SoCG 
with the relevant local highway authority (KCC). 

 C – Other consequential onshore effects 

21 The ExA in their Rule 8 letter (PINS Ref: [likely to be PD-008 but currently not in the 
examination library]) requested that SoCGs be drafted with the following 
stakeholders: 

• Relevant local authorities 

22 On the following matters in relation to other onshore effects: 

• Economic effects of the Project; 

23 The Applicant has drafted an SoCG with the relevant local authorities (KCC, TDC, DDC) 
which includes reference to these matters. 

 D – Air Navigation 

24 The ExA in their Rule 8 letter requested that SoCGs be drafted with the following 
stakeholders: 

• River Oak Strategic Partners; and 

• And any other Interested/Statutory Party responsible for airport, airfield, air 
navigation or aviation services. 

25 On the following matters in relation to air navigation: 

• the degree to which air navigation and the integrity of navigation systems have 
been or can be adequately protected by the project;  
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• the need for and adequacy of particular approaches to impact mitigation;  

• effects on the proposed Manston Airport;  

• effects on any other relevant airport; 

26 The Applicant has sought a SoCG with River Oak Strategic Partners. 

27 To date there has been no response from the Civil Aviation Authority either during 
Section 42 consultation or at the relevant representations. Following the Preliminary 
Meeting the CAA have been contacted again regarding a SoCG. No response has been 
received to date.  

28 The Applicant has engaged with NATS en route plc and received confirmation that the 
turbine array as submitted will not interfere with their operations. Evidence of this 
correspondence is submitted at Annex 1 of the document.  

 E – Ports, shipping and commercial sea navigation 

29 The ExA in their Rule 8 letter  requested that SoCGs be drafted with the following 
stakeholders: 

• Port Authorities and Operators; 

• UK Chamber of Shipping and Shipping Interests; 

• The MMO; 

• Trinity House; 

• The Maritime and Coastguard Agency;  

• Pilotage 

• Port of Tilbury London Ltd; 

• London Gateway Ltd; and 

• Any other interested/Statutory Party/ Other Person responsible for maritime 
navigation, safety and shipping services.  

30 On the following matters in relation to ports, shipping and commercial sea navigation: 

• the degree to which the operational needs of commercial ports and harbours 
have been adequately protected by the project;  

• the degree to which shipping channels, access to navigable rivers and canal 
navigations, anchorages, navigational aids and systems at sea have been 
adequately protected by the project;  
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• the effect of the project on commercial shipping movements during 
construction, operation and decommissioning; 

31 The Applicant has sought SoCGs with the listed parties on all matters identified. 

 F – Recreational sea use 

32 The ExA in their Rule 8 letter requested that SoCGs be drafted with the following 
stakeholders: 

• MMO; 

• Trinity House; 

• MCA; 

• Any other Interested /Statutory Party. 

33 On the following matters: 

• the degree to which the needs of recreational sea use has been adequately 
protected by the project; 

• the need for and adequacy of any particular approaches to impact mitigation; 

34 To the extent that is has been assessed in the NRA and the ES, the Applicant is 
engaging with MCA and Trinity House regarding recreational sea use. The Applicant 
has consulted with the Royal Yachting Association at Section 42 and Section 56; no 
response was received. Prior to this RYA were also consulted as part of the 
Navigational Risk Assessment (PINS Ref APP-089 Application ref 6.4.10.1) with 
responses captured in Table 8 of that document noting concerns that have been 
considered within the assessment. 

35 Notwithstanding this a draft SoCG has been submitted to the RYA in December 2018, 
with no response received to date.  

 G – Fishing and fisheries 

36 The ExA in their Rule 8 letter requested that SoCGs be drafted with the following 
stakeholders: 

37 MMO; 

38 Interested/Statutory Parties involved in fishing 

39 The Applicant is seeking a SoCG with the Thanet Fishermen’s Association in addition 
to MMO. 
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 H – Historic environment 

40 The ExA in their Rule 8 letter requested that SoCGs be drafted with the following 
stakeholders: 

• Historic England; 

• English Heritage; 

• Relevant local authorities; 

• MMO; 

• Any other Interested/Statutory Party involved in the historic environment or 
archaeology; 

41 On the following matters: 

• the adequacy of base data, impact assessment methodologies, construction, 
operational and decommissioning effects on the historic marine environment;  

• the adequacy of base data, impact assessment methodologies, construction, 
operational and decommissioning effects on the setting of terrestrial heritage 
assets; and 

• the need for and adequacy of particular approaches to impact mitigation. 

42 As confirmed at the Preliminary Meeting the Applicant has not consulted with English 
Heritage as the Project will not directly impact any property owned or managed by 
EH. The Applicant is seeking an SoCG with Historic England as the statutory body for 
heritage protection and this will cover any indirect effects on setting of all heritage 
assets including those managed by EH. 

43 The Applicant has also included reference to the historic environment within the SoCG 
with the MMO and relevant local authorities (KCC, TDC, DDC). 

44 There are no other Interested/Statutory Parties of relevance to consider with regards 
potential effects on the historic environment or archaeology. 

 I – Recreational use of the foreshore 

36 The ExA in their Rule 8 letter (PINS Ref: [likely to be PD-008 but currently not in the 
examination library]) requested that SoCGs be drafted with the following stakeholders: 

• National Trust; 

• Kent Wildlife Trust; 

• Relevant local authorities; and 
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• Any other Interested/Statutory Party involved in the management of Pegwell 
Bay and other foreshore areas. 

45 On the following matters: 

• the adequacy of base data, impact assessment methodologies, construction, 
operational and decommissioning effects on the foreshore and Country Park;  

• the need for and adequacy of particular approaches to impact mitigation. 

46 The Applicant has included reference to the recreational use of the foreshore in the 
draft SoCGs with National Trust, KWT and relevant local authorities (KCC, TDC, DDC) 
on the matters identified.  

47 There are no other Interested or Statutory Parties considered to be relevant to 
recreational use of the foreshore, though it is noted that other parties are represented 
on the Pegwell Bay steering group (the management authority for the National Nature 
Reserve). These parties are represented in other SoCGs with reference to their areas 
of direct expertise or interest – e.g. Natural England, RSPB, and Kent and Essex IFCA. 

 J – Seascape, landscape and visual impact assessment 

48 The ExA in their Rule 8 letter requested that SoCGs be drafted with the following 
stakeholders: 

• Relevant local authorities; 

• Natural England; 

• Historic England; and 

• Relevant representatives of Overseas Public Authorities. 

49 On the following matters: 

• Agreed approaches to seascape, landscape and visual impact assessment 
(SLVIA); and 

• The adequacy of mitigation. 

50 The Applicant has included reference to SLVIA within the SoCGs with Historic England 
and the relevant local authorities (KCC, DDC, TDC). 
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51 The Applicant has not sought to include reference to SLVIA within the SoCG with 
Natural England as the project does not interact with any Areas of Outstanding Natural 
Beauty. Reference to the Outline Landscape and Ecological Management Plan (PINS 
Ref: APP-142/ Application Ref: 8.7), which includes reference to management of 
onshore visual impacts (in addition to ecological matters) is however included within 
the SoCG with Natural England. 

52 As discussed at the first Issue Specific Hearing (ISH1) the Applicant has not sought an 
SoCG with overseas public authorities, as there have to date been no representations 
received from overseas authorities on this matter. Should representations be received 
from overseas authorities the Applicant will draft an SoCG as appropriate. 

 K – Energy undertakers 

53 The ExA in their Rule 8 letter requested that SoCGs be drafted with the following 
stakeholders: 

• National Grid Electricity Transmission (NGET); 

• National Grid Gas (NGG); 

• Nemo Link; and 

• Any other Interested/Statutory Party involved in energy transmission or 
distribution. 

54 On the following matters: 

• Effects of the proposed development on transmission and distribution 
infrastructure. 

55 The Applicant is in ongoing discussions on crossing and proximity agreements with 
NGET, Nemolink, Thanet OFTO and UKPN and will provide an update on these as part 
of the tracker requested by the ExA for deadline 1. The Applicant expects to reach 
agreement with all of these parties prior to the end of examination. As such it is not 
currently intended to enter into SoCGs with these undertakers as the progress and 
expected agreement of commercial agreements and protective provisions will 
demonstrate the position of these stakeholders. NGG do not have any apparatus in 
proximity to the project and have not been approached. 

56 There are no other Interested or Statutory Parties of relevance. 
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 L – Military affairs 

57 The ExA in their Rule 8 letter noted that the Ministry of Defence (MoD) does not object 
to the proposed development. The ExA further noted that in the context set by 
multiple Relevant Representations raising concerns about civil/ merchant shipping a 
statement of common ground could valuably be prepared to include: 

• a review of actions necessary and agreed to safeguard military shipping; 

• consideration of actions (if any) necessary and agreed to safeguard military 
aviation; 

58 The Applicant consulted with the Ministry of Defence at Section 42 to which the MoD 
responded stating the application should undertake UXO surveys prior to intrusive 
works. The relevant representation from the MoD confirms no objection on aviation 
matters. The MoD has therefore been consulted and has responded twice without 
raising any concerns regarding military shipping. However, as noted at the Preliminary 
Meeting the Applicant has sought to confirmation from the MoD regarding their 
position on military shipping and aviation. 
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3 Current status of SoCGs 

Stakeholder Relevant Topics Status 

Chamber of Shipping • Port, shipping, commercial sea 
navigation 

draft received 
from CoS 
150119 

Dover District Council 

• natural environment and HRA 
• access/highways/transport 
• Other consequential onshore effects 
•  Historic Environment 
•  SLVIA 

Sent on 
02/11/18. 
Revised draft 
received and 
discussed with 
DDC 140119 

Environment Agency • Natural environment and HRA 

Sent on 
01/11/18. 
Response 
received 10th 
December 
requesting 
clarification 
on regulator 
position 
(asking 
Applicant to 
include it). 
Revised draft 
received 
150119 

Highways England • Access/highways/transport 
Signed copy 
received. 

Historic England • Historic Environment 
•  SLVIA  

Sent on 
12/11/18. 
Revised draft 
received 
150119 

Kent County Council 

• natural environment and HRA 
• access/highways/transport 
• Other consequential onshore effects 
• Historic Environment 
• Recreational use of the foreshore 
• SLVIA 

Sent on 
14/11/18. 
Revised draft 
received 
121218 

Kent IFCA • Natural environment and HRA  

Sent on 
12/11/18. 
Receipt of 
written 
representatio
n 150119 
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Stakeholder Relevant Topics Status 

Kent Wildlife Trust • Natural environment and HRA 

Issued 
181218, draft 
received 
070119 

MCA 
• Port, shipping, commercial sea 

navigation 
• Recreational boat use 

Sent on 
09/11/18. No 
response 
received to 
date beyond 
confirmation 
that matters 
will be 
discussed at 
the ISH2 and 
following WRs 

MMO 

• Natural environment and HRA 
• Port, shipping, commercial sea 

navigation 
• Recreational boat use 
• Fishing and Fisheries 
• Historic Environment 

Sent on 
27/11/18. 
revised draft 
received 
100119 

National Trust • Natural environment and HRA 

Draft issued 
141218, 
revised draft 
received  

Natural England - Ornith 

• Natural environment and HRA 

Sent on 
16/11/18. 
Draft received 
following 
discussions 
and revisions 
140119 

Natural England - SS&A 

To be 
confirmed 
following 
removal of 
landfall 
Option 2 

Natural England - Topics 

Sent on 
16/11/18. 
Draft received 
following 
discussions 
and revisions 
140119 
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Stakeholder Relevant Topics Status 

Port of London Authority • Port, shipping, commercial sea 
navigation 

Sent on 
08/11/18. No 
response 
received to 
date. 

River Oak Strategic 
Partners • Air navigation 

Sent on 
06/12/18. No 
response 
received to 
date. 

RSPB • Natural environment and HRA  

Sent on 
10/12/18. 
Response 
received 
notifying that 
RSPB no 
longer 
engaging in 
project. 
Understood to 
have been 
sent to PINS 
January 2019 

RYA • Recreational boat use Sent on 
14/12/19 

TFA • Fishing and Fisheries 

Sent on 
19/11/18. 
Advanced 
draft received 
140119 

Thanet District Council 

• natural environment and HRA 
•  access/highways/transport 
• Other consequential onshore effects 
• Historic Environment 
• SLVIA 

Sent on 
16/11/18. 
Revised draft 
received 
140119 

THLS 
• Port, shipping, commercial sea 

navigation 
• Recreational boat use 

Sent on 
09/11/18. No 
response 
received to 
date beyond 
confirmation 
that matters 
will be 
discussed at 
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Stakeholder Relevant Topics Status 
the ISH2 and 
following WRs 

French Authorities 
• Natural environment and HRA 
• Fishing and Fisheries 
• SLVIA 

under 
consideration 
following 
Deadline 1. 

Port of Tilbury • Port, shipping, commercial sea 
navigation 

Issued for 
consideration 
on the 
21/12/18, 1st 
draft included 
at Deadline 1 
subject to 
further 
discussion of 
received 
‘marked up 
pdf’ 

London Gateway • Port, shipping, commercial sea 
navigation 

Issued for 
consideration 
on the 
21/12/18, 1st 
draft included 
at Deadline 1 
subject to 
further 
discussion of 
received 
‘marked up 
pdf’ 

MoD • Military affairs 

Contacted on 
4/1/19, 
receipt 
acknowledged 
and awaiting 
response. 
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4 Statement of Commonality 

59 The following section describes the common themes or areas of commonality that 
have arisen through review of the relevant representations received. 

 Site Selection and Alternatives 

60 An evident theme is the position on site selection and alternatives, in particular with 
reference to concerns raised with regards Landfall Option 2 and the potential for 
permanent loss of saltmarsh habitat. This theme is shared by: 

• Natural England; 

• Environment Agency; 

• Kent Wildlife Trust; 

• MMO; 

• Kent and Essex IFCA; 

• Local Authorities (KCC, DDC, and TDC) 

61 In light of the concern raised, and as a result of further detailed design analysis as 
presented in Appendix 45 of this Deadline 1 submission detailing the removal of 
landfall Option 2, the Applicant has decided to withdraw Landfall Option 2 from the 
design envelope for the proposed project. 

62 As noted within Appendix 45 this decision has been made in the absence of primary 
site investigation data. As such the Applicant is relying on the existing geotechnical 
data which provides details of the expected composition and stratigraphy of the 
landfill. There is an acknowledged risk to the project of uncovering more hazardous 
material which requires a more costly and lengthy process to remove and dispose of 
correctly, however given the concerns raised by stakeholders, particularly in respect 
of the permanent loss of saltmarsh, it is considered appropriate and necessary to 
make this decision at this time. 

63 It should be noted that the site investigations proposed by the project are, in effect, 
pre-construction surveys that were being brought forward pre-consent to inform the 
design process. It is entirely common for projects to progress through to consent in 
the absence of full site investigation, including in areas of contaminated land where a 
risk-based approach is taken and suitable controls and mitigation identified. 
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 Ornithology (displacement buffer) matters 

64 An additional evident theme is the position on the displacement buffers applied by 
the Applicant when considering displacement of ornithological receptors as a result of 
the installation of the offshore infrastructure. This theme is shared by: 

• Natural England; 

• MMO; and 

• RSPB 

65 These matters have been the subject of additional clarification notes submitted by the 
Applicant to Natural England for consultation. Revised versions of these documents 
are submitted with the wider Deadline 1 submissions. 

 Adequacy of (Offshore) Project Description transcription 

66 A further evident theme is the position on project description transcription within the 
offshore ES chapters, the draft DCO, and other supporting documents such as the 
disposal site characterisation and MCZ assessment. This theme is shared by: 

• Natural England; and 

• MMO;  

67 These matters have been the subject of clarification and audit notes which have been 
drafted to provide a clear audit of the offshore Project Description parameters and 
the worst cases assessed. These documents are submitted with the wider Deadline 1 
submissions at Annex B and B to Appendix 1. 

 Shipping and Navigation matters 

68 An additional evident theme is the position on the findings of the NRA, specifically on 
the conclusion of the acceptability of the Order Limits presented within the NRA and 
associated ES chapter. This theme is shared by: 

• MCA; 

• Trinity House; 

• Port of London Authority; 

• London Gateway; 

• Port of Tilbury; 

• Estuary Services Limited; 

• Chamber of Shipping; and 
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• London Pilots Association. 

69 These matters have been the subject of additional clarification notes and ExA 
questions, responses to which are submitted by the Applicant with the wider Deadline 
1 submissions. 
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